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CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE -1981-82 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 1787

Introduced by Assemblywoman Tanner

March 27, 1981

An act to amend Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code, relating
to warranties.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 1787, as introduced, Tanner. Warranties.
Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service

or repair goods to conform to applicable express warranties
after a reasonable number of attempts must either replace the
goods or reimburse the buyer, as specified.

This bill would provide that it shall be presumed that a
reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken to
conform a new motor vehicle to the applicable express
warranties if (1) the same nonconformity has been subject to
repair 3 or more times by the dealer, and one time by the
manufacturer; or (2) the vehicle is out of service by reason of
a nonconformity which has, since the delivery of the vehicle
to the buyer, been subject to repair by the dealer for a
cumulative total of more than 20 days, to be calculated as
specified.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
Slate -mandated local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is
2 amended to read:
3 1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
4 sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
5 made an express warranty shall:
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AB 1787 -2-
1 (1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
2 facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
3 goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
4 or designate and authorize in this state as service and
5 repair facilities independent repair or service facilities
6 reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
7 sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.
8 As a means of complying with paragraph (1) of this
9 subdivision, a manufacturer shall be permitted to enter

10 into warranty service contracts with independent service
11 and repair facilities. The warranty service contracts may
12 provide for a fixed schedule of rates to be charged for
13 warranty service or warranty repair work, however, the
14 rates fixed by such contracts shall be in conformity with
15 the requirements of subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The
16 rates established pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section
17 1793.3, between the manufacturer and the independent
18 service and repair facility, shall not preclude a good -faith
19 discount which is reasonably related to reduced credit
20 and general overhead cost factors arising from the
21 manufacturer's payment of warranty charges direct to
22 the independent service and repair facility. The warranty
23 service contracts authorized by this paragraph shall not
24 be executed to cover a period of time in excess of one
25 year.
26 (2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
27 (1) of this subdivision, be subject to the provisions of
28 Section 1793.5.
29 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are
30 maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods
31 is necessary because they do not conform with the
32 applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be
33 commenced within a reasonable time by the
34 manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless
35 the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
36 must be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the
37 applicable warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
38 conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
39 representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
40 requirement. Where such dela- -
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1 shall be tendered as soon as possible following
2 termination of the condition giving rise to the delay.
3 (c) It shall be the duty of the buyer to deliver
4 nonconforming goods to the manufacturer's service and
5 repair facility within this state, unless, due to reasons of
6 size and weight, or method of attachment, or method of
7 installation, or nature of the nonconformity, such
8 delivery cannot reasonably be accomplished. Should the
9 buyer be unable to effect return of nonconforming goods

10 for any of the above reasons, he shall notify the
11 manufacturer or its nearest service and repair facility
12 within the state. Written notice of nonconformity to the
13 manufacturer or its service and repair facility shall
14 constitute return of the goods for purposes of this section.
15 Upon receipt of such notice of nonconformity the
16 manufacturer shall, at its option, service or repair the
17 goods at the buyer's residence, or pick up the goods for
18 service and repair, or arrange for transporting the goods
19 to its service and repair facility. All reasonable costs of 20 transporting the goods when, pursuant to the above, a
21 buyer is unable to effect return shall be at the
22 manufacturer's expense. The reasonable costs of
23 transporting nonconforming goods after delivery to the
24 service and repair facility until return of the goods to the
25 buyer shall be at the manufacturer's expense.
26 (d) Should the manufacturer or its representative in
27 this state be unable to service or repair the goods to
28 conform to the applicable express warranties after a
29 reasonable number of attempts, the manufacturer shall
30 either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer in an
31 amount equal to the purchase price paid by the buyer,
32 less that amount directly attributable to use by the buyer

n33 prior to the discovery of the nonconformity.
I.34 It shall be presumed that a reasonable number of

35 attempts have been undertaken to conform a new motor
36 vehicle to the applicable express warranties if (I) the
37 same nonconformity has been subject to repair three or
38 more times by the dealer, and one time by the
39 manufacturer; or (2) the vehicle is out of service by
0 reason of a nonconformity which has, since the delivery

SE ICE (800) 666-1917
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AB 1787 -4 -
1 of the vehicle to the buyer, been subject to repair by the 
2 dealer for a cumulative total of more than 20 days. hi
3 computing the 20 days pursuant to this section, a day shall
4 mean a calendar day or any portion thereof that the
5 dealer's service shop is open for business. The 20 days
6 shall commence on the day when, after the defect is first
7 reported or known, a written estimate of the cost of
8 repairing such defect is first prepared.

0
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 22, 1981

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE -1981-82 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 1787

Introduced by Assemblywoman Tanner

March 27, 1981

An act to amend Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code, relating
to warranties.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 1787, as amended, Tanner. Warranties.
Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service

or repair goods to conform to applicable express warranties
after a reasonable number of attempts must either replace the
goods or reimburse the buyer, as specified.

This bill would provide that it shall be presumed that a
reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken to
conform a new motor vehicle to the applicable express
warranties if (1) the same nonconformity has been subject to
repair 3 4 or more times by the dealer; fifid erte time by the
manufacturer or its agents; or (2) the vehicle is out of service
by reason of repair for a rterteeriferfflity whieb ha airtee the
delivery ef the vehicle to the buyer; been subjeet to repair by
the dealer fur a cumulative total of more than 20 days since
the delivery of the vehicle to the buyer, the 20 days to be
calculated as specified.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State -mandated local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is
V/ LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE2 aR93*(5611W7read:.41 III  '
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AB 1787 -2-
1 1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
2 sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
3 made an express warranty shall:
4 (1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
5 facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
6 goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
7 or designate and authorize in this state as service and
8 repair facilities independent repair or service facilities
9 reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are

10 sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.
11 As a means of complying with paragraph (1) of this
12 subdivision, a manufacturer shall be permitted to enter
13 into warranty service contracts with independent service
14 and repair facilities. The warranty service contracts may
15 provide for a fixed schedule of rates to be charged for
16 warranty service or warranty repair work, however, the
17 rates fixed by such contracts shall be in conformity with
18 the requirements of subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The
19 rates established pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section
20 1793.3, between the manufacturer and the independent
21 service and repair facility, shall not preclude a good -faith
22 discount which is reasonably related to reduced credit
23 and general overhead cost factors arising from the
24 manufacturer's payment of warranty charges direct to
25 the independent service and repair facility. The warranty
26 service contracts authorized by this paragraph shall not
27 be executed to cover a period of time in excess of one
28 year.
29 (2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
30 (1) of this subdivision, be subject to the provisions of 30
31 Section 1793.5. 31
32 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are 32
33 maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods V 33
34 is necessary because they do not conform with the 34
35 applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be 35
36 commenced within a reasonable time by the 36
37 manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless 37
38 the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods 38
39 must be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the 39
40 applicable warranties with: 43,:41,Eartkayritvgiticki4plylea
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conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
requirement. Where such delay arises, conforming goods
shall be tendered as soon as possible following
termination of the condition giving rise to the delay.

(c) It shall be the duty of the buyer to deliver
nonconforming goods to the manufacturer's service and
repair facility within this state, unless, due to reasons of
size and weight, or method of attachment, or method of
installation, or nature of the nonconformity, such
delivery cannot reasonably be accomplished. Should the
buyer be unable to effect return of nonconforming goods
for any of the above reasons, he shall notify the
manufacturer or its nearest service and repair facility
within the state. Written notice of nonconformity to the
manufacturer or its service and repair facility shall
constitute return of the goods for purposes of this section.
Upon receipt of such notice of nonconformity the
manufacturer shall, at its option, service or repair the
goods at the buyer's residence, or pick up the goods for
service and repair, or arrange for transporting the goods
to its service and repair facility. All reasonable costs of
transporting the goods when, pursuant to the above, abuyer is unable to effect return shall be at themanufacturer's expense. The reasonable costs of
transporting nonconforming goods after delivery to the
service and repair facility until return of the goods to the
buyer shall be at the manufacturer's expense.

(d) Should the manufacturer or its representative in
this state be unable to service or repair the goods toconform to the applicable express warranties after a
reasonable number of attempts, the manufacturer shall
either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer in an
amount equal to the purchase price paid by the buyer,
less that amount directly attributable to use by the buyer
prior to the discovery of the nonconformity.

It shall be presumed that a reasonable number of
attempts have been undertaken to conform a new motor
vehicle to the applicable express warranties if (1) the
samraigcmformity has been subject to repair three four

594



AB 1787 -4 -
1 or mere times by the dealer, mid erne time by the
2 HI aftuffteturer; more times by the manufacturer or its
3 agents; or (2) the vehicle is out of service by feaseft ef
4 rierieerifermity whieh hfts; since the delivery ef the
5 Miele to the Myer; been subjeet to repair by the dealer
6 fer a etimulative total ef more thee 20 days, in reason of
7 repair for a cumulative total of more than 20 days since 
8 the delivery of the vehicle to the buyer. In computing the
9 20 days pursuant to this section, a day shall mean a

10 calendar day or any portion thereof that the dealer's
11 service shop is open for business. The 20 days shall
12 commence on the day when, after the defect is first
13 reported or known, a written estimate of the cost of
14 repairing such defect is first prepared.

0
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 27, 1981

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 22, 1981

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE -I981-82 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 1787

Introduced by Assemblywoman Tanner
(Coauthors: Assemblymen Alatorre, Cramer, Elder,

Kapiloff, Katz, Martinez, Moorhead, Robinson, Roos,
Rosenthal, and Tucker)

(Coauthor: Senator Sieroty)

March 27, 1981

An act to amend Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code, relating
to warranties.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 1787, as amended, Tanner. Warranties.
Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service

or repair goods to conform to applicable express warranties
after a reasonable number of attempts must either replace the
goods or reimburse the buyer, as specified.

This bill would provide that it shall be presumed that a
reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken to
conform a new motor vehicle to the applicable express
warranties if (1) the same nonconformity has been subject to
repair 4 or more times by the manufacturer or its agents; or
(2) the vehicle is out of service by reason of repair for a
cumulative total of more than 20 days since the delivery of the
vehicle to the buyer, the 20 days to be calculated as specified.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State -mandated local program: no.

ma0 LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE (800) 666-1917:
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AB 1787 -2 -
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is
amended to read:

1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
made an express warranty shall:

(1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
or designate and authorize in this state as service and
repair facilities independent repair or service facilities
reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.

As a means of complying with paragraph (1) of this
subdivision, a manufacturer shall be permitted to enter
into warranty service contracts with independent service
and repair facilities. The warranty service contracts may
provide for a fixed schedule of rates to be charged for
warranty service or warranty repair work, however, the
rates fixed by such contracts shall be in conformity with
the requirements of subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The
rates established pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section
1793.3, between the manufacturer and the independent
service and repair facility, shall not preclude a good -faith
discount which is reasonably related to reduced credit
and general overhead cost factors arising from the
manufacturer's payment of warranty charges direct to
the independent service and repair facility. The warranty
service contracts authorized by this paragraph shall not
be executed to cover a period of time in excess of one
year.

(2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
(1) of this subdivision, be subject to the provisions of
Section 1793.5.

(b) Where such service and repair facilities are
maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods
is necessary because they do not conform with the
applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be

N., 00/Ye LEAMTRig NTki)- SERVI* talhe discovery of the nonconformity.
(ouu) woo -1 vlcommenced within a r(
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1 manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless
2 the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
3 must be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the
4 applicable warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
5 conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
6 representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
7 requirement. Where such delay arises, conforming goods
8 shall be tendered as soon as possible following
9 termination of the condition giving rise to the delay.

10 (c) It shall be the duty of the buyer to deliver
11 nonconforming goods to the manufacturer's service and
12 repair facility within this state, unless, due to reasons of
13 size and weight, or method of attachment, or method of
14 installation, or nature of the nonconformity, such
15 delivery cannot reasonably be accomplished. Should the
16 buyer be unable to effect return of nonconforming goods
17 for any of the above reasons, he shall notify the
18 manufacturer or its nearest service and repair facility
19 within the state. Written notice of nonconformity to the
20 manufacturer or its service and repair facility shall
21 constitute return of the goods for purposes of this section.
22 Upon receipt of such notice of nonconformity the
23 manufacturer shall, at its option, service or repair the
24 goods at the buyer's residence, or pick up the goods for
25 service and repair, or arrange for transporting the goods
26 to its service and repair facility. All reasonable costs of
27 transporting the goods when, pursuant to the above, a
28 buyer is unable to effect return shall be at the
29 manufacturer's expense. The reasonable costs of
30 transporting nonconforming goods after delivery to the
31 service and repair facility until return of the goods to the
32 buyer shall be at the manufacturer's expense.
33 (d) Should the manufacturer or its representative in
34 this state be unable to service or repair the goods to
35 conform to the applicable express warranties after a
36 reasonable number of attempts, the manufacturer shall
37 either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer in an
38 amount equal to the purchase price paid by the buyer,
39 less that amount directly attributable to use by the buyer
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AB 1787 -4 -
1 It shall be presumed that a reasonable number of
2 attempts have been undertaken to conform a new motor
3 vehicle to the applicable express warranties if (1) the
4 same nonconformity has been subject to repair four or
5 more times by the manufacturer or its agents; or (2) the
6 vehicle is out of service by reason of repair for a
7 cumulative total of more than 20 days since the delivery 
8 of the vehicle to the buyer. In computing the 20 clays
9 pursuant to this section, a day shall mean a calendar day

10 or any portion thereof that the deftler:e service shop is
11 open for business. The 20 days shall commence on the day
12 when, after the defect is first reported or known, a
13 written estimate of the cost of repairing such defect is
14 first prepared.

0
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AMENDED IN SENATE JULY 7, 1981

AMENDED I N ASSEMBLY APRIL 27, 1981

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 22, 1981

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE -I981-82 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEN1BLY BILL No. 1787

Introduced by Assemblywoman Tanner
(Coauthors: Assemblymen Alatorre, Cramer, Elder, Kapiloff,

Katz, Martinez, Moorhead, Robinson, Roos, Rosenthal, ttti4
Tucker Tucker, Farr, Lockyer, Johnston, Lehman, Torres,
and Maxine Waters)

(Coauthor: Senator Sieroty)

March 27, 1981

An act to amend Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code, relating
to warranties.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 1787, as amended, Tanner. Warranties.
Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service

or repair goods to conform to applicable express warranties
after a reasonable number of attempts must either replace the
goods or reimburse the buyer, as specified.

This bill would provide that it shall be presumed that a
reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken to
conform a new motor vehicle to the applicable express
warranties if (1) the same nonconformity has been subject to
repair 4 or more times by the manufacturer or its agents; or
(2) the vehicle is out of service by reason of repair for a
cumulative total of more than 20 days since the delivery of the
vehicle to the buyer, the 20 days to be calculated as specified.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State -mandated local program: no. oit  er LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE (800) 666-1917
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AB 1787 -2 -
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is
2 amended to read:
3 1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
4 sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
5 made an express warranty shall:
6 (1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
7 facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
8 goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
9 or designate and authorize in this state as service and

10 repair facilities independent repair or service facilities
11 reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
12 sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.
13 As a means of complying with paragraph (1) of this
14 subdivision, a manufacturer shall be permitted to enter
15 into warranty service contracts with independent service
16 and repair facilities. The warranty service contracts may
17 provide for a fixed schedule of rates to be charged for
18 warranty service or warranty repair work, however, the
19 rates fixed by such contracts shall be in conformity with
20 the requirements of subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The
21 rates established pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section
22 1793.3, between the manufacturer and the independent
23 service and repair facility, shall not preclude a good -faith
24 discount which is reasonably related to reduced credit
25 and general overhead cost factors arising from the
26 manufacturer's payment of warranty charges direct to
27 the independent service and repair facility. The warranty
28 service contracts authorized by this paragraph shall not
29 be executed to cover a period of time in excess of one
30 year.
31 (2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
32 (1) of this subdivision, be subject to the provisions of
33 Section 1793.5.
34 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are
35 maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods
36 is necessary because they do not conform with the
37 applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be
38 commenced within a reasonaVr time by the
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manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless
the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
must be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the
applicable warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
requirement. Where such delay arises, conforming goods
shall be tendered as soon as possible following
termination of the condition giving rise to the delay.

(c) It shall be the duty of the buyer to deliver
nonconforming goods to the manufacturer's service and
repair facility within this state, unless, due to reasons of
size and weight, or method of attachment, or method of
installation, or nature of the nonconformity, such
delivery cannot reasonably be accomplished. Should the
buyer be unable to effect return of nonconforming goods
for any of the above reasons, he shall notify the
manufacturer or its nearest service and repair facility
within the state. Written notice of nonconformity to the
manufacturer or its service and repair facility shall
constitute return of the goods for purposes of this section.
Upon receipt of such notice of nonconformity the
manufacturer shall, at its option, service or repair the
goods at the buyer's residence, or pick up the goods for
service and repair, or arrange for transporting the goods
to its service and repair facility All reasonable costs of
transporting the goods when, pursuant to the above, a
buyer is unable to effect return shall be at the
manufacturer's expense. The reasonable costs of
transporting nonconforming goods after delivery to the
service and repair facility until return of the goods to the
buyer shall be at the manufacturer's expense.

(d) Should the manufacturer or its representative in
this state be unable to service or repair the goods to
conform to the applicable express warranties after a
reasonable number of attempts, the manufacturer shall
either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer in an
amount equal to the purchase price paid by the buyer,
less that amount directly attributable to use by the buyer
prior to the discovery of the nonconformity.

(800) 666-1917
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AB 1787 -4 -
1 It shall be presumed that a reasonable number of.
2 attempts have been undertaken to conform a new motor
3 vehicle to the applicable express warranties if (1) the
4 same nonconformity has been subject to repair four or
5 more times by the manufacturer or its agents; or (2) the
6 vehicle is out of service by reason of repair for a
7 cumulative total of more than 20 days since the delivery
8 of the vehicle to the buyer. In computing the 20 days
9 19tisttcnit le under this section, a day shall mean a

10 calendar day or any portion thereof that the service shop
11 is open for business. The 20 days shall commence on the
12 day when, after the defect is first reported or known, a
13 written estimate of the cost of repairing such defect is
14 first prepared.

0
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AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 24, 1982

AMENDED IN SENATE JULY 7, 1981

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 27, 1981

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 22, 1981

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE -1981-82 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 1787

Introduced by Assemblywoman Tanner
(Coauthors: Assemblymen Alatorre, Cramer, Elder, Kapiloff,

Katz, Martinez, Moorhead, Robinson, Roos, Rosenthal,
Tucker, Farr, Lockyer, Johnston, Lehman, Torres, and
Maxine Waters)

(Coauthor: Senator Sieroty)

March 27, 1981

An act to amend Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code, relating
to warranties.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 1787, as amended, Tanner. Warranties.
Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service

or repair goods to conform to applicable express warranties
after a reasonable number of attempts must either replace the
goods or reimburse the buyer, as specified.

This bill would provide that it shall be presumed that a
reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken to
conform a new motor vehicle , excluding motorcycles,
motorhomes, and off -road vehicles, to the applicable express
warranties if within one year or 12,000 miles (1) the same
nonconformity has been subject to repair 4 or more times by
the manufacturer or its agents; or (2) the vehicle is out of
service by reason of repair for a cumulative total of more than yo

ie., ow, LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE (800) 666-1917:Noun-ra a 602



AB 1787 -2 -
al 30 days since the delivery of the vehicle to the buyer ; the

days to be eftlettlated as 9peeified. The bill would provide
that the presumption may not be asserted by the buyer until
after the buyer has resorted to an existing qualified third
party dispute resolution process, as defined. The bill would
also provide that a manufacturer shall be bound by a decision
of the third party process if the buyer elects to accept it, and
that if the buyer is dissatisfied with the third party decision
the buyer may assert the presumption in an action to enforce
the buyer's rights, as specified.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State -mandated local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is
2 amended to read:
3 -1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods

' 4 sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
5 made an express warranty shall:
6 (1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
7 facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
8 goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
9 or designate and authorize in this state as service and

10 repair facilities independent repair or service facilities 
11 reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
12 sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.
13 As a means of complying with paragraph (1) of this
14 subdivision, a manufacturer shall be permitted to enter
15 into warranty service contracts with independent service
16, and repair facilities. The warranty service contracts may
17 provide for a fixed schedule of rates to be charged for
18 warranty service or warranty repair work, however, the
19 rates fixed by such contracts shall be in conformity with
20 the requirements of subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The
21 rates established pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section
22 1793.3, between the manufacturer and the independent
23 service and repair facility, shall not preclude a good -faith
24 discount which is reasonably related to reduced credit
25 and general overhead cost factors arising from the

r: ,,V LEGISLATIVE INTENT Stsar 40 .
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1 manufacturer's payment of warranty charges direct to
2 the independent service and repair facility. The warranty
3 service contracts authorized by this paragraph shall not
4 be executed to cover a period of time in excess of one
5 year.
6 (2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
7 (1) of this subdivision, be subject to the provisions 4f
8 Section 1793.5.
9 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are

10 maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods
11 is necessary because they do not conform with the
12 applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be
13 commenced within a reasonable time by . the
14 manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless
15 the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
16 must be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the
17 applicable warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
18 conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
19 representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
20 requirement. Where such delay arises, conforming goods
21 shall be tendered as soon as possible following
22 termination of the condition giving rise to the delay.
23 (c) It shall be the duty of the buyer to deliver
24 nonconforming goods to the manufacturer's service and
25 repair facility within this state, unless, due to reasons of
26 size and weight, or method of attachment, or method of
27 installation, or nature of the nonconformity, such
28 delivery cannot reasonably be accomplished. Should the
29 buyer be unable to effect return of nonconforming goods
30 for any of the above reasons, he shall notify the
31 manufacturer or its nearest service and repair facility
32 within the state. Written notice of nonconformity to the
33 manufacturer or its service and repair facility shall
34 constitute return of the goods for purposes of this section.
35 Upon receipt of such notice of nonconformity the
36 manufacturer shall, at its option, service or repair the
37 goods at the buyer's residence, or pick up the goods for
38 service and repair, or arrange for transporting the goods
39 to its service and repair facility. All reasonable costs of

X40 kgowitailigig the goods when, pursuant to the above, a
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1 buyer is unable to effect return shall be at the
2 manufacturer's expense. The reasonable costs of
3 transporting nonconforming goods after delivery to the
4 service and repair facility until return of the goods to the
5 buyer shall be at the manufacturer's expense.
6 (d) Should the manufacturer or its representative in
7 this state be unable to service or repair the goods to
8 conform to the applicable express warranties after a
9 reasonable number of attempts, the manufacturer shall

10 either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer in an
11 amount equal to the purchase price paid by the buyer,
12 less that amount directly attributable to use by the buyer
13 prior to the discovery of the nonconformity.
14 It shall be presumed that a feasetiftble amber ef
15 attempts have been undertaken to eettfonn a new teeter
16 vehiele to the applicable express warranties -(-I-)- the
17 same nefteenfermity has been subjeet to repair feth et
18 mere tittles by the filliftufttetufef er its agents; er (2) the
19 vehiele is eitt ef service by reason ef repair fef
20 eumulative total ef fiter-e theft 20 days siftee the delivery
21 ef the vehiele to the buyer: fn computing the 20 days
22 untlet this seetioni a day 96114 mean a ealendar day Of any
23 pertiert thereef that the setviee shep 49 epen fef business,
24 The 20 days shall eemmettee eft the day when; after the
25 defect is first repented et knewn; a written estimate ef
26 the east ef repairing such defect is first prepared-,
27 (e) ( I) It shall be presumed that a reasonable number
28 of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
29 vehicle, excluding motorcycles, motor homes and
30 off -road vehicles, to the applicable express warranties if, 30
31 within one year from delivery to the buyer, or 12,000 31
32 miles, whichever occurs first, the same nonconformity 32
33 has been subject to repair four or more times by the 33
34 manufacturer or its agents, or the vehicle is out of service 34
35 by reason of repair of nonconformities for a cumulative 35
36 total of more than 30 calendar days since delivery of the 36
37 vehicle to. the buyer. This presumption shall be a 37
38 rebuttable presumption affecting the burden of proof in 38
39 any action to enforce the buyer's rights under subdivision 39
40 (d) and shall not be construe ,VitOsaiflg.s.es. iNTEam. gia
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1 (2) If a qualified third party dispute resolution process
2 exists, and the buyer receives timely notification in
3 writing of the availability of a third party process with a
4 description of its operation and effect, the presumption
5 in paragraph (1) of this subdivision may not be asserted
6 by the buyer until after the buyer has initially resorted to
7 the third party process as required in paragraph (3) of
8 this subdivision. Notification of the availability of the
9 third party process is not timely if the buyer suffers any
10 prejudice resulting from any delay in giving the
11 notification. If a qualified third party dispute resolution
12 process does not exist, or if the buyer is dissatisfied with
13 the third party decision, or if the manufacturer Or its
14 agent neglects to promptly fulfill the terms of such third
15 party decision, the buyer may assert the presumption
16 provided in paragraph ( I) of this subdivision in an action
17 to enforce the buyer's rights under subdivision (d) ,. The
18 record in the dispute resolution proceeding, including
19 the buyer's written complaint, all other documents and
20 evidence received or considered by the third party and
21 the findings and decision of the third party, shall be
22 admissible in evidence in the action without further
23 foundation. Any period of limitation of actions under any
24 federal or California laws with respect to any person shall
25 be extended for a period equal to the number of days
26 between the date a complaint is filed with a third party
27 dispute resolution process and the date of its decision or
28 the date before which the manufacturer or its agent is
29 required by the decision to fulfill its terms, whichever

occurs later.
(3) A qualified third party dispute resolution process

shall be one that complies with the Federal Trade
Commission's minimum requirements for informal
dispute settlement procedures as set forth in the
Commission's regulations in effect on January 1, 1982, at
16. Code of Federal Regulations Part 703; that is governed
by a board, at least half of whose members consist of
representatives of consumers or consumer organizations; _

whose decisions shall be binding on the manufacturer or
E0gE its ye07Ata2f7buyer elects to accept the decision; whose
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1 decisions include any remedies appropriate under the
2 circumstances' including repair, replacement, refund of
3 the purchase price, reimbursement' for expenses,
4 compensation for consequential and incidental damages
5 and any other remedies available under the
6 'manufacturer's express warranty or under any applicable
7 federal or state law; that prescribes a reasonable time not
8 to exceed 30 days, within which the manufacturer or its
9 agents must fulfill the terms of those decisions, and that

10 prior to April 1 of each year prepares, publishes and
11 submits to the Department of Motor Vehicles an annual
12 report for the preceding calendar year, which describes
13 the process and summarizes the substance of the
14 complaints filed and the decisions rendered (without
15 identifying the names of any individual buyers without
16 their express written consent) and which includes a copy
17 of the audit required by the Commission's regulations on
18 informal dispute resolution procedures.
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AMENDED IN SENATE JUNE 3, 1982

AMENDED IN SENATE MAY 24, 1982

AMENDED IN SENATE JULY 7, 1981

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 27, 1981

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 22, 1981

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE -1981-82 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 1787.

Introduced by Assemblywoman Tanner
(Coauthors: Assemblymen Alatorre, Cramer, Elder, Kapiloff,

Katz, Martinez, Moorhead, Robinson, Roos, Rosenthal,
Tucker, Farr, Lockyer, Johnston, Lehman, Torres, and
Maxine Waters)

.+Getrot-lteft Senate Sierety). (Coauthors: Senators Roberti,
Sieroty, and Watson)

March 27, 1981

An act to amend Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code, relating
to warranties.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 1787, as amended, Tanner. Warranties.
Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service

or repair goods to conform to applicable express warranties
after a reasonable number of attempts must either replace the
goods or reimburse the buyer, as specified.

This bill would provide that it shall be presuMed that a
reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken to
conform a new motor vehicle, as defined, excluding
motorcycles, motorhomes, and off -road vehicles, to the
applicable express warranties if within one year or 12,000

LEGISLATIVE INTENT SEIRMiLles _fgiirxe nonconformity, as defined, has been
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subject to repair 4 or more times by the manufacturer or its
agents and the buyer has directly notified the manufacturer
of the need for repair, as specified; or (2) the vehicle is out
of service by reason of repair for a cumulative total of more
than 30 calendar days since the delivery of the vehicle to the
buyer. The bill would provide that the presumption may not
be asserted by the buyer until after the buyer has resorted to
an existing qualified third party dispute resolution process, as
defined. The bill would also provide that a manufacturer shall
be bound by a decision of the third party process if the buyer
elects to accept it, and that if the buyer is dissatisfied with the
third party decision the buyer may assert the presumption in
an action to enforce the buyer's rights, as specified.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State -mandated local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is
2 amended to read:
3 1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
4 sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
5 made an express warranty shall:
6 (1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
7 facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
8 goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
9 or designate and authorize in this state as service and

10 repair facilities independent repair or service facilities
11 reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
12 sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.
13 As a means of complying with paragraph (1) of this
14 subdivision, a manufacturer shall be permitted to enter
15 into warranty service contracts with independent service
16 and repair facilities. The warranty service contracts may
17 provide for a fixed schedule of rates to be charged for
18 warranty service or warranty repair work, however, the
19 rates fixed by such contracts shall be in conformity with
20 the requirements of subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The
21 rates established pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section
22 1793.3, between the manufacturer and the independent
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service and repair facility, shall not preclude a good -faith
discount which is reasonably related to reduced credit
and general overhead cost factors arising from the
manufacturer's payment of warranty charges direct to
the independent service and repair facility. The warranty
service contracts authorized by this paragraph shall not
be executed to cover a period of time in excess of one
year.

(2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
(1) of this subdivision, be subject to the provisions of
Section 1793.5.

(b) Where such service and repair facilities are
maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods
is necessary because they do not conform with the
applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be
commenced within a reasonable time by the
manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless
the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
must be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the
applicable warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
requirement. Where such delay arises, conforming goods
shall be tendered as soon as possible following
termination of the condition giving rise to the delay.

(c) It shall be the duty of the buyer to deliver
nonconforming goods to the manufacturer's service and
repair facility within this state, unless, due to reasons of
size and weight, or method of attachment, or method of
installation, or nature of the nonconformity, such
delivery cannot reasonably be accomplished. Should the
buyer be unable to effect return of nonconforming goods
for any of the above reasons, he shall notify the
manufacturer or its nearest service and repair facility
within the state. Written notice of nonconformity to the
manufacturer or its service and repair facility shall
constitute return of the goods for purposes of this section.
Upon receipt of such notice of nonconformity the
manufacturer shall, at its option, service or repair the
go*fignilpyer,s residence, or pick up the goods for
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1 service and repair, or arrange for transporting the goods
2 to its service and repair facility. All reasonable costs of
3 transporting the goods when, pursuant to the above, a
4 buyer is unable to effect return shall ' be at the
5 manufacturer's expense. The reasonable costs of
6 transporting nonconforming goods after delivery to the
7 service and repair facility until return of the goods to the
8 buyer shall be a the manufacturer's expense.
9 (d) Should the manufacturer or its representative in

10 this state be unable to service or repair the goods to
11 conform to the applicable express warranties after a
12 reasonable number of attempts, the manufacturer shall
13 either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer in an
14 amount equal to the purchase price paid by the buyer,
15 less that amount directly attributable to use by the buyer
16 prior to the discovery of the nonconformity.
17 -(e.)- +I+ 14 shall be presumed that a reasonable number
18 ef attempts have been made to eenforift a new fliet-ef
19 vehiele; excluding filetereycic3, meter homes and
20 off/read vehieles; to the applicable empress Waft ftfities 4f
21 wit -hill efte year from delivery to the buyer; er IBA@
22 miles; whichever eeeurs first; the same neneenferiftity
23 has been subject to repair four er mere times by the
24 manufacturer er its agents; er the vehiele is out ef serviee
25 by reason ef repair ef nenconformities fer a eumulative
26 total ef mere than 2A4 calendar days siftee delivery ef the
27 vehiele to the buyer:
28 (e) ( I) It shall be presumed that a reasonable number
29 of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
30 vehicle to the applicable express warranties if, within one
31 year from delivery to the buyer or 12,000 miles,
32 whichever occurs first, either (A) the same
33 nonconformity has been subject to repair four or more
34 times by the manufacturer or its agents and the buyer has
35 at least once directly notified the manufacturer of the
36 need for the repair of the nonconformity, or (B) the
37 vehicle is out of service by reason of repair. of
38 nonconformities by the manufacturer or its agents for a
39 cumulative total of more than 30 calendar days since
40 delivery of the vehicle to the be No op q42-6iffk.ffiftl'IWN

11.19 tior ERVIR

1 be extended only if repairs cannot be performed due to
2 conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or its
3 agents. The buyer shall be required to directly notify the
4 manufacturer pursuant to subparagraph (A) only if the
5 manufacturer has clearly and conspicuously disclosed to
6 the buyer, with the warranty or the owner's manual, the
7 provisions of this subdivision and that of subdivision (d),
8 including the requirement that the buyer must notify the
9 manufacturer directly pursuant to subparagraph (A).

10 This presumption shall be a rebuttable presumption
11 affecting the burden of proof in any action to enforce the
12 buyer's rights under subdivision (d) and shall not be
13 construed to limit those rights.
14 (2) If a qualified third party dispute resolution process
15 exists, and the buyer receives timely notification in
16 writing of the availability of a third party process with a
17 description of its operation and effect, the presumption
18 in paragraph (1) ef this subdivisien may not be asserted
19 by the buyer until after the buyer has initially resorted to
20 the third party process as required in paragraph (3) ef
21 this subdivision. Notification of the availability of the
22 third party process is not timely if the buyer suffers any
23 prejudice resulting from any delay in giving the
24 notification. If a qualified third party dispute resolution
25 process does not exist, or if the buyer is dissatisfied with
26 the third party decision, or if the manufacturer or its
27 agent neglects to promptly fulfill the terms of such third
28 party decision, the buyer may assert the presumption
29 provided in paragraph (1) ef this subdivision in an action
30 to enforce the buyer's rights under subdivision (d). The
31 record irt the dispute resolution preeeeding; including
32 the buyeee written eemplaint; all ether deettments and
33 evidenee rcccivcd er eensidered by the third party and
34 the findings and decision of the third party ; shall be
35 admissible in evidence in the action without further
36 foundation. Any period of limitation of actions under any
37 federal or California laws with respect to any person shall
38 be extended for a period equal to the number of days
39 between the date a complaint is filed with a third party

dilwrit)egg*r4ion process and the date of its decision or
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1 the date before which the manufacturer or its agent is
2 required by the decision to fulfill its terms, whichever
3 occurs later.
4 (3) A qualified third party dispute resolution process
5 shall be one that complies with the Federal Trade
6 Commission's minimum requirements for informal
7 dispute settlement procedures as set forth in the
8 Commission's regulations ift cffcct en jarittary -1982; at
9 16 Code of Federal Regulations Part 703; that is geeeerned

10 by a beard; at least half ef whose ffiefilbef9 eensist of
11 representatiyes of consumers a eensurner ergartimationst
12 whose deeisieris shall be that renders decisions which are
13 binding on the manufacturer et= its agents if the buyer
14 elects to accept the decision; whose deeisions ifielude any
15 remedies appropriate under the eireurnstanees ineluding
16 repair; replaeement; refund of the purehase priee;
17 reimbursement fer empenses; eempensation fer
18 eensequential and ineiderrtal damages and any ether
19 remedies mailable under the manufaeturer2s empress
20 warranty or under any applieable federal er state law;
21 that prescribes a reasonable time not to exceed 30 days,
22 within which the manufacturer or its agents must fulfill
23 the terms of those decisions ;; and that prier to April 1 of
24 eaell year prepares; publishes and submits each year
25 provides to the Department of Motor Vehicles an a
26 report of its annual report fer the preeeding ealendar
27 year; whieh deseribes the preeess and Slifilfliftrilige9 the
28 substartee of the eemplaints filed and the deeisiens
29 rendered 4-witheut identifying the names of any
30 individual buyers without their empress written eensent)
31 and whieh ineludes a eepy of the audit required by the
32 Commission's regulations on informal dispute resolution
33 procedures.
34 (4) For the purposes of this subdivision the following
35 terms have the following meanings:
36 (A) "Nonconformity" means a nonconformity which
37 substantially impairs the use, value, or safety of the new
38 motor vehicle.
39 "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
40 which is used or bought for us .:41.111{.16#g*LIrle.
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1 family, or household purposes, but 'does not include
2 motorcycles, motorhomes, or off -road vehicles.
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Assembly Bill No. 1787

CHAPTER 388

An act to amend Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code, relating to war-
ranties.

[Approved by Governor July 7, 1982. Filed with
Secretary of State July 7, 1982.]

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 1787, Tanner. Warranties.
Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service or

repair goods to conform to applicable express warranties after a
reasonable number of attempts must either replace the goods or
reimburse the buyer, as specified.

This bill would provide that it shall be presumed that a reasonable
number of attempts have been undertaken to conform a new motor
vehicle, as defined, excluding motorcycles, motorhomes, and
off -road vehicles, to the applicable express warranties if within one
year or 12,000 miles (1) the same nonconformity, as defined, has been
subject to repair 4 or more times by the manufacturer or its agents
and the buyer has directly notified the manufacturer of the need for
repair, as specified; or (2) the vehicle is out of service by reason of
repair for a cumulative total of more than 30 calendar days since the
delivery of the vehicle to the buyer. The bill would provide that the
presumption may not be asserted by the buyer until after the buyer
has resorted to an existing qualified third party dispute resolution
process, as defined. The bill would also provide that a manufacturer
shall be bound by a decision of the third party process if the buyer
elects to accept it, and that if the buyer is dissatisfied with the third
party decision the buyer may assert the presumption in an action to
enforce the buyer's rights, as specified.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is amended to read:
1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods sold in this

state and for which the manufacturer has made an express warranty
shall:

(1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair facilities
reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are sold to
carry out the terms of such warranties or designate and authorize in
this state as service and repair facilities independent repair or service
facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.

As a means of complying with paragraph (1) of this subdivision, a
LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE maiMetret-691Eall be permitted to enter into warranty service
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contracts with independent service and repair facilities. The
warranty service contracts may provide for a fixed schedule of rates
to be charged for warranty service or warranty repair work,
however, the rates fixed by such contracts shall be in conformity with
the requirements of subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The rates
established pursuant to subdivision ( c) of Section 1793.3, between
the manufacturer and the independent service and repair facility,
shall not preclude a good -faith discount which is reasonably related
to reduced credit and general overhead cost factors arising from the
manufacturer's payment of warranty charges direct to the
independent service and repair facility. The warranty service
contracts authorized by this paragraph shall not be executed to cover
a period of time in excess of one year.

(2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph (1) of this
subdivision, be subject to the provisions of Section 1793.5.

(b) Where such service and repair facilities are maintained in this
state and service or repair of the goods is necessary because they do
not conform with the applicable express warranties, service and
repair shall be commenced within a reasonable time by the
manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless the buyer
agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods must be serviced or
repaired so as to conform to the applicable warranties within 30 days.
Delay caused by conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer
or his representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day requirement.
Where such delay arises, conforming goods shall be tendered as soon
as possible following termination of the condition giving rise to the
delay.

(c) It shall be the duty of the buyer to deliver nonconforming
goods to the manufacturer's service and repair facility within this
state, unless, due to reasons of size and weight, or method of
attachment, or method of installation, or nature of the
nonconformity, such delivery cannot reasonably be accomplished.
Should the buyer be unable to effect return of nonconforming goods
for any of the above reasons, he shall notify the manufacturer or its
nearest service and repair facility within the state. Written notice of
nonconformity to the manufacturer or its service and repair facility
shall constitute return of the goods for purposes of this section. Upon
receipt of such notice of nonconformity the manufacturer shall, at its
option, service or repair the goods at the buyer's residence, or pick
up the goods for service and repair, or arrange for transporting the
goods to its service and repair facility. All reasonable costs of
transporting the goods when, pursuant to the above, a buyer is
unable to effect return shall be at the manufacturer's expense. The
reasonable costs of transporting nonconforming goods after delivery
to the service and repair facility until return of the goods to the buyer
shall be at the manufacturer's expense.

(d) Should the manufacturer or its representative in this state be
unable to service or repair the gooc :00//oriMAINTwEliINT S
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express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts, the
manufacturer shall either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer
in an amount equal to the purchase price paid by the buyer, less that
amount directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to the
discovery of the nonconformity.

(e) (1) It shall be presumed that a reasonable number of
attempts have been made to conform a new motor vehicle to the
applicable express warranties if, within one year from delivery to the
buyer or 12,000 miles, whichever occurs first, either (A) the same
nonconformity has been subject to repair four or more times by the
manufacturer or its agents and the buyer has at least once directly
notified the manufacturer of the need for the repair of the
nonconformity, or (B) the vehicle is out of service by reason of repair
of nonconformities by the manufacturer or its agents for a
cumulative total of more than 30 calendar days since delivery of the
vehicle to the buyer. The 30 -day limit shall be extended only if
repairs cannot be performed due to conditions beyond the control
of the manufacturer or its agents. The buyer shall be required to
directly notify the manufacturer pursuant to subparagraph (A) only
if the manufacturer has clearly and conspicuously disclosed to the
buyer, with the warranty or the owner's manual, the provisions of
this subdivision and that of subdivision (d), including the
requirement that the buyer must notify the manufacturer directly
pursuant to subparagraph (A). This presumption shall be a
rebuttable presumption affecting the burden of proof in any action
to enforce the buyer's rights under subdivision (d) and shall not be
construed to limit those rights.

(2) If a qualified third party dispute resolution process exists, and
the buyer receives timely notification in writing of the availability of
a third party process with a description of its operation and effect,
the presumption in paragraph (1) may not be asserted by the buyer
until after the buyer has initially resorted to the third party process
as required in paragraph (3). Notification of the availability of the
third party process is not timely if the buyer suffers any prejudice
resulting from any delay in giving the notification. If a qualified third
party dispute resolution process does not exist, or if the buyer is
dissatisfied with the third party decision, or if the manufacturer or
its agent neglects to promptly fulfill the terms of such third party
decision, the buyer may assert the presumption provided in
paragraph (1) in an action to enforce the buyer's rights under
subdivision (d). The findings and decision of the third party shall be
admissible in evidence in the action without further foundation. Any
period of limitation of actions under any federal or California laws
with respect to any person shall be extended for a period equal to the
number of days between the date a complaint is filed with a third
party dispute resolution process and the date of its decision or the
date before which the manufacturer or its agent is required by the

RVICE
deciMetb tialulfilljts terms, whichever occurs later.
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(3) A qualified third party dispute resolution process shall be one

that complies with the Federal Trade Commission's minimum
requirements for informal dispute settlement procedures as set forth
in the Commission's regulations at 16 Code of Federal Regulations
Part 703; that renders decisions which are binding on the
manufacturer if the buyer elects to accept the decision; that
prescribes a reasonable time not to exceed 30 days, within which the
manufacturer or its agents must fulfill the terms of those decisions;
and that each year provides to the Department of Motor Vehicles a
report of its annual audit required by the Commission's regulations
on informal dispute resolution procedures.

(4) For the purposes of this subdivision the following terms have
the following meanings:

(A) "Nonconformity" means a nonconformity which substantially
impairs the use, value, or safety of the new motor vehicle.

(B) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle which is
used or bought for use primarily for personal, family, or household
purposes, but does not include motorcycles, motorhomes, or off -road
vehicles.
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Waters (Senators Roberti, Sieroty, and Watson, coauthors).

An act to amend Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code, relating to warranties.
1981

Mar. 27-Introduced. To print.
Mar. 30-Read first time.
Mar. 31-From printer.
April 7-Referred to Com. on C.P. & T.M.
April 9-Art. IV, Sec. 8(a) of the Constitution dispensed with and Joint Rule

55 suspended.
April 22-From committee chairman, with author's amendments: Amend,

and re -refer to Com. on C.P. & T.M. Read second time and
amended.

April 23-Re-referred to Com. on C.P. & T.M.
April 27-From committee chairman, with author's amendments: Amend,

and re -refer to Com. on C.P. & T.M. Read second time and
amended.

April 29-Re-referred to Com. on C.P. & T.M.
April 30-From committee: Do pass. (Ayes 5. Noes 3.) (April 28.)
May 4-Read second time. To third reading.
May 18-To inactive file on motion of Mrs. Tanner.
May 28-From inactive file. To third reading.
June 11-Made special order for 10:30 am. Monday, June 15.
June 15-Read third time, passed, and to Senate. (Ayes 48. Noes 22. Page

4860.)
June 16-In Senate. Read first time. To Com. on RLS. for assignment.
June 22-Referred to Com. on JUD.
July 7-From committee chairman, with author's amendments: Amend,

and re -refer to committee. Read second time, amendedk, and re -
referred to Com. on JUD.

Aug. 11-In committee: Set, first hearing. Hearing canceled at the request of
author.

Aug. 25-In committee Hearing postponed by committee.
Aug. 26-In committee: Hearing postponed by committee.

1982
May 24-From committee chairman, with author's amendments: Amend,

and re -refer to committee. Read second time, =waded, and re -
referred to Com. on JUD.

June 2-From committee: Amend, and do pass as amended. (Ayes 6. Noes 0.)
June 3-Read second time, amended;' and to third reading.
June 17-Made special order for 10 a.m. Thursday, June 24.
June 24-Read third time, passed, and to Assembly. (Ayes 28. Noes 4. Page

11356.)
June 24-In Assembly. Senate amendments concurred in. To enrollment.

(Ayes 58. Noes 6. Page 15676.)
June 25-Enrolled and to the Governor at 5 p.m.
July 7-Approved by the Governor.
July 7-Chaptered by Secretary of State-Chapter 388, Statutes of 1982.

38 -AF -1i-3680
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ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER PROTECTION AND TOXIC MATERIALS
ASSEMBLYWOMAN SALLY TANNER, Chairwoman

BILL: AB 1787, as amended April 22, 1981 HEARING DATE: April 28, 1981

AUTHOR: Assemblywoman Sally Tanner

SUBJECT: Automobile Warranties

WHAT THE BILL DOES:

AB 1787 would require automobile warrantors to either replace a vehicle
or reimburse a buyer if a defect on a new vehicle is not repaired within
four repair attempts, or if the car is out of service for more than 20
days.

BACKGROUND:

In December 1979 the Assembly Committee on Labor, Employment and Consumer
Affairs conducted a two-day interim hearing on the subject of automobile
warranties. Testimony recorded at that hearing revealed, among other
things, a high level of consumer frustration with defective new cars and
warranty performance. A specific problem noted by the Committee was the
practical ineffectiveness of current law in responding to a situation
involving repeated repairs and continuing problems with new cars.
Although current law states that a manufacturer must provide either a
refund or a replacement, if goods aren't repaired after a "reasonable
number of attempts," it is unclear what "reasonable" means. Refunds
and replacements of new cars are rare.

AB 2705 (Tanner) was introduced last year in response to that reported
problem. The bill was passed by the Assembly but was defeated in the
Senate Judiciary Committee by one vote. AB 2705 offered a range of
specific remedies, including a proposed "standard" for defining
"reasonable."

PURPOSE:

To establish a standard for when a "reasonable number of repair attempts"
has been undertaken by a new car warrantor.

ANALYSIS,

AB 1787 adds language to existing product warranty law to specify when
a "reasonable number of attempts" to repair has occurred with regard
to new motor vehicles. The proposed standard is:

1. Four attempts by the manufacturer or its agents to repair a
single defect; or

2. Twenty days out of service by reason of repair.

Current law permits the warrantor to reduce the value of the refund
or replacement by an "amount directly attributable to use by the buyer
prior to the discovery of the nonconformity."
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AB 1787
Page Two

Proponents of the legislation maintain that the current law is not
useful to consumers who purchase defective vehicles, because auto
dealers and manufacturers want endless opportunities to correct
defects. Consumer groups argue that the clear standard proposed in
AB 1787 offers a reasonable and meaningful remedy to car buyers, will
reduce litigation, and will encourage improved quality control by
manufacturers and improved repair service by dealers.

Opponents of the measure argue that current law is adequate, that the
measure will increase the number of "frivolous and unmeritorious"
lawsuits, and that the automotive industry has developed its own
dispute resolution mechanisms to deal with complaints.

SUPPORT

Department of Consumer Affairs
Consumers Union
California Consumer Affairs Association
San Francisco Consumer Action
Santa Cruz County District Attorney
Santa Cruz County Consumer Affairs
Los Angeles County Department of Consumer Affairs
Consumers Aid of Shasta, Inc.
Center for Auto Safety
Stanislaus County Department of Consumer Affairs
State Consumer Advisory Council

OPPOSE:

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association
Chrysler
General Motors Corporation
California Manufacturers Association
Ford Motor Company

PREPARED BY:
Kathleen Hamilton
April 27, 1981
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AB 1787

ASSEMBLY TIIIRD HADING

AB 1787 ( Tanner ) As Amended: April 27, 1981

ASSEMBLY ACTIONS:

COMMITTEE C. P. & T. M. VOTE 5-3 COMMITTEE VOTE

Ayes: Chacon, Elder, Katz, Sher, Ayes:

Tanner

Nays: Konnyu, Wright, Sebastiani Nays:

DIGEST

This bill requires automobile warrantors to either replace a vehicle or reimburse
the buyer if a defect on a new vehicle is not repaired within four attempts, or if
the car is out of service for more than 20 days since the delivery of the vehicle
to the buyer. In computing the 20 days, a day would mean a calendar day or any
portion of a calendar day that the service shop is open for business. The 20
days would begin on the day when, after the defect is first reported or known, a
written estimate of the cost of repairing the defect is first prepared.

FISCAL EFFECT

None

COMMENTS.

The Assembly Committee on Labor, Employment and Consumer Affairs conducted an
interim hearing in December 1979 on the subject of automobile warranties.
Testimony at the hearing revealed a high level of consumer frustration with
defective new cars and warranty performance. A specific problem was the prac-
tical ineffectiveness of current law in responding to a situation involving
repeated repairs and continuing problems with new cars. Although current law
states that a manufacturer must provide either a refund or a replacement if goods
are not repaired after a "reasonable number of attempts," it is not clear what
"reasonable" means, and refunds and replacements of new cars are rare.

This bill establishes a standard for when a "reasonable" number of repair
attempts has been undertaken by a new car warrantor. Consumer groups maintain
that current law is not useful because auto dealers and manufacturers want
endless opportunities to correct defects. Proponents of the bill argue that the
clear standard proposed in this bill offers a reasonable and meaningful remedy to
car buyers, will reduce litigation, and will encourage improved quality control
by manufacturers and improved repair service by dealers.

Opponents argue that current law is adequate, that this bill will increase the
number of frivolous and unmeritorious lawsuits, and that the automotive industry
has developed its own dispute resolution mechanism to deal with complaints.

5/7/81
22/fh/AFA-3:47

ASSEMBLY OFFICE OF RESEARCH AB 1787

LIS-4a
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From Inactive File Revised 5/28/81

AB 1787

ASSEMBLY ACTIONS:

Tanner

ASSEMBLY THIRD READING

) As Amended: April 27, 1981

AB 1787

COMMITTEE C. P. & T. M. VOTE 5-3 COMMITTEE VOTE

Ayes: Chacon, Elder, Katz, Sher, Ayes:
Tanner

Nays: Konnyu, 14right, Sebastiani Nays:

pIGEsT.

This bill requires automobile warrantors to either replace a vehicle or reimburse
the buyer if a defect on a new vehicle is not repaired within four attempts, or if
the car is out of service for more than 20 days since the delivery of the vehicle
to the buyer. In computing the 20 days, a day would mean a calendar day or any
portion of a calendar day that the service shop is open for business. The 20
days would begin on the day when, after the defect is first reported or known, a

written estimate of the cost of repairing the defect is first prepared.

FISCAL EFFECT.

None. According to the Legislative Analyst, the Department of Motor Vehicles,
which licenses vehicle dealers, anticipates no additional cost as a result of
this bill.

COMMENTS

The Assembly Committee on Labor, Employment and Consumer Affairs conducted an
interim hearing in December 1979 on the subject of automobile warranties.
Testimony at the hearing revealed a high level of consumer frustration with
defective new cars and warranty performance. A specific problem was the prac-
tical ineffectiveness of current law in responding to a situation involving
repeated repairs and continuing problems with new cars. Although current law
states that a manufacturer must provide either a refund or a replacement if goods
are not repaired after a "reasonable number of attempts," it is not clear what
"redsonahle" means, and refunds and replacements of new cars are rare.

This hill establishes a standard for when a "reasonable" number of repair
attempts has heen undertaken by a new car warrantor. Consumer groups maintain
that current law is not useful because auto dealers and manufacturers want
endless opportunities to correct defects. Proponents of the bill argue that the
clear standard proposed in this bill offers a reasonable and meaningful remedy to
car buyers, will reduce litigation, and will encourage improved quality control
by manufacturers and improved repair service by dealers.

Opponents argue that current law is adequate, that this bill will increase the
number of frivolous and unmeritorious lawsuits, and that the automotive industry
has developed its own dispute resolution mechanism to deal with complaints.

6/1/81
22/fh/AFA-5:67

ASSEMBLY OFFICE OF RESEARCH AB 1787
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BILL # 111.....1781 AUTHOR Tanner CONSULTANT Moselel____ _

POLICY COWITTH CP & TM HEARING DATE 4-28-81 BILL 4.22-81_ _ _

SPONSOR FIE mplf_ SUBJEC- Automobile Lemors

SIGNIFICANT PROVISIONS:

This bill kepuld amend the Song -Beverly i:onsumer Warranty Act by cdding
a new paracrzlph to Civil Code Section 1793.2(d) stating that a reasonable
number of attempts shall be presumed to have been undertaken when: (1)

the same nonconformity (defect) has been subject to repair 4 times by the
manufacturer or its agent, or (2) the vehicle has been out of service
by reason of repair for a cumulative to:al of more than 20 days from
the time of sale. The twenty days would include any portion of a day
the repair slop is open for business and the tine period commences, after
the defect is reported and the shop writer up an estimate of the
necessary repairs.

FISCAL IMPACT: Minor.

COMMENTS: 1. Nothing in the bill spec:Lfies the critical driving, operations
tEe the vehicle. What if the radio or speakers or other'non-critical
driving operation is a problem? 2. The bill references "nonconforming
goods", meaning a "lemon." This is a very broad term; there is no
objective standard outlined in the bill to determine if the vehicle is
"nonconforming" or conforming. This could be a serious legal problem.
3. The bill holds the manufacturer responsible for replacing the non-
conforming 1,ehicle or reimburse its owner for the purchase price.
However, it is not proper to assume that the Marufacturer has direct
control over its dealers' service operations frcm whom the customer
bought the car.

Staff Reconrnendation: NO vote.

LIS-5 -1
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AB 1787 !TANNER)

The Auto "lerz,n" Bill

California wa.:ranty law, the So -%3 -Beverly Colurel as

(Civil Code Sections 119(1 st seq.,) gevE!ths the rights a:.(3 ool
the parties involved. i:i ;1.:.rchase of c,;arranted "conslne!' Jood
crimarily for "perscna, family, or heu.sshold purposes ). ::u7r

law entities a buyer to a refund or a re)Lacemeht by :he movif
a product is not succesfully repaired of ter a 'reaschble .111

attempts. The law cur:7ertly does not pr:/ide al s:a
is "reasonable'.

A3 1787 would:

Add a new provision tc Song -Bever Act o
warranted new motor vehicles (exclu3inq moto:,7cycle.
off -road vehicles) used primarily for personAl famL:y ho
purposes.

Specify that,rwithir the first year o: owner:;hip o L: Hie(

whichever comes EirEt, either 4 replir attempts on ..hr !;ane

conformity (defect) or El cumulative tc)tal of 30 ca. ca:

of service because et re?airs or an! CEfect(!), woIL:d )(, 1r(

to be "reasonable".

This presumption 2puld be assetEc: by tie buye3
action to obtain !L :refund or repiscement vehic:
amount attributabl.s: to the buyer's use). The
would be one which affects the bLrden of_larooi'
rebuttable by the :r.anufacturer. once tr e buy i
the 4 times or 30 .gays, the burden of proof WCA

the manufacturer rebut the presumption witt
that something mo.Ae should be adjudged reason
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AB 1787 (TANNER)

The Auto "lemon" Bill

California warranty law, the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act
(Civil Code Sections 1790 et seq.,) governs the rights and obligations of
the parties involved in a purchase of warranted "consumer goods" (purchased
L:rimarily for "personal, family, or household purposes"). Currently, that
law entitles a buyer to a refund or a replacement by the manufacturer when,--"
a product is not successfully repaired after a "reasonable" number of
attempts. The law currently does not provide an objective standard for
-...- is "reasonable".

AB 1787 would:

Add a new provision to the Song -Beverly Act which applies only to
warranted new motor vehicles (excluding motorcycles, motorhomes, and
off -road vehicles) used primarily for personal family or household
purposes.

Specify that,5within the first year of ownership or 12,000 miles,
whichever comes first, either 4 repair attempts on the same non-
conformity (defect) or a cumulative total of 30 calendar days out
of service because of repairs or any defect(s), would be presumed
to be "reasonable".

This presumption could be asserted by the buyer in a legal
action to obtain a refund or replacement vehicle (minus an
arount attributable to the buyer's use). The presumption
would be one which affects the burden of Rroof and would be
rebuttable by the manufacturer. Once the buyer proves. either
the 4 times or 30 days, the burden of proof would shift to
the manufacturer to rebut the presumption with facts proving
that something more should be adjudged reasonable.

"Nonconformity" is one which substantially impairs the use,
value or safety of the vehicle.

The buyer would be required to directly notify the manufacturer
for repair of the same nonconformity once out of the 4 times.

The 30 day limit could be extended only if repairs can't be
performed because of conditions beyond the manufacturer's control.

Require a buyer to first resort to a third party dispute resolution
nrogram before he or she could use the "lemon" presumption in a lawsuit

a program meeting specified criteria has been established by the
manufacturer of the buyer's vehicle.

The criteria for the dispute resolution program are derived from those
specified by federal consumer warranty law, the Magnuson -Moss Consumer
Warranty Act (15 United States Code, Sections 2301-2310) and its
Federal Trade Commission (F.T.C.) regulations (16 Code of Federal
Regulations Part 703).

The bill's minimum criteria for a dispute resolution program
include requirements for:

1) Notifying a buyer about the existence, location and
method for using the prcgram, both at the time of sale
(in the warranty itself) and later, if a dispute arises.

-continued-
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2) Insulating the program from the influen::e
over any decision making - including ad!qL:
program and qualifications fcr the prcgfern'

3) The program to be free to the buyer.

4) The operation of the program :including .:hat

a) A decision generally be reached within
receip-: of a complaint.

f 11-

Eci

1 Er

ri

b) The decision is not binding on the cons r :; t

be on the manufacturer if the consmer k )!!: t 1:

it. (Added to Federal criteria by bill .

c) A party to the dispute be given the ;:> an 3' . ) r

contradictory evidence offered by

d) The manufacturer complete any work I

(Added to Federal criteria by

The time limits on a buyer's right trJ 31E .:.7E 1 i i 3 A

during the period he or she is involved
prograrr. (Added to Federal criteria )r2 t

5) For the keeping of specified records of tho ? c:r c

6) For an annual, independent audit of the 1:3'oc r
implementation - which would be sent to the ) .

Motor Vehicles.

7) For the availability of statistical. SUMOEIYiE ir;

program upon request.
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AB 1737
MAJOR CiANGES MADE BY AMENDMENTS ACCEPTED

IN
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

1. Define "nonconformity" as one which substantially impairs
the use, value or safety of a vehicle.

2. Require the b..lyer to notify the manufacturer directly at:
least once ouu of the 4 times for repair of the Eame
nonconformity, Requires the manufacturer to notify the
buyer of the ::efund/replacement provisions and te direct
notice to manufacturer requfrement.

3. Permit extension of the 30 day limit, but: only for conditions
beyond the manufacturer's control.

4. Clarice that uhe bill only applys to vehicles used primar:L.y
for personal, family or household purposes (i.e., non-
commercial use; .

5. Delete some inconsistencies between the bill's criteria
for dispute programs and those in the federal law.
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CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE

MEMO TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

ASSEMBLY REPUBLICAN CAUCUS

HON. CAROL HALLETT, MINORITY FLOOR LEADER
HON. BOB NAYLOR, CAUCUS CHAIRMAN
HON. ROSS JOHNSON, CAUCUS VICE CHAIRMAN
HON. PHILLIP D. WYMAN, MINORITY WHIP
HON. GILBERT R. MARGLTH, JR., DEPUTY WHIP
HON. DON SEBASTIAN!, CAUCUS SECRETARY

Brien Benson
Bill Moseley
May 7, 1981
AB 1787, Sally Tanner's Lemon Bill

AO  11

We have now identified potential costs of $100,000 in
relation to AB 1787. In my opinion, the leadership should mae
a strong effort to have the bill referred to Ways and Means.

This would be a GGS coup for us.

I think it is a bad bill, which will actually harm
consumers more than it will help them.

The auto dealers and manufacturers know we have been
working on their side.

I have told representatives of this lobby that this
bill is killed we would like to get together and perhIps
introduce a more meaningful bill.
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Legislative Analyst
May 6, 1981

ANALYSIS OF ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 1787 (Tanner)
As Amended in Assembly April 27, 1981

19 Session

COPY
Fiscal Effect:

Cost: Potential, undeterminable, annual vehicle
warranty enforcement costs to the Motor
Vehicle Account, State Transportation
Fund.

Revenue: None.

Analysis:

This bill clarifies the law pertaining to new
vehicle warranties by specifying the circumstances under
which a manufacturer or dealer must replace a defective
vehicle or otherwise compensate the buyer.

Existing law requires the vehicle manufacturer
either to replace the vehicle or refund, on an adjusted
basis, its purchase price after a "reasonable" number of
attempts to repair the vehicle have failed. This bill
defines what shall constitute a reasonable number of
such attempts.

Th Demrtment-o otor Vehicles, which licenses
vehicl dealers, estimates a tential annual cost of
approx tely $48,000 to hand an increase in consumer
complaints eNdrRAEnt regarding warranties. In

addition, the department could incur costs associated
with actions against dealers if this bill results in the
department's being able to make- more precise determinations
of failure to comply with warranty law. This potential
cost is undeterminable.

82
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'Lemo bill gives
carmaker 4 tries
By ED MENDEL
SACRAMENTO UNION CAPITOL BUREAU

"The first thing that went wrong
was the steering wheel fell in my
lap," said Bill Counter of Napa. '

He had just bought a new 1979
Cadillac. When passengers put their
feet under the seat of his auto, he
said, they got grease on them.

He said the first engine went at
2.400 miles, the second at 14.700

miles. and there was more trouble
after that.

"I have been at a loss with no
recourse," Counter told an Assem-
bly committee Tuesday as it heard
the so-called ''lemon law."

A131787 by Assemblywoman Sally
Tanner. D-EI Monte, would require
that an auto buyer be given another
auto or his money back if a defect is
not repaired within four attempts or
the auto is out of service for more
than 20 days.

Tanner said the bill is needed
because existing law requiring
replacement or reimbursement does
not define the "reasonable number"
of repair .attempts that must be
made first.

Industry representatives said they
oppose the bill because it would
create lawsuits rather than solve the

problem.
They said the bill does not deal

with the key question of who decides
whether the defect is fixed.

Officials from General Motors,
Ford, Chrysler and Volkswagen of
America all said they have recently
set up mediation and arbitration
programs to resolve new -car dis-
putes.

Tanner's bill won approval in the
Consumer Protection and Toxic
Materials Committee and was sent
to the Ways and Means Committee
on a 5-3 vote.

Lou and Kitty Arges of West
Sacramento said they bought a 1979
Lincoln. A malfunction made the car
prone to suddenly stop running, said
Mrs. Arges, and it was towed to the
shop 40 or 50 times.

"We bought the car in the Oak-
land area," her husband said. "We
could never drive it there. We were
afraid to take it out of town."

The couple said they tried the
.Better Business Bureau, the district
attorney and the state Department
of Motor Vehicles before filing a

lawsuit as a last resort.
Bill flotillas. of Ford said' the

Argeses are being charged 54 a day
for storage because the car has not
been picked up.

Sally Tanner.
Setting guideline

"It's  our opinion now that the
Arges car has been repaired satis-
factorily." said Boultas.

Al Davis said Chrysler began a
Consumer Satisfaction Board in I

Long Island In 1979 and set up the
final unit in the nationwide network
in Houston this month.

He said the five -member- boards
have a public member, a consumer
advocate. a Chrysler representative.
a mechanic and a car dealer.

G. Lee Ridgeway said General
Motors has been testing a Better
Business Bureau mediation program
In the Bay area since 1979.
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FILE COPY /4(s 1757
Auto 'Lemon' Aid

billA that offers relief to Californians who
thought they were buying a new car but

,got a lemon is one step closer to becoming
law. AB 1787, better known as the "lemon" bill,
hag won approval from the Senate Judiciary
Committee and has been sent to the Senate
floor for a vote. It merits passage.

Under existing California warranty law, a
new -car buyer is entitled to a refund or re-
placement by the manufacturer after a "rea-
sonable" number of attempts have been made
to repair the defect. The problem with this
la* was deciding what constitutes "reason-
able." Would two repair attempts be suffi-
cient? Ten? There was no clear definition and,
consequently, consumers complained about
the law's ineffectiveness.

AB 1787, by Assemblywoman Sally Tanner,
D -El Monte, changes all that. The measure
defines "reasonable" as four repair attempts
on the same problem or a total of 30 days out
of service because 'of any defect within the
first year or 12,000 miles, whichever comes
first. The consumer must notify the manufac-
turer of the problem at least once during the
course of those repair efforts.

If a new, warranted car meets these specif-
ics, the car is presumed a lemon and the con-
sumer entitled to a refund or replacement.
Under certain circumstances, however, the
()Omer of a defective car must go through an
arbitration panel funded but not influenced by
the automaker. The decision of the panel Is
not binding on the buyer. If the owner isn't
satisfied with a ruling, he or she can sue using
the "lemon" presumption.

11% benefit of an arbitration panel Aithat It

must make a decision within 40 days, which is
far less time than it would take to go through
the judicial system. Obviously, the best solu-
tion is for the auto industry to work out the
defects before a car is sold, but as long as
there are lemons on the road, there is a need
for lemon aid.
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'7.
CA DEALERS 1/d'E''

;1 f
Lemon Lc \iv

Seen Sciii-as Aid
By SUIAN NE Cl ll4EY

Stott WNW, re Sic D co I rion

Sorre local car dealers srill ye: ter -day ti; 'I Ire! ac "

passed V the Legislature this veek: mar- he,p -f to

sagging car sales and :on: umer confidea e i rho 111 )

"It may cost some &ales mo e roone:r but , fara
it, the public has a fear of at rto de, leis as it is," r.ri.1 J err 1
Burdett, general sales manager for San Die '.:,1v .

"Now if consumers feel they are protettei , tb r s

be good for business."
"I'm fairly sympathetic,' said a spokerna., fo Be ti

Lewis Volkswagens. "I was a corsurner letforf I r es tri
the auto business, and I II nor how restratir ; it .,in H,II"

deal with a problem car
"It's a fair deal for the co urumers and fir the dealers

said Jack Olson, general manager of fIarlolf BAVV- .'he
rolet in :Encinitas. "Dealers need as much proteeti-er a
consumers. There needs to be giidelines is ° ) w rat r

lemon is, and this law wall help pr uv,cle tha
The measure, AB IV, by isserobl:r1OMOn 3111

Tanner, D -E1 Monte, was Li:proved by tie Legslutur
Thursday, and is awaiting Gov. 13rown't sir -trace II
signed into law, i t would take effect Jan. I. :9,EC

Under the law, autornakeni we ill treredred I I re.
place new cars or trucks; de aignat .q as lemons or :pine.
burse the buyers.

A "lemon" would be a new vericle that cor t hues to
malfunctron after four repair attempts have bear rade
or be out of service for mote tha ) days Beth :-ovi
sions apply only in the first 'ear or 11,000 miles

If repair efforts fail le satisfy the customer, the ner
step would be an arbitra wroe..N s offered v t is rr anu
facturer.

The auto industry init objet al to the bill net arise
it failed to specify what .was mord mod a major or minor
defect in making the car a lemon. Ile bill was .rme -Aft
to provide that the problem had to die a "nor-conforr tty,' '

ooe which "impairs the Lse, value cr safety of le -chi-
cle," said Jay De Furia, an aide to Tanner.

A broken radio or cigarette lighter would, nc
the car as a lemon, according to the bill, but ti car aril Jaw
that did not roll up "cou I I bi considered an imp Mr rent
of the value of the car," De Fria s tic.

"There are no lemons; :here are bad ;meei-ani..1," ;aid
Olson. "The law will give the dealer aid the rnar.ita:tur-
er a chance to repair the car without havirir to ,;.vas the
customer a new car. Anythin; can be repaired en a aew
car."

Some car dealers, like Larry Sal is of Drew Ford, be-
lieve the law will only "add to the dost of be norr a e ar,"
and is "unnecessary."

"There's never been a time when .leaters (610 czar Ito
see customers happy," he tiald.

Rosemary Shahan -Dunlap, who Eldred organize Mr tor
Voters in San Diego after her own problems wizi a oar
dealership, and testified or behalf of the lemon law sea or-
al times, said the bill Lc "lair end reasonable'

The next step, she said, will be educating consumers
and attorneys about the b-,11, and working for the passage
of a similar law for used cars, although she was less
optimistic about its chances of success

The House of Representative's last month overtone I a
Federal Trade Commission rule that would h,u r ti,u; ed
auto dealers to disclose krown defecs in their use ca -s.

De Furia saki a state bill bat votLicl have provided
pi:stet-doe to atti,ased car buyer "wan': down ht ratted"
two years ase, Re added that Tanner It not awe whetter
the will purmue the IMO 111111 onother hill

:1
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Lemon car bill stalled'
wino 11155 114111NATIOPIAL

A bill that would increased rights
to owners of new -car "lemons" was

idelayed in a Senate committee Tues-
-day when it became obvious that the
tcomm1ttee wouldn't support the

measure.
Assemblywoman Sally Tanner, D -

E1 Monte, reluctantly agreed to try
again to negotiate with the automo-
pile industry °a the bill, AB1787. A 
Flmilar proposal died last year In
the same committee under opposi-

Hon from the automobile industry.
The latest bill would establish a

presumption that any new car out of
service for more than 20 days after
delivery to the buyer is a lemon and
should be replaced or the buyer
reimbursed. That presumption could
be rebutted In court.

Tanner was at first reluctant to
delay a vote on the bill, protesting
that she unsuccessfully attempted
last year to negotiate a compromise
with the auto Industry.
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'Lemon law'
approved
in Assembly

SACRAMENTO UNION CAPITOL BUREAU

The so-called "lemon law,"
which would give automobile
buyers a replacement or refund
when repeated attempts to
repair a defective new car fail,
was approved 45-22 by the
Assembly on Monday and sent
to the Senate.

A131787 by Assemblywoman
Sally Tanner, D -El Monte,
would require that an auto
buyer be given another auto or
his money back if a defect is

not repaired within four
attempts or the auto is out of
service for more than 20 days.

Tanner said the bill is needed
because existing law requiring
replacement or reimbursement
does not define the "reasonable
number" of repair attempts
that must be made first.

Advocates of the hill say it
will encourage improved quali
ty control by manufacturers
and improved repair service by
dealers

Industry representatives have
argued that the bill will create
lawsuits because it does not
deal with the key ipiestion of
who decides whether the detect
Is fixed

At a hearing in April, officials
from Genera) .Molors, Ford,
Chrysler and 1'olkswagen of
America said mediation and
arbitration programs to resolve
new car disputes were In var-
ious stages of development

61 pct. turnout
in state voting

SACRAMENTO UNION cora. BUREAU that several units, containing about
66,000 eligible voters, were uncon-

About 61 percent of the eligible tested.
state workers cast mail ballots in Election interest was varied, with
the recently completed state govern- a low turnout of 46 percent in the
ment collective bargaining elections, relatively small (1,9001 medical and

social services support unit, to theaccording to an official with the
88 percent of eligible voters who

Public Employment Relations cast ballots for either California
Board. State Employees Association or

Janet Caraway, PERB's Sacra- Department of Forestry Employees
mento region director, said Monday Association in the fire fighter unit.
that about 72,250 out of a possible There also was a strong 85 percent
118,112 persons turned in ballots turnout In the 4,800 -member profes-
over the 30 -day election period, sional engineer unit, which saw a
which ran from May 11 to June II. three-way contest between CSEA,

Results from the balloting In 20 Professional Engineers In California
separate units to determine bargain- Government and the League of
ing agents for state workers will not Engineers and Allied Technical
be known for at least two weeks, Employees.
Caraway said. Another good showing occurred In

I3allot tabulations are scheduled the attorney and hearing officer
between June 29 and July I, said unit, where 77 percent of the eligible
Caraway, who noted the interim workers selected between the Asso-
period will permit those who may elation of California State Attorneys
not have received election materials and the Judicial and Legal Coalition,
to request and submit duplicate a grouping of CSEA, State Trial
ballots. Tins interim period also Attorneys Association and the
allows for fielding ballot challenges Administrative Law Judges Council.
from unions and other questions. Although the California ASSOVIiI-

CaraWay called 11w GI percent "a Hon of Highway Patrolmen was
pretty large turnout," considering uncontested in the highway patrol
the mail election format and the fact unit, 67 percent voted.

Senate approves residential -picket bill
SACRAMENTO UNION CAPITOL BUREAU

A bill to restrict residential picket-
ing by farm labor unions, Sit.o.J by Growers have complained thnt
Sen. Jim Nielsen, ItWoodland, was home picketing is intimidating and
approved 21 2 by the Senate Mon. puts stress on families. The foiled
day Farm Workers, API,.clo, says It Is

The bill would allow residential a constitutional right

picketing by two persons during
cert;iln times

X
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Bill for owners of 'lemons' dies
SACRAMENTO (AP) -- The

"lemon" bill, an attempt to provide
a refund or replacement for a new
car that didn't work and couldn't
be fixed, died quietly in a Senate
committee Wednesday for the sec-
ond straight year.

Assemblywoman Sally Tanner,
D -El Monte, didn't even take her
bill to a vote in the Senate Judicia-
ry Committee after it approved an
automobile -industry -sponsored
amendment that she wouldn't ac-
cept.

Although Tanner said she was
dropping the bill. the committee
chairman, Sen. Omer Rains. D -
Ventura, said she could bring it up
again next year.

The bill, AB 1787. sponsored by
consumer groups and the Brown
administration's Consumer Affairs
Department. would have strength-
ened the hand of a buyer of a new
car that spent most of its time in
the repair shop.

To win a refund or replacement
under current law, the customer
must have made a "reasonable"
number of attempts to repair the
defect twfore going to court

"Reasonable" is not defined by
law, and sponsors of the bill say
the word gives manufacturers and
dealers too much leeway.

As passed by the Assembly, the
bill would have said that if the
buyer had made four or more at-
tempts in the first year to repair
the same defect, or if the car had
been out of service for more than
20 days, the buyer would be judged
to have made a "reasonable" num-
ber of attempts unlr the dealer
proved otherwise.

Tanner accepted industry
amendments increasing the num-
ber of attempts to five.

But she opposed an amendment,
sponsored by the Automobile Im-
porters of America, that would tie
her bill to arbitration programs
sponsored by domestic automak-
ers.

The three major U.S. manufac-
turers recently have establisher]
panels, which include consumer
representatives. to hear consumer
complaints. The panels have the
power to order refunds.

The companies say the pro-

grams are working well, but con-
sumer groups say they have re-
ceived complaints of delays, diffi-
cult access and overall
dissatisfaction.

The amendment would have re-
quired a customer to go to an arbi-
tration panel, if there was one in
the area, and get a decision before
being able to take advantage of the
new standards in the bill. A cus-
tomer who didn't go to a panel
would have had to operate under
the current standard of a "reason-
able" number of attempts.

The amendment was submitted
to the nine -member committee,
and three senators voted for it
Republicans Robert Beverly of
Manhattan Beach and Ed Davis of
Chatsworth, and Democrat Robert
Presley of Riverside.

With the other members absent
or abstaining. Rains declared the
amendment adopted, and Tanner
withdrew her bill.

She said afterward that she op-
pmed requiring customers to take
their cases to the company-spot-1-
sored pantLs.
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Committee approves
UNITIO Pint INTI1WAIIONAL

Legislation requiring auto manu
facturers to replace new cars that
require excessive repairs during
their first year of ownership won
unanimous approval Tuesday from
the Senate Judiciary Committee.

The so-called "lemon bill," simi-
lar to one defeated in 1980 by the
same panel, was sent to the floor on
a vote of 6-0 after its author, Assem-
blywoman Sally Tanner, D -El
Monte, amended it to neutralize

strong opposition from the auto
industry.

The measure, AB1787, "would pro-
vide additional legal protection for
buyers of warranted new cars with
defects that repeatedly defy success-
ful repair," Tanner said.

It would require manufacturers to
replace or refund the cost of cars
that require four or more repairs for
the same defect or that have been
out of service a total of 30 days
during their first year or first 12,000
miles.

sw.

Sea;
amaI

'lemon' auto bill
Auto manufacturers were mai- facturers at least one of the four

fled by revisions in the bill that times that a car is repeatedly
require consumers to notify manu- repaired.
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SENATE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY 1981-82 Regular Session

AB 1787 (Tanner)
As amended May 24
Civil Code
RT

MOTOR VEHICLE WARRANTIES
-REPLA7EMENT OR REFUND -

HISTORY

Source: Author

Prior Legislation: AB 2705 (1980) - held in
this committee

Support: Los Angeles City Attorney; KPIX; KABC;
Long Beach Independent Press -Telegram;
Santa Barbara News Press; State Consumer
Advisory Council; Department of Consumer
Affairs; California Consumer Affairs
Association; Cal-Pirg San Diego; National
Council of Senior Citizens; Motor Voters,
San Diego; AFL-CIO, State Federation;
State Building and Construction Trades
Council of California; United Steelworkersw
of America; Baldwin Park Chamber of 5
Commerce; Santa Cruz County District
Attorney; Consumer Union, San Francisco;
San Francisco Consumer Action; County of I -

Los Angeles, Department of Consumer
Affairs; California Federation of Women's Hz
Clubs, Orange District; Consumer Aid of
Shasta County; Colusa County Board of
Supervisors; Stanislaus County, Office of
Consumer Affairs; Los Angeles Private
Investigation & Patrol Service; Californi
Teamsters Public Affairs Council; Center
for Auto Safety; Chico Consumer Protection
Agency; Lemon -Aid, San Diego; Consumer Zig
Federation of California; Legal Aid  nal
Society of San Mateo County; Consumer sr
Coalition

A
B

7

8

7

(More)
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AB 1787 (Tanner)
Page 2

Opposition: Ford; Chrysler; General Motors;
California Auto Dealers Ass'n;
California Manufacturers Ass'n; Motor
Vehicles Manufacturers Ass'n; American
Honda Motor Co.; Calif. Conference of
Machinists

Assembly floor vote: Ayes 48 - Noes 22.

KEY ISSUE

SHOULD THERE BE A PRESUMPTION THAT A NEW MOTOR VEHICLE
WHICH, WITHIN ITS FIRST YEAR, HAS BEEN REPAIRED UNDER
AN EXPRESS WARRANTY FOUR OR MORE TIMES FOR THE SAME
DEFECT OR WHICH HAS BEEN OUT OF SERVICE FOR WARRANTY
REPAIR MORE THAN 30 CALENDAR DAYS SHOULD BE REPLACED
OR THE PURCHASER REIMBURSED BY THE MANUFACTURER?

PURPOSE

The Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act provides a
mechanism whereby a consumer can enforce the terms of
an express (written) warranty issued by a
manufacturer. The Act provides that a manufacturer
who is unable to service or repair goods to conform to
his express warranty after a "reasonable" number of
attempts must either replace the goods or reimburse
the buyer, as specified.

A
B

7

8

7

U_w

w

w
z

w

This bill would create a rebuttable presumption that al.7
reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken if,
within one year or 12,000 miles, the same defect had
been subject to repair four or more times by the _1

manufacturer, or if the vehicle had been out of Z.,.

service for warranty repair for more than 30 calendar ,Z,s1'.

days since its delivery to the buyer. so;
so -en

(More)
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AB 1787 (Tanner) A

Page 3

The presumption could not, however, be asserted where
a qualified (as defined) third party dispute
resolution process existed until the buyer attempted
to resolve his dispute through that process.

The purpose of the bill is to provide an effective
remedy for the automobile buyer who purchases a
"lemon."

1

COMMENT

1

7

8

7

Limited by the Song -Beverly Act

This bill would amend the Song -Beverly Consumer
Warranty Act, and would apply only to those ti

transactions covered by the Act. 'c;)

(a) Not applicable to commercial vehicles.

The Song -Beverly Act applies only to co

"consumer goods," defined as products "used
or bought for use primarily for personal,
family, or household purposes . . . ."

Thus, vehicles used for commercial purposes
are not subject to the Act, and would not
be subject to this bill.

(b) Only applicable to terms of express
warranty

The purpose of the Song -Beverly Act is to
provide a consumer with a means of
enforcing the terms of the manufacturer's
own warranty. Nothing which is not covered
by that warranty is subject to the
provisions of the Act. 'Osa

(More)
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AB 1787 (Tanner)
Page 4 B

A

Thus, this bill would apply only to those 1

vehicles or parts of vehicles covered by 7

the manufacturer's warranty. If the 8

vehicle was sold "as is," or the vehicle 7

was warranted but the defect arose in a
part of the vehicle not covered by the
warranty, the bill would not apply.

2. Excluded vehicles

The bill's provisions would not cover motorcycles,
motor homes or off -road vehicles, even though they
were "consumer goods" as defined by the
Song -Beverly Act and were subject to the other
provisions of the Act.

3. Nature of remedy

(a) Rebuttable presumption of reasonable
number

The Song -Beverly Act imposes the duty of
replacement or reimbursement on the
warrantor who fails to repair the defect iric
the goods as promised by his warranty after w
a "reasonable number of attempts." H

z
This bill would create a rebuttable H
presumption affecting the burden of proof
that a reasonable number of attempts for a >
new motor vehicle would be four or 30
calendar days -- within one year after
delivery or 12,000 miles, whichever came
first. The presumption could be overcome
by a showing on the part of the warrantor

btibthat four attempts or 30 days were not
reasonable in that particular case. a

sz
tem

e

(More)
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AB 1787 (Tanner)
Page 5 B

A

(b) Replacement or reimbursement 1

7

Under the Song -Beverly Act if the warrantor8
fails to repair the goods after a 7

reasonable number of attempts, he shall
either replace the goods or reimburse the
buyer in an amount "equal to the purchase
price paid by the buyer, less that amount
directly attributable to use by the buyer"
prior to the discovery of the defect.

(c) Enforcement by litigation

The Song -Beverly Act is not enforced by any
government agency. If a warrantor fails to
meet the terms of the Act, the consumer's ti

only remedy is to go to court. '(;)

4. Need for bill

Proponents state that current law does not protect
consumers who purchase defective vehicles, because
dealers and manufacturers never admit, perhaps
because of the cost of the vehicle, that they have
made a "reasonable number" of attempts to repair
it and are now willing to replace it or reimburse leo]
the consumer. H

z
w

Proponents say that the clear standard proposed in12
this bill would offer a more effective remedy to LI

the consumer, and would encourage improved quality
control by manufacturers and improved repair
service by dealers.

5. Resorting to dispute resolution process

The presumption created by this bill could not be Zip
asserted where a qualified (as defined) third so°
party dispute resolution process was available En'en
until after the buyer "resorted" to that process.

(More)
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AB 1787 (Tanner)
Page 6

(a) Federal requirement of resorting
to process

Federal law regulating consumer warranties
- the Magnuson -Moss Act - requires a
consumer, before he can sue under that Act,
to resort to a qualified dispute resolution
process if one is available.

AB 1787 would impose a similar requirement
on a person wishing to take advantage of
presumption in the bill, and would
incorporate by reference the federal
definitions of a qualified dispute
resolution process and of what constitutes
"resorting."

(b) Definition of qualified dispute resolution
process,

The bill incorporates by reference eight
columns of federal regulations describing
the procedures of a qualified dispute
resolution process, including such matters
as the composition of the decision -making
panel (no more than one-third connected
with the warrantor), the duties of the
process to collect information from the
disputing parties, the rights of the
parties to make an oral presentation, etc.

In addition the bill would require that the
process be governed by a board at least
one-half of whose member would be
consumers, that the decision of the process
be binding on the warrantor, and that the
warrantor be required to fulfill the terms
of the decision within 30 days.

(More)
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AB 1787 (Tanner)
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A

SHOULD THE BILL ADOPT ALL OF THE 1

COMPLEXITIES OF THE FEDERAL REGULATIONS IN 7

ITS DEFINITION OF A QUALIFIED PROCESS? 8

7

(c) Definition of "resort"

The federal regulations provide that the
process must act to resolve the dispute
within 40 days after the time the buyer has
notified it of the dispute. That period
may be extended only if the buyer failed to
provide adequate information about the
complaint, or if the buyer had made no
attempt to seek redress directly from the
warrantor.

The requirement that the buyer resort to
the process is satisfied 40 days after the
dispute has been submitted (unless the time
has been legally extended) or when the
process has made a decision, whichever
occurs first.

The bill incorporates this definition by
reference.

(d) Exceptions to this requirement

The bill would excuse the buyer from
resorting to a dispute resolution process
before asserting the presumption if no
qualified process was available or if the
buyer failed to receive timely notification
of the availability of the process.

......

In addition the buyer could assert the 3/4.1,..ss-s
presumption if he were dissatisfied with se

in-
tt

the decision of the dispute resolution si
&

(More)
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A

process or if the warrantor failed to 1

fulfill promptly the terms of that 7

decision. 8

7

6. Manufacturers' dispute resolution processes

Ford, Chrysler, General Motors all oppose the bill
and state that consumer problems are being handled
by their own appeal procedures.

(a) Ford

Ford has an appeal board composed of two
dealers and three consumer
representatives. A consumer with a service
problem must first go to the dealer, and
then contact the Ford Motor Company. If
the problem is not resolved, he makes his
case in writing to the appeals board. A
decision of the board is binding on the
dealer and on Ford, but not on the
consumer.

(b) Chrysler

Chrysler has arbitration boards covering
all 50 states. The boards are composed of H
a mechanic, a consumer advocate, a member
of the general public, a dealer, and a H

Chrysler employee, but only the first three w
vote on decisions. The decisions are
binding on Chrysler and the dealer, but not <
on the consumer.

(c) General Motors
ti

General Motors has had a third -party Zilt a
arbitration and mediation program through Ins.

an
the Better Business,Bureau in the Bay Area so

(More)
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AB 1787 (Tanner) APage 9B
since 1979. It has heard 383 complaints,
and GM has bought 6 cars. The same

1

7

procedure is being established in Los 8

Angeles, Sacramento, and Fresno. 7

The Chrysler program may meet all of the
standards for a dispute resolution process set out
in this bill, but the programs of Ford and GM
would apparently not.

7. Same non -conformity

The bill would define "reasonable number" as four
attempts to repair the "same non -conformity" or
defect. ti

Ford Motor Company proposed last year that the
term "same non -conformity" be defined as a
non -conformity caused by the failure of the same a
part. Ford argued that a vehicle may experience ag
similar condition (such as an inability to start)
at different times during the warranty period due
to totally different causes. However, an
inability to start because of a defective starter 5
and a similar failure from a defective battery
would not be considered to be the same
non -conformity under either Ford's warranty or thew
Song -Beverly Act. H

Proponents state that a more accurate example
would be a defective transmission which could
result from the failure of one of a number of
transmission parts. They say that four attempts
to produce a working transmission should be the w
limit of reasonableness, regardless of how many
transmission parts were defective. ti

110.
azsi

(More)
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A

8. Technical amendment 1

7

On page , line , strike out "required" and 8

insert: defined 7

******************
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SENATE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

AB 1787 (Tanner)
As amended July 7
Civil Code
RT

1981-82 Regular Session

MOTOR VEHICLE WARRANTIES
-REPLACEMENT OR REFUND -

HISTORY

Source: Author

Prior Legislation: AB 2705 (1980) - held in this
Committee

Support:

A
B

7

8

7

Los Angeles City Attorney; KPIX; KABC; Long 5
Beach Independent Press -Telegram; Santa
Barbara News Press; State Consumer
Advisory Council; Department of Consumer H

Affairs; California Consumer Affairs H
Association; Cal-Pirg San Diego; National z
Council of Senior Citizens; Motor Voters,
San Diego; AFL-CIO, State Federation;
State Building and Construction Trades
Council of California; United Steelworkerl
of America; Baldwin Park Chamber of
Commerce; Santa Cruz County District
Attorney; Consumer Union, San Francisco; ;:f.

San Francisco Consumer Action; County of N,6:
Los Angeles,Angeles, Department of Consumer 00
Affairs; California Federation of Women's en

Clubs, Orange District; Consumer Aid of
Shasta County; Colusa County Board of
Supervisors; Stanislaus County, Office
of Consumer Affairs; Los Angeles Private
Investigation Patrol Service; Calif-
ornia Teamsters Public Affairs Council;
Center for Auto Safety; Chico Consumer
Protection Agency; Lemon -Aid, San Diego;
Consumer Federation of California; Legal
Aid, San Diego; Consumer Federation of
California; Legal Aid Society of San
Mateo County; Consumer Coalition

LIS-6b
(More)
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AB 1787 (Tanner)
Page Two

Opposition:

A
B

7

Ford; Chrysler; General Motors; CaLifornia 8
Auto Dealers Ass'n.; California Manu-

7

facturers Ass'n.; Motor Vehicles
Manufacturers Ass'n.; America Honda Motor
Co.; Calif. Conference of Machinists

Assembly floor vote: Ayes 48 - Noes 22.

KEY ISSUE

SHOULD THERE BE A PRESUMPTION THAT A NEW MOTOR VEHICLE
WHICH HAS BEEN REPAIRED UNDER AN EXPRESS. WARRANTY
FOUR OR MORE TIMES FOR THE SAME DEFECT OR WHICH HAS
BEEN OUT OF SERVICE FOR WARRANTY REPAIR MORE THAN
20 SHOP DAYS SHOULD BE REPLACED OR THE PURCHASER
REIMBURSED BY THE MANUFACTURER?

PURPOSE

The Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act provides a
mechanism whereby a consumer can enforce the terms
of an express (written) warranty issued by a manu-
facturer. The Act provides that a manufacturer who
is unable to service or repair goods to conform to
his express warranty after a reasonable number of
attempts must either replace the goods or reimburse
the buyer, as specified.

This bill would create a rebuttable presumption that
a reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken
if the same defect had been subject to repair four
or more times by the manufacturer, or if the vehicle
had been out of service for repair for more than 20
shop days since its delivery to the buyer.

The purpose of the bill is to provide an effective
remedy for the automobile buyer who purchases a
"lemon."

(More)
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(b) Only applicable to terms of express warranty.

The purpose of the Song -Beverly Act is to
provide a consumer with a means of enforcing
the terms of the manufacturer's own warranty.
Nothing which is not covered by that warranty
is subject to the provisions of the Act.

Thus, this bill would apply only to those
vehicles or parts of vehicles covered by
the manufacturer's warranty. If the vehicle
was sold "as is," this bill would not apply
to that vehicle. If the vehicle was
warrantied, but the defect arose in a part
of the vehicle not covered by the warranty,
the bill would not apply.

AB 1787 (Tanner)
Page Three

COMMENT

1. Limited by the Soria -Beverly Act

This bill would amend the Song -Beverly Consumer
Warranty Act, and would apply only to those
transactions covered by the Act.

(a) Only applicable to consumer pods.

The Song -Beverly Act applies only to "consumer
goods," defined as a product "used or bought
for use primarily for personal, family, or
household purposes...."

A
B

ti

C)

CD
CD

00
co

w

This bill would apply to any "new motor vehicleicf
- defined in Veh. C. Sec. 415 as any vehicle z
which is self-propelled - but only if used or ILI

bought for use primarily for personal, family,
or household purposes. Thus, vehicles used forte
commercial purposes would not be subject to thig
bill.

w

7

8

7

(More)
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A

1

7

2. Nature of remedy 8

7

(a) Rebuttable presumption of reasonable number

The Song -Beverly Act imposes the duty of
replacement or reimbursement on the warrantor
who fails to repair the defect in the goods
as promised by his warranty after a "reason-
able number of attempts."

r-

This bill would create a rebuttable presumption8
that a reasonable number of attempts for a
new motor vehicle would be four or twenty shop
days. The presumption could be overcome by
a showing on the part of the warrantor that
four attempts or twenty days were not reason-
able in that particular case.

(b) Replacement or reimbursement.

Under the Song -Beverly Act if the warrantor
fails to repair the goods after a reasonable
number of attempts, he shall either replace
the goods or reimburse the buyer in an amount
"equal to the purchase price paid by the
buyer, less that amount directly attributable
to use by the buyer" prior to the discovery
of the defect.

(c) Enforcement by litigation

The Song -Beverly Act is not enforced by any
governmental agency. If a warrantor fails
to meet the terms of the Act, the consumer's
only remedy is to go to court.

3. Need for bill

Proponents state that current law does not protect
consumers who purchase defective vehicles, because
dealers and manufacturers never admit, perhaps
because of the cost of the vehicle, that they have

(More)
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A
J3

1

7

made a "reasonable number" of attempts to repair 8

it and are now willing to replace it or reimburse 7

the consumer.

Proponents say that the clear standard proposed
in this bill would offer a more effective remedy
to the consumer, and would encourage improved
quality control by manufacturers and improved
repair service by dealers.

4. Same non -conformity

The bill would define "reasonable number" as four
attempts to repair the "same non -conformity" or
defect.

Ford Motor Company proposes that the term "same
non -conformity" be defined as a non -conformity
caused by the failure of the same part. Ford
argues that a vehicle may experience a similar
condition (such as an inability to start) at
different times during the warranty period due
to totally different causes. In Ford's example,
however, an inability to start because of a
defective starter and a similar failure from a
defective battery could not be considered the
same non -conformity.

Proponents state that a more accurate example
would be a defective transmission which could
result from the failure of one of a number of
transmission parts. They say that four attempts
to produce a working transmission should be
the limit of reasonableness, regardless of how
many transmission parts were defective.

(More)
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Page Six

5. Non -conformity with Sona-Beverly

The bill is out of conformity with the Song -Beverly
Act in two minor respects.

(a) Period of reasonable time.

Other parts of the Song -Beverly Act define
"reasonable time" as 30 calendar days. This
bill, on the other hand, uses a standard
of 20 days during which the service facility
is open for business.

(b) Delay beyond the control of the warrantor
5

Where the Act refers to the 30 day period, it
provides that delay caused by conditions
beyond the control of the warrantor shall H

extend the period. This bill does not H
contain such a provision.

tfi

SHOULD NOT THIS BILL INCLUDE SUCH A PROVISION? i

6. Manufacturer's appeal boards

Ford, Chrysler, General Motors all oppose the bill

A
B

7

8

7

and state that consumer problems are being handled ti
by their own appeal procedures.

susa-s
sa
fa

(a) Ford

Ford has an appeal board composed of two
dealers and three consumer representatives.
A consumer with a service problem must first
go to the dealer, and then contact with
Ford Motor Company. If the problem is not
resolved, he makes his case in writing to
the appeals board. A decision of the board
is binding on the dealer and on Ford, but
not on the consumer.
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AB 1787 (Tanner)
Page Seven

(b) Chrysler

Cherysler has arbitration boards covering
all SO states. The boards are composed of
a mechanic, a consumer advocate, a member
of the general public, a dealer, and a
Chrysler employee, but only the first three
vote on decisions. The decisions are binding
on Chrysler and the dealer, but not on the
consumer.

(c) General Motors

General Motors has had a third -party arbi-
tration and mediation program through the
Better Business Bureau in the Bay Area since
1979. It has heard 383 complaints, and GM
has brought 6 cars. The same procedure is
being established in Los Angeles, Sacramento,
and Fresno.

7. Technical amendment

On page 4, line 10, strike out "shop" and insert:
"facility"

**********

A
B

7

8

7
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NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF FORD

RELEASE ON INQUIRY

Following is a statement by Richard L. Dugally, western regional
=Imager, Governmental Affairs, Ford Motor Company:

Ford Motor Company strongly opposes passage of AB 1787 relating to

nets motor vehicle warranties. There are sufficient avenues of recourse now

available to consumers and numerous governmental organizations which assure

customer satisfaction without the necessity of involving the courts in each

repair dispute.

We believe this proposed legislation will greatly increase the

number of frivolous and unmeritorious lawsuits filed against motor vehicle

manufacturers. Inevitably, an increased dependence upon the over -burdened

court system will lead to increased costs for Ford, and, subsequently its

customers.

Ford ar.7i its Jealers have r.aken eat strides fn establishing a

speedy, inexpensive, ana fair system to resolve product disputes as an

effective alterr.,Iti7e ,-n4thy an'a :leoendence

33/81

LIS-7

172ne courts.
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Regional G werninenIal Affairs ulttc,:
Ford Motor ,:ompany

AB 1787 - Lemon Car Bill

ifi,e,11-10oic,1495614

' ,ih, 442.0111

1) No exemption for commercial or non-personal/family
use. What about police cars, taxis, etc.

2) No provisions to reimburse manufacturer if he has
to buy the car back atter say 10,000 miles of useage.

3) On the 20 day section, no provision ~or delays caused
by acts of God, strike=, erc.

4) No provision covering abuse or modification by the
owner. Four-wheel drives are an example.'

5) No objective standard outlined in the bill to determine
if it's a lemon.

+t-elieeevol-cosy
.44Terts.

6) Defects are not aimed at the critical driving operations
of the vehicle. What if the radio or speakers are the
source :)t problems. 111- the inside dome light.

4E---o-ebowor *14-1-2rr-rrrirfT1-1"7:15-1Tri-reP,Tv.44.ii-444aa2,..,
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SUBJECT:

MANUFACTURERS ASOCIATION

INDUSTRY ISSUES
Spokesman for California Industry

AB 1787,(Tanner)
AutomoRle Warranties

POSITION: OPPOSE

SUMMARY: 1. Adds to the Civil Code procedures for deter-
mining warranties for new automobiles.

2. Declares a warranty in nonconformity if the
car has been:

a. repaired 4 or more times by the
manufacturer or its agents.

b. out of service by reason of repair
for a cumulative total of 20 days
or more.

COMMENTS:_ 1. Would result in increased owner -manufacturer
aggravation and additional litigation.

2. New car buyers are adequately protected
by existing manufacturers warranties and
current California law.

3. American auto manufacturers have established
consumer appeals boards whose decisions are binding
on both makers and dealers.

4. Adds more state employees to enforce the new
laws. Another layer of £overnment regulation is
unnecessary.

5. Would set a dangerous precedent that could
be applied to other products in the future.

CONTACT: JESS BUTCHER

U_w

w

w
z

z
w

(9
w

tea,
I a

4-22-81 (81-4)
(Revised 5-13-8 L)

Office: 923 - 12th Street  Mailing Address: P.O. Box 1138, Sacramento, CA 95805  Phone: (916) 441-5420
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A E A. E. Davis and Company
925 L Street, Suite 390  Sacramento, CA 95814  (916) 441-4140

April 27, 1981

The Honorable Sally Tanner
Chairperson
Assembly Consumer Protection & Toxic Materials Committee
State Capitol - RDOM 2016
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Mts. Tanner:

This letter is to inform you that Chrysler Corporation is opposed to your bill,
AB 1787, that. uvula amend the Song -Beverly Warranty Act.

This bill will place an undue burden of time and expense on the aggrieved
purchaser by forcing him or her to go to court to prove that the vehicle's
nonconformity fits the language of the amendment.

Chrysler has a better idea that doesn't cost the purchaser a cent, not even a
postage stamp.

Chrysler has established fifty-four Custiner Satisfaction Arbitration Hoards
(CSAB) covering all 50 states. The purpose is to aid a dissatisfied purchaser
to correct a problem that keeps the vehicle from being in conformance with the
terms of the express warranty. The features of the CSAB program are -

1. The dealer offers the dissatisfied purchaser a brochure explaining the
program which also includes an Appeal form to be filled out by the
purchaser and a pre -stamped envelope so he can mail it to the nearest
CSAB office.

"3/4:16so'
2. The Board consists of five members - a certified auto mechanic, a consumer ion

advocate, a general public member, a dealer representative, and a Chrysler
Corporation employee. After review of each complaint the final decision
can be voted on only by the mechanic, consumer advocate and the public
nx:rinher. The decision has ranged from denying that the purchaser has a
,7alid case to ordering Chrysler COrporation to replace the vehicle with
a new one. The final decision is binding cn both Chryslar and the dealer,
but not on the purchaser who has the option of going to court.

3. If the customer is requested too return t: -:e_ nonconfc=iog vehicle to a
dealer, he is provided a loan c-ir of charge.
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The Honorable Sally Tanner -2-

In summary, Mrs. Tanner, we believe this CSAB program is a far better, and
certainly less costly, way to get a properly running vehicle back in the hands
of its owner than by the procedures facing him in your bill

We, therefore, respectftilly appose AB 1787.

Sincerely yours,

A. E. Davis

cc: TO All COmmittee Members
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MVMA Statement

CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY BILL 1787,

*This legislation is not needed since legal remedies
are new available to a consumer:

Current California law provides that a consumer can have a manufacturer

replace goods which do not conform to the manufacturer's express warranty,

or be reimbursed for those goods by the manufacturer, after a "reasonable"

number of repair attempts. In addition, the Magnuson -Moss Act provides.a

cause of action under federal law for breach of warranty obligations.

*Assembly Bill 1787 requires the manufacturer to
provide a consumer with a replacement vehicle or
a refund for an unrepaired vehicle when, in fact,
it is the dealer's primary responsibility to
repair vehicles:

Assembly Bill 1787 amends current California law to establish a pre-

sumption, applicable only to motor vehicles, that a "reasonable" number of

repair attempts is four (3 for lealer, 1 for manufacturer) to remedy the

same nonconformity, o. a nonconformity where the vehicle is out of service

for a cumulative total of more than twenty days for repair by a dealer. Mom

either of these thresholds is reached, the manufacturer, must replace the

nonconforming vehicle or reimburse its owner for its purchase price.

It is unreasonable to assume, as this legislation does, that the manta-

facturer has direct control over its dealers' service operations and employees

and, therefore, should bear the burden of the dealer's failure to cure a

nonconformity within the specified time limits. In fact, the motor vehicle

dealer is an independent businessman -Terating his own business with his own

capital pursuant co a sales dad ervi,:e ,igreement wit.. the manufacturer.

*This bill possibly imposes an addir,ional cost on
not only the manufacturer but, also, on the vast
majority of consumers who will never have the
opportunity or need to avail themselves of the
remedies provided in this bill:
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It is difficult to justify the additional cost which may esult from

a requirement that z. consumer be provided with a replacement vehicle or a

refund if repair cannot be successfully performed within the arbitrary limit

of three or four attempts or twenty days. This legislation could operate

to the detriment of the vast majority of consumers by increasing the coat

of a motor vehicle without providing any significant benefit in return.

*Intense competition in the motor vehicle manufacturing
industry insures high quality vehicles which conform
to manufacturers' warranties:

In today's market, domestic motor vehicle manufacturers must compete,

not only with other domestic manufacturers, but with foreign manufacturers -

as well. Loyal, satisfied customers are essential for a motor vehicle
U_

manufacturer's successful competition. Motor vehicle manufacturers recognize

they must provide customers with reliable, high quality 'vehicles which conform
H
z
H

to their warranties -to compete successfully for customers in the market and

to retain the loyalty of previous customers.

(79
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May 5, 1981

AB ..737 cl'anner).

"lemon law" bill --Provides that a new motor vehicles
must he replaced or the consumer reimbursed if:

a) the same nonconformity has not been repaired
4 or more attempts, or

the vehicle has been out of service for a cumu-
lative total oz more than 20 days.

The consumers look upon this bill as a way to exert leverage upon
the manufacturers and car dealers to resolve any dissatisfaction
with a new car.

The dealers and manufacturers are very concerned with resolving
problems relating to "lemon" cars and all have established some
kind of a third party arbitration program as the most expeditious
and fair solution. The dealers -have a program called "Autocap"
which receives heavy financial support from the dealer organiza-
tions. GM employs a third party arbitration and mediation program
through the Better Business Bureau. This program was started in
the San Francisco Bay Area in February 1979. To date 383 com-
plaints have been heard, 75% of the complaints were resolved through
the mediation process -- arbitration was not necessary. Of the 25% w
that went to binding arbitration, about 2/3's supported GM's positio42
in some fashion and 1/3 the customers position. Since February 1979E
GM has bought back 6 cars. The average time to get a decision is H
50 days from the time the complaint is filed. A decision is renderet
within 10 days following an arbitration hearing. The same procedure>
is being established in Los Angeles, Sacramento and Fresno this
onth. volkswagen of America uses a'similar Better Business Bureau cy)

arbitration procedure.
w

/13 1727 is a hoax because it won't do what the consumer groups
think it will do, namely, resolve their new car problem in an
expeditious manner. Quite the opposite -- it will result in in-
crca:,-ed litigation and drawn-out court cases which will cost the
consumer heavily in time and money.

:f AB 1787 were the current law and a consumer told a dealer that
he wanted a new car or his ..-Purchase -.price refunded because the car
had not haen fixed in 4 attempts, dealer would simply say "take

to court". There would be no reason to arbitrate anything with
L. law like -this. If you happen to be in Los Angeles, the Superior
CO'Llr7. has a hacklog of 76,000 cases and it takes 53 months to get
to court. Compare that with the 50 day average for the GM/Better

3urieau ar'ritrazion plan. The average time in California
Coul:t d.,; 1 yoar. :f ttho consumor finally gets

k t. 0.-1WC14:a Ili:. attorney will receive 1/3.
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AB 1787 (Tanner)
Page two

3y comparison, the arbitration programs are free to the consumer.
His only cost would be for his attorney if he choses to employ
one. For its part GM does not use attorneys in its Third Party
Arbitration Program. GM has pre -committed to arbitrate any
_instance of a dispute with a customer with respect to the applica-
tion, administration or interpretation of its new vehicle warranty..
In addition, it will arbitrate any instance of a product dispute
beyond the warranty period regardless of time or mileage.

It will not arbitrate any case involving:

1. Allegation of fraud

2. Complaints involving damage or personal injury
in which there are product liability issues -or
insurance claims

3. Alleged violations of law.

In addition to consumer groups the author stated in her committee
that AB 1737 is supported by the Trial Lawyers. This isn't too
surprising as it appears the trial lawyers see the potential for
more court cases should AB 1787 become law. The bill is opposed
by the New Car Dealers, General Motors Corporation, Ford Motor
Company, Chrysler Corporation and Volkswagen of America, all of
whom have recognized the competitive necessity to resolve con-
sumer complaints as expeditiously and fairly as possible at no
cost to the consumer. The California Manufacturers Association
is also opposed to AB 1787.
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Pies-:.Complea&vehicle repairs,-undertsken-on-the-baals-of unreliable=:
symptowdescription, leads to problem isolation and fix by the
process of elimination. Vehicle uanofacturers have been Lnable
to train away the diagnostic weaknesses -that -makes -this -system -
necessary due to ever_changing vehicle technology,
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1.1.4y 11, 1981

Floor Statement Input in Debate of California A.B. 1787

-

IMOIMMIMMWM&AUMe sat* general observations you may wish to make knoier. tai
aw,requested in your May 4 note to H. W. Masterson,

Numerical limitations on attempted repairs could have a; least
two adverse results:

Lir

5w -

I-.

z
1. Extensive -over -repair which likely would lead to increased L>j

costs, therby decreasing manufacturers' interest in extending,
warranties. The consuer loaes. co

. Harsher interpretation of "commercially acceptable" definition
related to marginal problems.; Where we now try to repair_
beyond "commercially acceptable" to achieve owner satisfaction,  *

sel
we would likely desist- since attempting a fix would be admitting- smm
a problem.

.,. A.B. 1787 would increase litigation instead of improving the accuracy
pf repairs. It is punative rather than corrective.

.11hile not a Ford issue, the 33 day time factor for repair ,;campletion
would seem to be anti-competitio that Lmo11r manufactJrers may

-tot be able to support 0-,r2 rEt...11r, jns.ire

the requirczt parLF.

I hope these ;coin. e.

on extension 44291.
ciuestions
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FORD CONSUMER APPEALS BOARD

Customer has a service problem with a
Ford Motor Company Product.

Dealership attempts to resolve problem.
If unable Co gain Jatisfaction, customer
contacts Ford Motor Company.

Ford Motor Company attempts to resolve
problem. If unable to gain satisfaction,

-contaots-Ford Consumer Appealu-Board.
FCAB-w1-11not-hear-a-case-until-customerAs
problems have been reviewed by dealer and:.

Customer submits statement of problems to
F_CLR-

'tjalership and Ford Motor Company submit
statements to FCAB.

- _

FCAB reviews three statements
_decision on case.

k

and makes a

?CAB Executive Secretary advises customer
of decision and takes necessary actions as
required.

Dealership and Ford Motor Company notified of
decision and actions required on their part.

- - ---
Dealer and Ford Motor Company -are bound by
the decision of Board. Customer may proceed
with other le: fired.

Actions ,:ompiete :!leJed.

w
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w
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SUBJECT:

SUMMARY:

NDUSTRY ISSUES

AB 1787 (Tanner)
Automobile Warranties

POSITION: OPPOSE

1. Adds to the Civil Code procedures for deter-
mining warranties for new automobiles.

2. Declares a warranty in nonconformity if the
car has been:

a. repaired 4 or more times by the
manufacturer or its agents.

b. out of service by reason of repair
for a cumulative total of 20 days
or more.

w
0

COMMENTS: 1. Would result in increased owner -manufacturer
aggravation and additional litigation._

2. New car buyers are adequately protected
by existing manufacturers warranties and
current California law.

3. American auto manufacturers have established
consumer appeals boards whose decisions are binding
on both makers and dealers.

4. Adds more state employees to enforce the new
laws. Another layer of aovernment reEulation is
unnecessary. as

as

5. Would set a dangerous Erecedent that could
be applied to other products in the future.

CONTACT: JESS BUTCHER 4-22-81 (81-4)
(Revised 5-13-11)

SP- ;L.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

Refunds. Returns.
Exchanges Here!

Tbe Cillfarnia Legislature is currently considering AB 1787 by Assemblywoman
Sally Morten The bill clarifies the California Civil Code in determining warranty respon-
sibilities for automobile manufacturers.

Under the bill. a warranty is declared_tq be in nonconformity. if the car has been.
repaired fair ormore times by the manufacturer or its agents. or has been out of
service forrepairs for 20 days or more. While this sounds like a good consumer bill, a
thoughtfulevaluation of the measure reveals that it will increase aggravation between
the buyerand.thernanufacturer and result in additional litigation.

lbrsad part about this situation is that American auto manufacturers have beerr
inakirsi.greatstricles in consumer relations by establishing consumer appeals bwrcis:
:=Isticeeriadsicitesarebinclingurtbatitmakeisanddealers.,-The dangerous -part isthebill--
wouldseta terribleprecedent that could be applied to other products in the future. It
doesn't tale-mudh imaginattonto egtutokiturntiertif. stateemployeestiatcouick
be added to enforce new laws providing another layer of government regulation.

Hisbricalbjc American manufacturers have provided adequate warranties and the
canszner-seller relationship has -been -completed withoutgovemmentregulatiorr.-
Adding a third -party bureaucracy_ cart leactonly talurther government ilcempirbu
ing.

A similar bill by Assemblywoman Tanner was defeated in the California Senate last
year_ A81787deserves-the sarne-fate;-: -Jess J. Butcher.

PG&E Requests $325 Million Increase

PG&E has filed an application (A.
60616) for a $325.7 million increase in
electric rates to cover energy costs from
4ug. 1. 1981 to Nov. 30. In its applica-
tion. the utility asked that tne increase
go into effect Aug. 1. witn a tour month
amortization period. The total increase
reauestea is 27.4%. with the residential
class getting a 10.4% increase and lame

power recec, mg a
ncrease.

e race design ;

C23e -assent

n

Page 2

PG&E believes- that the -Tier- III rate -

should not exceed the --residential
marginal cost and uses the marginal
cost as a cap. The rest of the increase
was spread to lifeline and Tier to
maintain a 38% differential between
tiers. it has been this association's posi-
tion that tnere is nothing magic about a
38% differentiai. xid that if the top tier

tre !: kite. men the
,!!ii,:l i.:,11:(weti ,t1

SACRAMENTO REPORT

TOXICS UPDATE

Contrary to what was reported in our
article on Direction 81 last week, an in-
dustry -backed siting bill has been intro-
duced. The bill. SB 1049. Montoya.
D -Whittier. would autnonze the De-
partment of Health Services to issue
disposal site permits and would pre-
empt local governments from controll-
ing hazardous waste facilities. The bill
has not been heard yet by its policy com-
mittee. Senate Health & Welfare, and
automatically becomes a two year bill.

Three superfund bills await action by
their respective fiscal: committees. SEL
788. Presley. D -Riverside. the adminis-
tration's bill. was put over by the Senate
Finance Committee for two weeks. SE1
618. Carpenter, D -Santa Ana. the in-
dustry -sponsored bill. has not yet been
scheduled for hearing. but must; be
heard by the Senate Finance Commit-
tee. The compromise bill sponsored by
the Assembly leadership. AB 69. Tanner;
D-EI Monte. awaits a hearing in the As-
sembly Ways & Means Committee.

AB 1543 (Tanner). which creates a
hazardous waste siting council and -
makes major changes in the present_
hazardous waste management system
has clot been scheduled for hearing yet
in the Assembly Ways & Means Commit-
tee. This association is working with the
author to develop suitable amendments
to. the bill.
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SSENATE 'COMMITTEE ON JUDIIIkRy

1.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
f

Source

(a) What group, organization, governmental agency, or other
person, if any, requested the introduction of the bill?
Please list the requestor's telephone number or, if
unavailable, his address.

/uo, -7ta4-

(:W 771

i7/7L
(b) Which groups, organizations, or governmental agencies have

contacted you in support of, or in opposition to, your
bill?

(c)

What
seek

If a similar bill has been introduced at a previous session
of the Legislature, what was its number and the year of
its introduction?

- /9ro

problem or deficiency under existing law does the bill
to remedy?

g/AL4- ihe,a) A?7,71&t,)
ACL_An.7 Fir

no/i-xz '
a-dif

w

xz_z/77,61,0-t

ytz ,(>41

f you have a y ferli;OriggToun informa ion or material ting
to the bill, please enclose a copy of it or state where the inform-
ation or material is available.

L,

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND RETURN IT TO THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON
JUDICIARY, ROOM 2046 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. THE COMMITTEE STAFF
CANNOT SET THE BILL FOR A HEARING UNTIL THIS FORM HAS BEEN RETURNED.

Utt)
Ts, 1:(4^, -

C (-1

/iv c

w

CI)
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C&LUFORHUAMICHEZ9MQ gDMOTOltPark Executive Bldg., 925 l Street, Suite 380, Sacramento, CA 95814 (916) 441-5050 Cb.SACRAMENTO

June 1, 1981

Uli - 1981

'll'iv-IIRNTALAN°333°

Members, Califo ' at Assembly

'-----

o.A.,
Subject: AB 1787 ( aAner) - New Motor Vehicle Warranties

--.---
_------

The CaliLunla Automobile Dealers Association is opposed to
AB -1787 (Tanner), the "lemon law" bill. On behalf of
ti aousand franchised new car dealer members, our reasons
for opposing this bill are as follows:

1. The automobile industry has established a
variety of workable programs for settling
consumer complaints;

2. AB 1787. would create disputes rather than
resolve them;

3. Additional litigation undoubtedly would ensue;

4. The price of new vehicles eventually would increase;

5. Existing law provides sufficient remedy to con-
sumers, particularly in light of last year's
statutory requirement for providing notice of war-
ranty rights to the customer. (AB 2263, Civil
Code 1793.1);

6. The number of vehicles which cannot be corrected to
the customer's satisfaction is very small, given the
total volume of retail sales in California each year.

We believe that enactment of AB 1787 would be adverse to the
consumer's interests. It would encourage litigation rather
than negotiation or arbitration in attempted settlement of
such disputes.

Sincerely,

Robert J. ckus

ren V. Smith
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OFFICE OF

CITY ATTORNEY
CITY HALL EAST

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90012

BURT PINES
CITY ATTOTINET

June 24-, 1981

The Honorable Omer Rains
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Re: AB 1787 (Tanner)

Dear Omer:

The purpose of this letter is to urge your Committee
to support AB 1787 which strengthens existing warranty law
regarding new automobiles. This bill, which has become known
as the "Lemon Bill," was introduced by Assemblywoman Sally
Tanner in response to complaints from consumers who have
experienced serious problems with defective new cars. The
City Attorney's Office has also received many complaints
about new cars with major defects from people who have spent
literally scores of hours and hundreds of dollars attempting
to get their cars repaired.

Current law entitles a consumer to a full refund
or replacement of a new motor vehicle if a defect in the car
is not fixed after a "reasonable" number of repair attempts.
AB 1787 simply specifies that "reasonable" means four repair
attempts or 20 days out of service.

By clarifying the meaning of the law, AB 1787 would
provide both consumers and manufacturers with a clear
standard for new car warranties and reduce the area of dispute.
In addition, the bill would assist consumers to obtain fair
redress for defective new cars that are not properly repaired.
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The Honorable Omer Rains
Page 2.

For these reasons, I hope AB 1787 will receive your
vote when it is heard by the Senate Judiciary Committee.

Sincerely ours,

BU T PINE
City Attorney

BP:ae
cc: Members, Senate Judiciary Committee

Assemblywoman Sally Tanner
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Also attached is a story in today's Sacramento Bee
regarding Ford's test program which will guarantee lifetime
warranty on car repairs. The program will start July 1,
1981 at only three dealerships in the Chattanooga area, and
obviously under carefully limited conditions; but at least
it's a start in the right direction.

Regional Gove,nrnental Affairs Off.ce
l'ord Motor Company

Honorable Sally Tanner
Member of the Assembly
State Capitol - Room 2016
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Assemblywoman Tanner:

- L 3tree:
9.=814

iorron,e 016 142-0111

June 30, 1981

Attached is a current news release on the progress
and operation of the Ford Consumer Appeals Boards throughout
the country. I thought you might find this of interest in
connection with your Assembly Bill 1787.

0

w

I -
z
w
I-
z
w

Best personal regards.

(9
wSincerely,

RICHARD L. DUGALLY
Regional Manager
Governmental Affairs

RLD:cme

Jim Austin
Al Davis
Lee Ridgeway
Loren Smith

Attachments

bcc: Mr. Richard Thomson-,
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A consumer -appeals program established by Ford Motor Company in 1977 is

proving decisively that customers have a strong voice when it comes to resolving

automotive product performance or service disputes.

The first Ford Consumers Appeals Board was established in North Carolina

in September, 1977. Since then, six other boards have been set up in major

population areas throughout the country.

The success of the boards can be illustrated by the number of customers

who have called on them for assistance in resolving disputes with dealerships.

In 1980, the seven boards completed action on 1,938 cases -- bringing

to 3,346 the total number of decisions since the consumer appeals board program

began. The totals are significant considering that four of the boards have been

operating only since mid -1979.

Even more significant is the fact that in addition to the 1,938 cases

reviewed by the boards in 16o, mothervases submi.tod bo rd 2onsi ieration

were resolved by the customer, company and dealer prior to review by the boards and

eliminated the need for board action.

"The very :pis lance the boards has encouraged dealers and F3rd service

representatives to be more sensitive to service disputes and resolve them before

they ever reach the board," iaid mith, :tanager, Owner Relations and Service

7Sevelopment _ i

clout and ::3.stanti

resolving service-reiatea iisputes

-
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"In my opinion, our customers are happier if their complaints can be

resolved quickly and efficiently by their local dealer. If that isn't possible,

our customers may have a case reviewed before the third -party panel without

initiating costly and time-consuming court action and without going through a

lot of red tape."

The Ford Consumer Appeals Boards are composed of five voluntary members

who include three consumer representatives, a Ford dealer and Lincoln-Mercury

dealer. All dealers in board locations have agreed to abide by the board's

decisions, which are reached by a simple majority vote. The decisions are based

on written statements by all parties concerned and are binding on the dealer and

Ford Motor Company, but not on the customer.

The boards consider service and product related cases only but will

not handle cases in litigation, those involving sales or delivery problems,

personal injury, property damage or claims for consequential damage.

"Eligible cases may involve any vehicle produced by Ford Motor Company

regardless of age or mileage," Mr. :smith noted.

Ford Consumer Appeals Boards are .ocared ilevue, .4asn., serving

Washington and Oregon; Milpitas, Calif., serving northern California, and Pico

Rivera, Calif., serving southern California; Merrifield, Va., serving Metro

Washington, D.C., Maryland, and Virginia; South Hackensack, N.J., serving New

Jersey; and Charlotte, N.C., serving customers in North and South Carolina.

6/5/81
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T) CONSUMER APPEALS 30ARDS

7OR INQUIRY ONLY

Q. What's the purpose of the Ford Consumer Appeals Boards?

A. The Ford Consumer Appeals Board concept is designed to supplement

the company's other complaint -handling procedures. The purpose of

the boards is increased customer satisfaction --the satisfaction of

knowing a product performance or service complaint will be heard by

an impartial board whose members are independent of Ford Motor Company.

Q. How do the boards function?

A. Each board has a voluntary panel of five members, including three

consumer representatives, a Ford dealer and a Lincoln-Mercury dealer.

The boards review cases monthly and reach decisions by a simple

majority vote. Decisions of the boards are binding on the company and

its dealers, but not on the customer who is free to pursue other
0

avenues of appeal.

Q. How can a customer contact the board?

A. Through a toll -free telephone number (800-241-3450) or by mail to the

address listed for the board serving them.
(9
w

...4.,

Q. What happens when a customer contacts the board? *
*Om
sz
otoA. If the case appears to qualify, the owner is sent a one -page form

to document pertinent information regarding the nature of the complaint.

The customer c!ompletes tne 'dLi nails Lt i;1 speial P.O. 3cx

_IdnunlJ7,?re rd d-7:;

recelpt f tne sL:pcomer's L;catemeht, - _nsur -hat Lt

qualifies. Then an acknowledgement postcard Ls sent 7-.3 the dastomer

telling him that :he dealer

in a further attempt to resolve his .:::mplaint.
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The customer's dealer receives a similar form so that the dealer's

version of the problem can be obtained. the monthly board meetings,

the board reviews the statements and supporting evidence for each case

and, if sufficient information is presented, votes on a decision. If

the ruling is against the dealer and/or Ford, the remedy is initiated

within 30 days.

Q. Do the boards usually side with the company?

A. No. The boards have not hesitated to recommend actions which favor

customers. These actions have ranged from simple service corrections

costing only a few dollars to decisions to replace vehicles.
CT)

CO
CO

Ei
Q. What kind of cases do the boards consider? (D

00

A. The boards deal with product performance - service -related cases only and will
w

not handle cases in litigation or those involving sales or delivery problems,

personal injury or property damage, or claims for consequential damages.

Q. What benefits does the company get from the consumer icpeais boards?

A. As self-regulating mechanisms, the boards help the company and its

dealers become more closely attuned to the needs of their customers.
(79

Their very existence means that our dealers and our odri personnel are

perceived as taking the extra steps required to resolve issue to the

satisfaction of customers before they ever get to the boards for a

decision.

Should 1 .:tomer Lamer

service ;rob em?

A. :f a .a timer
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Lincoln-.4.ercury vehicle, he Cirst s:.ou.,.d talk to the dealer. in most

instances, the dealer is eager to resolve a service complaint to help

preserve a customer's good will. If the problem is not resolved

satisfactorily, the customer should then contact the Ford Parts and

Service District Office serving his area to obtain company assistance.

If he still remains dissatisfied, then he may contact the Ford Consumer

Appeals Board.

Q. Have Ford Consumer Appeals Board decisions generally been more favorable to

the customer or to the company and dealer?

A. Inasmuch as a case has already been reviewed several times by the

dealer and by Ford Motor Company before it reaches the board, the board,

more often than not, finds that the case was properly handled before it

reached the board.

Q. Are board members paid?

A. No. We do, however, reimburse them for travel expenses, long distance

telephone calls, or any otter expenses they incur directly related to

participating in the board meeting.

Q. What happens if a board member cannot attend a meeting for any reason?

A. All boards have alternate members who an fill in when a regular

member is unable to attend.

How many

A. the namor ---

per meeting.
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`a Can customer present his or her case in person?

A. As an established operating procedure, neither customers nor dealers

present their cases to the boards in person. In exceptional situations

and if they desire, however, boards may ask a customer to present his

case in person.

How does a customer present his case?

A. A written statement expressing his complaint, actions taken to date

and what he expects is submitted by the customer along with any support-

ing documents such as copies of repair orders, repair estimates, pre-

vious letters and the like.

Q. How long does it take for a case to be brought before the board?

A. It has averaged about 37 working days from the time the customer returns

the completed statement until the board, which meets once a month,

reviews the case - obviously much faster than a legal proceeding.
w
z

Q. What happens if a dealer refuses to abide by the FCAE ruling?

A. Dealers have agreed to bear financial responsibility in cases where the rn

(9
w

board determined they had been delinquent and this has not been a

problem. Ford, however, would stand behind all decisions.
aImam

am
sit

Q. What are your plans for future expansion to other states?

A. Various expansion plans 1.1r7en!-,ly zupler review.

Q. Where are the toarts now located?

A. Currently there are seven Ford Consumer Appeals 3cards LInt

states and the District of Columbia. Zee :;tatl:r.1

information)
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ik.,AB

Established in July of 1979 as the sixth Ford Consumer Appeals Board.

FCAB Mail Address

P.O. Box A
Pico Rivera, California 90660

Area served: Southern California

Executive Secretary: W. A. Nolan

Board Members:

Howard Board., president, Board Ford, Whittier, Calif.

Helen Sachs, president, Sachs and Sons Lincoln-Mercury, Downey, Calif.

Ronald Melendez, consumer affairs director, County of Orange, Santa Ana, Calif.

Billy Meyers, chairman, Department of Mechanical Technology, Citrus College,
Azusa, Calif.

Susan Huguenor, deputy city attorney, Consumer Protection Unit, San Diego City
Attorney's Office, San Diego, Calif.
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA FCAB

Establisned in July of 1979 as the seventh Ford Consumer Appeals Board.

FCAB Mail Address.

P.O. Box 909
Milpitas, California q5035

Area covered: Northern California

Executive Secretary: 4. Boultas

Board Members:

Edmund Bartlett, president, Sun Valley Ford, Concord, Calif.

Charles Hilton, president, Town and Country Lincoln-Mercury, Sacramento, Calif.

Don Cosgrove, manager, California State Auto Association, Automotive Technical
Services, San Francisco, Calif.

David J. Van Edgon, Inspector of Automobile Equipment, State of California --
Department of General Services, Fleet Administration Division,
Sacramento, Calif.

Elizabeth Sullivan, member, Consumer Cooperative of Berkeley, Calif.
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warrantyFord testing lifetime
. A  lifetime guarantee on repairs for
your car!' Impossible? Yes, right now,
lm But.Detrolt has been moving
in tiny steps In that direction for several
years and earlier this month (June). a
tentative test program which could
transform today's "impossible" into
toriterruar'S -"possible" was announced
by Forti Maim Co.

If . it:marks, your savings over a
typical ,10 years and 100,000 miles of
driving. 'could amount to several thou-
sands -of dollars_ And it might work, for:
upkeep is. becoming relatively less
expensive; tmohleshooting tools are get-
.ting better; makers and dealers appear
finally to be approaching agreement on
how much:a repair should cost, how long

_ it -should Like and bow best to fix what's
wrong so it stays fixed-

' RKPAIR COSTS today are 25 percent
to 30 percent less than in 1950 and 65
percent to70 percent less than in 1925.
What's more, if you're conservative in
your driving and conscientious in your
upkeep, today's cars can run 140,000 to
150.000 miles, way above their former
top distances.

The auto dealer's slogan, "Pay Now,
or Pay Later" is to be taken seriously.
Even with cautious car handling and
careful upkeep, major breakdowns will
cost you rising totals as your car ages.

For a typical compact, average repair
costs climb relentlessly from about $175
annually in your first year i at today's
prices and assuming 10,000 miles a year)
to nearly $490 a year in your 10th year of
operation. By your fifth year (50.000
miles) your annual upkeep may near
$300 and by your eighth, be close to $400.

Your
money's
worth

Sylvia Porter

These figures do not take inflation into
consideration. (Even with "only" an 8
percent annual inflation rate, your 10th
year costs might top $1,000).

TO SMOOTH OUT these often all -at -
once big costsi. Detroit has long offered a
variety of factory, dealer and independ-
ent "warranties."

In the early 1960s, Chrysler actually
adopted a five-year. 50.000 -mile free
contract - good even if the car was
traded. Within a few years. though, high
expenses forced Detroit to end such long-
term giveaways, leaving the field to
independents which sold upkeep policies
through dealerships.

In the late 1970s, domestic makers
began selling - as an optional extra -
"extended service protection" against
maintenance costs. These warranties
'usually requiring a lump payment plus
a set fee for each repair) typically have
a three-year and 36.000- or 50,000 -mile
maximum, and end if you trade the car.

Now Ford is testing another step:
guaranteeing repair work for the life of
the car, under carefully limited condi-
tions. The program is being tested at

:1st three dealerships in the Chattanoo-
ga, Tenn., area.

WORK DONE UNDER a car's initial
(free) warranty is NOT covered. But any
upkeep performed under an extended
service (optional extra cost) program IS
eligible. The guarantee ends if the car nil
sold or traded, or if repairs are done at al
non -Ford dealership or with non -Ford;
parts.

There are also many "exceptions":
parts replaced under scheduled mainte-
nance, such as points, spark plugs.
condensers, filters and emissions -control
valves. "Exclusions" include: items
which normally wear out, such as brake
linings, clutch facings, and windshield
wiper blades, plus batteries, fluids ancL
of course, parts damaged by accident or
abuse.

While this test is a tiny step forward,
basic to any eventual workable warranty
is the disparity between what the manu-
facturer pays a dealer for work done and
the higher price the dealer charges a
customer for identical repairs. But even
here, there's a tinkle bell of progress.

AS OF JULY 1 (tomorrow), an Idaho
law requires automakers to pay dealers
at the same rate for warranty repairs
that customers must pay if the auto is
not under warranty. When makers and
dealers agree on costs of repairs, life-
time car warranties will be next.

Manufacturers will have a bigger
incentive to make the cars right in the
first place; and if the equipment does
break, the dealers will have the incen-
tive to fix it right, for the first time, too.

What you and I will save in time alone
is mind -boggling. And in dollars . .. And
in aggravation Move 'in. Detroit.
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STATE OF CAUFORNIA-EuSINESS ANC 4SPORTATION AGENCY

NEW MOTOR VEHICLE BOARD
1401 - 21st Street

Suite 407
Sacramento, CA 95814

(916) 445-1888

July 10, 1981

Senator Alan Sieroty
State Capitol
Room 5072
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Senator Sieroty:

Er. 1 0W7
1 a 1981

Liiii bUial6

011D MOTOR
CO.SACRAMENTO

1981

1'4'ItivitzorrAL dgF

I as a member of the New Motor Vehicle Board of the state of California.
In May of 1974, Governor Ronald Reagan appointed me to a four year term.
In April of 1978, Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. reappointed me to another
four year term. As a member of the New Motor Vehicle Board for the past
seven years, and as a car dealer for the past thirty years, I have spent
many hours away from my business, working to insure the motor vehicle
industry in the State of California is responsive to the needs of the
California consumer.

As a member of the New Motor Vehicle Board, I have been intricately
involved in the development of the procedures, policies, and standards
which directly relate to the welfare of the California consumer, (which
necessarily includes the viability of the California car dealer, who is a
valuable economic asset to each community of this state).

While I have never had the opportunity of meeting Assemblywoman Tanner, I
share some of her concerns. However, I do not believe AB 1787 will be
cost-efficient or an effective remedy to the consumer. Therefore, I am
respectfully submitting to you Senator Sieroty my opposition to AB 1787.

First of all, present law offers adequate procedures and protection for
the new motor vehicle consumer. Civil Code Section 1793.2 currently
provides that after a reasonable number of attempts, a manufacturer
"shall either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer in an amount equal
to the purchase price paid by the buyer . . ". What constitutes a
reasonable number of attempts will vary depending upon the facts of the
particular case. I therefore believe the determination of what is a
reasonable number of attempts should be left to a case-by-case evaluation.

Secondly, the New Motor VehicLa 8oar:71 :s mandated pursuant to Vehicle
Code Section 305.13;

or

practicel; an: nolding 3
license as a new mot::_ :eater,

manufacturer, manufact'_.:ar Branch, iisvihutor,
distributor oranch, .apresontative
submitted by any person ...

1
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Under this mandate, the Board has developed an efficient and effective
consumer complaint program whereby it nas resolved thousands of consumer
complaint problems without the necessity of formal expensive litigation.
The Board's staff both formally and informally are resolving 80% of the
consumer complaints which are annually filed with the Board. In addition
to -the consumer complaint program, the Board has devised a formal
"Petition" procedure that may be employed against a motor vehicle
licensee, whether it be a manufacturer, distributor, or dealer, for the
protection of motor vehicle consumers.

Thirdly, the language of AB 1787 does not indicate what agency or
agencies would be responsible for administering the amendments to Civil
Code Section 1793.2. It does appear likely an increase in disputes will
result from this legislation. The resolution of these disputes will
require the involvement of either the judicial system or a state agency.
Unfortunately, the judicial system is experiencing significant overload
problems which result in delays of many months, if not several years. In
addition to significant delays, the consumer would be required to expend
their own money on attorney fees and services in order to properly pursue
their judicial remedy. In many instances, this alternative will not be
available due to expense and delays.

In the event the judicial system is not a viable alternative, the
consumer's only other alternative is to look to a state- agency to enforce
the law. Since the bill does not designate an agency to deal with these
problems, the consumer may not have a remedy. I believe, however, in
light of the Board's mandate mentioned above, the Board may end up
adjudicating claims arising under the proposed law. The costs of such a 0

program, while very speculative at this point, could result in an
unreasonable burden being placed on the Board's already scarce cn

resources. For this reason, I must, as a member of the New Motor Vehicle
Board, oppose AB 1787.

z
w

(9
w

I realize the Legislature is in recess during the month of July and early
August, however, due to the significance of this legislation, I would be
more than happy to meet with you in your district or anywhere that would
be convenient for you to discuss AB 1787.

Please do not hesitate to call me if I may be of assistance to you in any
way. My business phone at Vandenberg Motors is (916) 452-4331, and my
home phone is (916) 487-2060.

Very truly yours,

JOIN B. VANDwimER
;!,(

; Board Member
ew Motor Vehicle Board

cc: Assemblywoman T3nner
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PROPOSED GENERAL )RS AMENDMENT.

AB 1787.

Page 4 - Line 14

F4C-/.4-
vo-BD MOTOR

SACRAMENTO O.

JUL 6 1981

4476121TAL /

Motor vehicle manufacturers and motor vehicle dealers who

offer dispute resolution mechanisms that contain the fol-

lowing criteria shall be exempt:

1) Third party mechanism to resolve disputes

between the owner and the= manufacturer or

between the owner and the dealer

2) All expenses Lavolved in the administration of

the mechanisms to be paid by the manufacturer

or the dealer

3) Decision of the third party must be binding

on at least the manufacturer or dealer.
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Regional Governmental Affairs Office
Ford Motor Company

Mr. Richard Thomson
Chief Counsel
Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capitol - Room 2046
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Richard:

Suite 260 - 925 L Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Telephone: 916/442-0111

July 23, 1981

RE: Assembly Bill 1787

Per our telephone conversation, attached is the following
material on Assembly Bill 1787 (Lemon car bill):

(1) General Motors statement

(2) Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association analysis

(3) California Manufacturers Association issues paper

(4) California Manufacturers Association ReEort editorial

(5) California Automobile Dealers Association letter

(6) New Motor Vehicle Board letter

(7) Ford news release statement of opposition

(8) Ford brief problem paper

(9) Ford floor statement input

(10) Ford chart on resolving customer service problems

(11) Ford Consumer Appeals Board brochure

(12) Proposed General Motors amendments
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Page Two
Richard Thomson
July 23, 1981

Assembly Bill 1787

In addition to this material, there are six serious problem
areas that should be dealt with by amendments:

(1) Commercial vehicles (fleet, taxi, police, etc.) should
be excluded.

(2) The 20 day provision should be changed to 30 days to
conform with existing sections of the law.

(3) The 20 days provision should be extended for reasons
beyond the control of the manufacturer or dealer (strikes, acts of
God, etc.).

(4) Emission equipment warranties (now required for 50,000
miles or 5 years) should be excluded.

(5) The definition of "same nonconformity" should be narrowed
to be for the same "part" (i.e.,if car doesn't start easily or -at
all, it could be several different parts causing the problem). The
"same nonconformity" is too vague.

(6) There should be some provision to exclude the buy-back if
there has been customer abuse, misuse, modification or alteration.

w
0

w

H
z
w

I appreciate your interest in our analysis of this measure. As 12

soon as I receive our Office of General Counsel's language on proposedj
amendments, you will receive a copy.

If you need to contact me, please don't hesitate to call me at w
home: (916) 481-1511. My secretary, Cheryl Ewing, will know where to (79

reach me next week in Atlanta.

RLD:cme

Attachments

Sincerely,

40
RICHARD L. DUG1LY
Regional Manager
Governmental Affairs

.4
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Regional Governmental Affairs Office
Ford Motor Company

Mr. Richard Thomson
Chief Counsel
Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capitol - Room 2046
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Richard:

Suite 260 - 925 L Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Telephone: 916/442-0111

July 24, 1981

RE: Assembly Bill 1787

Attached are the proposed amendments to Assembly
Bill 1787 which we discussed yesterday. These were
just received from our Office of General Counsel in
Dearborn.

I plan to personally deliver a copy to Assembly-
woman Tanner next week in Atlanta and Kathi Hamilton
is receiving a copy today. These may not be all of the
amendments that we will recommend, as I will just have
to wait until our Chief Counsel responsible for warranty
legislation returns from vacation.

Thank you for your continued interest.

Sincerely,

RICHARD L. DUGALL
Regional Manager
Governmental Affairs

RLD:cme

cc: Honorable Sally Tanner
Jim Austin
Al Davis
Kathi Hamilton
Lee Ridclo,:ay
Loren Smth

ALtachments 682
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L. bugally

Re: California AB 1787

TO MOTOR
SACIRAMMITO

JUL Z 4 1981

Co

°71142PlantiVT 1144

In reviewing California AB 1787, we find that there
'are several unworkable definitions and overly extensive remedies

MiOlieh should be clarified. Specifically. we believe that there
.aii.six.basic problems with this legislation which could be
'4.emeaied through proper language additions.

1. In keeping with the spirit of the Song -Beverly
Warranty Act, the bill should clearly exclude commercial vehicles,
from its- coverage. The Song -Beverly Act applies only to consumer
goods; however, the proposed legislation is applicable to new
vehicles, without defining that term. Accordingly, new vehicles
43hOuld be defined.

2. The proposed language requires repurchase of a
vehicle if it is out of service for 20 days by reason of a non-
conformity. This conflicts with the existing Song -Beverly language
which provides that a product must be repaired within 30 days.
Accordingly, the 20 -day provision should be extended to SO days
to conform with the existing law.

3. Similarly, the existing law provides an extension
to the 30 -day period for delays caused by conditions beyond. the

V control of the manufacturer or his representatives. We believe
this similar provision should be added to the proposed new language.

4. As the Song -Beverly Act in general and this proposed
addition in particular are intended to apply to the express warranty
provided by the manufacturer, there should be a clear exclusion
of any statutorily required warranties. To include such warranties
in this legislation would potentially conflict with other federal
and state laws.

5. The proposed addition refers in several instances
to the same non -conformity without defining that term. it is
quite conceivable that a vehicle may experience a similar condition
(such as an inability to start) at different times during the warranty
period due tc totally different causes. We believe that consistent
with the intention of this legislation, the term "same non -conformity"
should be defined as a n:)n-conf,7,rmity %::aused by F failure of the same
part.

6. The .':t ;J sLiaithEise of a
-chicle L)L.E,U 311 tht. 11.1.,nty.

Certainly, it cDalci nOt re the :LaiL,::,aitive 1,,te;.t tD c.pver vehicles
the failures on which have Lec3n c.t,is d clirect.0 Ly the c..;r:ier. Thus,

w0

w

H
w
z

(9w

tilb

w

sus,
on
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the buy-back provision should not be applicable in instances
where there has. been customer abuse, negligence or modification
or alteration to the vehicle.

Accordingly, the proposed additional legislation
should be revised to read as follows:

"It shall be presumed that a reasonable, number of
attempts have been undertaken to conform a new motor vehicle
'to the applicable express warranties ALA) the same non-
conformity has been subject to repair pr more ,tics
bymbiwkwasspeem4waimmiumembaimia by the manufactureReiIll'the
vehicle is out of service by reason of a non -conformity which
has, since the delivery of the vehicle to the buyer, been
subject to repair by the dealer .for a cumulative total of
more than 30 days. In computing the 30 days pursuant to
this section, a day shall mean a calendar day -or any portion
thereof that the dealer's repair shop is open for business.
The 30 days shall commence on the day when, after the defect
is first reported or known, a written estimate of the cost of
repairing such defect is first prepared. Delays caused beyond
the control of the manufacturer or its representatives shall
serve to extend the 30 -day requirement.

The foregoing provision shall not be applicable to any
statutorily required' warrant1R§2E in instances where the
vehicle has been subject to/Ntant 7Fegligencey or modification
or alteration.

For purposes of this section, the following definitions shall
apply:

(a) "New vehicle" shall mean only a new passenger vehicle or
motor truck not exceeding 6,000 pounds gross weight
that has not been previously titled or registered, has
not been substantially used or damaged and that is sold
for personal, household or family use.

(b) rorz: 7-ki) a , 1/2-1.3 Jikcs
pet_,

Each of these provisions which have been revised by us
should be acceptable to the state leyislature.

St. -.wart

Senlr ,:ttcrriev

U_w
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California Chamber of Commerce  1027 10th St  P.O. Box 1736  Sacramento, CA 95808  (916) 444-6670

July 28, 1981

The Honorable Sally Tanner
California State Assembly
California State Capitol, Rm. 2016.
Sacramento, California 95814

RE: AB 17a rranties, scheduled for
August 11 before the Senate

Judiciary Committee

Dear Ms. Tanner:

The California Chamber of Commerce opposes AB 1787 as amended
July 7, 1981. 0

rY
We find this legislation adds another layer of regulations that
could only further complicate and burden the Department of
Consumer Affairs under the State of California.

We feel that there are adequate remedies available to the
consumer other than attempting to further legislate warranty
requirements.

AB 1787 is arbitrary in its designation of the number of times
(79

the automobile should be repaired and the length of time the
automobile is out of service.

qk

We are urging the committee members to vote "no" on this legislation. aam%
fri
al

Sincerely,

Warren J. Hayes, Director
Consumer Affairs

WJH/pb

cc: Senate Judiciary Committee
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July 31, 1981

SUBJECT: Proposed California "Lemon Law"

tnelosed is a copy of Califotnia Assenbly Bill 1787.
This bill would amend the existing Civil Code 51793.2
by adding 0 new paragraph to subsection (d) which
would create a presumption that four attempts to
correct the same "nonconformity" or a vehicle's
being out of service more than 20 business days
during the warranty period would trigger the
warrantor's duty to replace or repurchase the
warranted vehicle.

Dealer, manufacturer, and importer sources in
California report that the present sentiment is
that the bill is likely to pass.

C4AARMAN
PL

151V4LCHAJIRMAN
G. wHyTEmcwo
AAA11.141.P. TrMAIM

IND c.+1111IN&N
V. SUZUKI

TstEASURI=n
H. LAMM

SCOIMAAWY

V. f;:t4

WIF_mescr4S
ALFA ROO
Fkik4W

ut,-
rooms"
CLUZ4,1

JAibUAnA°VraTRIUMS We have born informed that an important hearing
on the bill will be held on Ameust 11, 1981 by the
California Senate Judiciary Commlttee. A few industry
representatives are planning to attend and testify.
In view of the discussions at the Board of Directors
and Lawyers Committee meetings earlier this month
in Colorado Springs. AIA is planning to testify and
discuss the following points:

To the extent the bill is aimed at getting
the attention of the orator whic'e industry
to consumer dissatisfaction with service
experience, the bill should recognize the
efforts of much of the industry towards
resolving such problema by adopting the
following additional provision:
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"Motor vehicle manufacturers or
dealers who offer dispute reeolu-
tion mechanisms that contain the
following criteria shall be exempt.

1. Third party mechanism to
resolve disputes between
the owner and the thanu-
lecturer or between the
owner and the dealer;

2. All expenses involved in
the administration of the
mechanism to be paid by
the manufacturer or the
dealer;

3. Decision of the third
party must he binding on
at least the manufacturer
Or the dealer."

2. The bill establishes bad policy in the
following respects::

a. the quantifying of a finite number of
attempts to correct a mechanical problem
is impossible due to the- wide variety-
and varying complexities of different
parts or components of modern sitar
vehicles;

b. some failures, even if never fixed.
simply do not rise to the level where
replacement or repurchase of the entire
vehicle is appropriate, e.g. car clock;

c. some discretionary or "goodwill" repair
attempts would no longer be undertaken
for fcar of triggering the repurchase or
replacement right, e.g. repeated efforts
to locate and eliminate odd noises, or
repeated efforts to improve fuel economy;
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d. consumer expectations of a defect -free
or new car would be raised to an
unrealistic level, with resulting
consumer dissatisfact-on with
industry and the law;

e the claimant would be relieved of his
normal burden of proving his case but
would instead be able to rely on an
arbitrary fact to shift Che burden to
the warrantor, which is unfair end
unreasonable and contrary to long
established rules of law: the result
would be to make it easy for a consumer
to get rid of a car that no longer
suited the consumer because of factors
having nothing to do with warranty
service, e.g. exterior color, or model
features such as a sedan instead of
Station wagon _

3. Technical Defects of the Bill

a_ with regard to the four attempts to fix:

i. provision should he made for notice
from the consumer to the warrantor
after two unsuccessful attempts to
fix with an opportunity for a person
employed or designated by the
warrantor to be present at further
fix Attempts;

"nonconformity" should be more
specifically defined in terms of
parts or components, so as to avoid
different problems being considered
within the same fix attempts.

b. with regard to the 20 days out of sal -vice:

i. such a provision discriminates
against those companies that have
warranty durations longer than the
current standard 12 -month perlod;
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ii. no recognition is made of the
effect, of those warranties which
also have a mileage duration limIt;

iii. unlike the four attempts provision,
this provision does not rmke clear
that the 20 days qumulative out of
Service must be for the same
"nonconformity";

iv. provisions should be made for
notice from the consumer to the
warrantor after seven cumulative
days out of service;

v. no allowance is- made for delays
caused by events beyond the
warrantor's control, e.g. work
stoppages or transportation
failures;

vi. if the point of this provision is
the inconvenience to the consumer,
a -more appropriate remedy would
be the furnishing of a comparable
car after the 20 days out of
service, especially combined with
the warranty extension provision
already in the law; repurchase or
replacement is simply too drasti;.:.

c. It should he made clear that the law
applies only to voluntary express.
Warranties, not implied warranties nor
warranties required by statutes, e.g.
emissions warranties.

Individual AlA Ntmhers arc urged to testify in
addition to thr AIA testimony, Industry SOUYCzet.
in California agree that if there is any significant
Chance of turning the legislature around on this
bill. that chance would be enhanced by P Ian's
turnout at the hearing, even if individual companies
only aubuitted Or read brief ststemants.
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A160, it would be helpful if A1A Members alerted
their dealers in California to the exitence of,
and problems with, this bill. Anticipated dealer
proillems, in addition to the points nowd above
include:

- the administrative burden which would fall
on the dealers in handling the increased
warranty disputes and repurchase or
replaCement of vehicles where necessary;

- the Lime and emotional energy required to
deal with increased and probably unrealistic
consumer expectations; and

increased financial liability arising out
of those cases where repurchase or replace-
ment is required because of service
deficiencies rather than product deficiencies.

Comments on the points listed above or additional
points which you believe ought to bo raised should
be communicated to me or Milton D. Andrews
(202-347-6007), who is expected to be the AlA
representative at the August 31 hearing.

Geqrgc C. Nicld H

w

V
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Regional Governmental Affairs Office
Ford Motor Company

Mr. Richard Thomson
Chief Counsel
Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capitol - Room 2046
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Richard:

Suite 260 - 925 L Street
Sacramento. California 95814
Telephone: 916/442-0111

August 4, 1981

RE~- Assembly Bill 178-7

Last week I sent you Ford's proposed amendments to
Assembly Bill 1787 which were forwarded to me by our Office
of General Counsel. One of the paragraphs_ was_ missing
because the tape was garbled.

Here is that section, which is to be inserted in section
(b), page 2 of Mr. Weiner's memorandum to me:

(b) "Same nonconformity" shall mean a condition
which is caused by a failure of the same part.

I apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused
the Committee.

Sincerely,

RICHARD L. DUGALLY
Regional Manager
Governmental Affairs

RLD:cme

cc: Honorable Sally Tanner
Jim Austin
Al Davis
Kathi Hamilton
Lee Ridgeway
Loren Smith
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Motorcycles America lac.

6 Aug

Re: AB1787
We Op!o_

Hon. Omer Rains, Chairman
Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Senator Rains

We are informed that the above -numbered Assembly Bill, the so-called
"Lemon Law," will come before your Judiciary Committee next week.

The Bill requires the repurchase or replacement of a motor vehicle
after a "reasonable" number of attempts to conform the unit to the
applicable express warranties.

We, like most motor vehicle manufacturers and distributors, are de-
pendent upon our dealer network for warranty repair, and it is per-
haps true that there are some whose mechanics are more skilled than
others. However, there is little reason why a problem cannot be
worked out with reasonable cooperation on the part of all concerned --
the manufacturer or distributor, the dealer, and the vehicle owner.

If a motor vehicle cannot be repaired by the dealer after a reasonable
number of attempts, then any manufacturer or distributor will repur-
chase or replace the vehicle voluntarily. We have all had to do this
on occasion. But to give the consumer the added impetus of AB1787
will serve no purpose but to encourage consumers -- not all of whom
are models of patience and rectitude -- to fly to their lawyers over
any sticky mechanical problem that may arise. This can only serve to
jam already -crowded court calendars with picayune complaints over mat-
ters which could have been settled justly with the application of timeZ
and patience. It seems clear to us that such a law will serve no pur- sot
pose but to fatten the purses of the legal fraternity. off

Indeed, the Californian doesn't need additional laws to protect his
consumer rights -- the statute books are already full of them.

May we urge you and your colleagues to give this Bill your most dis-
passionate assessment in order that you also may foresee the complica-
tions which can arise from the passage of this proposed legislation.

Sincerely

Wayne L. Moulton
President

cz: Mr. Richard Thomson, Judiciary Committee Consultant
Hon. Sally Tanner
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TOYOTA
TOYOTA. MOTOR SALES, U.S.A., INC.

"ELEPHONES
213) 77(3-1730

2131 532-5010
'FLEX 673146

August 6, 1981

Mr. Richard Thomson
Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Mr. Thomson:

2055 WEST 190TH STREET
-ORRANCE. CALIFORNIA 90509

I am writing to you regarding California ASsembly Bill 1787 wh'ch the Senate
Judiciary Committee is scheduled to conside on Tuesday, Auger t 11.

We believe that the proposed legislation does not consider the complexities
inherent in automobiles and the automobile service and repair industry. For
example, AB 1787 does not address the matter of customer -abused vehicles or
overly sensitive reactions to minor problems.

AB 1787 would also discourage discretionary or "goodwill" attempts by the
dealer to repair a vehicle. Such attempts would no longer be undertaken for
fear of triggering the repurchase or replacement right.

We believe that existing laws adequately and reasonably protect the rights of
consumers, manufacturers and dealers, and that manufacturers have already
developed systems to respond effectively and fairly to customers with
after -sale problems.

For these reasons, Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A. opposes AB 1787. We urge that
you vote against this bill.

Sinc

Cd
R. N. Wright
Government and

RNW:jk

stry Relations Manager

w

w

z
w
z
w
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Motorcycles America Inc.

-; August 19_81

Re: AB1787
_we Qppoe

Hon. Omer Rains, Chairman
Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Senator Rains

We are informed that the above -numbered Assembly Bill, the so-called
"Lemon Law," will come before your Judiciary Committee next week.

The Bill requires the repurchase or replacement of a motor vehicle
after a "reasonable" number of attempts to conform the unit to the
applicable express warranties.

We, like most motor vehicle manufacturers and distributors, are de-
pendent upon our dealer network for warranty repair, and it is per-
haps true that there are some whose mechanics are more skilled than
others. However, there is little reason why a problem cannot be
worked out with reasonable cooperation on the part of all concerned
the manufacturer or distributor, the dealer, and the vehicle owner.

If a motor vehicle cannot be repaired by the dealer after a reasonable
number of attempts, then any manufacturer or distributor will repur-
chase or replace the vehicle voluntarily. We have all had to do this
on occasion. But to give the consumer the added impetus of AB1787
will serve no purpose but to encourage consumers -- not all of whom
are models of patience and rectitude -- to fly to their lawyers over
any sticky mechanical problem that may arise. This can only serve to
jam already -crowded court calendars with picayune complaints over mat-
ters which could have been settled justly with the application of time
and patience. It seems clear to us that such a law will serve no pur-
pose but to fatten the purses of the legal fraternity.

Indeed, the Californian doesn't need additional laws to protect his
consumer rights -- the statute books are already full of them.

May we urge you and your colleagues to give this Bill your most dis-
passionate assessment in order that you also may foresee the complica-
tions which can arise from the passage of this proposed legislation.

Sincerely

Wayne L. Moulton
President

co Richard Thomson, Judiciary Committee Consultant
on. Sally Tanner

(9w
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western union Minlgramo
U.S.MIUL

1...04istomPln 1+/47/81 ICS KACOAHR 06K SACR
1447 PD CJAKLAND CALIF

PICHAPD THOMPSON
CONSULTANT
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
STATE CAPITOL
SACRAMENTO CALIF (45814

AB 1787 (TANNER)

FOR YOUR INFORMATION WANTED YOU TO KNOW KAISER ALUMINUM
?!. CHEMICAL CORPORATION HAS TAKEN THE POSITION OF OPPOSING
AB 17P7 AND HAS SENT THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE TO MEMBERS OF THE
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE,

I HOPE YOU WILL VD-TE
BEFORE THE SENATE JU

.1
OtrAB 1787 CT ER) WHEN IT COMES
IARY ON AUGUST 1/.

wF RELIEVE THIS ,714ARPANTYll BILL WILL NOT DO WHAT IT HOPES
TO Do /N PROTECTING CONSUMERS AGAINST DEFECTIVE CARS, BUT
RATHER MILL DELAY THE RESOLUTION OF VALID CONSUMER COMPLAINTS
AND POSSIBLY INCREASE THE COST OF ALL NEW CARS,

THE PRESENT SONG-VEVERLY ACT AND VOLUNTEER MANUFACTURER AND
DEALER WARRANTIES ALREADY PROVIDE MECHANISMS FOP RESOLVING
CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS AND THEIR FLEXIBILITY ALLOWS FOR MEDIATION
oR BINDING ARBITRATION, MANDATING A DEALER TO REPURCHASE AN
AUTOHOBILF AFTER FOUR ATTEMPTS TO CORRECT A POSSIBLY MINOR
PROBLEM MILL SURELY INCREASE THE LIKELIHOOD OF COSTLY AND TIME-
CONSUMING LITIGATION. THESE COSTS WOULD ULTIMATELY HAVE TO RE
RECOUPED RY INCREASED AUTOMOBILE PRICES,

THE CONSU"EP IS PRESENTLY VERY WELL PROTECTED BY PRESENT
LA* AND (-11_jK,TLPY A4ARANTY PPOVISIONS, AB 1797 RAISES THE PEAL
;)("ISSIqL:LTIY oP UNDERMINING THIS PROTECTION BY SETTING THE STAGE
Fn ,4 oauTPACTEO LAmsUITS INSTEAD. AB 1787 IS NOT IN THE REST
IN!TPRcSTS IF THE CONSUMER. PLEASE VOTE AGAINST IT.

:5PEFS
owFSTDENT PIIWLIC AFFAIRS

.FSTE0N REGION
K4ISIF'P 11_!'"T.NmM a CHEMICAL CORPORATION
inn ..AKFSIDE "PTVF
fl Lahr` CALIF quo4A
7Lx "b11S

rn

co -p,

00
co
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BOYDEN. :00I.URIS, ITAVSER & SAXE
ATTORNEYS AT LA's,

455 cAe,ro:_ HALL. SUiT57. 4t5

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 054314
,9161 4,.1-3868

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE -.
,26 POST STREET, SIXTH FLOOR

_IAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 9 41 0 El
S1 398-1784

August 7, 1981 E NO 220.20

The Honorable Omer L. Rains
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capitol
Room 5082
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Mr. Rains:

This office represents the Western Vehicle Leasing
Association, formerly the California Vehicle Leasing Association,
a regional trade association comprised of approximately 250
lessors and entities providing services to the leasing community.
The Association's membership involved in leasing, the vast
majority of whom are based in California, lease in excess
of 200,000 vehicles to consumers and businesses throughout
the state.

We are writing on b f of the! Association to express
its strong opposition to .B. 1787 wh ch your committee will
hear on. Tuesday, Augus 11. This opposition stems not so
much from the intent beOnd the -sure which we perceive
to be to provide greater specificity to a presently existing
provision but rather from the Association's analysis that
the bill as presently drafted simply fails to achieve its
perceived objective.

Particularly troublesome is the concept that a vehicle
out of service by reason of repairs for a cumulative period
of more than 20 days may be returned for reimbursement of
funds paid. This open ended provision ignores potential abusive
treatement by the user as well as the results of accidents
and the like which bear no relationship to a failure on the
part of the manufacturer to deliver a merchantable product.

Additionally, the Association is concerned that this
measure will be abused by certain elements of the consumer
public. Insofar as leasing itself is concerned, it must be
remembered that the lessor is the owner. Thus, in addition
to a myriad of reasons why a lessor would not wish to terminate
a lease, not the least of which is that lessors will often
have a negative cash flow early in the lease and that even
where this is not the case a reimbursement after deducting
for use may leave the lessor with a loss, the lessor community
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The Honorable Omer L. Rains
August 7, 1981
Page Two

finds itself caught in the middle -between the lessee and the
manufacturer. And this bill in its present form certainly
leaves entirely unclear the rights of the respective parties
in a leasing context. For instance, must a lessor return
the vehicle and terminate the lease at the request of the
lessee when the presumptions are satisfied? Similarly, may
the innocent lessor recover its losses resulting from a termina-
tion? Given the rapid growth of leasing, this failure to
deal with the rights of all affected parties should not be
legislatively sanctioned.

The Association would like to express its appreciation
for your consideration of its thoughts in this matter.

Since ly yours,

(le
ttA I.

Ca _ C. Boyden-

CCB:jk
cc: Edward M. Davis

Robert G. Beverly
John T. Doolittle
Milton Marks
Nicholas C. Petris
Robert B. Presley
David A. Roberti
Alan G. Sieroty
Sally Tanner
Richard Thomson -
Western Vehicle Leasing Association
Bruce Williams
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A E A. E. Davis and Company
D 925 L Street, Suite 390  Sacramento, CA 95814 (916) 441-4140

August 7, 1381

To the Members of Senate Judiciary Committee;

Chrysler Corporation urges you to vote NO on AB 1787 (Tanner),
the so-called "Lemon" bill, when it is heard by you on Tuesday,
August 11.

Here's why.

This bill would place a great time and expense burden on the
car purchaser by forcing him or her to go to court to prove that
the vehicle's nonconformity fits the language of the proposed
amendment contained in AB 1787. We understand that Superior Court
cases in Los Angeles now take more than four years to come to trial.
This certainly indicates the potential for a purchaser becoming
very angry with the court system, his attorney, as well as the dealer
and manufacturer because of the delay.

Chrysler can't afford any dissatisfied purchasers, so it has
established a procedure of using third parties to resolve, in a matter
of weeks instead of years, disputes between the purchaser and the
dealer over an unrepaired component of the vehicle during the war-
ranty period. This is accomplished through Customer Satisfaction
Arbitration Boards (CSAB). These consist of five members - a
certified auto mechanic, a consumer advocate, a public member, a
dealer representative and a Chrysler employee. After review of each
complaint received from a dissatisfied purchaser, the final decision
can be voted on only by the mechanic, consumer advocate and the public
member. The decisions, so far, have ranged all the way from denying
that the purchaser has a valid case to ordering the dealer and Chrysler
to replace the vehicle with a new one. Replacement has taken place
in four instances in New York, West Virginia and Missouri involving
three passenger cars and one pick-up truck, so this system works and
in a matter of weeks, not years as would be the case under AB 1787.  aso;
The final decision is binding on Chrysler and the dealer, but not on EN -an
the customer who still has the option of going to court.

In summary, we believe this Chrysler CSAB program is a far better
way, and certainly less costly in time and money to the car owner,
to get a satisfactory resolutIon to the problem of the so-called
"Lemon" car than the long, drawn out method embodied in AB 1787.

Chrysler again respectfully urges a NO vote on AB 1787.

Thank you.

Sincerely,'

A.E. Davis

cc: Assemilywoman Sally Tanner 699



©ALIniFeniM t%Di VOC reo
Park Executive Bldg., 925 L Street, Suite 380, Sacramento, CA 95814 (916) 441-5050

August 7, 1981

Members, Senat

Subject:

tee on Judiciary

nner) - New Motor Vehicle Warranties.

The Califo a Automobile Dealers Association is opposed to
AS 1787 (Tanner), the "lemon law" bill. On behalf of
twohOusand franchised new car dealer members, our reasons
for opposing this bill are as follows:

1. The automobile industry has established a
variety of workable programs far settling
consumer complaints;

2. AB 1787 would create disputes rather than
resolve them;

3. Additional litigation undoubtedly would ensue;

4. The price of new vehicles eventually would increase;

5. Existing law provides sufficient remedy to con-
sumers, particularly in light of last year's
statutory requirement for providing notice of war-
ranty rights to the customer. (AB 2263, Civil
Code 1793.1);

6. The number of vehicles which cannot be corrected to
the customer's satisfaction is very small, given the
total volume of retail sales in California each year.

We believe that enactment of AB 1787 would be adverse to the
consumer's interests. It would encourage litigation rather
than negotiation or arbitration in attempted settlement of
such disputes.

Sincerely,

Robert J. 1 eckus
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-STATE AND CONSUMER SERVICES AGENCY EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor

DEPARTMENT OF

ensumerAffairs '020 N STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814

445-4465

August 10, 1981

Honorable Omer L. Rains
Chairman
Senate Jud-iciary Committee
State Capitol, Room 5082
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Senator Rains:

I would like to express the support of the Department
of Consumer Affairs for Assemblywoman Sally Tanner's AB 1787,
the new automobile "lemon" bill. AB 1787 will be brought up
for your consideration on Tuesday, August 11 in the Senate
Judiciary Committee.

The merchantability of new automobiles and the inability
to obtain satisfactory repair of defects during, or even after
the warranty period, have been serious and expensive problems
for new car purchasers. The existing warranty laws have
failed to protect such purchasers from having to make numerous
trips to the dealer and being left without the use of their
car, sometimes for long periods of time, in order to have the
same defect or a series of defects repeatedly repaired. In

some cases, the warranty will expire, leaving the frustrated
purchaser with a vehicle that still has expensive, uncorrected
(unsuccessfully repaired) defects -- a so-called "lemon."

California's current warranty law provides the new car
purchaser with a right to a replacement vehicle or a refund
when a vehicle cannot be fixed. However, that provision is
ambiguous. AB 1787 would amend existing law to add that four
repair attempts on the same defect or a total of 20 days in
the repair shop during the warranty period, are to be used as
criteria for establishing at what point a vehicle is suffi-
ciently defective so as to give rise to the consumer's existing
right to a replacement vehicle or a refund. In so doing the
bill wil help clear up tne ambiguity in the existing warranty
law and erccurage automobile 7anufacturers and their Cealers
to improve the quality of :heir hew automobiles and to truly
correct defective conditions the cars they sell as quickly
as possjble.

SP -52,
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Senator Omer Rains
Page 2

AB 1787 is a modest proposal which, while not a panacea,
will improve a difficult, frustrating, and expensive consumer
problem and merits your support.

Sincerely,

RICHAka B SPNN
Director --------/

cc: Members &Consultant, Senate Judiciary Committee
Assemblywoman Sally Tanner
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Aniertean Honda Motor Co.. Inc.
100 %.k. Alondra Blvd. P 0 Box 970
Gardena. CaliCorma 90247 2131 327.8280

August 10, 1981

California Senate
State Capitol
Sacremento, CA 95814

This letter is written to set forth American Honda's position with
regards to Assembly Bill 1787. In general, we, as members of the
Automobile Importers of America (AIA), share the concerns expressed
in the AIA's August 6th letter to the -Chairman and the Members of the
Judiciary Committee, although we doubt that a compulsory loaner car
provision would solve the other serious problems inherent in the pro-
posed legislation.

w
0

w

H
w
z

z

Rather than repeat those concerns, let me make a few observations from
our unique standpoint as the only major U. S. distributor of both auto-
mobiles and motorcycles. American Honda is a consumer oriented company. (L)

We have demonstrated this basic corporate philosophy throughout the years.2
We feel that this has been the corner stone of our success in this country-'
and world-wide.

Because of this position, American Honda believes the intent of Assembly Leo
Bill 1787 in attempting to clarify Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is 811

appropriate. This clarification, however, from an administrative and
practical point of view, causes us some concern.

1. The timelines (20 days) and number of attempts (four) do not take
into consideration the possible technical complexity of a repair problem
or whether the problem is major or minor. The proposal also lacks the
flexibility needed in situations involving customer preceptions of pro-
blems, especially where the problem might not actually exist.

2. There is no T-chanism for notification to the manufacturer or dis-
tributor that the clock" has started on a.specific repair problem. A
manufacturer's first notice could be the request to reimburse the customer.
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August 10, 1981
American Honda's position
on Assembly Bill 1787
Page 2

Even the dealer may not know the number of attempts that have been
made to correct a particular nonconformity, if the customer has visited
several dealers in an attempt to have the problem resolved. The manufac-
turer or distributor must have the opportunity to assist the consumer
and the dealer before the "time/attempt" period has expired.

3. No allowance is made for delays caused by events beyond the warrantor's
control, i.e., work stoppages, transportation failures, etc.

'c7)

American Honda feels that the current laws adequately protect the consumer;
while maintaining a fair balance with both the dealer and manufacturer. co

co

We realized many years ago that it is in our own best interest to assure
customer satisfaction with our products and this philosophy has paid co

dividends in repeat sales. We pledge to continue this corporate position
well into the future.

w
0

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views. I would appreciate 5
the opportunity at tomorrow's hearing to make a brief oral statement and w
to answer any questions you may have.

Very truly yours, H

AMERICAN HONDA MOTOR CO., INC.

/sZA#1 -fdid 74.0---

Richard B. Thomas
National Service Manager
Automobile/Motorcycle/Power Products "%IN

*ago
RBT:jdc an
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August 19, 1981

The Honorable Sally Tanner
and the Members of the
Senate Judiciary Committee

State Capitol
Sacramento, California_3cAla

Assembly Bill 1787

Dear Mrs. Tanner and M
of the Sena y Committee:

We are writing jointly to tell you of Chrysler
Corporation's new policy on the 1982 product warranty.

When Chrysler first announced their customer
satisfaction board there was sane apprehension, as
may be expected with such a major undertaking. However,
after installation of fifty-four boards and two years
of experience we can point with pride to some very
significant accomplishments:

1. Excellent dealer support with 95% participation;

2. Positive national and local media coverage;

3. Satisfied owners, a majority of whom indicate
an intention to again purchase Chrysler
products;

4. A growing consumer awareness that Chrysler
Corporation and its dealers are concerned
about customer programs;

5. Reduced litigation and small claims action.

Due to the favorable experience with the Chrysler
customer satisfaction board, Chrysler Corporation plans
to make this procedure a part of Chrysler's 1982 product
warranty. Ey providing an arbitration option for our

ro-
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The Honorable Sally Tanner
and the Members of the
Senate Judiciary Committee

August 19, 1981
Page TWo

customers, we are confident that more warranty problems
will be resolved without the necessity of costly
litigation. This will result in a substantial increase
in customer satisfaction.

We are extremely confident the car buying public
will recognize these positive steps toward consumer
satisfaction.

Mrs. Tanner and Members of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, please allow us to meet with you individually
and/or together to express our concerns. We also wish
to reconfirm our feelings that AB 1787 as presently
written will drive California automobile dealers into
economic chaos, a situation which is perilously close -
to where we are now.

LES 0. , Pxesi ent
Swift World of Careand
Member of Chrysler Arbitration Board

B. VANDENBERG, Presiden
)ore Var2energ 1.-)mpanes and
Member of the CAAtornia
New Motor 'tLidcle !3oard
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4LIG L3 1987

SENATE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

August 25,

Suggested amendments Assembly Bill (anner) as amended

----02
July 7, 1981

Delete Page 4 and insert:

(e) It shall be presumed that a reasonable number of attempts

have been undertaken to conform a new motor vehicle, excluding motor-

cycles, motor homes, or off -road vehicles, to the applicable voluntary

express warranties if within the first 12 months or 12,000 miles,

whichever occurs sooner, after delivery to the buyer the sam major)

nonconformity has been subject to repair five or more times 1

warrantor or its agents after written notice to the warrantor. CA

(same major nonconformity is any malfunction or rnw same component or
w
0
5

part which renders the motor vehicle inoperable or unusable. cwn

disputes between the buyer and warrantor or its agent, this presumptionw

w
(79

-_-----
If a third party dispute resolution mechanism exists to resolve

may not be asserted by the buyer until a written complaint is filed.

with and a decision rendered by such third party. All decisions shall

be binding' on the warrantor or its agent and shall be rendered within

60 days unless an extension is agreed to by parties to the dispute.

All expenses involved in administration of the dispute resolution

mechanism shall be paid by the warrantor or its agent.

If a dispute resolution mechanism is not available or the buyer

is dissatisfied with the non -binding third party decision, the buyer

ma: assert this oresu:aption in an action for relief provided for in this

section. The warrantor or its agent may rebut this presumption by

prcducinc evidence (1) that there was and is no nonconformity, or

(2) that the vehicle's nonconformity, if any, has been cured, or

";60,

% .
San;

asa
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Suggested amendments to Assembly Bill 1787 - Page two

(3) that the nonconformity, if any, was and is a minor nonconformity

that does not and will not render the motor vehicle inoperable or

unusable and an offer to provide fair compensation in money has been

communicated to the buyer, or (4) that the nonconformity, if any,

was the proximate result of unauthorized or unreasonable use of the

vehicle following sale, or (5) other justifiable cause.
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Consumer Action 1417 Irving Street, San Francisco 94122  (415) 665-2772

Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear People:

Please make sure that Sa
recorded as a supporter of

Consumer Action is

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

rancisco  sumer
ssembly Bill 1787 (T

non-profit cons

Michael Heffer

March 16, 1982

ction is
ner).

advocacy group.

w

w
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Board Members: Catherine Johnson. Chair; Kay Pachtner, Vice Chair: Ken McEldowney, Sec.; Darryl Cox; George Evankovich; Neil Gendel:
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istatt of Connrcticut
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

STATE CAPITOL

HARTFORD, CONN. 06115
REPRESENTATIVE JOHN WOODCOCK

FOURTEENTH DISTRICT

P.O. BOX 684
SOUTH WINDSOR, CONNECTICUT 06074

Mr. Jay J. DeFuria
Assembly Committee on Consumer
Protection and Toxic Materials
State Capitol
Room 4146
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Mr. DeFuria:

MEMBER

ENERGY AND PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMITTEE
FINANCE, REVENUE AND BONDING COMMITTEE

JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

STATE CAPITOL
TELEPHONE
566-8650

May 11, 1982

RE: Connecticut "Lemon Law"

In response to your recent request, I enclose a copy of the Connecticut
"Lemon Law," which has received the approval of the Connecticut General Assembly,
and which is awaiting Governor William A. O'Neill's signature. I further enclose
a copy of the Office of Legislative Research's analysis as to this bill.

Thank you for your continued interest; and if you have any questions or
comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.

V ruly yours,

J. Woodcock, III
State Representative

JJW:ca

Enclosures -
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File No. 700
(Reprint of File No. 362)

Substitute Rouse Bill No. 5729
As Amended by House Amendment
Schedule "A"

State
K.7

House of
ticut

sentatives

Approved by the Legislative Commissioner

AN ACT CONCERNING AUTOMOBILE WARRANTIES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives in General Assembly convened:

1 (NEW) (a) As used in this act: (ly

2 "Consumer" means the purchaser, other than 'for
3 purposes of resale, of a motor vehicle, any person
4 to whom such motor vehicle is transferred during
5 the duration of an express warranty applicable to
6 such motor vehicle, and any other person entitled
7 by the terms of such warranty to enforce the
8 obligations of the warranty; and (2) "motor
9 vehicle" means a passenger aotor vehicle or a
10 passenger and commercial motor vehicle, as defined
11 in subdivisions (35) and (36) of section 14-1 of
12 the general statutes, as amended, which is sold in
13 this state.
14 (b) If a new motor vehicle does not conform
15 to all applicable express warranties, and the
16 consumer reports the nonconformity to the
17 manufacturer, its agent or its authorized dealer
18 during the term of such express warranties or
19 during the period of one year following the date
20 of original delivery of the motor vehicle to a
21 consumers whichever is the earlier date, the
22 manufacturer, its agent or its authorized dealer
23 shall make such repairs as are necessary to
24 conform the vehicle to such express warranties,
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2 File No. 700
25 notwithstanding the fact hat such repairs are
26 made after the ,T'p rati., a ,:f such term or such
27 one-year period.
28 (c) If. the manufrcturer, or its agents or
29 authorized dealers are unable to conform the motor
30 vehicle to any applicable express warranty by
31 repairing or correcting any defect or condition
32 which substantially impairs the use and value of
33 the motor vehicle to the consumer after a
34 reasonable number of attempts, the manufacturer
35 shall replace the motor vehicle with a new motor
36 vehicle or accept return of the vehicle from the
37 consumer and refund to the consumer the full
38 purchase price including all collateral charges,
39 less a reasonable allowance for the consumer's use
40 of the vehicle. A reasonable allowance for use
41 shall be that amount directly attributable to use
42 by the consumer prior to his first report of the
43 nonconformity to the manufacturer, agent or dealer
44 and during any subsequent period when the vehicle
45 is not out of service by reason of repair. It
46 shall be an affirmative defense to any claim under
47 this act (1) that an alleged nonconformity does
48 not substantially impair such use and value or (2)
49 that a nonconformity is the result of abuse,
50 neglect or unauthorized modifications or
51 alterations of a motor vehicle by a consumer.
52 (d) It shall be presumed that a reasonable
53 number of attempts have been undertaken to conform
54 a motor vehicle to the applicable express
55 warranties, if (1) the same nonconformity has been
56 subject to repair four or more times by the
57 manufacturer or its agents or authorized dealers
58 within the express warranty term or during the
59 period of one year following the date of original
60 delivery of the motor vehicle to a consumer,
61 whichever is the earlier date, but such
62 nonconformity continues to exist or (2) the
63 vehicle is out of service by reason of repair for
64 a cumulative total of thirty or more calendar days
65 during such term or during such period, whichever
66 is the earlier date. The ',term of an express
67 warranty, such one-year period and such thirty -day
58 period shall be extended by any period of time
69 during which repair services are not 'available to
70 the consumer because of a war, invasion, strike or
71 fire, flood or other natural disaster.
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File No. 700 3
72 (e) Nothing in this act shall73 limit the rights or remedies which are7u available to a consumer under any other

in any way
otherwise

law.
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F.Til.TE OF COti%F.CTICUT

#^St- r-1 AMENDMFT tT ,

LCO 3812

General Assembly 9

February Session, A.D., 1982 10

offered by 5E1,,. MUFTOrE, 13th District 11

STLLIVAP, 15TH DIST. 12

To Luost. Eill :o. 5729 File No. 700 Calendar No. 0474 13

Entitled "AN ACT CONCERNING AUTOMOBILE WARRANTIES." 15

In line 40, after the period, insert the following: 17

"Refunds *snail be made to the consumer, and lienholder if any, as 19

their interests may appear."

After line 74, insert the following: 21

"(f) If a manufacturer has established an informal dispute 22

settlement procedure which complies in all respects with the 23

provisions of title 16 Code of Federal Regulations Part 703, as 24

from time to time amended, the provisions of subsection (c) of 25

this section corcerninq, refunds or replacement shall nct apply to 26

any consumer who has not first resorted to .such procedure." 27

1 e
q
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CONNECTICUT
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

OLR eu ANALYSIS

SPECIAL ANALYSIS

sHB 5729 (as amended by House
General Law Committee

File No. 700 (Previously
File No. 362)
4/2E/82

and Senate "A")*

AN ACT CONCERNING AUTOMOBILE WARRANTIES

AMENDED BILL SUMMARY: This bill would require a manufacturer of
a new passenger carrying car, van or truck or the manufacturer's
agent or authorized dealer to repair all defects covered by a
written warranty if reported by the purchaser during the warranty
period or within one year of the vehicle's delivery date, which-
ever is earlier. If these vendors are unable to repair a defect
which substantially impairs the -vehicle's use and value after a
reasonable number of attempts, the bill would require the manu-
facturer to either replace the vehicle or refund the full purchase
price and collateral charges, less an allowance for the consumer's
use. A refund would be made to the consumer and to anyone holding
a lien on the vehicle. If a manufacturer has established an in-
formal dispute settlement mechanism that complies in all respects
with relevant Federal Trade Commission regulations, the bill would
require a consumer to attempt to settle the dispute through this
mechanism before the bill's provisions requiring a refund or
replacement would apply. The bill would specify that the manufac-
turer would have the following affirmative defenses in any suit
to have a vehicle replaced or to recover the cost of a vehicle:

1. The defect does not substantially
impair the vehicle's use and value.

2. The defect was caused by the consumers
abuse, neglect or unauthorized modifi-
cation of the vehicle.

The bill would specify that a "reasonable number of attempts"
r.have been tindertaken when:

1) the same problem has been subject to
repair four or more times during the
warranty period or withi9,.one year of
the vehicle's delivery date,.whichever
is earlierv,or

the vehicle'has been out' of service
for repair for a cumulative total of
30 calendar days during the same,
period. .

t
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SPEC:.', . ANALYSIS

sHE 5129
File ND. 700 (Previously

Page 2 File No. 362)

In addition, the bill could extend the term of a written war-
ranty, the one-year period following the vehicle's delivery
and the 30 -day period for repair for th2 period of time during
which repair services are unavailable due to war, invasion,
strike or fire, flood or other natural disasters.

Finally, the bill would not limit other rights or remedies
available to a consumer under any other law.

*House Amendment "A" eliminates everything after the enacting
clause and rewrites the bill as summarized above. The Amendment
differs from the original bill by:

1) requiring replacement or refund only
for defects which substantially impair
the vehicle's use and value;

2) increasing the allowance for the customer's
use of the vehicle from the consumer's use
before to the first report of a defect to
the consumer's use before this first report
and during any subsequent period when the
vehicle is not out of service for repair;

3) changing the amount of time the vehicle
must be out of service for repair from 20
business days to 30 calendar days;

4) allowing the extension of the warranty
period, one-year period following delivery
and the 30 -day period because of natural
or other disasters; and

5) establishing the affirmative defenses for
manufacturers in any claim arising under the
bill's provisions.

*Senate Amendment "A" adds the provision concerning the informal
dispute settlement mechanism. '

EFFECTIVE DATE: October 1, 1982
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sH3 5729
page 3

COMMENT

SPECIAL ANALYSIS File No. 700

Informal Dispute Settlement Mechanisms

The Federal Trade Commission regulations were issued under the
authority of the Magnuson -Moss Warranty Act. They must be
complied with only if the manufacturer refers to such a mechanism
in the warranty. The mechanism's provide a means to mediate
disputes between consumers and warrantors. The regulations:

DD:dkl:src

1) establish requirements for consumer
notification;

2) require the mechanism to be insulated
from the manufacturer's influence and
that the decision -makers not be asso-
ciated

'c7)

in any way witha party to a
dispute; co

co

0
3) require that the mechanism be free co

to the consumer; and

4) generally require that a dispute bP
settled within 40 dxua 5
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cc: senate ;ualciary c mittee
Automotive fmporte Assn.
California ',amber Commerce
California Balers Association
California Manufacturers Assn
Chrysler Corporation
General Motors Corporation
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers '.ssn.

bcc: Jay DeFuria
Jerry Giaquinta (Toyota)
Steve Lending (Datsun)

Regional Governmental Affairs Office
cord Motor Company

Honorable Sally Tanner
Member of the Assembly
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Assemblywoman Tanner:

Suite 260 - 925 L Street
Sacramento. California 95814
Telephone: 916/442-0111

May 20, 1982

Subject: Assembly Bill 1787

Ford Motor Company continues to have problems with
your Assembly Bill 1787, as amended on July 7, 1981,
including your proposed amendments received by this office
on May 18, 1982. In fact, we have some suggested amend-
ments of our own which we would like to discuss with you
and your staff. (see attachment)

I therefore recommend that you allow us some time on
Monday to discuss our suggestions with you and your staff.
We prefer to do this rather than try to rewrite the bill
before the Senate Judiciary Committee. If the dealers and
other manufacturers also have some problems, they should
also be at the same meeting.

Thank you for your consideration of our request.

Sincerely,

RICHARD L. DUGALLY
Regional Manager
Governmental Affairs

7LD7-e

Attachment
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tly MOTOR co
SACRAMENTO

FORD MOTOR COMPANY POSITION

on

California AB 1787

lAY 0 1982

NENTAL LI

In reviewing.California AB 1787, we find that there
are several unworkable definitions and overly extensive remedies
which. should be clarified. Specifically, we believe that there
are six basic problems with this legislation which could be
remedied through proper language additions.

1. In keeping with the spirit of the Song -Beverly
Warranty Act, the bill should clearly exclude commercial vehicles
from its coverage. The Song -Beverly Act applies only to consumer
goods; however, the proposed legislation is applicable to new
vehicles, without defining that term. Accordingly, new vehicles
should be defined.

2. Similarly, the existing law provides an extension
to the 30 -day period for delays caused by conditions beyond the
control of the manufacturer or his representatives. We believe
this similar provision should be added to the proposed new language.

3. As theSong-Beverly Act in general and this proposed
addition in particular are intended to apply to the express warranty
provided by the manufacturer, there should be a clear exclusion
of any statutorily required warranties. To include such warranties
in this legislation would potentially conflict with other federal
and state laws.

4. The proposed addition refers in several instances
to the same non -conformity without defining that term. It is
quite conceivable that a vehicle may experience a similar condition
(such as an inability to start) at different times during the warranty
period due to totally different causes. We believe that consistent
with the intention of this legislation, the term "same non -conformity"
should be defined as a non -conformity caused by a failure of the same
part.

5. The new legislation would require the repurchase of a
vehicle based upon an inability to repair under the warranty.
Certainly, it could not be the legislative intent to cover vehicles
the failures or, which have been caused directly by the owner. Thus,
the buy-back provision should not he applicable in instances where
there has been customer auuse, negligence or 7odification or
alteration to the vehicle.
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Accordingly, the pro7osed adcitional legislation
should be revised to read ar

"It shall be presumed that a resscnable number of
attempts have been undertaken to co:dorm a new motor vehicle
to the applicable express warranties if (1) the same non-
conformity has been subject to repair three or more times
by the dealer, and one time by the manufacturer; or (2) the
vehicle is out of service by reason of a non -conformity which
has, since the delivery of the vehicle to the buyer, been
subject to repair by the dealer for a cumulative total of
more than 30 calendar days. In computing the 30 days
-pursuant to this section, a day shall mean a full calendar
day that the dealer's repair shop is open for business. The
30 days shall commence on the day when, after the defect
is first reported or known, a written estimate of the cost
of repairing such defect is first prepared. Delays caused
beyond the control of the manufacturer or its' representatives
shall serve to extend the 30 -day requirement.

The foregoing provision shall not be applicable to any
statutorily required warranties, or in instances where the
vehicle has been subject to customer abuse, negligence, or
modification or alteration.

For purposes of this section, the following definitions shall
apply:

(a) "sew vehicle" shall mean only a new passenger vehicle or
motor truck not exceeding 6,000 pounds gross weight
that has not been previously titled or registered, has
not been substantially used or damaged and that is sold
for personal, household or family use.

(b) "Same non -conformity" shall mean a condition which is caused
by a failure of the same part.

6. The legislation fails to provide any incentive for a
repairing dealer to notify the manufacturer of a potential claim
for replacement since there is no provision in the law for the
courts to allocate sore of the burden on the dealer. Thus it is
possible for a dealer to "use up" the four repair attempts without
ever requesting assistance from the manufacturer. Therefore, without
any knowledge of the problem, the Inanufacturer as forced to suffer
the entire cost of replacement or repurchase.

720
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The bill should be revised to include a requirement
tnat the repairing dealer must notify the manufacturer of a
potential problem prior to the expiration of the 30 -day repair
period or the fourth repair is attempted. Further, the courts
should be given the discretion to allocate the cost involved
in any replacement or repurchase that it orders under the law
between the dealer and the manufacturer where appropriate.
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MAJOR DIFFELENCES BETWEEN PRIOL VEF:;10r AND NEW VERSION OF :di 1787

The new amended version:

1) Changes the 20 shop days to 30 calenda/ days (to col_form with the other
provisions of Song -Beverly).

2) Excludes motorcycles, motorhomes and off -road vehicls (asked for by
the industry).

3) Limits the bill's provisions (4 times/30 days) to only the first year
of ownership or 12,000 miles whichever occurs_first (asked for by the
industry because of emergence of longer warranties).

4) Adds a provision for third party dispute resolution which requires the
consumer to first resort to a program which meets specified criteria
before being able to use the "lemon" bill's presumption in any lawsuit
(asked for the the industry and Senate Judiciary Committee).

The criteria are based on those prescribed by federal warranty law with
a few additions. The additions are:

a) The federal law's criteria as of January 1, 1982 are used (to provide
a fixed standard that isn't subject to change without California
legislative action).

b) Decisions are binding on the manufacturer (like Chrysler program).

c) The manufacturer has a maximum time limit of 30 days to complete
work required by a decision (to prevent delay).

d) The statute of limitations on a consumer's legal rights would be
extended for the time during which the consumer is resorting to
the dispute program (so the consumer's rights would not be
jeopardized).

e) Not only the actual decision, but also the documents used by a
program in reaching a decision could later be used in a legal action
if the decision is not accepted by the consumer. (Permits a court

o  h.

to see on what basis the actual decision was reached by a program). a

f) That the annual program audit and information be sent to our an
a

Department of Motor Vehicles as well as the Federal Trade Commission
(so California will have direct access to the information).

k
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-STATE AND CONSUMER SERVICES AGENCY EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor

DEPARTME Of

mac.
41;1146 1020 STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814

May 24, 1982

Honorable Omer L. Rains
Chairman
Senate Judiciary Committee
State Capitol, Room 2032

Dear Senator Rains:

The Department of Consumer Affairs strongly support AB 1787
(Tanner), which would amend California's existing consumekr,Erody2-E
warranty law as it pertains to new automobile warranties, a major
source of consumer complaints. The bill is scheduled to be heard
in your committee on Tuesday, May 25th, at 1:30 p.m.

California's Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act (Civil Code
Sections 1790-1795.7) states that a manufacturer or its representa-
tive who is unable to service or repair a warranted product to
conform to the applicable warranty after a reasonable number of
attempts must either replace the product or reimburse the purchase
price (minus depreciation) to the buyer (Civil Code Section 1793.2(d)).
This Act applies to the sale of both new and used motor vehicles
covered by a written warranty.

The problem that occurs with so-called "lemons" -- which have
one or a series of defects that are never properly corrected de-
spite repeated repair attempts -- is that there are no criteria to
enable the parties (or a court) to determine what is a "reasonable
number of attempts." The buyer may be required to continue taking
the defective automobile back into the dealer throughout the entire
warranty period (12 months/12,000 miles) only to have his or her
warranty expire with the automobile still not functioning properly.
At that point the buyer may be forced to bear the cost for any
additional repair attempts, which still may be unsuccessful in
correcting the problem(s) with the automobile.

AB 1787 would amend the Song -Beverly Act by adding a new sub-
section stating tnat in the case of a new automobile, a reasonable
number of attempts shall be presumed to have been undertaker when,
within one year of del-rery to the 7-1;2r 1r :2,000 miles, whichever
occurs First, the san.: 71oncomformLty gas een subject to repair
foil: or more tamest vehicle is cut of service by reason of
repair of nonconformitis: for more than 7hirty calendar days.
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Honorable Omer L. Rains
Page two

AB 1787 would also provide that if -..he manufacturer or dealer
has established a qualified third part: dispute resolution process
(as defined in the bill), and if the buyer receiv.s timely notifi-
cation of the availabilit', of the process, she provisions defining
a reasonable number of attempts to repair may not be asserted by
the buyer until after the buyer has first resorted to the dispute
resolution process.

AB 1787 provides a reasonable and equitable remedy for a
major and recurring problem -- the persistently malfunctioning
new automobile. We urge your support of this bill.

Should you wish to discuss this measure further, please
contact our Legislative Unit at 322-4292.

erely,

RICHAD B.
Direct r

cc: Members, Senate Judiciary Committee
Assemblywoman Sally Tanner z
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NEWS FROM ASSEMBLYWOMAN

SALLY
TANNER

60th Assembly District.

FACT SHEET

AB 1787 (TANNER) - "LEMON" BILL

Last year, in response to hundreds of letters from consumers who had
experienced serious and frustrating problems with defective new
automobiles, Assemblywoman Sally Tanner introduced AB 2705. The bill
became known as the "lemon" bill because it offered specific protections
to purchasers of cars that repeatedly defy repair of defects. The bill
was passed by the Assembly, but was defeated in the Senate Judiciary
Committee by a single vote.

In spite of the bill's narrow defeat, the outcry from the consuming
public for this kind of protection became more and more pronounced as
the bill moved through the Legislature. For that reason, Assemblywoman
Tanner reintroduced the "lemon" bill on March 27, 1981.

WHAT THE BILL DOES

Amends the Song -Beverly Warranty Act, Civil Code
Section 1793.2

- Pertains only to new motor vehicles.

Adds simple language to existing warranty law.
Current law states that a consumer is entitled to
a refund or replacement if a warranted product is
not repaired after "a reasonable number of repair
attempts."

Specifies that a "reasonable number of attempts"
shall be four times by the manufacturer or its
agents - or 20 cumulative days out of service.

AB 17/87 is offered as a simple and reasonable solution to the very real
problem experienced by car buyers when - for whatever reason - their
new cars don't function properly.

For more information, contact Mike Ross in Assemblywoman Tanner's Capitol
office at 916/445-7783.

SACRAMENTO ADDRESS
State Capitol. Room 2016
gnrrnrriantn r..A CicAld

DISTRICT ADDRESS
11100 Valley Boulevard

-
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This ocatorial us Dressiness as the oubbc 'moors. Our station stshcomps botorrsantr on as schtoo.
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EDITORIAL #2999

Telecast: 6/10/81 - Sign On, Noon News, John Davidson Show, 6PM yews,
Sign Off

6/14/81 - Sign On, Between 2 and SPM, 6:30PM News, Sign Off

By: Art Kern, Vice President and General Manager

THE LEMON BILL

Have you ever bought a "lemon"? California consumer agencies get
thousands of complaints every year from people who've bought cars
that have something wrong with them.

0
This is a letter from a Pleasant Hill viewer. She says she bought
her first new car a year ago. After she started driving the car, she
found out that there were all sorts of things wrong with it --bad H
brakes, a defective wheel bearing, a leaky rear window, and shaky
seats. She's been to the repair shop ten times, and she's still got H

the bad brakes and the shaky seats.

Well, where does that leave her? Nowhere, because even though there's <
a law that's supposed to help, it doesn't. California consumers can
get a refund or a replacement for any product, including a car, if it's
not fixed after a "reasonable number" of tries. The trouble is, the
law doesn't say what that "reasonable number" is.

There's a bill in the legislature that could change all that. It's
a

known as The Lemon Bill, and it says that after four tries to fix the
same problem during the warranty period, a consumer can get a refund
or a new car. That sounds like a stiff penalty, but that's what it's
going to take to get lemons off the road.

Assemblywoman Sally Tanner is the author of The Lemon Bill. We want
her to know that wc support the bill, so we're ..;oing to send her a
copy of this editorial. If you agree that California doesn't need
any more lemons, except the Rind that grow on trees, write to me at
Channel Five and I'll see that Assemblywoman Tanner gets your letters.
I'm Art Kern.

GROUP

KPIX ass BATTERY STREET . c Amor-it-#-0... "
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3321 South Le Cienego Boulevard. Los Angeles. California 90016 (213)557-7275

X81-30

"STOPPING THE MERRY-GO-ROUND"

There is probably no better time to buy a new car because
American made autos are getting better every day. Still,
whether domestic or foreign, once in a while a lemon is
produced. And when that happens, KABC believes the con-
sumer should not be permanently stuck with it.

w
0

Getting a new car which is beyond repair might not happen 5
very often, but when it does, the buyer should be able to
get either a refund or replacement. In fact, present law
does state that you're entitled to those options if a warr-
anted product isn't repaired after a reasonable number of
attempts. The problem is who determines what is reasonable.

w
According to the mail the KABC Ombudsman Service receives,
the car buyer has absolutely no say and ends up on a lively
merry-go-round of repairs. And while the dealer or manu-
facturer might be providing service with a smile, it is no
laughing matter for the car owner. It means time off from
work, days being late, being without transportation, not to

"NOL
mention the danger of driving a defective car. aImam

am
Assemblywoman Sally Tanner is now sponsoring legislation which an

specifies that a reasonable number of repair attempts should
be three times by the dealer and one time by the manufacturer
or a total of 20 days out of service. To KABC, that sounds
like a fair solution, but a similar measure failed last year.
This time round, we hope the legislature realizes this bill
is in no way punitive to the auto industry. It merely recog-
nizes that a car is an expensive purchase, and consumers are
entitled to their money's worth.

(Broadcast on Wed. Apr. 22, at 3:56a, 6:20a, 7:20a, 8:20a,
10:56a, and 1:55p, 9:55p, 11:56p. `
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Last.; year when ;freshman ,':'the dealer and manufacturer several
k_ Assemblywoinan Sally Tanner, D- ';'chances to repair the car before it is
 Los Angeles, was a little bit green, 'declared a lemon.

,

' she tried to remedy a yellow situa- TAssemblyviciman Tanner is cOnfi
tion, the problem of getting, stuck :dent the Assembly will pass her bill,
with bad cars, commonly referred to

. and believes the newly simplifed
as lemons..-, - ., y, g'f,;',, language of the bill will bring it

Current state and .federal law .-' through the senate Judiciary Com,
requires manufacturers to replace mittee. Although the Senate is less
defective vehicles after l'a reason- - consumer -oriented than the Assem-
able number of repairs." But the ill- bly, Mrs. 'Fanner planii to send
defined wording in the laws has along to senators 'copies of letters
meant that consumers stuck with she has received from disgruntled
lemons have often had .to go to California car buyers. She figures.,,court to:get a new car..; - :, .the letters will be persuasive.

Last.year, Assemblywoman Tan- -.' Last year some opponents of the
ner,sponsored AB 2705,. which bill argued that it would create a
defined' a lemon as, a, ear that ;- burden on the already beleaguered
within.the first year or 12,000 miles, 'American auto industry: But any
has a :major defect. the repair of industry that stands behind its
which_Would cost more than 5 per- products, .either voluntarily or
cent.'of the purchase price; has 'a through force of law, is not going to
repairable defect that happens suffer. In the long run, its reputa-
three times; or is in the shop 20 tion will gain, and so will sales.
days. The; manufacturer of a lemon That would be good for Detroit, and
would have to provide a new car, good for consumers. ':,'1'; , :.:

leas the cost of depreciation at 10
cents a mile. ' '.'',' ' - . - ,

The -Assembly passed AB 2705.
But by a close vote, the bill failed to
make it out of the state Senate
Judiciary.Committee. Assemblywo-
man Tanner attributes this defeat
to the -bill's being too complicated.
In addition to the complicated defi-
nition of a "reasonable number of
repairs," the bill contained a lot of
other language that troubled the
lawyer -legislators on the Judiciary
Committee.

The assemblywoman believes the
answer is a new, simplified version
of last year's bill. AB 1787 will be
heard first by the Assembly's new
Consumer Protection and Toxic
Materials committee chaired, as it
happens, by Sally Tanner. It con-
tains a definition of a reasonable
number of repairs that is essentially SALLY TANNER
the same as last year's, but it gives .: Defining a lemon
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The Santa Barbra News Press

June 3, 1931

What is a lemon?
Assemblywoman Sally Tanner (D -E1

Monte) is determined to define the word
"lemon." In the process she also hopes to
define "reasonable."

The citrus fruit does not concern
Tanner. She has a new automobile in
mind: At what point does it become a
lemon? She is not satisfied with what the
current state law says about it. The
existing consumer product warranty law
says only that a manufacturer or its agent
must provide a refund or a replacement
"after a reasonable number" of efforts to
repair a non -working product.

What is "reasonable?" Ah, there's the
rub.

That's where Sally Tanner, chairwom-
an of the Assembly Committee on Con-

sumer Protection and Toxic Materials,
comes in. She decided that a new motor
vehicle becomes a 'lemon" when four
attempts at repairs have tailed, or when
the car has been out of service for 20
cumulative days since its purchase.

That, in her mind, not only defines a
"lemon," it also defines "reasonable."

She tried this on the Legislature last
year. Her amendment got through the
Assembly, but it conked out in the Senate
Judiciary Committee. She's trying again
this year.

We have no idea whether four repair
attempts or 20 days of immobility
comprise a fair definition of "lemon," but
we do admire Sally Tanner for trying to
get the Legislature to stop playing a game
of Chicken with the word "reasonabli."

w0
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SA-. JOSE MERCURY NEWS - MAY , 1981

The GM lemon crop
is so sour that even

the company's own top
executives are making

wry faces in public

w

By Ralph Nader
The Regrdzr and Tribune

corENERAL MIMIRS Is having se-
Ous quality control problems

with its cars. The giant auto man-
ufacturer's recent lemair crnp is so unset-
tling that the company's chief executives
have admitted their worries publicly. Ac
cording to the Wall Street Journal,. GM
president James McDiaiald conceded that
the X cars are plagued "with uneven
doors, shabby paint jobs and other prob
lems that do not match the quality stan-
dards of foreign competitors."

It is not just difficulties with what GM
chairman Roger Smith called the "fit and
finish." Customers are having trouble with
their power steering, trarisrnions and
electrical systems Consumer Reports has
published a reader survey showing a much
worse than average frequency of repair
for the X models.

We can notice this reaction by the GM
car -owner complaints that we receive.
Four years ago, Chrysler car complaints

-..- were way out of proportion to its market
share. Now it seems to be GM that is
receiving more than a lion's share of cus-
tomer indignation.

In particular, GM cannot seem to
match its Cadillac quality with its Cadil-
lac price. A page-one article in Automo- .

tive News, ordinarily a meek industry
trade journal, started with these words

' "General Motors may have a time
bomb on its hands with its new Cadillac V-
8-6-4. Of the numerous customers inter-
viewed by Automotive News, most said
the car can die on the road without warn-
ing. Others said the car slows down as if to
stall and then jerks forward unexpectedly.
Still others reported engine fires."

The magazine reported that some deal-
ers "are in effect buying back the cars
equipped with the V-8-6-4 from very dis-
satisfied customers."

These complaints do not come just from
individual owners. Automotive News re-
ports that Jack Schwartz of Gaines Ser-
vice Leasing Corp. in New York pur-
chased 2,700 of the V-8-6-4 cars for his
limousine business. Schwartz says he has
had "nothing but headaches" with every
one. "The deer' ,r -,an't fix it and neither
can we," he w=a the magazine. "I could
give you a list of 20 peon' e who own
Cadillacs and never want zo hear the
name again," New Jersey Cai..Tac owner
Arthur Patient tJid the repor...sr.

Complaints about GM lemc-9. that my
consumer grour., are detailed and
forthright. "Something is cirasticaily
wrong with the construction, design or
engineering of the new V-8-6-4 Cadillacs,"
sums up a Toledo, Ohio, buyer. From
Wayne, N.J., a man writes, "The Cadillac

division should hang its head in shame foV
perpetrating this hoax on people who were
loyal to them. No wonder the Japaneierl
are able to displace the Americans as).
reliable suppliers of quality vehicles" i

A taxicab operator in El Paso, Texas
purchased four 1980 Oldsmobile Cutlasio
Diesels. All four vehicles are out of ser4.9
vice because of .major engine problenaC
and the customer complains that Oldrano-,_
bile is refusing to treat this matter sei..46
ously. "Pa,sa

GM dealers are caught in the middle .
They do not build the cars that GM pushi
them to sell. Yet they receive the first
brunt of their customers' ire. An Allen-
town, Pa., woman was careful . to make
this distinction when she wrote: "The deal-
er has given me excellent service (on her
1980 Citation), but I am thoroughly dis-
couraged with the Chevrolet Motor Com-
pany-" NEWe'

Perhaps this is why more pen e are
resorting to filing consumer class actions
against General Motors or using the feder-
ti law to achieve some measure
of ;iusuce. Unless the chief executives of
this company become more sensitive to
the quality of the vehicles' engineering,
GM will continue to use its shareholders'
money to pay for bumper lemon crops.
GM is very large, indeed, but by the same
token it has a great deal to lose.
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Department of Consumer Affairs

State Consumer Advisory Council

California Consumer Affairs Association

Cal-Pirg, San Diego

National Council Sr. Citizens

Motor Voters, San Diego

AFL-CIO, State Federation

State Building and Construction Trades Council of California

United Steelworkers of America

Los Angeles City Attorney

Baldwin Park Chamber of Commerce

Santa Cruz County District Attorney

Consumers Union, San Francisco

San Francisco Consumer Action

County of Los Angeles, Dept. of Consumer Affairs

California Federation of Women's Clubs, Orange District

Consumer Aid of Shasta County

Colusa County Board of Supervisors

Stanislaus County, Office of Consumer Affairs

Los Angeles Private Investigation & Patrol Service

California Teamsters Public Affairs Council

Center for Auto Safety

Chico Consumer Protection Agency

Lemon -Aid, San Diego

7onsumer -ederation of Cal fornia

P' Mateo County
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Legislative Analyst
May 13, 1981

REVISED
ANALYSIS OF ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 1787 (Tanner)

As Amended in Assembly April 27, 1981
1981-82 Session

Fiscal Effect:

Cost: No added cost.

Revenue: None.

Analysis:

This bill clarifies the law pertaining to new
vehicle warranties by specifying the circumstances under
which a manufacturer or dealer must replace a defective
vehicle or otherwise compensate the buyer.

co

Existing law requires the vehicle manufacturer
either to replace the vehicle or refund, on an adjusted
basis, its purchase price after a "reasonable" number -
of attempts to repair the vehicle have failed. This bill
aefines what snail constitute a reasonable number of such
attempts.

(.0

The Department of Motor Vehicles, which licenses
vehicle dealers, anticipates no additional cost as a
result of this bill. :Ns
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THIRD READING

SENATE
DEMOCRAT IC CAUCUS

SENATOR PAUL B. CARPENTER
Chairman

Bill No.: AB 1787 Amended: 6-3-82

Author: Tanner (D)

Vote Required: Majority

Assembly Floor Vote: 48-22

SUBJECT: Warranties

POLICY COMMITTEE: Judiciary

AYES: (6) Doolittle, Robbins, Sieroty, Watson, Davis, Rains

NOES: (0)

SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION:

Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service or repair goods to con-
form to applicable express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts must
either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer, as specified.

This bill provides that it shall be presumed that a reasonable number of attempts
have been undertaken to conform a new motor vehicle, excluding motorcycles, motor -
homes, and off -road vehicles, to the applicable express warranties if within one
year or 12,000 miles whichever occurs first (1) the same nonconformity has been
subject to repair 4 or more times by the manufacturer or its agents; and the buyer
after being notified by the manufacturer of the requirement has at least once di-
rectly notified the manufacturer of the need for the repair of the nonconformity
or, (2) the vehicle is out of service by reason of repair for a cumulative total
of more than 30 days since the delivery of the vehicle to the buyer. The bill pro-
vides that the presumption may not be asserted by the buyer until after the buyer
has resorted to an existing qualified third party dispute resolution process, as
defined. The bill also provides that a manufacturer shall be bound by a decision
of the third party process if the buyer elects to accept it, and that if the buyer
is dissatisfied with the third party decision the buyer may assert the presumption
in an action to enforce the buyer's rights, as specified.

FISCAL EFFECT: No state cost.

PROPONENTS: (Verified by author 6-2-82)

Los Angeles City Attorney
KPIX
KABC
Long Beach Independent Press -Telegram
Santa Barbara News Press
State Consumer Advisory Council

CONTINUED

LIS-9
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AB 1787
Page 2

PROPONENTS, continued:

Department of Consumer Affairs
California Consumer Affairs Association
Cal-Pirg San Diego
National Council of Senior Citizens
Motor Voters, San Diego
AFL-CIO, State Federation
State Building and Construction Trades Council of California
United Steelworkers of America
Baldwin Park Chamber of Commerce
Santa Cruz County District Attorney
Consumer Union, San Francisco
San Francisco Consumer Action
County of Los Angeles, Department of Consumer Affairs
California Federation of Women's Clubs, Orange District
Consumer Aid of Shasta County
Colusa County Board of Supervisors
Stanislaus County, Office of Consumer Affairs
Los Angeles Private Investigation & Patrol Service
California Teamsters Public Affairs Council
Center for Auto Safety
Chico Consumer Protection Agency
Lemon -Aid, San Diego
Consumer Federation of California
Legal Aid Society of San Mateo County
Consumer Coalition

(Ford, Chrysler, General Motors, California
Auto Dealers Association, Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers Association, American Honda
Motor Co., California Conference of
Machinists are neutral)

w
0

w

z
w
z
w

w
OPPONENTS:

_1

":"... 0 ' 
Automobile Importers of America t on

az
ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT:

s

Proponents state that current law does not protect consumers who purchase defec-
tive vehicles, because dealers and manufacturers never admit, perhaps because of
the cost of the vehicle, that they have made a "reasonable number" of attempts to
repair it and are now willing to replace it or reimburse the consumer.

Proponents say that the clear standard proposed in this bill would offer a more
effective remedy to the consumer, and would encourage improved quality control by
manufacturers and improved repair service by dealers.

CONTINUED
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Roil Call
The .:t was called and the bill was passed by the following vote:
Ante (28-Senators Ayala, Beverly, Boatwright, Campbell,

Davis, Dills, EWs loran, Greene, Holmdahl, Johnson,
tient', 'M !Marks, ello, Montoya, Nielsen, O'Keefe, Petris, Presley,
Rains bins, Roberti,'Plussell, *nay, Stieru, Vuich, and Watson.

N4)-Senators Richardson, Schmitz, Seymour, and Speraw.
Ali,ordered transziitte0 to the Assembly.

4;-

LLE:ft 6-7-82

3

AB 1787
Page 3
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buyer disputes through establishment of consumer councils.
We believe this approach should be given a fair chance and
legislation implemented only as a last resort.

California
Manufacturers Association

923 12th Street, P.O. Box 1138. Sacramento, California 95805 (916) 441-5420

April 10, 1981

The Honorable Sally Tanner
Member of the California Assembly
State Capitol, Room 2016
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Sally:

This letter confirms1.124 cnversation between yourself
and our Transpo ation Di ctor, Jess Butcher, regarding
our oppositi to AB 1787.

w
The aut.o industry has made substantial progress in settling 0

w

H
z
w

Jess Butcher will follow AB 1787. He will be available to H

you or your staff at anytime to discuss this legislation.

Sincerely,

w

w

...14.

Iff "Vt.qtrs.
aROBERT T. MONAGAN 110.

President al
RTM:nr
cc: Members, Assembly Consumer Protection &

Toxic Materials Committee
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4i5 Final Action: Drk

Senate Committee on JUDICIARY

Record of Roll Calls

pROPONENTS (and Arguments): Bill Number: 4C 1712-,

Date of Hearing: 412..2,

Doolittle (R)

U.144es (R)

Petris (D)

Presley (D)

Robbins (D)

Roberti (D)

Sieroty (D)

Davis (V.Ch.) (R)

Rains (Ch.) (D)

NO4791eN 4D)

OPPONENTS (and Arguments):

Total Membership: 9

Votes Needed for Passage: 5
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SENATE REPUBLICAN CAUCUS
SENATOR KENNETH L. MADDY, Chairman

POSITIONS:

SEE COMMENTS

BILL NUMBER: AB 1787

AUTHOR: Tanner, et al.1

AMENDED COPY!6/3/82
MAJORITY VOTE

Committee Votes: Senate Floor Vote:

Assembly Floor Vote: 48-22, P. 4860 (6/15/81) f)=3)

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29

30

31

32

DIGEST

This is the so-called "lemon" bill.

w

w
This bill requires automobile warrantors to either replace a vehicle
or reimburse the buyer within 12 months of 12,000 miles if a defect
on a new vehicle

z

1. Is not repaired within four attempts, at least one attempt

2. The vehicle is out of service by reason of the repairs for a
(79

cumulative total of more than 30 days since the delivery of
the vehicle to the buyer.

tiI
Buyers would be required to notify the manufacturer of the defect tut.

The 30 day limit could be extended only if repairs cannot be per-
formed due to conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer.

being by the manufacturer or, if

Presumption that a motor vehicle was a "lemon" and subject to
replacement could not be asserted by the buyer until after the
buyer has resorted to an existing qualified third party dispute
resolution process.

The manufacturer would be bound by the decision of the third party
but the buyer could sue the manufacturer if he was not satisfied
with the decision.

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation, no. Fiscal Committee, no. Local, no.

LIS-11
- NEXT PAGE -
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ANALYSIS CONTINUED: PAGE: 2 BILL NUMBER: AB 1787

1 COMMENTS:
2

3 According to the Assembly Office of Research, the Assembly Committee
4 on Labor, Employment and Consumer Affairs conducted an interim hearing
5 in December 1979 on the subject of automobile warranties. Testimony
6 at the hearing revealed a high level of consumer frustration with
7 defective new cars and warranty performance. A specific problem was
8 the practical ineffectiveness of current law in responding to a
9 situation involving repeated repairs and continuing problems with new

10 cars. Although current law states that a manufacturer must
11 provide either a refund or a replacement if goods are not repaired
12 after a "reasonable number of attempts," it is not clear what
13 "reasonable" means, and refunds and replacements of new cars are rare.
14

15 Proponents of the legislation maintain that 'the current law is not
16 useful to consumers who purchase defective vehicles, because auto
17 dealers and manufacturers want endless opportunities to correct
18 defects. Consumer groups argue that the clear standard proposed in
19 AB 1787 offers a reasonable and meaningful remedy to car buyers, will
?0 reduce litigation, and will encourage improved quality control by.
)1 manufacturers and improved repair service by dealers.
22

23
?it

25 .13OSITION

26
Support:

27

?8 Department of Consumer Affairs
29 Consumers Union
30 California Consumer Affairs Association
31 San Francisco Consumer Action
31 Santa Cruz County District Attorney
3.3 Santa Cruz County Consumer Affairs
34 Los Angeles County Department of Consumer Affairs
1!) Consumers Aid of Shasta, Inc.
36 Center for Auto Safety
37 Stanislaus County Department of Consumer Affairs
18 State Consumer Advisory Council
31 Los Angeles Herald Examiner
'10

Opposed:
42

43 All opposition except from the Auto Importers of America was removed
44 with the latest amendments, according to the author's office (6/4/82).
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

53
54
55

56

57

- NEXT PAGE -
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ANALYSIS CONTINUED: PAGE: 3 BILL NUMBER: AB 1787

Assembly Noes:

AYES -48
Agnos Fan Levine Stirling L
Alatorre Felando Lockyer Tann .eP°

Bane Greene Martinez Thurman
Bates Hannigan McAlister Torres
Berman Harris McCarthy Tucker
Bosco Hart Moore Vasconcellos
Campbell Hughes Moorhead Vicencia
Chacon Imbrecht Roos Waters, M.
Cortese Johnston Rosenthal Waters, N.
Cramer Kapiloff Ryan Wray
Deddeh Katz Sher Young
Elder Lehman Statham Mr. Speaker

NOES -22
Baker Frizzelle La Follette Sebastiani
Com Hallett Lancaster Stirling, D.
Duffy Ivers Lewis Wright
Filante Johnson Marguth Wrnan
Floyd Kelley Naylor
Frazee Konnyu Rogers

Bill ordered transmitted to the Senate.

Assembly Coauthors: Alatorre, Cramer, Elder, Kapiloff, Katz
Martinez, Moorhead, Robinson, Roos, Rosenthal, Tucker, Farr, Lockyer,
Johnston,.Lehman, Torres, and M. Waters

Senate Coauthors: Roberti, Sieroty, and Watson

6/4/82:jc
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Without Reference to File.

AB 1787 (

CONCURRENCE IN SENATE AMENDMENTS

Tanner ) As Amended: June 3, 1982

ASSEMBLY VOTE ___48-22 June 151 1981-_-_) SENATE VOTE(

Original Committee Reference: C. P. & T. M.

AB 1787

(June 241 1982_)

DIGEST

Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service or repair goods to
conform to applicable express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts
must either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer, as specified.

As passed by the Assembly, this bill required automobile warrantors to either
repTace a vehicle or reimburse the buyer if a defect on a new vehicle is not
repaired within four attempts, or if the car is out -of -service for more than
20 days since the delivery of the vehicle to the buyer. In computing the 20
days, a day would have meant a calendar day or any portion of a calendar day
that the service shop is open for business. The 20 days would have begun on
the day when, after the defect is first reported or known, a written estimate
of the cost of repairing the defect is first prepared.

The Senate amendments:

1) Exclude motorcycles, motorhomes, off -road vehicles and commercial
vehicles.

2) Limit the manufacturer's liability to correcting defects discovered during
the first year or 12,000 miles after purchase of the vehicle.

3) Increase the out -of -service provisions from 20 to 30 calendar days.

4) Adopt the requirement that before a buyer can receive replacement or reim-
bursement he or she must submit to any available qualified third party
dispute resolution process. This process must follow Federal Trade
Commission requirements.

FISCAL EFFECT.

None. According to the Legislative Analyst, the Department of Motor Vehicles,
which licenses vehicle dealers, anticipates no additional cost as a result of
this bill.

- continued -

ASSEMBLY OFFICE OF RESEAROli AB 178.7

LIS-12
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AB 1787
Page 2

COMMENTS.

The Assembly -Committee on Labor, Employment and Consumer Affairs conducted an
interim hearing in December 1979 on the subject of automobile warranties.
Testimony at the hearing revealed a high level of consumer frustration with
defective new cars and warranty performance. A specific problem was the
practical ineffectiveness of current law in responding to a situation involving
repeated repairs and continuing problems with new cars. Although current law
states that a manufacturer must provide either a refund or a replacement if
goods are not repaired after a "reasonable number of attempts," it is not
clear what "reasonable" means, and refunds and replacements of new cars are
rare.

This bill establishes a standard for when a "reasonable" number of repair
attempts has been undertaken by a new car warrantor. Consumer groups maintain
that current law is not useful because auto dealers and manufacturers want
endless opportunities to correct defects. Proponents of the bill argue that
the clear standard proposed in this bill offers a reasonable and meaningful
remedy to car buyers, will reduce litigation, and will encourage improved
quality control by manufacturers and improved repair service by dealers.

6/24/82 ASSEMBLY OFFICE OF RESEARCH AB 1787_

38/ns/AiA-45:68-69 Page 2
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SACRAMENTO ADDRESS

STATE CAPITOL

SACRAMENTO 95814
(916, 445-7783

D.STRICT OFFICE ADDRESS

11100 VALLEY BOULEVARD

SUITE 106
EL MONTE. CA 91731

(818) 442-9100

Assemblu
Tztlifuntia legislature

SALLY TANNER
ASSEMBLYWOMAN. SIXTIETH DISTRICT

CHAIRWOMAN
COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER PROTECTION AND TOXIC MATERIALS

1984

Dear Friend:

COMMITTEES

CONSUMER PROTECTION AND
TOXIC MATERIALS

EDUCATION

GOVERNMENTAL .ORGANIZATION

LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

CHAIRWOMAN.

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
COUNCIL

MEMBER:

JOINT COMMITTEE ON
FIRE POLICE EMERGENCY
AND DISASTER SERVICES

SELECT COMMITTEE ON
PLASTIC PIPE
OVERSIGHT

SELECT COMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAL WATER TREATMENT
AND RECLAMATION

STATEWIDE TASK FORCE
ON COMPARABLE WORTH

Thank you for your recent inquiry concerning AB 1787, the new
automobile "lemon" bill, which went into effect January 1, 1983.

In 1982 the Legislature responded to the many complaints from
purchasers of defective new cars by passing Assembly Bill 1787
which I authored. AB 1787 provides standards for when it is
appropriate for a buyer of a new car to obtain a refund or
replacement.

I am enclosing a copy of the bill along with a fact sheet
outlining its major provisions which I hope will be helpful to
you.

Generally, a buyer who has problems with his or her new car
should first contact the dealer to have it corrected. If that
proves to be unsatisfactory, then the buyer should next contact
the automobile manufacturer in writing. The address of the
manufacturer's nearest "zone" office or customer relations office
should be listed in your owner's manual or be available from the
dealer.

There are two state agencies which can assist you in obtaining
satisfactory repairs or warranty service from both the
manufacturer and the dealer. The first is the Department of
Motor Vehicles which licenses both auto dealers and manufacturers
and which has offices throughout the State. The other is the New
Motor Vehicle Board located in Sacramento. The Board's address
is 1507 21st Street, Suite 330, Sacramento, CA 95814 -
916/445-1888. You may obtain a written complaint form from these
two agencies to fill out and return to them for investigation.

-continued-
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You may also wish to contact the State Department of Consumer
Affairs, Complaint Assistance Unit, at 1020 N Street, Room 586,
Sacramento, CA 95814 - 916/445-0660 (10 AM to 3 PM) with help on
questions and for additional assistance.

Also, most auto manufacturers and dealers have established
dispute resolution programs to resolve customer disputes which
have not been satisfactorily resolved by either the dealer or the
manufacturer. These programs are free to the consumer and you
may want to file a complaint with them to resolve your problem.
Information about which program your manufacturer or dealer
belongs to and how to contact them should be available from
either the dealer itself or the manufacturer's offices in
California. I have attached a sheet listing the various programs
currently available to auto owners.

Since various state and federal laws give a buyer specific legal
rights, you may also want to contact an attorney about your
problems and these rights.

Thank you again for your interest and please let me know if I can
be of further assistance.

ST:mb
Enclosures

Sincerely, 0

ce

z
w

w

;IS a
Ima

an

SALLY T NER
Assemblywoman, 60th District
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Assembly Bill No. 1787
Ch. 388 -2 -

CHAnER 388

An act to amend Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code, relating to war-
ranties.

(Approved by Governor July 7, 1982 Filed with
Secretary of State July 7, 1982)

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
AB 1787, Tanner. Warranties.
Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service or

repair goods to conform to applicable express warranties after a
reasonable number of attempts must either replace the goods or
reimburse the buyer, as specified.

This bill would provide that it shall be presumed that a reasonable
number of attempts have been undertaken to conform a new motor
vehicle, as defined, excluding motorcycles, motorhomes, and
off -road vehicles, to the applicable express warranties if within one
year or 12,000 miles (1) the same nonconformity, as defined, has been
subject to repair 4 or more times by the manufacturer or its agents
and the buyer has directly notified the manufacturer of the need for
repair, as specified; or (2) the vehicle is out of service by reason of
repair for a cumulative total of more than 30 calendar days since the
delivery of the vehicle to the buyer. The bill would provide that the
presumption may not be asserted by the buyer until after the buyer
has resorted to an existing qualified third party dispute resolution
process, as defined. The bill would also provide that a manufacturer
shall be bound by a decision of the third party process if the buyer
elects to accept it, and that if the buyer is dissatisfied with the third
party decision the buyer may assert the presumption in an action to
enforce the buyer's rights, as specified.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION I. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is amended to read:
1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods sold in this

state and for which the manufacturer has made an express warranty

(1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair facilities
reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are sold to
caery out the terms of such warranties or designate and authorize in
this state as service and repair facilities independent repair or service
facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.

As a means of complying with paragraph (1) of this subdivision, a
manufacturer shall be permitted to enter into warranty service

contracts with independent service and repair facilities. The
warranty service contracts may provide for a fixed schedule of rates
to be charged for warranty service or warranty repair work,
however, the rates fixed by such contracts shall be in conformity with
the requirements of subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The rates
established pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3, between
the manufacturer and the independent service and repair facility,
shall not preclude a good -faith discount which is reasonably related
to reduced credit and general overhead cost factors arising from the
manufacturer's payment of warranty charges direct to the
independent service and repair facility. The warranty service
contracts authorized by this paragraph shall not be executed to cover
a period of time in excess of one year.

(2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph (I) of this
subdivision, be subject to the provisions of Section 1793.5.

(b) Where such service and repair facilities are maintained in this
state and service or repair of the goods is necessary because they do
not conform with the applicable express warranties, service and
repair shall be commenced within a reasonable time by the
manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless the buyer
agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods must be serviced or
repaired so as to conform to the applicable warranties within 30 days.
Delay caused by conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer
or his representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day requirement.
Where such delay arises, conforming goods shall be tendered as soon
as possible following termination of the condition giving rise to the
delay.

(c) It shall be the duty of the buyer to deliver nonconforming
goods to the manufacturer's service and repair facility within this
state, unless, due to reasons of size and weight, or method of
attachment, or method of installation, or nature of the
nonconformity, such delivery cannot reasonably be accomplished.
Should the buyer be unable to effect return of nonconforming goods
for any of the above reasons, he shall notify the manufacturer or its
nearest service and repair facility within the state. Written notice of
nonconformity to the manufacturer or its service and repair facility
shall constitute return of the goods for purposes of this section. Upon
receipt of such notice of nonconformity the manufacturer shall, at its
option, service or repair the goods at the buyer's residence, or pick
up the goods for service and repair, or arrange for transporting the
goods to its service and repair facility. All reasonable costs of
transporting the goods when, pursuant to the above, a buyer is
unable to effect return shall be at the manufacturer's expense. The
reasonable costs of transporting nonconforming goods after delivery
to the service and repair facility until return of the goods to the buyer
shall be at the manufacturer's expense.

(d) Should the manufacturer or its representative in this state be
unable to service or repair the goods to conform to the applicable

011-100 Repriott4 1.119463 114 oram LEGISLATIVWNNT SERVICE (800) 666-1917
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express wrrianties after a reasonable number of attempts, the
nianufacturer shall either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer
in an amount equal to the purchase price paid by the buyer, less that
amount directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to the
discovery of the nonconformity.

(e) (1) It shall be presumed that a reasonable number of
attempts have been inade to conform a new motor vehicle to the
applicable express warranties if, within one year from delivery to the
buyer or 12,000 miles, whichever occurs first, either (A) the same
nonconformity has been subject to repair four or more times by the
manufacturer or its agents and the buyer has at least once directly
notified the manufacturer of the need for the repair of the
nonconformity, or (B) the vehicle is out of service by reason of repair
of nonconformities by the manufacturer or its agents for a

cumulative total of more than 30 calendar days since delivery of the
vehicle to the buyer. The 30 -day limit shall be extended only if
repairs cannot be performed due to conditions beyond the control
of the manufacturer or its agents. The buyer shall be required to
directly notify the manufacturer pursuant to subparagraph (A) only
if the manufacturer has clearly and conspicuously disclosed to the
buyer, with the warranty or the owner's manual, the provisions of
this subdivision and that of subdivision (d), including the
requirement that the buyer must notify the manufacturer directly
pursuant to subparagraph (A). This presumption shall be a
rebuttable presumption affecting the burden of proof in any action
to enforce the buyer's rights under subdivision (d) and shall not be
construed to limit those rights.

(2) If a qualified third party dispute resolution process exists, and
the buyer receives timely notification in writing of the availability of
a third party process with a description of its operation and effect,
the presumption in paragraph (1) may not be asserted by the buyer
until after the buyer has initially resorted to the third party process
as required in paragraph (3). Notification of the availability of the
third party process is not timely if the buyer suffers any prejudice
resulting from any delay in giving the notification. If a qualified third
party dispute resolution process does not exist, or if the buyer is
dissatisfied with the third party decision, or if the manufacturer or
its agent neglects to promptly fulfill the terms of such third party
decision, the buyer may assert the presumption provided in
paragraph (1) in an action to enforce the buyer's rights under
subdivision (d). The findings and decision of the third party shall be
admissible in evidence in the action without further foundation. Any
period of limitation of actions under any federal or California laws
with respect to any person shall be extended for a period equal to the
number of days between the date a complaint is filed with a third
party dispute resolution process and the date of its decision or the
date before which the manufacturer or its agent is required by the
decision to fulfill its terms, whichever occurs later.

Ch. 388 -4 -
(3) A qualified third party dispute resolution process shall be one

that complies with the Federal Trade Commission's minimum
requirements for informal dispute settlement procedures as set forth
in the Commission's regulations at 16 Code of Federal Regulations
Part 703; that renders decisions which are binding on the
manufacturer if the buyer elects to accept the decision; that
prescribes a reasonable time not to exceed 30 days, within which the
manufacturer or its agents must fulfill the terms of those decisions;
and that each year provides to the Department of Motor Vehicles a
report of its annual audit required by the Commission's regulations
on informal dispute resolution procedures.

(9) For the purposes of this subdivision the following terms have
the following meanings:

(A) "N onconform it y" means a nonconformity which substantially
impairs the use, value, or safety of the new motor vehicle.

(B) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle which is
used or bought for use primarily for personal, family, or household
purposes, but does not include motorcycles, motorhomes, or off -road
vehicles.

0
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FACT SHEET

CALIFORNIA'S - NEW AUTO 'LEMON' LAW

AB 1787 (Tanner) - Chapter 388, Statutes of 1982

California warranty law, the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act
(Civil Code Sections 1790 et seq.,) governs the rights and
obligations of the parties involved in a purchase of warranted
"consumer goods" (purchased primarily for "personal, family, or
household purposes"). That law entitles a buyer to a refund or a
replacement from the manufacturer when a product is not
successfully repaired after a "reasonable" number of attempts.

The new auto "lemon" law (which took effect January 1, 1983):

- Adds to the Song -Beverly Act a new provision which applies only
to warranted new (not used) motor vehicles (excluding motor-
cycles, motorhomes, and off -road vehicles) used primarily for
personal family or household purposes.

- Specifies that within the first year of ownership or 12,000
miles, whichever comes first, either 4 repair attempts on the
same nonconformity (defect) or a cumulative total of 30
calendar days out of service because of repairs of any
defect(s), will be presumed to be "reasonable".

"Nonconformity" is defined as one which substantially
impairs the use, value or safety of the vehicle.

The buyer is required to directly notify the manufacturer
for repair of the same nonconformity once out of the 4
times if the manufacturer includes information about that
required notice and the buyer's refund/replacement and
"lemon" law rights with the warranty and owner's manual.

The 30 -day limit can be extended only if repairs can't be
performed because of conditions beyond the manufacturer's
control.

- Requires a buyer to first resort to a third -party dispute
resolution program before he or she can use the "lemon" pre-
sumption _if a program meeting specified criteria has been
established by the manufacturer of the buyer's vehicle.

- The criteria for the dispute resolution program incorporate
those specified by federal consumer warranty law, the
Magnuson -Moss Consumer Warranty Act (15 United States Code,
Sections 2301-2310) and its Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
regulations (16 Code of Federal Regulations Part 703).

11-5
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The law's minimum criteria for a dispute resolution
program include requirements for:

(1) Notifying a buyer about the existence, location
and method for using the program, both at the
time of sale (in the warranty itself) and later,
if a dispute arises.

(2) Insulating the program from the influence of the
manufacturer over any decision making - including
adequate funding for the program and qualifications
for the program's decision makers.

(3) The program to be free to the buyer.

(4) The operation of the program, including that:

(a) A decision generally be reached within
40 days from receipt of a complaint.

(b) The decision is not binding on the consumer if
he or she rejects it, but would be on the
manufacturer if the consumer chooses to accept it.

(c) A party to the dispute be given the opportunity
to refute contradictory evidence offered by the
other and offer additional information.

(d) The manufacturer complete any work required
within 30 days.

(e) The time limits on a buyer's right to sue are
extended during the period he or she is involved
in the dispute program.

(5) Maintaining specified records of the program's
operation.

(6) An annual independent audit of the program and
its implementation - which is to be sent to the
Department of Motor Vehicles.

(7) The availability of statistical summaries
concerning the program upon request.

###############
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AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS' INFORMAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROGRAMS

Chrysler Corporation -

Northern California:

Southern California:

Ford - Ford Consumer

Customer Satisfaction Board

John Billings, Customer Relations
Manager
P.O. Box 1414
Pleasanton, CA 94566
415/484-0646

T.W. Alley, Coordinator
P.O. Box 4120
Fullerton, CA 92634
714/870-4000

Appeals Board,

Northern California:

Southern California:

TOLL FREE NUMBER:

General Motors/Volkswagen
Business Bureau

Northern California:

Southern California:

Ford Consumer Appeals Board of
Northern California
P.O. Box 909
Milpitas, CA 95035

Ford Consumer Appeals Board of
Southern California

P.O. Box 4630-P
Anaheim, CA 92803

(800) 241-8450

of America/Nissan(Datsun) - Better

For area codes 916, 707, 415, 408, and
209: Call your nearest Better
Business Bureau office or
7-800-772-2599

For area codes 213, 619, 714, 805:
Call your nearest Better Business
Bureau office or 1-800-252-0410

-over-
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American Motors E., all Foreign Automobile Manufacturers, except
Volkswagen of American (VW, Porsche, Audi) and Mercedes-Benz; and
participating dealers for dealer related disputes:_

AUTOCAP (Automotive Consumer Action Program) Sponsored by the
National Automobile Dealers Association

Northern California: AUTOCAP
1244 Larkin Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
415/673-2151

Southern California:
(Except San Diego Area) AUTOCAP

5757 West Century Boulevard
Suite 310
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(800)262-1482 (Toll Free calls from

213, 619, 714, and 805
Area Codes)

San Diego:

213/776-0054

AUTOCAP
2333 Camino Del Rio South
Suite 265
San Diego, CA 92108
714/296-2265

RELEVANT CALIFORNIA STATE AGENCIES

New Motor Vehicle Board (NMVB)
1507 21st Street
Suite 330
Sacramento, CA 95814
916/445-1888
(Authorized to investigate activities of licensed auto
dealers and manufacturers)

Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV)
Complaint form available by calling or visiting your
nearest DMV office.
(Licenses auto dealers and manufacturers)

Department of Consumer Affairs
Complaint Assistance Unit
1020 N Street, Room 579
Sacramento, CA 95814
916/445-0660 (10 AM - 3 PM)
(For general information about consumer rights and remedies)
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TITLE 1.7

Consumer Warranties

Chapter
1. Consumer Warranty Protection. §§ 1790-1795.7.
2. Standards For Warranty Work. §§ 1796, 1796.5
3. Mobilehome Warranties. §§ 1797-1797.5.

CHAPTER 1

Consumer Warranty Protection

Article
1. General Provisions. §§ 1790-1790.4.
2. Definitions. §§ 1791-1791.3.
3. Sale Warranties. §§ 1792-1795.7.

ARTICLE 1

General Provisions

§ 1790. Title.
§ 1790.1. Enforceability of waiver.
§ 1790.2. Severability.
§ 1790.3. Construction in case of conflict with Commercial Code.
§ 1790.4. Cumulative remedies.

Cal Jur 3d Sales § 68; Cal Forms -6:2, 24:1.

1790. [Title.] This chapter may be
cited as the "Song -Beverly Consumer War-
ranty Act." [1970 ch 1333 § 1.] Cal Jur 3d
Consumer and Borrower Protection Laws
§ 190; Cal Forms -6:102; Witkin Summary
(8th e)pp 1128, 1277.

§ 1790.1. [Enforceability of waiver.] Any
waiver by the buyer of consumer goods of
the provisions of this chapter, except as
expressly provided in this chapter, shall be

deemed contrary to public policy and shall
be unenforceable and void. [1970 ch 1333
§ 1.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer and Borrower
Protection Laws § 195; Witkin Summary
(8th cd) pp 1150, 1220, 1278.

§ 1790.2. [Severability.] If any provision
of this chapter or the application thereof to
any person or circumstance is held unconsti-
tutional, such invalidity shall not affect other

n
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§ 1790.2 DEERING'S CIVIL 296

provisions or applications of this chapter
which can be given effect without the invalid
provision or application, and to this end the
provisions of this chapter are severable.
[1970 ch 1333 § 1.]

§ 1790.3. [Construction in case of con-
flict with Commercial Code.] The provisions
of this chapter shall not affect the rights and
obligations of parties determined by refer-
ence to the Commercial Code except that,
where the provisions of the Commercial
Code conflict with the rights guaranteed to
buyers of consumer goods under the provi-
sions of this chapter, the provisions of this

chapter shall prevail. [1970 ch 1333 § 1.] Cal
Jur 3d Consumer and Borrower Protection
Laws § 190; Cal Forms -24:3; Witkin Sum-
mary (8th ed) p 1128.

§ 1790.4. [Cumulative remedies.] The
remedies provided by this chapter are cumu-
lative and shall not be construed as restrict-
ing any remedy that is otherwise available,
and, in particular, shall not be construed to
supplant the provisions of the Unfair Prac-
tices Act. [1971 ch 1523 § 1, operative Janu-
ary 1, 1972; 1976 ch 416 § 1.] Cal Jur 3d
Consumer and Borrower Protection Laws
§ 190; Witkin Summary (8th ed) p 1219.

ARTICLE 2

befinitions

§ 1791. Definitions.
§ 1791.1. "Implied warranty of merchantability": "Implied warranty of fitness."
§ 1791.2. "Express warranty".
§ 1791.3. "As is": "With all faults".

§ 1791. [Definitions.] As used in this
chapter:

(a) "Consumer goods" means any new
product or part thereof that is used or
bought for use primarily for personal, fam-
ily, or household purposes, except for cloth-
ing and consumables. "Consumer goods"
shall include new and used assistive devices
sold at retail.

(b) "Buyer" or "retail buyer" means any
individual who buys consumer goods from a
person engaged in the business of manufac-
turing, distributing, or selling such goods at
retail. As used in this subdivision, "person"
means any individual, partnership, corpora-
tion, association, or other legal entity which
engages in any such business.

(c) "Clothing" means any wearing ap-
parel, worn for any purpose, including under
and outer garments, shoes, and accessories
composed primarily of woven material, natu-
ral or synthetic yarn, fiber, or leather or
similar fabric.

(d) "Consumables" means any product
which is intended for consumption by indi-
viduals, or use by individuals for purposes of
personal care or in the performance of ser-
vices ordinarily rendered within the house-
hold, and which usually is consumed or
expended in the course of such consumption
or use.

(e) "Distributor" means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or
other legal relationship which stands be-

tween the manufacturer and the retail seller
in purchases, consignments, or contracts for
sale of consumer goods.

(f) "Independent repair or service facility"
or "independent service dealer" means any
individual, partnership, corporation, associa-
tion, or other legal entity, not an employee
or subsidiary of a manufacturer or distribu-
tor, which engages in the business of servic-
ing and repairing consumer goods.

(g) "Manufacturer" means any individual,
partnership, corporation, association, or
other legal relationship which manufactures,
assembles, or produces consumer goods.

(h) "Place of business" means, for the
purposes of any retail seller that sells con-
sumer goods by catalog or mail order, the
distribution point for such goods.

(i) "Retail seller," "seller," or "retailer"
means any individual, partnership, corpora.
tion, association, or other legal relationship
which engages in the business of selling
consumer goods to retail buyers.

(j) "Return to the retail seller" means, for
the purposes of any retail seller that sells
consumer goods by catalog or mail order,
the retail seller's place of business, as defined
in subdivision (h).

(k) "Sale" means (1) the passing of title
from the seller to the buyer for a price, or
(2) a consignment for sale.

(1) "Service contract" means a contract in
writing to perform, over a fixed period of
time or for a specified duration, services
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relating to the maintenance or repair of a
consumer product.

(m) "Assistive device" means any instru-
ment, apparatus, or contrivance, including
any component or part thereof or accessory
thereto, which is used or intended to be
used, to assist a physically disabled person in
the mitigation or treatment of an injury or
disease or to assist or affect or replace the
structure or any function of the body of a
physically disabled person, except that this
term does not include prescriptive lenses and
other ophthalmic goods unless they are sold
or dispensed to a blind person, as defined in
Section 19153 of the Welfare and Institu-
tions Code and unless they are intended to
assist the limited vision of the person so
disabled.

(n) "Catalogue or similar sale" means a
sale in which neither the seller nor any
employee or agent of the seller nor any
person related to the seller nor any person
with a financial interest in the sale partici-
pates in the diagnosis of the buyer's condi-
tion or in the selection or fitting of the
device. [1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1971 ch 1523 § 2,
operative January 1, 1972; 1976 ch 416
§ 1.5; 1977 ch 598 § 1; 1979 ch 1023 § 1;
1982 ch 619 § 1.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer and
Borrower Protection Laws §§ 191, 201; Cal
Forms -6:102, 24:2, 24:37; Witkin Summary
(8th ed) pp 1129, 1154.

§ 1791.1. ["Implied warranty of mer-
chantability": "Implied warranty of fit-
ness] As used in this chapter:

(a) "Implied warranty of merchantability"
or "implied warranty that goods are mer-
chantable" means that the consumer goods
meet each of the following:

(1) Pass without objection in the trade
under the contract description.

(2) Are fit for the ordinary purposes for
which such goods are used.

(3) Are adequately contained, packaged,
and labeled.

(4) Conform to the promises or affirma-
tions of fact made on the container or label.

(b) "Implied warranty of fitness" means
(1) that when the retailer, distributor, or
manufacturer has reason to know any partic-
ular purpose for which the consumer goods
are required, and further, that the buyer is
relying on the skill and judgment of the
seller to select and furnish suitable goods,
then there is an implied warranty that the
goods shall be fit for such purpose and (2)
that when there is a sale of an assistive
device sold at retail in this state, then there
is an implied warranty by the retailer that

the device is specifically fit for the particular
needs of the buyer.

(c) The duration of the implied warranty
of merchantability and where present the
implied warranty of fitness shall be coexten-
sive in duration with an express warranty
which accompanies the consumer goods,
provided the duration of the express war-
ranty is reasonable; but in no event shall
such implied warranty have a duration of
less than 60 days nor more than one year
following the sale of new consumer goods to
a retail buyer. Where no duration for an
express warranty is stated with respect to
consumer goods, or parts thereof, the dura-
tion of the implied warranty shall be the
maximum period prescribed above.

(d) Any buyer of consumer goods injured
by a breach of the implied warranty of
merchantability and where applicable by a
breach of the implied warranty of fitness has
the remedies provided in Chapter 6 (com-
mencing with Section 2601) and Chapter 7
(commencing with Section 2701) of Division
2 of the Commercial Code, and, in any
action brought under such provisions, Sec-
tion 1794 of this chapter shall apply. [1970
ch 1333 § 1; 1971 ch 1523 § 3, operative
January 1, 1972; 1978 ch 991 § 2; 1979 ch
1023 § 1.5.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer and Bor-
rower Protection Laws §§ 192, 193, 194.
203; Cal Forms -24:1, 24:2; Witkin Summary
(8th ed) pp 1138, 1139, 1140, 1154.

§ 1791.2. ["Express warranty".] (a) "Ex-
press warranty" means:

(1) A written statement arising out of a
sale to the consumer of a consumer good
pursuant to which the manufacturer, distrib-
utor, or retailer undertakes to preserve or
maintain the utility or performance of the
consumer good or provide compensation if
there is a failure in utility or performance;
or

(2) In the event of any sample or model,
that the whole of the goods conforms to
such sample or model.

(b) It is not necessary to the creation of
an express warranty that formal words such
as "warrant" or "guarantee" be used, but if
such words are used then an express war-
ranty is created. An affirmation merely of
the value of the goods or a statement pur-
porting to be merely an opinion or commen-
dation of the goods does not create a war-
ranty.

(c) Statements or representations such as
expressions of general policy concerning cus-
tomer satisfaction which are not subject to
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any limitation do not create an express
warranty. [1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1978 ch 991
§ 2.5.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer and Borrower
Protection Laws § 196; Cal Forms -24:2,
24:12, 24:31; Witkin Summary (8th ed) pp
1131, 1132, 1133, 1136.

§ 1791.3. ["As is": "With all faults".] As

used in this chapter, a sale "as is" or "with
all faults" means that the manufacturer,
distributor, and retailer disclaim all implied
warranties that would otherwise attach to
the sale of consumer goods under the provi-
sions of this chapter. [1970 ch 1333 § 1.] Cal
Jur 3d Consumer and Borrower Protection
Laws § 195; Cal Forms -24:2.

ARTICLE 3

Sale Warranties

§ 1792. Implied warranties: Manufacturer's warranty of merchantability.
§ 1792.1. Manufacturer's implied warranty of fitness for particular purpose
§ 1792.2. Retailer's or distributor's implied warranty of fitness for particular purpose
§ 1792.3. Waiver of implied warranties
§ 1792.4. Disclaimer of implied warranty; Contents of written notice; catalog sales
§ 1792.5. "As is" sales
§ 1793. Express warranties.
§ 1793.02. Assistive devices sold at retail: Requisite warranty: Nonexclusiveness of rights and

remedies provided.
§ 1793.05. Vehicle manufacturers altering new vehicles into housecars: Warranty responsibil-

ity.
§ 1793.1. Form of express warranties
§ 1793.2. Duty of manufacturer making express warranty; Service and repair facilities;

Presumption as to new motor vehicle
§ 1793.3. Failure to provide service facility in conjunction with express warranties
§ 1793.35. Replacement of or reimbursement for clothing or consumables
§ 1793.4. Time for buyer to exercise option for service and repair
§ 1793.5. Manufacturer's liability to retailer on failing to maintain service facilities
§ 1793.6. Manufacturer's liability to independent serviceman performing services or incurring

obligaitons
§ 1794. Buyer's right to damages; Measure; Penalty; Attorney's fees
§ 1794.1. Damages recoverable by retail seller and independent serviceman.
§ 1794.3. Effect of unauthorized or unreasonable use of goods.
§ 1794.4. Service contract.
§ 1794.5. Alternative suggestions for repair.
§ 1795. Liability of one, other than manufacturer, making express warranty.
§ 1795.1. Components of air conditioning system.
§ 1795.5. Obligation of distributor or retail seller of used consumer goods on making express

warranties: Duration of implied warranties.
§ 1795.6. Tolling the warranty period.
§ 1795.7. Effect of tolling on manufacturer's liability.

Cal Forms -24:31.

§ 1792. [Implied warranties: Manufac-
turer's warranty of merchantability.] Unless
disclaimed in the manner prescribed by this
chapter, every sale of consumer goods that
are sold at retail in this state shall be accom-
panied by the manufacturer's and the retail
seller's implied warranty that the goods are
merchantable. The retail seller shall have a
right of indemnity against the manufacturer
in the amount of any liability under this

section. [1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1971 ch 1523 § 4,
operative January 1, 1972; 1978 ch 991 § 3.]
Cal Jur 3d Consumer and Borrower Protec-
tion Laws § 192, S'ales § 68; Cal Forms -
6:102, 24:1, 24:21; Witkin Summary (8th ed)
pp 1138, 1154.

§ 1792.1. [Manufacturer's implied war-
ranty of fitness for particular purpose] Ev-
ery sale of consumer goods that are sold at
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retail in this state by a manufacturer who
has reason to know at the time of the retail
sale that the goods are required for a partic-
ular purpose and that the buyer is relying on
the manufacturer's skill or judgment to se-
lect or furnish suitable goods shall be ac-
companied by such manufacturer's implied
warranty of fitness. [1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1971
ch 1523 § 5, operative January 1, 1972; 1978
ch 991 § 4.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer and
Borrower Protection Laws § 193, Sales § 68;
Witkin Summary (8th ed) pp 1140, 1154.

§ 1792.2. [Retailer's or distributor's im-
plied warranty of fitness for particular pur-
pose] (a) Every sale of consumer goods that
are sold at retail in this state by a retailer or
distributor who has reason to know at the
time of the retail sale that the goods are
required for a particular purpose, and that
the buyer is relying on the retailer's or
distributor's skill or judgment to select or
furnish suitable goods shall be accompanied
by such retailer's or distributor's implied
warranty that the goods are fit for that
purpose.

(b) Every sale of an assistive device sold
at retail in this state shall be accompanied
by the retail seller's implied warranty that
the device is specifically fit for the particular
needs of the buyer. [1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1971
ch 1523 § 6, operative January 1, 1972; 1978
ch 991 § 5; 1979 ch 1023 § 2.] Cal Jur 3d
Consumer and Borrower Protection Laws
§ 193, Sales § 68; Cal Forms -24:1; Witkin
Summary (8th ed) p 1140.

§ 1792.3. [Waiver of implied warranties]
No implied warranty of merchantability and,
where applicable, no implied warranty of
fitness shall be waived, except in the case of
a sale of consumer goods on an "as is" or
"with all faults" basis where the provisions
of this chapter affecting "as is" or "with all
faults" sales are strictly complied with.
[1970 ch 1333 § 1.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer
and Borrower Protection Laws § 195; Cal
Forms -24:1; Witkin Summary (8th ed) pp
1148, 1150.

§ 1792.4. [Disclaimer of implied war-
ranty; Contents of written notice; catalog
sales] (a) No sale of goods, governed by the
provisions of this chapter, on an "as is" or
"with all faults" basis, shall be effective to
disclaim the implied warranty of merchanta-
bility or, where applicable, the implied war-
ranty of fitness, unless a conspicuous writing
is attached to the goods which clearly in-
forms the buyer, prior to the sale, in simple
and concise language of each of the follow-
ing:

(1) The goods are being sold on an "as
is" or "with all faults" basis.

(2) The entire risk as to the quality and
performance of the goods is with the buyer.

(3) Should the goods prove defective fol-
lowing their purchase, the buyer and not the
manufacturer, distributor, or retailer as-
sumes the entire cost of all necessary servic-
ing or repair.

(b) In the event of sale of consumer goods
by means of a mail order catalog, the cata-
log offering such goods shall contain the
required writing as to each item so offered in
lieu of the requirement of notification prior
to the sale. [1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1971 ch 1523
§ 6.5, operative January 1, 1972.] Cal Jur 3d
Consumer and Borrower Protection Laws
§ 195; Cal Forms -24:1, 24:11; Witkin Sum-
mary (8th ed) p 1148.

§ 1792.5. ["As is" sales] Every sale of
goods that are governed by the provisions of
this chapter, on an "as is" or "with all
faults" basis, made in .compliance with the
provisions of this chapter, shall constitute a
waiver by the buyer of the implied warranty
of merchantability and, where applicable, of
the implied warranty of fitness. [1970 ch
1333 § 1; 1971 ch 1523 § 6.5, operative
January 1, 1972.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer and
Borrower Protection Laws § 195; Cal
Forms -24:1, 24:21; Witkin Summary (8th
ed) p 1148.

§ 1793. [Express warranties.] Except as
provided in Section 1793.02, nothing in this
chapter shall affect the right of the manufac-
turer, distributor, or retailer to make express
warranties with respect to consumer goods.
However, a manufacturer, distributor, or
retailer, in transacting a sale in which ex-
press warranties are given, may not limit,
modify, or disclaim the implied warranties
guaranteed by this chapter to the sale of
consumer goods. [1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1971 ch
1523 § 7, operative January 1, 1972; 1978 ch
991 § 6; 1979 ch 1023 § 3.] Cal Jur 3d
Consumer and Borrower Protection Laws
§§ 195, 196; Cal Forms -6:102, 24:1, 24:12;
Witkin Summary (8th ed) p 1148.

§ 1793.02. [Assistive devices sold at re-
tail: Requisite warranty: Nonexclusiveness
of rights and remedies provided.] (a) All
new and used assistive devices sold at retail
in this state shall be accompanied by the
retail seller's written warranty which shall
contain the following language: "This assis-
tive device is warranted to be specifically fit
for the particular needs of you, the buyer. If
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the device is not specifically fit for your
particular needs, it may be returned to the
seller within 30 days of the date of actual
receipt by you or completion of fitting by
the seller, whichever occurs later. If you
return the device, the seller will either adjust
or replace the device or promptly refund the
total amount paid. This warranty does not
affect the protections and remedies you have
under other laws." In lieu of the words "30
days" the retail seller may specify any longer
period.

(b) The language prescribed in subdivision
(a) shall appear on the first page of the
warranty in at least 10 -point bold type. The
warranty shall be delivered to the buyer at
the time of the sale of the device.

(c) If the buyer returns the device within
the period specified in the written warranty,
the seller shall, without charge and within a
reasonable time, adjust the device or, if
appropriate, replace it with a device that is
specifically fit for the particular needs of the
buyer. If the seller does not adjust or replace
the device so that it is specifically fit for the
particular needs of the buyer, the seller shall
promptly refund to the buyer the total
amount paid, the transaction shall be
deemed rescinded, and the seller shall
promptly return to the buyer all payments
and any assistive device or other considera-
tion exchanged as part of the transaction
and shall promptly cancel or cause to be
cancelled all contracts, instruments, and se-
curity agreements executed by the buyer in
connection with the sale. When a sale is
rescinded under this section, no charge, pen-
alty, or other fee may be imposed in connec-
tion with the purchase, fitting, financing, or
return of the device.

(d) With respect to the retail sale of an
assistive device to an individual, organiza-
tion, or agency known by the seller to be
purchasing for the ultimate user of the de-
vice, this section and subdivision (b) of
Section 1792.2 shall be construed to require
that the device be specifically fit for the
particular needs of the ultimate user.

(e) This section and subdivision (b) of
Section 1792.2 shall not apply to any of the
following sales of assistive devices:

(1) A catalogue or similar sale, as defined
in subdivision (n) of Section 1791.

(2) A sale which involves a retail sale
price of less than fifteen dollars ($15).

(3) A surgical implant performed by a
physician and surgeon, or a restoration or
dental prosthesis provided by a dentist.

(f) Thy: rights and remedies of the buyer

under this section and subdivision (b) of
Section 1792.2 are not subject to waiver
under Section 1792.3. The rights and reme-
dies of the buyer under this section and
subdivision (b) of Section 1792.2 are cumula-
tive, and shall not be construed to affect the
obligations of the retail seller or any other
party or to supplant the rights or remedies
of the buyer under any other section of this
chapter or under any other law or instru-
ment.

(g) Section 1795.5 shall not apply to a
sale of used assistive devices, and for the
purposes of the Song -Beverly Consumer
Warranty Act the buyer of a used assistive
device shall have the same rights and reme-
dies as the buyer of a new assistive device.

(h) The language in subdivision (a) shall
not constitute an express warranty for pur-
poses of Sections 1793.2 and 1793.3. [1979
ch 1023 § 4; 1982 ch 619 § 2.]

§ 1793.05. [Vehicle manufacturers alter-
ing new vehicles into housecars: Warranty
responsibility.] Vehicle manufacturers who
alter new vehicles into housecars shall, in
addition to any new product warranty, as-
sume any warranty responsibility of the orig-
inal vehicle manufacturer for any and all
components of the finished product which
are, by virtue of any act of the alterer, no
longer covered by the warranty issued by the
original vehicle manufacturer. [1977 ch 873
§ 1, operative July 1, 1978.]

§ 1793.1. [Form of express warranties]
(a) (1) Every manufacturer, distributor, or
retailer making express warranties with re-
spect to consumer goods shall fully set forth
such warranties in simple and readily under-
stood language, which shall clearly identify
the party making such express warranties,
and which shall conform to the federal
standards for disclosure of warranty terms
and conditions set forth in the federal Mag-
nuson -Moss Warranty Federal Trade Com-
mission Improvement Act, and in the regu-
lations of the Federal Trade Commission
adopted pursuant to the provisions of that
act.

(2) Every work order or repair invoice for
warranty repairs or service shall clearly and
conspicuously incorporate in 10 -point bold-
face type the following statement either on
the face of such work order or repair in-
voice, or on the reverse side thereof, or on
an attachment to the work order or repair
invoice: A buyer of this product in Califor-
nia has the right to have this product ser-
viced or repaired during the warranty pe-
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riod. The warranty period will be extended
for the number of whole days that the
product has been out of the buyer's hands
for warranty repairs. If a defect exists within
the warranty period, the warranty will not
expire until the defect has been fixed. The
warranty period will also be extended if the
warranty repairs have not been performed
due to delays caused by circumstances be-
yond the control of the buyer, or if the
warranty repairs did not remedy the defect
and the buyer notifies the manufacturer or
seller of the failure of the repairs within 60
days after they were completed. If, after a
reasonable number of attempts, the defect
has not been fixed, the buyer may return this
product for a replacement or a refund sub-
ject, in either case, to deduction of a reason-
able charge for usage. This time extension
does not affect the protections or remedies
the buyer has under other laws.

If the required notice is placed on the
reverse side of the work order or repair
invoice, the face of the work order or repair
invoice shall include the following notice in
10 -point boldface type: Notice to Consumer:
Please read important information on back.

A copy of the work order or repair in-
voice and any attachment thereto shall be
presented to the buyer at the time that
warranty service or repairs are made.

(b) Every manufacturer, distributor, or
retailer making express warranties and who
elects to maintain service and repair facilities
within this state pursuant to the provisions
of this chapter shall:

(1) At the time of sale, provide the buyer
with the name and address of each such
service and repair facility within this state;
or

(2) At the time of the sale, provide the
buyer with the name and address and tele-
phone number of a service and repair facility
central directory within this state, or the
toll -free telephone number of a service and
repair facility central directory outside this
state. It shall be the duty of the central
directory to provide, upon inquiry, the name
and address of the authorized service and
repair facility nearest the buyer; or

(3) Maintain at the premises of retail
sellers of the warrantor's consumer goods a
current listing of such warrantor's autho-
rized service and repair facilities, or retail
sellers to whom the consumer goods are to
be returned for service and repair, whichever
is applicable, within this state. It shall be the
duty of every retail seller provided with such
a listing to provide, on inquiry, the name,

address, and telephone number of the near-
est authorized service and repair facility, or
the retail seller to whom the consumer
goods are to be returned for service and
repair, whichever is applicable. [1970 ch
1333 § 1; 1971 ch 1523 § 8, operative Janu-
ary 1, 1972; 1972 ch 1293 § 1; 1980 ch 394
§ 1; 1981 ch 150 § 1, effective July 8, 1981;
1982 ch 381 § 1.) Cal Jur 3d Consumer and
Borrower Protection Laws §§ 196, 197; Cal
Forms -24:1, 24:12; Witkin Summary (8th
al) p 1277.

§ 1793.2. [Duty of manufacturer making
express warranty; Service and repair facili-
ties; Presumption as to new motor vehicle]
(a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
sold in this state and for which the manufac-
turer has made an express warranty shall:

(1) Maintain in this state sufficient service
and repair facilities reasonably close to all
areas where its consumer goods are sold to
carry out the terms of such warranties or
designate and authorize in this state as ser-
vice and repair facilities independent repair
or service facilities reasonably close to all
areas where its consumer goods are sold to
carry out the terms of such warranties.

As a means of complying with paragraph
(1) of this subdivision, a manufacturer shall
be permitted to enter into warranty service
contracts with independent service and re-
pair facilities. The warranty service contracts
may provide for a fixed schedule of rates to
be charged for warranty service or warranty
repair work, however, the rates fixed by
such contracts shall be in conformity with
the requirements of subdivision (c) of Sec-
tion 1793.3. The rates established pursuant
to subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3, between
the manufacturer and the independent ser-
vice and repair facility, shall not preclude a
good -faith discount which is reasonably re-
lated to reduced credit and general overhead
cost factors arising from the manufacturer's
payment of warranty charges direct to the
independent service and repair facility. The
warranty service contracts authorized by this
paragraph shall not be executed to cover a
period of time in excess of one year.

(2) In the event of a failure to comply
with paragraph (1) of this subdivision, be
subject to the provisions of Section 1793.5.

(b) Where such service and repair facili-
ties are maintained in this state and service
or repair of the goods is necessary because
they do not conform with the applicable
express warranties, service and repair shall
be commenced within a reasonable time by
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the manufacturer or its representative in this
state. Unless the buyer agrees in writing to
the contrary, the goods must be serviced or
repaired so as to conform to the applicable
warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
conditions beyond the control of the manu-
facturer or his representatives shall serve to
extend this 30 -day requirement. Where such
delay arises, conforming goods shall be ten-
dered as soon as possible following termina-
tion of the condition giving rise to the delay.

(c) It shall be the duty of the buyer to
deliver nonconforming goodF to the manu-
facturer's service and repair facility within
this state, unless, due to reasons of size and
weight, or method of attachment, or method
of installation, or nature of the nonconform-
ity, such delivery cannot reasonably be ac-
complished. Should the buyer be unable to
effect return of nonconforming goods for any
of the above reasons, he shall notify the
manufacturer or its nearest service and re-
pair facility within the state. Written notice
of nonconformity to the manufacturer or its
service and repair facility shall constitute
return of the goods for purposes of this
section. Upon receipt of such notice of non-
conformity the manufacturer shall, at its
option, service or repair the goods at the
buyer's residence, or pick up the goods for
service and repair, or arrange for transport-
ing the goods to its service and repair facil-
ity. All reasonable costs of transporting the
goods when, pursuant to the above, a buyer
is unable to effect return shall be at the
manufacturer's expense. The reasonable
costs of transporting nonconforming goods
after delivery to the service and repair facil-
ity until return of the goods to the buyer
shall be at the manufacturer's expense.

(d) Should the manufacturer or its repre-
sentative in this state be unable to service or
repair the goods to conform to the applica-
ble express warranties after a reasonable
number of attempts, the manufacturer shall
either replace the goods or reimburse the
buyer in an amount equal to the purchase
price paid by the buyer, less that amount
directly attributable to use by the buyer
prior to the discovery of the nonconformity.

(e) (1) It shall be presumed that a reason-
able number of attempts have been made to
conform a new motor vehicle to the applica-
ble express warranties if, within one year
from delivery to the buyer or 12,000 miles,
whichever occurs first, either (A) the same
nonconformity has been subject to repair
four or more times by the manufacturer or
its agents and the buyer has at least once

directly notified the manufacturer of the
need for the repair of the nonconformity, or
(B) the vehicle is out of service by reason of
repair of nonconformities by the manufac-
turer or its agents for a cumulative total of
more than 30 calendar days since delivery of
the vehicle to the buyer. The 30 -day limit
shall be extended only if repairs cannot be
performed due to conditions beyond the
control of the manufacturer or its agents.
The buyer shall be required to directly no-
tify the manufacturer pursuant to subpara-
graph (A) only if the manufacturer has
clearly and conspicuously disclosed to the
buyer, with the warranty or the owner's
manual, the provisions of this subdivision
and that of subdivision (d), including the
requirement that the buyer must notify the
manufacturer directly pursuant to subpara-
graph (A). This presumption shall be a
rebuttable presumption affecting the burden
of proof in any action to enforce the buyer's
rights under subdivision (d) and shall not be
construed to limit those rights.

(2) If a qualified third party dispute reso-
lution process exists, and the buyer receives
timely notification in writing of the availabil-
ity of a third party process with a descrip-
tion of its operation and effect, the presump-
tion in paragraph (1) may not be asserted by
the buyer until after the buyer has initially
resorted to the third party process as re-
quired in paragraph (3). Notification of the
availability of the third party process is not
timely if the buyer suffers any prejudice
resulting from any delay in giving the notifi-
cation. If a qualified third party dispute
resolution process does not exist, or if the
buyer is dissatisfied with the third party
decision, or if the manufacturer or its agent
neglects to promptly fulfill the terms of such
third party decision, the buyer may assert
the presumption provided in paragraph (1)
in an action to enforce the buyer's rights
under subdivision (d). The findings and deci-
sion of the third party shall be admissible in
evidence in the action without further foun-
dation. Any period of limitation of actions
under any federal or California laws with
respect to any person shall be extended for a
period equal to the number of days between
the date a complaint is filed with a third
party dispute resolution process and the date
of its decision or the date before which the
manufacturer or its agent is required by the
decision to fulfill its terms, whichever occurs
later.

(3) A qualified third party dispute resolu-
tion process shall be one that complies with
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the Federal Trade Commission's minimum
requirements for informal dispute settlement
procedures as set forth in the Commission's
regulations at 16 Code of Federal Regula-
tions Part 703; that renders decisions which
are binding on the manufacturer if the buyer
elects to accept the decision; that prescribes
a reasonable time not to exceed 30 days,
within which the manufacturer or its agents
must fulfill the terms of those decisions; and
that each year provides to the Department
of Motor Vehicles a report of its annual
audit required by the Commission's regula-
tions on informal dispute resolution proce-
dures.

(4) For the purposes of this subdivision
the following terms have the following
meanings:

(A) "Nonconformity" means a noncon-
formity which substantially impairs the use,
value, or safety of the new motor vehicle.

(B) "New motor vehicle" means a new
motor vehicle which is used or bought for
use primarily for personal, family, or house-
hold purposes, but does not include motor-
cycles, motorhomes, or off -road vehicles.
[1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1971 ch 1523 § 9, opera-
tive January 1, 1972; 1976 ch 416 § 2; 1978
ch 991 § 7; 1982 ch 388 § Cal Jur 3d
Consumer and Borrower Protection Laws
§§ 197, 198, 199; Cal Forms -24:15, 24:22,
24:23, 24:24; Witkin Summary (8th ed) p
1277.

§ 1793.3. [Failure to provide service fa-
cility in conjunction with express warran-
ties] If the manufacturer of consumer goods
sold in this state for which the manufacturer
has made an express warranty does not
provide service and repair facilities within
this state pursuant to subdivision (a) of
Section 1793.2, the buyer of such manufac-
turer's nonconforming goods may follow the
course of action prescribed in either subdivi-
sion (a), (b), or (c), below, as follows:

(a) Return the nonconforming consumer
goods to the retail seller thereof. The retail
seller shall do one of the following:

(1) Service or repair the nonconforming
goods to conform to the applicable war-
ranty.

(2) Direct the buyer to a reasonably close
independent repair or service facility willing
to accept service or repair under this section.

(3) Replace the nonconforming goods with
goods that are identical or reasonably equiv-
alent to the warranted goods.

(4) Refund to the buyer the original pur-
chase iprice less that amount directly attrib-

utable to use by the buyer prior to the
discovery of the nonconformity.

(b) Return the nonconforming consumer
goods to any retail seller of like goods of the
same manufacturer within this state who
may do one of the following:

(1) Service or repair the nonconforming
goods to conform to the applicable war-
ranty.

(2) Direct the buyer to a reasonably close
independent repair or service facility willing
to accept service or repair under this section.

(3) Replace the nonconforming goods with
goods that are identical or reasonably equiv-
alent to the warranted goods.

(4) Refund to the buyer the original pur-
chase price less that amount directly attrib-
utable to use by the buyer prior to the
discovery of the nonconformity.

(c) Secure the services of an independent
repair or service facility for the service or
repair of the nonconforming consumer
goods, when service or repair of the goods
can be economically accomplished. In that
event the manufacturer shall be liable to the
buyer, or to the independent repair or ser-
vice facility upon an assignment of the buy-
er's rights, for the actual and reasonable cost
of service and repair, including any cost for
parts and any reasonable cost of transporting
the goods or parts, plus a reasonable profit.
It shall be a rebuttable presumption affecting
the burden of producing evidence that the
reasonable cost of service or repair is an
amount equal to that which is charged by
the independent service dealer for like ser-
vices or repairs rendered to service or repair
customers who are not entitled to warranty
protection. Any waiver of the liability of a
manufacturer shall be void and unenforcea-
ble.

The course of action prescribed in this
subdivision shall be available to the buyer
only after the buyer has followed the course
of action prescribed in either subdivision (a)
or (b) and such course of action has not
furnished the buyer with appropriate relief.
In no event, shall the provisions of this
subdivision be available to the buyer with
regard to consumer goods with a wholesale
price to the retailer of less than fifty dollars
($50). In no event shall the buyer be respon-
sible or liable for service or repair costs
charged by the independent repair or service
facility which accepts service or repair of
nonconforming consumer goods under this
section. Such independent repair or service
facility shall only be authorized to hold the
manufacturer liable for such costs.
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(d) A retail seller to which any noncon-
forming consumer good is returned pursuant
to subdivision (a) or (b) shall have the
option of providing service or repair itself or
directing the buyer to a reasonably close
independent repair or service facility willing
to accept service or repair under this section.
In the event the retail seller directs the
buyer to an independent repair or service
facility, the mnaufacturer shall be liable for
the reasonable cost of repair services in the
manner provided in subdivision (c).

(e) In the event a buyer is unable to
return nonconforming goods to the retailer
due to reasons of size and weight, or method
of attachment, or method installation, or
nature of the nonconformity, the buyer shall
give notice of the nonconformity to the
retailer. Upon receipt of such notice of non-
conformity the retailer shall, at its option,
service or repair the goods at the buyer's
residence, or pick up the goods for service or
repair, or arrange for transporting the goods
to its place of business. The reasonable costs
of transporting the goods shall be at the
retailer's expense. The retailer shall be enti-
tled to recover all such reasonable costs of
transportation from the manufacturer pursu-
ant to Section 1793.5. The reasonable costs
of transporting nonconforming goods after
delivery to the retailer until return of the
goods to the buyer, when incurred by a
retailer, shall be recoverable from the manu-
facturer pursuant to Section 1793.5. Written
notice of nonconformity to the retailer shall
constitute return of the goods for the pur-
poses of subdivisions (a) and (b),

(f) The manufacturer of consumer goods
with a wholesale price to the retailer of fifty
dollars ($50) or more for which the manu-
facturer has made express warranties shall
provide written notice to the buyer of the
courses of action available to him under
subdivision (a), (b), or (c). [1970 ch 1333
§ 1; 1971 ch 1523 § 10, operative January 1,
1972; 1976 ch 416 §3; 1978 ch 991 § 8.] Cal
Jur 3d Consumer and Borrower Protection
Laws §§ 190, 199, 200; Cal Forms -24:15,
24:23; Witkin Summary (8th ed) pp 1224,
1278.

§ 1793.35. [Replacement of or reim-
bursement for clothing or consumables] (a)
Where the retail sale of clothing or consum-
ables is accompanied by an express warranty
and such items do not conform with the
terms of the express warranty, the buyer
thereof may return the goods within 30 days
of purchase or the period specified in the

warranty, whichever is greater. The manu-
facturer may, in the express warranty, direct
the purchaser to return nonconforming
goods to a retail seller of like goods of the
same manufacturer for replacement.

(b) When clothing or consumables are
returned to a retail seller for the reason that
they do not conform to an express warranty,
the retailer shall replace the nonconforming
goods where the manufacturer has directed
replacement in the express warranty. In the
event the manufacturer has not directed
replacement in the express warranty, the
retailer may replace the nonconforming
goods or reimburse the buyer in an amount
equal to the purchase price paid by the
buyer for the goods, at the option of the
retailer. Costs of reimbursement or replace-
ment are recoverable by a retailer from the
manufacturer in the manner provided in
Section 1793.5.

(c) Where the retail sale of draperies is
not accompanied by an express warranty
and the sale of such draperies is accompa-
nied by a conspicuous writing disclaiming
the retailer's implied warranty of merchanta-
bility on the fabric, the retailer's implied
warranty of merchantability shall not apply
to the fabric. [1971 ch 1523 § 10.5, operative
January 1, 1972; 1978 ch 991 § 8.5.] Cal Jur
3d Consumer and Borrower Protection Laws
§§ 201, 202; Cal Forms -24:37; Witkin Sum-
mary (8th ed) pp 1129, 1278.

§ 1793.4. [Time for buyer to exercise
option for service and repair] Where an
option is exercised in favor of service and
repair under Section 1793.3, such service
and repair must be commenced within a
reasonable time, and, unless the buyer agrees
in writing to the contrary, goods conforming
to the applicable express warranties shall be
tendered within 30 days. Delay caused by
conditions beyond the control of the retail
seller or his representative shall serve to
extend this 30 -day requirement. Where such
a delay arises, conforming goods shall be
tendered as soon as possible following termi-
nation of the condition giving rise to the
delay. [1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1971 ch 1523 § 11;
1978 ch 991 § 9.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer and
Borrower Protection Laws § 200; Cal
Forms -24:24; Witkin Summary (8th ed) p
1278.

§ 1793.5. [Manufacturer's liability to re-
tailer on failing to maintain service facili-
ties] Every manufacturer making express
warranties who does not provide service and
repair facilities within this state pursuant to
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subdivision (a) of Section 1793.2 shall be
liable as prescribed in this section to every
retail seller of such manufacturer's goods
who incurs obligations in giving effect to the
express warranties that accompany such
manufacturer's consumer goods. The
amount of such liability shall be determined
as follows:

(a) In the event of replacement, in an
amount equal to the actual cost to the retail
seller of the replaced goods, and cost of
transporting the goods, if such costs are
incurred plus a reasonable handling charge.

(b) In the event of service and repair, in
an amount equal to that which would be
received by the retail seller for like service
rendered to retail consumers who are not
entitled to warranty protection, including
actual and reasonable costs of the service
and repair and the cost of transporting the
goods, if such costs are incurred, plus a
reasonable profit.

(c) In the event of reimbursement under
subdivision (a) of Section 1793.3, in an
amount equal to that reimbursed to the
buyer, plus a reasonable handling charge.
[1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1971 ch 1523 § 2, opera-
tive January 1, 1972.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer
and Borrower Protection Laws § 200; Wit -
kin Summary (8th ed) p 1278.

§ 1793.6. [Manufacturer's liability to in-
dependent serviceman performing services or
incurring obligaitons] Except as otherwise
provided in the terms of a warranty service
contract, as specified in subdivision (a) of
Section 1793.2, entered into between a man-
ufacturer and an independent service and
repair facility, every manufacturer making
express warranties whose consumer goods
are sold in this state shall be liable as
prescribed in this section to every indepen-
dent serviceman who performs services or
incurs obligations in giving effect to the
express warranties that accompany such
manufacturer's consumer goods whether the
independent serviceman is acting as an au-
thorized service and repair facility desig-
nated by the manufacturer pursuant to para-
graph (1) of subdivision (a) of Section
1793.2 or is acting as an independent ser-
viceman pursuant to subdivisions (c) and (d)
of Section 1793.3. The amount of such liabil-
ity shall be an amount equal to the actual
and reasonable costs of the service and re-
pair, including any cost for parts and any
reasonable cost of transporting the goods or
parts, plus a reasonable profit. It shall be a
rebuttable presumption affecting the burden
of producing evidence that the reasonable

cost of service or repair is an amount equal
to that which is charged by the independent
serviceman for like services or repairs ren-
dered to service or repair customers who are
not entitled to warranty protection. Any
waiver of the liability of a manufacturer
shall be void and unenforceable. [1976 ch
416 § 4.]

§ 1794. [Buyer's right to damages; Mea-
sure; Penalty; Attorney's fees] (a) Any
buyer of consumer goods who is damaged by
a failure to comply with any obligation
under this chapter or under an implied or
express warranty or service contract may
bring an action for the recovery of damages
and other legal and equitable relief.

(b) The measure of the buyer's damages
in an action under this section shall be as
follows:

(1) Where the buyer has rightfully re-
jected or justifiably revoked acceptance of
the goods or has exercised any right to
cancel the sale, Sections 2711, 2712, and
2713 of the Commercial Code shall apply.

(2) Where the buyer has accepted the
goods, Sections 2714 and 2715 of the Com-
mercial Code shall apply, and the measure
of damages shall include the cost of repairs
necessary to make the goods conform.

(c) If the buyer establishes that the failure
to comply was willful, the judgment may
include, in addition to the amounts recov-
ered under subdivision (a), a civil penalty
which shall not exceed two times the
amount of actual damages. This subdivision
shall not apply in any class action under
Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure
or under Section 1781, or with respect to a
claim based solely on a breach of an implied
warranty.

(d) If the buyer prevails in an action
under this section, the buyer may be allowed
by the court to recover as part of the judg-
ment a sum equal to the aggregate amount
of costs and expenses, including attorney's
fees based on actual time expended, deter-
mined by the court to have been reasonably
incurred by the buyer in connection with the
commencement and prosecution of such ac-
tion, unless the court in its discretion deter-
mines that such an award of attorney's fees
would be inappropriate. [1970 ch 1333 § 1;
1971 ch 1523 § 13, operative January 1,
1972; 1978 ch 991 § 10; 1982 ch 385 § 1;
1982 ch 2 § 385.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer and
Borrower Protection Laws § 203; Cal
Forms -6:102; Witkin Summary (8th ed) pp
1224, 1278.
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§ 1794.1. [Damages recoverable by retail
seller and independent serviceman.] (a) Any
retail seller of consumer goods injured by
the willful or repeated violation of the provi-
sions of this chapter may bring an action for
the recovery of damages. Judgment may be
entered for three times the amount at which
the actual damages are assessed plus reason-
able attorney fees.

(b) Any independent serviceman of con-
sumer goods injured by the willful or re-
peated violation of the provisions of this
chapter may bring an action for the recovery
of damages. Judgment may be entered for
three times the amount at which the actual
damages are assessed plus reasonable attor-
ney fees. [1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1976 ch 416
§ 5.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer and Borrower
Protection Laws § 204; Witkin Summary
(8th ed) pp 1224, 1278.

§ 1794.2. [Repealed by Stats 1982 ch 385

§3.]

§ 1794.3. [Effect of unauthorized or un-
reasonable use of goods.] The provisions of
this chapter shall not apply to any defect or
nonconformity in consumer goods caused by
the unauthorized or unreasonable use of the
goods following sale. [1970 ch 1333 § 1;

1971 ch 1523 § 15, operative January 1,

1972.] Cal Forms -24.1; Witkin Summary
(8th ed) p 1278.

§ 1794.4. [Service contract.] Nothing in
this chapter shall be construed to prevent
the sale of a service contract to the buyer in
addition to or in lieu of an express warranty
if such contract fully and conspicuously
discloses in simple and readily understood
language the terms and conditions of such
contract. [1970 ch 1333 § 1; 1971 ch 1523

§ 16, operative January 1, 1972.] Cal Forms -
24:33.

§ 1794.5. [Alternative suggestions for re-
pair.] The provisions of this chapter shall
not preclude a manufacturer making express
warranties from suggesting methods of ef-
fecting service and repair, in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the express
warranties, other than those required by this
chapter. [1970 ch 1333 § 1.]

§ 1795. [Liability of one, other than
manufacturer, making express warranty.] If
express warranties are made by persons
other than the manufacturer of the goods,
the obligation of the person making such
warranties shall be the same as that imposed
on the manufacturer under this chapter.
[1970 ch 1333 § 1.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer

and Borrower Protection Laws § 197; Cal
Forms -6:102; Witkin Summary (8th ed) p
1148.

§ 1795.1. [Components of air condition-
ing system.] This chapter shall apply to any
equipment or mechanical, electrical, or ther-
mal component of a system designed to heat,
cool, or otherwise condition air, but,
with that exception, shall

not apply to the system as a whole where
such a system becomes a fixed part of a
structure. [1971 ch 1523 § 16.5, operative
January 1, 1972; 1978 ch 991 § 11.] Cal Jur
3d Consumer and Borrower Protection Laws
§ 190; Witkin Summary (8th ed) p 1129.

§ 1795.5. [Obligation of distributor or
retail seller of used consumer goods on
making express warranties: Duration of im-
plied warranties.] Notwithstanding the pro-
visions of subdivision (a) of Section 1791

defining consumer goods to mean "new"
goods, the obligation of a distributor or
retail seller of used consumer goods

in a sale in which
warranty is given

the same as that imposed on
under this chapter except

an express
shall be

manufacturers

(a) It shall be the obligation of the distrib-
utor or retail seller making express warran-
ties with respect to used consumer goods
(and not the original manufacturer, distribu-
tor, or retail seller making express warran-
ties with respect to such goods when new) to
maintain sufficient service and repair facili-
ties within this state to carry out the terms
of such express warranties.

(b) The provisions of Section 1793.5 shall
not apply to the sale of used consumer
goods sold in this state.

(c) The duration of the implied warranty
of merchantability and where present the
implied warranty of fitness with respect to
used consumer goods sold in this state,
where the sale is accompanied by an express
warranty, shall be coextensive in duration
with an express warranty which accompa-
nies the consumer goods, provided the dura-
tion of the express warranty is reasonable,
but in no event shall such impled warranties
have a duration of less than 30 days nor
more than three months following the sale of
used consumer goods to a retail buyer.
Where no duration for an express warranty
is stated with respect to such goods, or parts
thereof, the duration of the implied warran-
ties shall be the maximum period prescribed
above.

(d) The obligation of the distributor or
retail seller who makes express warranties
with respect to used goods that are sold in
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this state, shall extend to the sale of all such
used goods, regardless of when such goods
may have been manufactured. [1971 ch 1523
§ 17, operative January 1, 1972; 1974 ch 169
§ 1; 1978 ch 991 § 12.] Cal Jur 3d Consumer
and Borrower Protection Laws § 205; Cal
Forms -24:1, 24:13; Witkin Summary (8th
tom) pp 1277, 1278.

§ 1795.6. [Tolling the warranty period.]
(a) Every warranty period relating to an
implied or express warranty accompanying a
sale or consignment for sale of consumer
goods selling for fifty dollars ($50) or more
shall automatically be tolled for the period
from the date upon which the buyer either
(1) delivers nonconforming goods to the
manufacturer or seller for warranty repairs
or service or (2), pursuant to subdivision (c)
of Section 1793.2 or subdivision ( e)of Sec-
tion 1793.3, notifies the manufacturer or
seller of the nonconformity of the goods up
to, and including, the date upon which
(1) the repaired or serviced goods are deliv-
ered to the buyer, (2) the buyer is notified
the goods are repaired or serviced and are
available for the buyer's possession or
(3) the buyer is notified that repairs or
service is completed, if repairs or service is
made at the buyer's residence.

(b) Notwithstanding the date or condi-
tions set for the expiration of the warranty
period, such warranty period shall not be
deemed expired if either or both of the
following situations occur: (1) after the
buyer has satisfied the requirements of sub-
division (a), the warranty repairs or service
has not been performed due to delays caused
by circumstances beyond the control of the
buyer or (2) the warranty repairs or service
performed upon the nonconforming goods
did not remedy the nonconformity for which
such repairs or service was performed and
the buyer notified the manufacturer or seller
of this failure within 60 days after the re-
pairs or service was completed. When the
warranty repairs or service has been per-
formed so as to remedy the nonconformity,

the warranty period shall expire in accor-
dance with its terms, including any exten-
sion to the warranty period for warranty
repairs or service.

(c) For purposes of this section only,
"manufacturer" includes the manufacturer's
service or repair facility.

(d) Every manufacturer or seller of con-
sumer goods selling for fifty dollars ($50) or
more shall provide a receipt to the buyer
showing the date of purchase. Every manu-
facturer or seller performing warranty re-
pairs or service on the goods shall provide to
the buyer a work order or receipt with the
date of return and either the date the buyer
was notified that the goods were repaired or
serviced or, where applicable, the date the
goods were shipped or delivered to the
buyer. [1974 ch 844 § 1, operative July 1,

1975; 1980 ch 394 § 2.]

§ 1795.7. [Effect of tolling on manufac-
turer's liability.] Whenever a warranty, ex-
press or implied, is tolled pursuant to Sec-
tion 1795.6 as a result of repairs or service
performed by any retail seller, the warranty
shall be extended with regard to the liability
of the manufacturer to a retail seller pursu-
ant to law. In such event, the manufacturer
shall be liable in accordance with the provi-
sions of Section 1793.5 for the period that
an express warranty has been extended by
virtue of Section 1795.6 to every retail seller
who incurs obligations in giving effect to
Such express warranty. The manufacturer
shall also be liable to every retail seller for
the period that an implied warranty has
been extended by virtue of Section 1795.6, in
the same manner as he would be liable
under Section 1793.5 for an express war-
ranty. If a manufacturer provides for war-
ranty repairs and service through its own
service and repair facilities and through
independent repair facilities in the state, its
exclusive liability pursuant to this section
shall be to such facilities. [1974 ch 844 § 2,
operative July 1, 1975.]

CHAPTER 2

Standards For Warranty Work
[Added by Stats 1978 ch 991 1 13.)

§ 1796. Duty to install new or used goods.
§ 1796.5. Duty to service or repair new or used goods.

* 1796. [Duty to Ins -tall new or used
pods] Any individual, partnership, corpora-

tion, association, or other legal relationship
which engages in the business of installing
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new or used consumer goods, has a duty to
the buyer to install them in a good and
workmanlike manner. [1978 ch 991 § 13.]

§ 1796.5. [Duty to service or repair new
or used goods.] Any individual, partnership,

corporation, association, or other legal rela-
tionship which engages in the business of
providing service or repair to new or used
consumer goods has a duty to the purchaser
to perform those services in a good and
workmanlike manner. [1978 ch 991 § 13.]

CHAPTER 3

Mobilehome Warranties

§ 1797. Mobilehomes covered by warranty.
§ 1797.1. "Mobilehome."
§ 1797.2. Application of warranty to manufacturer and dealer.
§ 1797.3. Required written warranty: Contents.
§ 1797.4. Additional rights and privileges: Prohibited waiver.
§ 1797.5. Display of notice of warranty.

Cal Forms -24:1.

§ 1797. [Mobilehomes covered by war-
ranty.] All new mobilehomes and manufac-
tured homes sold to a buyer shall be covered
by the warranty set forth in this chapter.
[1971 ch 1492 § 1; 1982 ch 730 § 1.] Cal Jur
3d Mobile Homes § 12; Cal Forms -24:14.

§ 1797.1. ["Mobilehome."] As used in
this chapter, "mobilehome" is defined pursu-
ant to Section 18008 of the Health and
Safety Code and "manufactured home" is
defined pursuant to Section 18007 of the
Health and Safety Code. Both shall include,
in addition to the structure thereof, the
plumbing, heating, and electrical systems
and all appliances and other equipment in-
stalled or included therein by the manufac-
turer or dealer. [1971 ch 1492 § 1; 1982 ch
730 § 2.] Cal Jur 3d Mobile Homes § 12; Cal
Forms -24:14.

§ 1797.2. [Application of warranty to
manufacturer and dealer.] The warranty pro-
vided for in this chapter shall apply to the
manufacturer of the mobilehome or the
manufactured home as well as to the dealer
who sells the mobilehome or the manufac-
tured home to the buyer. [1971 ch 1492 § 1;
1982 ch 730 § 3.] 44 Cal Jur 3d Mobile
Homes § 12.

§ 1797.3. [Required written warranty:
Contents.] The mobilehome/manufactured
home warranty from the manufacturer or
dealer to the buyer shall be set forth in a
separate written document entitled "Mobile-
home/Manufactured Home Warranty," shall
be delivered to the buyer by the dealer at the
time the contract of sale is signed, and shall
contain, but is not limited to, the following
terms:

(a) That the mobilehome or manufactured
home is free from any substantial defects in
materials or workmanship.

(b) That the manufacturer or dealer or
both shall take appropriate corrective action
at the site of the mobilehome or manufac-
tured home in instances of substantial de-
fects in materials or workmanship which
become evident within one year from the
date of delivery of the mobilehome or manu-
factured home to the buyer, provided the
buyer or his or her transferee gives written
notice of such defects to the manufacturer or
dealer at their business address not later
than one year and 10 days after date of
delivery.

(c) That the manufacturer and dealer
shall be jointly and severally liable to the
buyer for the fulfillment of the terms of
warranty, and that the buyer may notify
either one or both of the need for appropri-
ate corrective action in instances of substan-
tial defects in materials or workmanship.

(d) That the address and the phone num-
ber of where to mail or deliver written
notices of defects shall be set forth in the
document.

(e) That the one-year warranty period
applies to the structures, plumbing, heating,
electrical systems and all appliances and
other equipment installed and included
therein by the manufacturer or dealer.

(f) That while the manufacturers of any
or all appliances may also issue their own
warranties, the primary responsibility for
appropriate corrective action under the war-
ranty rests with the dealer and manufac-
turer, and the buyer should report all com-
plaints to the dealer and manufacturer ini-
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tially. [1971 ch 1492 § 1; 1973 ch 807 § 1;
1982 ch 730 § 4.] Cal Jur 3d Mobile Homes
§ 12; Cal Forms -24:14, 24:15, 24:26.

§ 1797.4. [Additional rights and privi-
leges: Prohibited waiver.] The warranty un-
der this chapter shall be in addition to and
not in derogation of all other rights and
privileges which such buyer may have under
any other law or instrument. The manufac-
turer or dealer shall not require the buyer to
waive his rights under this chapter and any
such waiver shall be deemed contrary to

public policy and shall be unenforceable and
void. [1971 ch 1492 § 1.] Cal Jur 3d Mobile
Homes § 12; Cal Forms -24:14.

§ 1797.5. [Display of notice of war-
ranty.] Every dealer shall display a notice of
reasonable size stating the existence of a
one-year warranty and a sample copy of
such warranty. The notice shall be posted in
each area where purchase orders and condi-
tional sales contracts are written. [1974 ch
1286 § 1, operative July 1, 1975.] 44 Cal Jur
3d Mobile Homes § 12.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NEWS FROM ASSEMBLYVv'OM/M,:

July 18, 1963

SACRAMENTO - ASSEMBLYWOMAN SALLY TANNER (D. El Monte) ANNOUNCED TODAY

THAT JULY 7 MARKED THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE SIGNING OF

CALIFORNIA'S AUTOMOBILE "LEMON" LAW, WHICH SHE AUTHORED. THAT LAW,

WHICH BECAME EFFECTIVE LAST JANUARY, GIVES NEW CAR BUYERS IN

CALIFORNIA STRONGER PROTECTION AGAINST BEING LEFT OWNING A NEW CAR

THAT CANNOT BE FIXED WITHIN A REASONABLE TIME - I.E. A "LEMON."

THE "LEMON" LAW PROVIDES THAT DURING THE FIRST YEAR OR 12,000

MILES AFTER THE PURCHASE OF A NEW MOTOR VEHICLE, EITHER FOUR OR MORE

UNSUCCESSFUL REPAIRS OF THE SAME DEFECT OR A CUMULATIVE TOTAL OF MORE

THAN 30 DAYS OUT OF SERVICE FOR REPAIRS OF ONE OR MORE DEFECTS WILL BE

PRESUMED TO BE REASONABLE, AND THUS TRIGGER THE BUYER'S RIGHT TO A

REFUND OP REPLACEMENT VEHICLE.

"I AM VERY GRATIFIED WITH THE FACT THAT MY LEGISLATION HAS BEEN

USED AS A MODEL AND A CATALYST FOR SIMILAR LEGISLATION IN MANY OTHER

STATES," TANNER STATED. A RECENT ARTICLE IN THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

MONITOR STATES THAT, IN ADDITION TO CALIFORNIA, ABOUT TEN OTHER STATES

NOW HAVE "LEMON" AUTO LAWS, WITH OTHER STATES SOON TO FOLLOW.

"ALTHOUGH OUR LAW HAS ONLY BEEN IN EFFECT SINCE JANUARY," TANNER

SAID, "IT DOES SEEM TO BE HAVING A DEFINITt. .N THE WAY NEW CAR

PROBLEMS ARE BEING TREATED BY MANUFACTURERS AND THEIR DEALERS.

REPETITIVE OR ON-GOING PROBLEMS ARE BEING "RED-FLAGGED" MUCH SOONER

THAN BEFORE, AND THE MANUFACTURER ITSELF IS BEING DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN

RESOLVING THEM AT AN EARLIER POINT."

TANNER NOTED THAT MANY PEOPLE HAVE BEEN CONTACTING HER Orric,t AND

STATE AGENCIES INCLUDING THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS AND THE

DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES TO FIND OUT ABOUT THE LAW AND HOW IT

APPLIES TO THEMSELVES.

-continued-

SACRAMENTO ADDRESS
State Ca6itol,
Sa.-.7-ameT.to CA
(916 445-77S.3

DISTRICT ADDRESS
11100 Valiey Bou!e,ard, No. 106
E C.A 31
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"AS WE MOVE FORWARD, I BELIEVE THE NEW LAW WILL HAVE A CHEATER

EFFECT IN THE NEW CAR MARKETPLACE," NOTED TANNER. "THE GOAL IS TO

PROMOTE HIGHER QUALITY IN NEW CARS AND A PROCESS WHICH PROVIDES THE

BUYER WITH WHAT THEY PAID FOR - A CAR THAT WORKS PEOPERLY. THIS IS

JUST THE BEGINNING."

# # #

 .1;
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ENROLLED BILL MEMORANDUM TO GOVERNOR

BILL NO. AB 1787

DATE 7-6-82

AUTHOR Tanner

Vote-Senate __Unanimous

Ayes- 2 8

Noes- 4 - Richardson, Seymour, Schmitz, Speraw

Vote-Assembly _Unanimous

Ayes- 48
Noes- 22 - Baker, Costa, Duffy, Filante, Floyd, Frazee, Frizzelle, Hallett,

Ivers, Johnson, Kelley, Konnyu, La Follette, Lancaster, Lewis,
Marguth, Naylor, Rogers, Sebastini, D. Stirling, Wright, Wyman

r -

AB 1787 - Tanner

SPONSOR

Author

Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to
service or repair goods to conform to applicable
express warranties after a reasonable number of
attempts must either replace the goods or reimburse
the buyer, as specified.

This bill would provide that it shall be presumed
that a reasonable number of attempts have been
undertaken to conform a new motor vehicle (excluding
motorcycles, motorhomes, and off -road vehicles) to
the applicable express warranties if within one year
or 12,000 miles (1) the same nonconformity has been
subject to repair four or more times by the manu-
facturer or its agents and the buyer has directly
notified the manufacturer of the need for repair,
as specified; or (2) the vehicle is out of service
by reason of repair for a cumulative total of more
than 30 calendar days since the delivery of the
vehicle to the buyer. The bill would provide that
the presumption may not be asserted by the buyer until
after the buyer has resorted to an existing qualified
third party dispute resolution process.

SUPPORT

Department of Consumer Affairs
The Senate Democratic Caucus analysis contains a list of proponents.

666
00
co

Recommendation
APPROVE

LIS-14
DU P OSP
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OPPOSITION

Automobile Importers of America (per Senate Democratic Caucus analysis)

STATE FISCAL IMPACT

None
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JOHN CORZINE
ROBERT CULLEN DUFFY
ROBERT D. GRONKE
SHERWIN C. MACKENZIE. JR.
ANN M. MACKEY
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1213) 520-2550

Tonnui

of (California

BION M. GREGORY

Sacramento, California

June 29, 1982
Honorable Edmund G. Brown Jr.
Governor of California
Sacramento, CA

Assembly Bill No. 1787

Dear Governor Brown:

Pursuant to your request we have reviewed the

above -numbered bill authored by Assemblywoman Tanner

GERALD ROSS ADAMS
DAVID D ALES
MARTIN L. ANDERSON
PAUL ANTILLA
CHARLES C ASBILL
JAMES L. AS -TORO
SHARON G. B .ENBAUM
EILEEN J. BUXTON
HENRY J. CON-PERAS
BEN E. DALE
CLINTON J. DEWITT
C. DAVID DICYEPSON
KATHRYN E. DONOVAN
FRANCES S. DORBIN
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SHARON R. FISHER
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JOYCE E HEE
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JACK I. HORTON
SANDRA HUGHES
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ROBERT G MILLER
JOHN A. MOGEP
VERNE L. OLIVER
EUGENE L. PAINE
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JERRY J. RUii
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MARY SHAW
WILLIAM K. STARK
M ARK FRANKLIN TERRY
JEFF THOM
RICHARD B. WEISBERG
DANIEL A. WEITZMAN
THOMAS D. WHELAN
CHRISTOPHER ZIRKLE

DEPUTIES

and, in our opinion, the title and form are sufficient and

the bill, if chaptered, will be constitutional. The digest

on the printed bill as adopted correctly reflects the views

of this office.

JTS:AB

Very truly yours,

Bion M. Gregory
Legislative Counsel

ohnJohn T. Studebaker
Principal Deputy

Two copies to Honorable Sally Tanner
pursuant to Joint Rule 34.

J
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

ANALYST: Mary Anne Mor-e
Bus. Ph: 322-4292 EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor

DEPARTMENT OF

ensumer
Affairs

1020 N STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 951314

ENROLLED BILL REPORT
AGENCY

State & Consumer Services
BILL NUMBER

AB 1787
DEPARTMENT, BOARD OR COMMISSION

Department of Consumer Affairs
AUTHOR

Tanner

SUBJECT: New Car Warranties

HISTORY, SPONSORSHIP & RELATED LEGISLATION:

AB 1787 would amend California's existing consumer product warranty law
as it pertains to new automobiles.

In December 1979, the Assembly Committee on Labor, Employment and Con-
sumer Affairs held a two-day interim hearing on the subject of automobile
warranties. A high level of consumer frustration with defective new cars
and warranty performance was expressed, specifically regarding the practi-
cal ineffectiveness of current law in response to repeated repairs and
problems with new cars. AB 2705 (Tanner) was introduced in 1980 in re-
sponse to the problem, but was defeated in the Senate Judiciary Committee
by one vote.

AB 1787 was introduced March 27, 1981. It passed from the Assembly on
June 15, 1981, as amended, and, after extensive compromise efforts between
various consumer and industry groups, passed the Senate Judiciary Committee
(6-0).

ANALYSIS

A. SPECIFIC FINDINGS

Current law states that manufacturers or their representatives must
replace a product or reimburse the buyer after "a reasonable number of
attempts" to service or repair the product, without criteria to deter-
mine "a reasonable number of attempts."

AB 1787 would establish a reasonable number of attempts to have been
undertaken to conform a new vehicle (excluding motorcycles, motor -
homes, and off -road vehicles) to the applicable warranties, if within
one year or 12,000 miles (1) the same nonconformity has been subject
to repair 4 or more times by the manufacturer or its agents and the
buyer has directly notified the manufacturer of the need for repair;
or (2) the vehicle is out of service by reason of repair for a cumula-
tive total of more than 30 calendar days since delivery to the buyer.

AB 1787 would further provide that if the manufacturer or dealer has
a qualified third party dispute resolution process, as defined in the
bill, and if the buyer received timely notification of the availability
of the process, the provisions defining a reasonable number of attempts
to repair may not be asserted by the buyer until after the buyer has

(cont.)
RECOMMENDATION:

\)
.1J

DATE
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AB 1787
Page 2

first resorted to the dispute resolution process.

B. FISCAL IMPACT

None on this Department.

C. VOTE

Assembly: 58-6
Senate: 28-4

D. HUMAN & CIVIL RIGHTS IMPACT

Warranty legislation was enacted to improve the adequacy of informa-
tion available to consumers, prevent deception, promote choice, and
improve competition and service in the marketing and repair or replace-
ment of consumer products. AB 1787 seeks to protect the interests
of participants in a retail transaction in which thousands of dollars
are involved and basic means of transportation are inhibited.

E. RECOMMENDATION: Sign

AB 1787 provides California consumers with a reasonable and equitable
remedy for a major problem. Current law is not useful to consumers
who purchase defective vehicles because of the often limitless oppor-
tunities afforded dealers and manufacturers to correct defects. The
standards proposed in AB 1787 offer a reasonable remedy to car buyers
and will encourage improved quality control by manufacturers and
improved repair service by dealers.

w
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ENROLLED BILL REPORT Bushing; and Transportatioa Agency
DE PARTMENY

MEJECT

Warranties

Motor Vehicles
Tanner

BILL NUMBER

AB 1787

SUMMARY: Requires the manufacturer to replace a vehicle or reimburse the
buyer if a nonconformity is not repaired after a reasonable number of
attempts.

DETAILED ANALYSIS: The Civil Code currently requires a manufacturer to
replace merchandise or reimburse the buyer if after a reasonable number
of attempts to repair the item it fails to conform to the warranty.
However, there is no specific definition of "reasonable number of repair
attempts" and in the case of new motor vehicles, replacement or total
reimbursement is rare.

This bill would require a manufacturer to replace a new motor vehicle
or reimburse the buyer if the vehicle did not conform to the warranty
after a reasonable number of attempts have been made to correct a non-
conformity.

For purposes of this bill, "new motor vehicle" would mean a new motor
vehicle which is used primarily for personal, family, or household
purposes, but would not include motorcycles, motorhomes, or off -highway
vehicles. The bill would require the presumption that a "reasonable
number of attempts" have been made to conform a new motor vehicle to the
warranty if, within one year from delivery of the vehicle to the buyer
or 12,000 miles, whichever occurs first, either the same nonconformity
has been subject to repair four or more times and the buyer has at least
once notified the manufacturer of the need for repair, or the vehicle is
out of service, as specified, for a cumulative total of more than 30 days.
The term "nonconformity" would mean a nonconformity that substantially
impairs the use, value, or safety of the new motor vehicle.

Before a manufacturer would be required to replace or refund a vehicle's
purchase price, the bill would require the matter to be referred to a
qualified third party dispute resolution process, as specified, if one
exists. The requirements for the dispute resolution process would
include the yearly submission of a report to the Department of Motor
Vehicles on the annual audit required by Federal Trade Commission
regulations on informal dispute resolution procedures.

COST ANALYSIS: No anticipated fiscal impact on this department. Based
upon information obtained from the Federal Trade Commission, the Depart-
ment of Motor Vehicles has determined the annual audit report specified
in this measure would not require any action by this department. The
Department of Motor Vehicles would only be a repository for the reports.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY: This bill is sponsored by the author as a result of
interim hearings conducted in 1979. The vote on this measure was
Assembly, Ayes 48 - Noes 22, Senate, Ayes 28 - Noes 4.

7MCNAENDAT WON

SIGN
Department
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Warranties
AB 1787
Page 2

RECOMMENDATION: SIGN

The purchase of a new motor vehicle represents a major investment for
most people. This measure should provide a degree of protection for
that investment which is not presently available.

For further information, please contact:

Doris V. Alexis, Director
Day Phone: 445-5281
Evening Phone: 441-4980

For technical information, please contact:

Roger Hagen, Chief, Division of Registration Services
and Compliance Enforcement

Day Phone: 445-6340
Evening Phone: 1-652-6161

Leonard Bleier, Legislative Liaison Officer
Day Phone: 445-9492
Evening Phone: 448-3190
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THIRD READING

SENATE
DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS

SENATOR PAUL B. CARPENTER
Chairman

Bill No.: AB 1787 Amended: 6-3-82

Author: Tanner (D)

Vote Required: Majority

Assembly Floor Vote: 48-22

SUBJECT: Warranties

POLICY COMMITTEE: Judiciary

AYES: (6) Doolittle, Robbins, Sieroty, Watson, Davis, Rains

NOES: (0)

SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION:

Under existing law, a manufacturer who is unable to service or repair goods to con-
form to applicable express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts must
either replace the goods or reimburse the buyer, as specified.

This bill provides that it shall be presumed that a reasonable number of attempts
have been undertaken to conform a new motor vehicle, excluding motorcycles, motor -
homes, and off -road vehicles, to the applicable express warranties if within one
year or 12,000 miles whichever occurs first (1) the same nonconformity has been
subject to repair 4 or more times by the manufacturer or its agents; and the buyer
after being notified by the manufacturer of the requirement has at least once di-
rectly notified the manufacturer of the need for the repair of the nonconformity
or, (2) the vehicle is out of service by reason of repair for a cumulative total
of more than 30 days since the delivery of the vehicle to the buyer. The bill pro-
vides that the presumption may not be asserted by the buyer until after the buyer
has resorted to an existing qualified third party dispute resolution process, as
defined. The bill also provides that a manufacturer shall be bound by a decision
of the third party process if the buyer elects to accept it, and that if the buyer
is dissatisfied with the third party decision the buyer may assert the presumption
in an action to enforce the buyer's rights, as specified.

FISCAL EFFECT: No state cost.

PROPONENTS: (Verified by author 6-2-82)

Los Angeles City Attorney
KPIX
KABC
Long Beach Independent Press -Telegram
Santa Barbara News Press
State Consumer Advisory Council

CONTINUED
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AB 1787

Page 2

PROPONENTS, continued:

Department of Consumer Affairs
California Consumer Affairs Association
Cal-Pirg San Diego
National Council of Senior Citizens
Motor Voters, San Diego
AFL-CIO, State Federation
State Building and Construction Trades Council of California
United Steelworkers of America
Baldwin Park Chamber of Commerce
Santa Cruz County District Attorney
Consumer Union, San Francisco
San Francisco Consumer Action
County of Los Angeles, Department of Consumer Affairs
California Federation of Women's Clubs, Orange District
Consumer Aid of Shasta County
Colusa County Board of Supervisors
Stanislaus County, Office of Consumer Affairs
Los Angeles Private Investigation & Patrol Service
California Teamsters Public Affairs Council
Center for Auto Safety
Chico Consumer Protection Agency
Lemon -Aid., San Diego

Consumer Federation of California
Legal Aid Society of San Mateo County
Consumer Coalition

(Ford, Chrysler, General Motors, California
Auto Dealers Association, Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers Association, American Honda
Motor Co., California Conference of
Machinists are neutral)

OPPONENTS:

Automobile Importers of America

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT:

Proponents state that current law does not protect consumers who purchase defec-
tive vehicles, because dealers and manufacturers never admit, perhaps because of
the cost of the vehicle, that they have made a "reasonable number" of attempts to
repair it and are now willing to replace it or reimburse the consumer.

Proponents say that the clear standard proposed in this bill would offer a more
effective remedy to the consumer, and would encourage improved quality control by
manufacturers and improved repair service by dealers.

LLE:ft 6-7-82
0-1
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SST
1625 SILVERWOOD TERRACE

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90026

(213) 660-4365

July 4, 1982

Gov. Edmund Brown, Jr.
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Governor Brown:

I was very pleased to have the opportunity to talk
to you the other day at Jim Daniel and Ed Taylor's
home. I am very supportive of your campaign for
the U.S. Senate. There is a crying need for fair
representation of all groups in Washington, as you
so ably spoke.

I was also pleased to discuss with you my support
of the Sally Tanner "Lemon Law" for consumer pro-
tection of automotive problems. As a consumer with
a current and on -going car problem that the new
law will not help, I feel strongly that consumer
laws such as this are important to Californians.

I hope that this necessary legislation is present-
ed to you soon for a quick implementation.

I hope that I can be of further help to you during
the coming general election.

Sincerely,

Alex SmarigaSmariga
1625 Silverwoo Terrace
Los Angeles, California 90026
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Assembly
Talifornia legislature

SALLY TANNER
ASSEMBLYWOMAN. SIXTIETH DISTRICT

CHAIRWOMAN
COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER PROTECTION AND TOXIC MATERIALS

Honorable Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
Governor
State of California
State Capitol

Dear Governor Brown:

June 30, 1982

CONS,JMER PuOTECTION AND
TOX,C, MA-EP,ALS

EDUCATION

GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION

LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

SUBCOMMITTEES

AMUSEMENT RIDE SAFETY

EDUCATIONAL REFORM

CHILD LABOR

SELECT COMMITTEE

FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

MEMBER

JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ARTS

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
COUNCIL

RE: AB 1787 - Consumer Warranties
on New Motor Vehicles - Refund
or Replacement Remedy

Assembly Bill 1787 has been passed by the Legislature and is
before you for your approval and signature.

For years one of the most frustrating and expensive problems
experienced by California's consumers has been the inability to
obtain satisfactory redress when the new cars they purchase fail
to operate properly and are not repaired despite repeated or
sustained attempts by the manufacturer or its dealers. While
our present Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act gives the buyer
a right to obtain a refund or replacement from the manufacturer
if a consumer product, including a motor vehicle, cannot be
successfully repaired after a "reasonable number of attempts",
it has not been effective in resolving this serious problem for
new car purchasers.

AB 1787, often referred to as the "lemon" automobile bill, would
amend this provision of the Song -Beverly Act as it relates to
specified new motor vehicles and provide objective criteria for
determining when the "reasonable" number of repairs standard has
been reached and the buyer has the right to a refund or replacement.

-continued-
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The bill also provides, however, that before a buyer could assert
this presumption, he or she must first utilize informal dispute
resolution programs to resolve the problem, if such a program
exists and meets criteria specified in the bill.

AB 1787 represents the culmination of over 3 years of legislative
effort to provide more meaningful protection for new car buyers
whose cars don't work and can't be fixed within a reasonable time.
The provisions of the bill will help not only the consumer car
buyer, but also the auto industry, by providing a means for
restoring buyer confidence in, and sales of, new motor vehicles.

AB 1787 is supported by a long list of consumer organizations and
leaders from all over California. It has also been supported by
a great many individual consumers, hundreds of whom have written
to me about their new car problems.

I respectfully request that you approve AB 1787 ancl sign it into
California law.

Sincerei2y,

0
506

SALLY TANNER
Assemblywoman, 60th District
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Sacramento, California
February 9,1982
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER: Alright. We may just as well get

started. The secretary will call the roll, please?

SECRETARY: Assemblyman Chacon,

ASSEMBLYMAN CHACON: Here.

SECRETARY: Assemblyman Elder, Assemblyman Katz,

Assemblyman Konnyu, Assemblyman Sebastiani, Assemblyman Sher,

Assemblywoman Wright, Assemblywoman Tanner.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER: Good afternoon. We are here today

in a fact-finding hearing to learn about the scope, operation, and

success of the various dispute resolution programs which the

automobile industry has established to resolve new car problems

and consumer complaints.

A new car purchase is the second largest investment a

consumer will make and yet it is one of the most frequent sources

of consumer complaints. In the course of hearings on my AB 1787,

known as the "Lemon" automobile bill, the automobile industry

repeatedly suggested that new legislative remedies for consumers

with complaints about new automobiles were unnecessary. The

industry has pointed to their own internal efforts, in particular,

their dispute or arbitration boards as a better solution.

Since there wasn't sufficient time during the regular

committee hearings on the bill to fully discuss and explore the

ramifications of the dispute programs, we scheduled this hearing

in order to give everyone an opportunity, including customers and

industry, an opportunity to speak. So what we will do is proceed

with our agenda and we have to end this hearing by 4 o'clock so
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THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

eescription and Histor/

The Department of Consumer Affairs is organized to promote and
protect the public interest by regulating licensed professionals
and vocations, and by providing consumer representation, education,
information, complaint mediation and other services to California
consumers. Licensing over 1.8 million persons and firms, and
responding to tens of thousands of consumer complaints annually,
the department has the lead responsibility in the state for
consumer protection and reoresentation.

The department was established by the Legislature through the
Consumer Affairs Act of 1970 and subsequent implementing
legislation in 1971. It succeeded the Department of Professional
and Vocational Standards, which had been operating since 1929.

The department houses and oversees the activities of 39 regulatory
boards, bureaus, committees and a commission, which license or
Otherwise regulate the activities of professions and occupation
ranging from accountants and auto repair shops to doctors,
pharmacists and contractors. 0

5
Function

cn

By establishing the department through the Consumer Affairs Act,
the Legislature sought to promote and protect the interests of H

Californians as consumers.

To advance these purposes, the Legislature instructed the
Department of Consumer Affairs to facilitate the proper functioning cn

of the free enterprise market economy (Business and Professions (79

Code Section 301 et seq.) by:

1. Educating and informing consumers to ensure rational a

consumer choice in the marketplace; toun

Protecting consumers from fraudulent or deceptive
practices in the sale of goods and services;

3. Fostering competition; and

Y. Promoting effective reoresentation of consumers'
interests in all branches and levels of government.

In addition to the various statutory mandates of the boards to
inve3tigate complaints in their respective areas of concern, the

-1-
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Consumer Affairs Act charges the director o7
one resoonsibilitv to investigate consumer c.:(:Tp_a_

unfair methoos of competition and -1:11.

acts and practices undertaken by
conduct of any trade or commerce;

2. The production, distribution, sale a-,1 e,.
and services undertaken by any perso-
the public health, safety or welfE,re;

3. Violations of law relating to busine3;e!::
licensed by any board within the c=E.pa:mer:.

4. Any other matters related to the p.r(,ses
of the department.

0(.13

ian

;s:. n.s

r7.:

To carry out these charges, the director of t:le Depar
Consumer Affairs has a broad range of duties AflC pone
to:

F r

1. Recommend and propose the enactment of sic
as necessary to protect and promote 1:he int,

consumers.

,g

,s
:t. 1

2. Represent consumers' interests befoe feller,
legislative hearings and executive commissi(

a i :,1. 1

3. Assist, advise and cooperate with feCeral,
local agencies and officials to protEct inj
interests of the consumer.

:t

:u

d

4. Study, investigate, research and analyze mi.;
affecting the interests of consumers.

5. Hold public hearings, subpoena witnesses
compel the production of books, papers, do:.
other evidence, and call upon other state 1,.!

information.

:11c .L

r,c

ic.r

6. Propose and assist in the creation and dev,!;
consumer education programs.

:f

7. Promote ethical standards of conduc: for
consumers, and undertake activities to encou'
responsibility in the production, promotioL
lease of consumer goods and services.

u(
-c

8. Advise the Governor and Legislature on all t(

0
5
ct

ww

H
z
w
z
w

F
<
_1
w
(79

w
_1

,

t;e,,0
os

affecting the interests of consumers.
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9. Exercise and perform such other functions, powers and
duties as may be deemed appropriate to protect and
promote the interests of consumers as directed by the
Governor or the Legislature.

10. ,laintain contact and liaison with consumer groups in
California.

11. 7stablish a comprehensive, consumer -related library.

12. Intervene in Proceedings affecting California
consumers before any state or federal commission,
department, agency or court.

13. Initiate legal proceedings in the interests of
consumers.

Structure

The Consumer Affairs Act requires the department to be the
consumer advocate in state government and to administer the
statutorily established licensing and regulatory programs. Part
of the State and Consumer Services Agency, the department
consists of an executive staff, administrative offices and
divisions, a consumer services division, and regulatory boards, 0
bureaus, committees and a commission. An organization chart of 5
the department is provided on page 7 of this report.

H
1. Role of the director

H
The executive control of the Department of Consumer Affairs
rests with the director and his/her chief deputy director
and deputy director. The director, chief deputy director
and deputy director hold positions that are exempt from
civil service.

(79

w

The chief deputy director, appointed by the Governor, and
the deputy director, appointed by the director, have  a
management responsibility for the Divisions of mu.

aS
Administration and Investigation. In addition, the chief a,
deputy and deputy director monitor the activities of the
boards, bureaus, committees and the commission. Every
power and duty of the director may be exercised or
performed in the director's name by a deputy director.

All major departmental policy matters come to the attention
of the director. The legislative and public relations
functions and relations with the State and Consumer
Services Agency, other state agencies, the Governor's
Office, the Legislature, and other levels of government
concerning departmental programs, policies, investi?ations
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and projects are under, the supervision and direction o the
director.

The director is responsible for reviewing and 3UOM T'

department's budget to the Governor.

The director may, with the aooroval of the Governor, arrange
and classify the work of the department, and consolidate,
abolish or create divisions. The director may adoot rules and
regulations needed to qovern the activities of toe ,7,eoartment,
and may assion to its officers and emoloyeeo such duties as
he/she deems aopropriate. For the betterment of Public
service, the director may reassign duties to the employees
under the chief of any division as he/she sees deems
appropriate.

The director may employ investigators, inspectors or ,ieutir?
to investigate or prosecute violations of laws enforced by the
department, including many of its regulatory agencies. This
investigatory power is exercised by the department's Division
of Investigation.

Non -jurisdictional complaints are handled by the Division of
Consumer Services. Boards must report complaint patterns to
the director.

While complaint Processing is facilitated by referal to the
appropriate agencies, the director may assume an advocate's
role for California consumers, either through establishtnq
policy or taking legal action to enhance the resolution of
consumer complaints.

The director may also investigate the work of the agencies in
the department and may obtain a copy of all records and full
and complete data in all official matters in their possession
or in the possession of their members, officers or employees,
except for examination questions prior to submission to
applicants at scheduled examinations.

2. Administrative offices and divisions

To manage the broad responsibilities conferred by the Consumer
Affairs Act, the department contains the Division of
Administration, the Division of Investigation, the Internal
Audit Office and the Chief Counsel's Office.

3. Advisory Council

The Consumer Advisory Council was created by the Consumer
Affairs Act to make recommendations to the director,
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Governor and Legislature regarding legislation and to
conduct studies of consumer issues.

Division of Consumer Services

The Division of Consumer Services has the major
responsibility for carrying out the Consumer Affairs Act of
1970. The division performs its functions through six
units: Complaint Assistance, Consumer Liaison, Legal
Services, Legislative, Research and Special Projects, and
the Tax Precarer's Program.

5. Regulatory boards, bureaus, commission and committees

There are 39 boards, bureaus, committees and a commission in
the department. These organizations are charged with
testing, licensing, registering and regulating more than a
million Professionals and occupations from a diversity of
fields including healing arts, fiduciary, design and
construction, and business and sanitation.

A list of the professions licensed by each hoard, bureau,
committee and commission is provided on page 139 of this
reoort.

Each of the department's boards and licensing committees are
composed of:

public members (non -licensees)

professional members who are licensed by the board or
committee.

The advisory boards to the bureaus are also composed of
public and professional members.

The Board of Accountancy and the 15 healing arts boards are
composed of one-third public members and two-thirds
professional members. The rest of the department's boards
and committees are composed of a majority of public members.

All board members are appointed by the Governor, with the
exceotion of two public members per board, one of whom is
appointed by the Senate Rules Committee and the other by the
Soeaker of the Assembly.

The bureaus are under the administrative authority of the
director, with a chief appointed by the Governor. Policy
decisions for the bureaus are made by the bureau chief with
the consent of the director. Each bureau has an advi;ory
board to advise the chief on technical matters and to
provide input on policy decisions.

-5-
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Tne boards, committees and the commission are iDasi
autonomous agencies with direct regulatory powers.
appoint executive officers to administer their
make their own policy decisions.

Within their respective statutory and administrat..
authorities, the boards, bureaus, committees and
commission are responsible for setting licensing
-olding meetings, establishing rules and regulati E,
preparing and conducting examinations, and issui-1,;
licenses. To assure professional, statutory and 1 :ory
compliance, they have the authority to inspect, ih;,?Et :ate
and bring disciplinary action for violations. Ci.i:ic na
be issued and hearings held for license denial, .Dri
probation or revocation.

Board, commission, and committee decisions on se:I .:13
standards, conducting examinations, passing candLc 11:as .1d

revoking licenses are not subject to the direct° ; re .

and are final if within their legal power. Hower(
activities may be reviewed by the director for c.: ird

comment.

Proposed rules and regulations (other than those r Ht to
examinations and licensure qualifications) and f,!E :ha
must be submitted to the director for review and El :co
They may be disapproved if they are injurious to tl p

health, safety or welfare. The director's decis ci ma )e

reversed by a unanimous vote of the board, commi:E
committee.
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LEGISLATIVE 'SNIT

:h7 statutory mandates guiding the Division of ConsT.
Services' legislative efforts are to "recommend end are c,se

enactment of such legislation as necessary to protect and
oromote the interests of consumers" and to "advise the Goverr
and Legislature on all matters affecting the interests of
consumers." (Sections 310 (a) and (h) of the GuTin,,:!ss lnj
Professons Code.) The Legislative 'nit functions to carry ou.1
these objectives.

The Consumer Affairs Act establishes fundamental priorities for
the issues that the Legislative Unit must address. This
includes legislation that advances the interests of consumers oy
oromoting the proper functioning of the free market economy
through four principal means: education and information,
protection of consumers from unfair and deceptive business
oractices, fostering competition, and encouraging consumer
participation in government.

To accomplish these functions, the unit engages in a variety of w
0activities to identify and communicate consumer needs. These 5

include: rl
w
w

1. Initiation and development of legislative proposals. H
z
w

2. Analysis of bills proposed in the Legislature which Jive
H
z

significant impact on consumers. w

F
3. Representation before legislative and administrative <

_1

bodies. w
(9
w

4. Communication with federal and state agencies. _1
..i,

"1.1,IN a
5. Provision of information to consumer, business and law SO.

II1enforcement groups on consumer legislation and related IN
a
1

issues.

6. Assistance to legislators with their constitutents'
consumer problems.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS/ACTIVITIES DURING FISCAL YEAR 82/83

1. Legal activities

Provided testimony at a Public Utilities Commission
(PUC) hearing, which resulted in the denial of a gas
transportation agreement between Pacific Gas s
Electric Company (PG&E) and Chevron Oil Corooratioh.

-44-
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The PUC cited the testimony provided by the
T.,egislative ;nit staff as the rationale for its
cci:7;ion in ienyin this aqreemPnt, I. Lob should

11'.T.0 million.

Citing the iepartment's brief in the same proceeding,
the PUC deferred approval and expressed concern about
the facility change in the PG&E/Chevron Oil contract.
:-According to figures provided in tac depaltent's

ief, thse changes would rateoayec.] minimu
Df $40 million a year for the foreseeable future.

Presented arguments in a PUC consolidated aprilication
mechanism proceeding involving Southern California C3s
Company, which had requested an increase in natural
gas rates from $.34 to $.60 per therm. The PUC
decision was consistent with arguments by the unit and
approved a substantially smaller rate increase, from
$.34 to $.40 per therm.

Submitted two briefs to the United States Supreme
Court involving the repricing of natural gas supplied
to California by the state's major interstate pipeline
gas companies. This is one of the few gas cases taken
for review by the Court since 1978. If the Court is
persuaded by the division's brief to overturn an 5
adverse lower court's opinion, California's
industrial, residential and commercial users of H
natural gas will save $200 million a year. The
C)urt's decision is expected in the spring of 1983. H

2 Legisl.ative activities

Due the reorganization of the Department of Consumer
Affairs during fiscal year 1982/83, the department did not (79

sponsor legislation. However, it assisted in the
development of such bills as AB 1095, AB 1183 and AB 1993
(decribed below). fts. a

aka*.
an

Th unit followed 477 bills during fiscal year 1982/83: as
a

297 of these bills were followed during the 1981-82
Legislative Session and 190 bills were followed during the
1983-84 Legislative Session.

'The unit analyzed 181 bills during fiscal year 1982/33:
136 bills were analyzed during the 1981-82 Legislative
Session and 45 were analyzed during the 1983-84 Legislative
Session.
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w
AB 1787 (Tanner) Automobile Warranties: "Lemon
Bill"
Chapter 388, Statutes of 1982

(9
w

To existing warranty law, adds the Presumption th,]t.
a reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken ;:"6

Toxic materials and indoor air.

1991-82 Legislative Session

AB 2375 (neddeh) Air ,duality: 7Aopilenc)

Chapter 719, Statutes of 1992

Requires the Department of Health Services to
conduct a research and information program on
toxics, including developing methods for '.71eaT:uring
formaldehyde emissions in mobilehom,es. Also
requires the department to make a recommendation
regarding the appropriate level and tests for
formaldehyde vapors in new mobilehomes.

AB 3200 (Tanner) Indoor Air Quality
Chapter 1026, Statutes of 1982

States various legislative findings and declarations
on the indoor environment. The findings emonasizE?
the significance of the indoor environment, the
necessity of researching this topic, and charges the
Department of Health Services as the agency
responsible for conducting research and making
policy recommendations on the subject.

M. Warranties

1981-82 Legislative Session

111,
to repair a new motor vehicle if, within the first aamen
year or 12,000 miles, the same nonconformity has sip
undergone repairs four or more times and the buyer
has notified the manufacturer of the need for
repair, or the vehicle is out of service for repairs
for a cumulative total of more than 30 calendar
days. This law does not apply to motorcycles,
motorhomes and off -road vehicles.

N. Miscellaneous

1983-84 Legislative Session
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CHAIRMAN BILL LOCKYER: The Committee on Labor, Employment
and Consumer Affairs convenes today to study problems of
significant and sometimes emotional concern to California
consumers - the problems that arise in the sale of new and used
cars. Obviously, we're people inexorably wedded to our cars.
In this state there are twelve and a half million automobiles
alone, not including motorcycles, trucks, dune buggies, and
other gadgets. With incredible distances and very little mass
transit, ownership or access to a car is essential. We pay a
price, however, for the mobility we enjoy, not the least of
which is the fear and loathing we experience when making a
significant financial commitment to purchase an auto. Everyone
in the room knows of that special trauma I'm referring to. Is
this car in good shape? Is it the right color, the right model?
Will I be able to afford the payments? Can I trust the dealer?
With the exception of purchasing a house no other transaction
represents such a significant financial commitment nor produces
such anxiety for consumers.

There seems to be significant evidence that the trauma
associated with car purchases is caused by more than just
understandable jitters. When I asked our Committee staff to
identify the most serious consumer problems for our work next
year, they concluded that our energies would be well -directed in
studying car sale practices and procedures. In research
conducted right here in San Diego by people we'll be hearing from
later today, it was found that 76 out of 101 dealers did not
disclose the defects that they knew existed in cars they were
selling. The Federal Trade Commission, also' represented today,
found that consumers are generally unaware of the nature of their
warranty protection, found that they do not know how, or for what
reason, prior repairs on cars were made, and even suffer outright
fraud in the manipulation of mileage readings. Purchasers of new
cars occasionally find themselves stuck with a lemon, merchandise

' that is fundamentally so defective as to be functionally useless.

I want to emphasize that we do not enter this study with an
assumption that bad faith on the part of car dealers is universal
or even widespread. I personally believe that the great majority
of dealers try hard to provide a decent product at a fair price,
that they stand behind that product to the extent they promise
at the time of purchase. I further recognize that we begin this
work in a time of troubles for the auto industry; sales are
down, factories are closing, and only one of the big four is in
the black. Of course, we're all aware of the Chrysler problem.
It's not the time to contribute to the problem by imposing
unnecessary burdens on an industry so vital to our overall
economic health. Perhaps there are some things we can do that
are not burdensome to help the harried and abused consumer.
There's a lot of talk about over -regulation these days. I

personally believe that government has but one role in inter-
vening in the matter of auto sales, and that role is a very

1
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simple one: Namely, to insure that the buyer and seller enter a
transaction with as much equality as possible in knowledge of
the nature of the merchandise, of the overall cost of the bargain,
and of the responsibility of the parties involved in meeting the
terms of the contract. I don't feel that we have any business
dictating these terms. After all, every American has the
inalienable right to make a bad deal, but the judgment preceding
such a deal must be made on the basis of accurate information.
And, in making whatever judgment she or he chooses, each consumer
must know that the State demands some basic faithfulness to the
promises made at the time of the bargain. What the people
demand is only basic honesty and decency.

I hope that will help frame the issue as we hear from a
variety of folks with important and different perspectives on
the problem of both new and used car sales. We are prepared to
meet today and tomorrow, and we'll keep running until we can hear
from everyone. I'd like to introduce the members of the Committee
who are present. First, the Vice -Chairwoman of the Committee
from Los Angeles, Sally Tanner. To my immediate right, Maria
Husum and Greg Schmidt, who are Committee staff, Jim Ellis from
San Diego, Bob Hayes from San Fernando, and Jerry Felando from
San Pedro. Thank you fellows and Sally for joining us.

The first person to testify is Richard Spohn.

MR. RICHARD SPOHN: Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee,
I appreciate the opportunity to appear here this morning. I

have a lengthy and fairly detailed statement that I will submit
for the record because I know you're late in getting underway.
It contains some thoughtful reflections on the nature of the
automobile in our society today and its relationship to the
consumer. (See Appendix A)

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Do you have copies to distribute? cJn

(79

MR. SPOHN: Yes, they'll be distributed.

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Oh, I'm sorry, please identify yourself. suit

MR. SPOHN: Richard Spohn, I'm Director of the State
Department of Consumer Affairs. We have within the Department
the Bureau of Automotive Repair, which is one of the major state
agencies dealing with used car repairs. I would like to give an
overview of some of the recommendations that will be made today
and tomorrow by our staff.

The automobile is one of the determinants of our society.
The Transportation Department in California is probably the
major land use planning agency, along with the Universities.
The automobile is by far the most complained -about consumer
commodity that we get, and to my knowledge, every other consumer
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agency in the country gets. The Department of Motor Vehicles
gets many complaints, the new Motor Vehicle Board does, and at
the federal level, the National Highway Traffic and Safety
Administration gets them. The complaints range from life -
threatening safety defects to complaints about dealers' failure
to honor warranty obligations. Our Bureau of Automotive Repair
alone receives about 125,000 telephone complaints and inquiries,
and about 27,000 written complaints a year from consumers who
are having problems getting their cars repaired. I'm informed
that DMV gets approximately 21,000 to 22,000 complaints along
that line every year. It's my conviction that government and
industry have not been treating the automobile seriously enough
and that the consumer has consequently suffered. The cost of a
new car today is equal to the down -payment on a home in many
parts of the country. The auto repair industry in this country
is a $50 billion a year business. I think the challenge, Mr.
Chairman, is for policy -making bodies such as this to begin to
treat automobile design, engineering, production, sales, and
warranty protection seriously. It's a very serious problem.
There are mechanisms that can be deployed to treat the automobile
with the seriousness that it ought to be, given its dominant role
in our society today. I'd like to just outline six general
recommendations that will be elaborated upon by my staff in the
next couple of days.

The first one is that consumers need more information about
cars, particularly used cars. I'm sure you are all aware of
the assault on the Federal Trade Commission in Washington. I

understand a representative of the Commission will be speaking
to you today, so I won't try to make that case. I will say that
we have participated for nearly four years in the FTC's rule -
making proceedings in regard to used car sales, testifying,
developing information, and so forth. I think that if there's
anything this Committee can do it is to assist the Federal Trade
Commissions' used car rule to survive the assault in Washington.
You would be going a long way towards the objectives of these
hearings. In the event that the Congress takes used cars out of
the FTC's jurisdiction, it would be imperative that a California
law be enacted to assure that the consumer is informed about the
actual qualities of the used car he or she is considering buying.
There have been several legislative measures in Sacramento over
the last four years or so. Many of you are familiar and have
been involved with them. Hopefully, there will be something
coming out of these hearings.

Second, consumers need to know about the susceptibility to
damage, repairability, and crash worthiness of new cars. There's
been a federal program since 1972, mandating the National Highway
Traffic Administration to gather the information regarding these
points. The problem is that it's never been adequately funded.
Indeed, it's only been funded in the last couple of years, and
with an amount of money that is more an act of contempt than a

3
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sincere commitment to insuring auto safety and getting this sort
of information to consumers. I would urge this Committee to
memorialize at least a California delegation to see to it that
NHTA begins to collect that data so that consumers will have the
kinds of information that they need to make more informed
decisions about auto purchases. When you're making a decision
about something that's equal to the amount of a down -payment on
a house, you ought to have as much information as you possibly
can get. That program would get a lot of good information to
consumers and I think it ought to be put into place.

Thirdly, and this comes out of our experience of literally
hundreds of thousands of complaints and disputes between car
buyers and sellers, there is a need for a forum for airing and
resolving disputes which the sellers and the buyers can't settle
themselves. Our urging is always that seller and buyer try to
work things out for themselves, but as you know, frequently they
reach an impasse. It then becomes extremely helpful for the
functioning of the marketplace, as well as for the realizing of
justice, that there be a forum in which people can get some
justice. Small claims courts have the best record of any court
in resolving minor disputes, but these courts need to be improved
to be truly helpful to people who have auto repair problems, as
well as other problems. We recently concluded an 18 -month study
of small claims courts and submitted recommendations to the
Legislature a couple of months ago. Recommended reforms would
include requiring small claims court to hold evening or Saturday
sessions, providing advisors to those involved, and also to
giving litigants an explanatory booklet on court procedures.
Again, techniques to make a more effective dispute resolution
forum than we already have.

Fourthly, it's our recommendation that car buyers need
dispute settlement procedures which are even less formal than in
a small claims court. Ford Motor Company has launched a very
creative appeals process for people who have problems with Ford
dealers. It's that sort of creative approach that we're urging
be expanded. There are measures in Washington for establishing
neighborhood dispute resolution centers. Such legislation has
been in and out of the California Legislature in the last couple
of years. To the extent that we can establish forums and
mechanisms that are sensitive to the problems of people at the
level of living who may not be able to afford a costly attorney,
to the extent we can do that, I think we're going to make the
market a better place for both buyers and sellers. Buyers will
get equity and they'll also have more confidence in sellers.
Sellers will realize that ultimately, justice will be done. I

think that's what we want to encourage. Under the point of
dispute resolution, settlement procedures might also be
included. I'm not sure I have any ideas how to do this, but
there's a new industry just beginning to emerge, which I think
should be encouraged. AAA has pioneered it and that is
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providing a place where a consumer can get an independent third
party assessment of a used car. Right now, the consumer is
largely dependent upon the used car dealer for information. In
most instances, that's a reliable source, but there's also a lot
of experience that indicates the consumer is not sure when the
source is reliable. Places where the consumer can get a
diagnostic assessment of the quality of the car is a very
important mechanism in the industry and it ought to be
encouraged.

A fifth area that we'll be talking about today involves the
consumer's need to be able to rely on the dealer and the manu-
facturer for further action after the sale, whether a new car or
a used car. California's warranty laws need strengthening to
include the enactment of a "lemon" clause requiring dealers to
replace or make a refund for warranted cars they can't repair
in three trips. Dick Elbrecht of our staff will be spending some
considerable time with you outlining some suggestions as to how
California's warranty laws could be improved to assist the new
and used car buyer. Some of the recommendations will include:
That all used vehicles sold at retail for personal use be
accompanied by a non-disclaimable implied warranty of merchant-
ability that reflects the actual agreement of the seller and
the buyer when considering the condition of a vehicle. Many
times what's on the paper doesn't contain all the little oral
agreements and the consumer gets confused in that regard.
Secondly, that written warranties in used car sales transactions
not limit the option of the buyer to obtain servicing from any
licensed repair facility, and to seek reimbursement of any proper
charges from the warrantor. Thirdly, that a new or used vehicle
be presumed unmerchantable when a defect is not corrected by the
warrantor after 3 attempts - the lemon clause. And finally, that
the remedies of the Song -Beverly Consumer Warranty Act be
available in the case of all failures to honor the terms of a
written warranty, a service contract, or a requirement of either
federal.or California law.

Finally, Bob Wiens, Chief of our Bureau of Automotive
Repair, who is responsible for responding to the over 150,000
complaints that that Bureau receives every year, will be
outlining to you a concept that we've been working on for about
a year now which is a proposal for voluntary certification of
auto repair facilities. The majority of auto -related complaints
originate in the repair transaction itself. This proposal is a
possible means to improve the position of the consumer and I
might indicate that it has widespread support within the industry,
so I don't think this would be viewed as another layer of
government. This would be a voluntary program whereby the repair
facilities would initially meet stringent standards for accept-
ance into the program. They would advertise their approved
program and be continuously monitored as to their performance.
They would agree by contract to guarantee their repairs, and
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abide by established complaint resolution recommendations that
they would bond. This is a program that the industry is very
much interested in. Every honest repair dealer is very
interested in distinguishing himself or herself from those that
are known to be somewhat less scrupulous. It would also provide
a mechanism that the consumer could rely on in selecting a
repair facility.

Right now, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,
you've got to be aware, and Mr. Wiens will elaborate on this,
that the Department of Consumer Aff-lirs does not license
mechanics. It certifies repair fE:lilities. We get their name,
money, and phone number, and then we take complaints. There is
no testing for competence of mechanics in California; however,
we're far ahead of the rest of the states in regard to used car
consumer protection.

ASSEMBLYMAN FELANDO: From that last statement, do you favor
some sort of a testing and licensing mechanism for mechanics?

MR. SPOHN: At this time, I think that the program that
Mr. Wiens will be outlining ought to be the first step. I'm not
sure that we need to be licensing mechanics at this point. That
involves an extensive regulatory program. I think the steps
should be going toward this voluntary industry -supported program
whereby there is some guarantee of confidence that is backed up
by contractual guarantees. Our philosophy is for the minimal
amount of licensing necessary. That's why we're going to this
interim voluntary certification approach. If this did not prove
adequate, I would think that the next step would be something
that I know this Committee has heard of the last couple of years,
particularly in regard to appliance repair facilities, and that
is an initial sign-up with the State, a registration program.
Not a competency gauging program, but just a sign-up program.
Then if a registrant over a given period of time is found to
have had X -number of violations that are health and safety
related, or however you want to craft it, that person would be
required to pass a competency examination. So really what you're
doing is giving the presumption to the people who sign up with
the State that they are all right. But when a pattern of
deviation from a standard is demonstrated, then they would be
held to some goals. I think that's the better way to go rather
than just requiring the entire industry to be licensed up front.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS: What is your procedure when a complaint
is received? What do you do?

MR. SPOHN: Well, Mr. Wiens will be able to detail this
better for you, Mr. Ellis, but he has at the bureau an "800"
toll -free telephone number where people from all over the state
can call for nothing. He has a bank of personnel there to
receive the calls who are professionally trained in consumer
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complaint mediation. Typically, a call is then made to the
dealer or the repair facility that is being complained about. If
it appears to the staff that there has been a serious offense, an
investigation will be cond'Icted.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS: By whom?

MR. SPOHN: By one of the Bureau's staff.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS: By the Department:

MR. SPOHN: That's right. That can lead to revocation or
suspension or some disciplinary action against the license of
that repair facility. The Bureau gets approximately 150,000
complaints a year, so they're hopping.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS: Alright, you receive a complaint and
your trained people on the telephone will probably determine
the degree of the complaint. If it's considered to be serious
then they refer it to your investigative people and your
investigative people go into the field, I assume, and actually
talk to people and look at things. Then do you have authority,
is it under Song -Beverly that you have authority to withdraw a
certificate?

MR. SPOHN: It's not under Song -Beverly, Assemblyman, it's
under the Automotive Repair Act. It's the Act that set up the
Bureau itself.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS:All right. Then you have the authority
by some internal procedure to remove their certificate?

MR. SPOHN: That's right and that is done pursuant to a
formal administrative hearing process, a hearing officer from
the Office of Administrative Hearings. It's a formal
disciplinary process.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS: How many complaints out of the 150,000
a year result in the disciplinary process?

MR. SPOHN: I'll get Mr. Wiens to give you a better number
than I can give you.

MR. ROBERT WIENS: I also am apologizing, Mr. Chairman,
that we're talking about used cars and we're supposed to be on
new cars.

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: No, it's fine.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS: The question is, how many of these
complaints result in a serious investigation where a certificate
may be withdrawn?
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MR. WIENS: In the last fiscal year, I think we had a total
of about 29 administrative actions, but in addition to
administrative actions there are two other kinds. There is
civil action and a criminal action and of all three combined
which we lump under the fraud category of disciplinary actiol,
I believe we had 141.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS: And involving how many people?

MR. WIENS: One hundred and forty-one repair facilities.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS: All different facilities?

MR. WIENS: Yes sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS: So there could have been multiple
complaints about any individual facility?

MR. WIENS: Yes sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN ELLIS: I see the Attorney General represented
here. Do you refer the criminal complaints to him?

MR. WIENS: Primarily the civil, sir. The criminal case;
are referred to local prosecutors.

MR. SPOHN: One other feature of the Bureau's program that
you may be interested in, Assemblyman, is the fleet of under-
cover cars. When the Bureau senses that a given facility is
being a little sharp with consumers, they'll modify an under-
cover vehicle and send it for specific repairs. Afterwards,
they gauge the repairs and frequently find that the vehicle WES
treated as consumers alleged their vehicles were treated. It's
a very effective enforcement tool.

ASSEMBLYMAN FELANDO: That's entrapment, isn't it?

MR. SPOHN: No sir, it's not.

ASSEMBLYMAN FELANDO: Mr. Spohn, of the complaints that you
receive, what percentage of those complaints are on U.S.-made
cars and what percentage are on foreign -made cars?

MR. SPOHN: I'm not sure. Bob, do you have those? The
question is the percentage of complaints on foreign as opposed
to domestic automobiles. Do you have that breakup?

MR. WIENS: No, not specifically

ASSEMBLYMAN FELANDO: I'm amazed you don't have that. Ok.iy.

MR. WIENS: I hope to be able to provide that with a proper
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EDP based management information system soon.

ASSEMBLYMAN FELANDO: It seems incredible to me that you
wouldn't have that. Okay, another question. A while back
"60 Minutes" had a show on television that dealt with the
pip -offs that people receive, especially when they're on vacation,
from different service stations and mechanic shops along their
route. Does the State of California have a program to help
prevent this kind of rip-off to the consumer?

MR. WIENS: The primary means we have is one the Director
described previously. With tie use of the undercover vehicle,
particularly out in the desc.,rt areas, we find that kind of
traffic going between Arizona and Nevada and California. That is
the same kind of traffic that the "60 Minutes" people found in
the north/south corridor that runs through the State of Georgia.
We have a similar type of traffic situation, of course, between
Los Angeles and Las Vegas, and Los Angeles and Arizona.

ASSEMBLYMAN FELANDO: On your undercover cars, are those
all with California license plates, or do you mix the plates up?

MR. WIENS: They're mixed up.

ASSEMBLYMAN FELANDO: They are mixed up?

MR. WIENS: It depends on the situation.

ASSEMBLYMAN FELANDO: That's very good.

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: Well, I'm glad you got one right. What
the hell that's pretty good for government. All right, go ahead.

ASSEMBLYMAN HAYES: Something that always bothers me when
we go into more regulation. Are we coming into a situation where
there is an increase of abuse, or are we just discovering abuse?
What is happening to constantly require that every agency, every
level of government needs more regulation, more control? What
is happening in our society? Is there actually an increase in
dishonesty among our people, or is it actually that we are
becoming a less honorable society? Is it perhaps that the very
regulations we put on people feed the abuses that we are trying
to combat here?

CHAIRMAN LOCKYER: That's a wonderful question and I'm
wondering if you would expect him to know from his Jesuit
background or as the Director of the Department?

ASSEMBLYMAN HAYES: I'm making a statement. And I think we
should have this in mind. I think an example of this is in
the building industry. Some 50 years ago everyone would dream
of having a better house. You could buy a better house
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than you can today and the carpenters weren't any better, the
contractors weren't any more honorable, but the consumer took
it upon himself to make sure what he was buying. Today we have
a Department of Building and Safety, we have a maze of bureau-
cratic paperwork in the construction industry, and today we have
minimum standards. Consequently, we can only buy a minimum
standard house. That's all you can buy. Just a minimum standard
home today because of the "protection" that we have given the
consumer. These protections add as high as $20,000 to the price
of a home and that depends on the area where you're living. You
used to be able to buy the whole home for the cost in paperwork
today. I'm wondering if we might want to be looking at whether
or not we are being counterproductive in our protection. We must
protect the consumer if the protection is needed, but do we
sometimes in our zealousness to protect individual rights become
the destroyer in our work? It's just a statement more than a
question. I'd like to have you respond to that.

MR. SPOHN: Well, I stopped beating my wife, Assemblyman,
about six months before I sold her. To answer your question,
our philosophy in the Department has been that the best line of
consumer protection is self-protection. That's why we've put a
strong emphasis on consumer education. We've got some of these
materials here today and we'll be glad to share them with you.
The question of building standards and the quality of homes --
those are sins and offenses that I really can't understand. I

think that the less regulation you have the better chance you
have of enforcing the regulation that you do have. The more
regulation you have the more contempt people are going to have
for government. We try to hold the line on new regulations
because we want to keep them for the areas that are really
necessary. We have opposed every single licensing proposal that
has been brought up in the Legislature, or that never even got
to the Legislature because it was realized we would oppose it
vigorously. So, our philosophy is not expansive regulation.
What we are trying to do in these proposals is to give the
consumer as much information as possible because it's our
conviction that if we're going to have a marketplace, the
marketplace functions best when the consumer has the best
information available. These proposals are consumer oriented
so that competitive forces operating within the marketplace will
ultimately give the consumer the best buy, both in terms of
price and quality. When the consumer is ignorant, he can be
victimized. When the consumer has information, he's in a much
better position to protect himself or herself. That's our
philosophy and that's the thrust of these recommendations.

ASSEMBLYMAN HAYES: In other words, your basic program is
based primarily on consumer education?

MR. SPOHN: That's one of our major components. Our
legislative mandate also requires us to represent the consumers'
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CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE -1987493 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 2057

Introduced by Assembly Member Tanner

March 6, 1987

An act to add Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
9889.70) to Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, to
amend Section 1793.2 of, and to add Section 1793.25 to, the
Civil Code, to amend Section 7102 of the Revenue and
Taxation Code, and to amend Section 3050 of the Vehicle
Code, relating to warranties, and making an appropriation
therefor.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB. 2057, as introduced, Tanner. Warranties: new motor
vehicles.

(1) Existing law imposes various duties upon
manufacturers making express warranties with respect to
consumer goods, including the duty to replace the goods or
reimburse the buyer, as specified, if the goods are not
repaired to conform to those warranties after a reasonable
number of attempts. Existing law also prohibits a buyer of
such goods from asserting a presumption that a reasonable
number of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
vehicle, as specified, unless the buyer first resorts to a third
party dispute resolution process,.as defined, following notice
that such a process is available.

This bill would revise the provisions relating to warranties
on new motor vehicles to require the manufacturer or its
representative to replace the vehicle or make restitution, as
specified, if unable to conform the vehicle to the applicable
express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts.
The bill would revise the definition of "motor vehicle," "new
motor vehicle," and "qualified third party dispute resolution
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AB 2057 -2 -
process" for these purposes, and require the Bureau of
Automotive Re pair to establish a program for the certification
of third party dispute resolution processes pursuant to
regulations adopted by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as
specified. The 1,ill would also make related changes.

The bill would create the Certification Account within the
Automotive 11 pair Fund, to be funded by fees imposed on
manufacturers and distributors pursuant to the bill and
collected by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as specified, to be
expended upon appropriation by the Legislature to pay the
expenses of the bureau under the bill.

(2) Existing law provides for the disposition of moneys in
the Retail Sales Tax Fund.

This bill would provide for reimbursement from the Retail
Sales Tax Fund to a manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for
an amount equal to the sales tax involved when the
manufacturer makes restitution to a buyer under the bill,
thereby making an appropriation.

Vote: %. Appropriation: yes. Fiscal committee: yes.
State -mandated local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
2 9889.70) is added to Division 3 of the Business and
3 Professions Code, to read:
4
5 CHAPTER 20.5. CERTIFICATION OF THIRD PARTY
6 DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES
7
8 9889.70. Unless the context requires otherwise, the
9 following d( finitions govern the construction of this

10 chapter:
11 (a) "Bureau" means the Bureau of Automotive
12 Repair.
13 (b) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
14 as defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (4) of
15 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
16 (c) "Manufacturer" means a new motor vehicle
17 manufacturer, manufacturer branch, distributor, or
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1 distributor branch required to be licensed pursuant to
Article 1 (commencing with Section 11700) of Chapter 4
of Division 5 of the Vehicle Code.

(d) "Qualified third party dispute resolution process"
means a third party dispute resolution process which
meets the criteria set forth in paragraph (3) of
subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and'
which has been certified by the bureau pursuant to this
chapter.

9889.71. The bureau shall establish a program for
certifying each third party dispute resolution process
used for the arbitration of disputes pursuant to paragraph
(2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
In establishing the program, the bureau shall do all of the
following:

(a) Prescribe and provide forms to be used for
application for certification under this chapter.

(b) Establish a set for minimum standards which shall
be used to determine whether a third party dispute
resolution process is in compliance with the criteria set
forth in paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2
of the Civil Code.

(c) Prescribe the information which each
manufacturer, or other entity, that uses a third party
dispute resolution process, and which seeks to have that
process certified by the bureau, shall provide the bureau
in the application for certification. In prescribing the
information to accompany the application for
certification, the bureau shall require the manufacturer,
or other entity, to provide only that information which
the bureau finds is reasonably necessary to enable the
bureau to determine whether the third party dispute
resolution process is in compliance with the criteria set
forth in paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2
of the Civil Code.

(d) Prescribe the information that each qualified third
party dispute resolution process shall provide the bureau,
and the time intervals at which the information shall be
required, to enable the bureau to determine whether the
qualified third party dispute resolution process continues

CE (800) 666-1917
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AB 2057 -4-
1 to operate in compliance with the criteria set forth in2 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
3 Civil Code.
4 9889.72. (a) Each manufacturer shall establish, or5 otherwise make available to buyers or lessees of ,new6 motor vehicles, a qualified third party dispute resolution
7 process of the resolution of disputes pursuant to8 paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
9 Civil Code. The manufacturer, or other entity, which

10 operates the third party dispute resolution process shall
11 apply to the bureau for certification of that process. The
12 application for certification shall be accompanied by the
13 information prescribed by the bureau.
14 (b) The bureau shall review the application and
15 accompanying information and, after conducting an16 onsite inspection, shall determine whether the third
17 party dispute resolution process is in compliance with the
18 criteria set forth in paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
19 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code. If the bureau determines
20 that the process is in compliance with those criteria, the
21 bureau shall certify the process. If the bureau determines
22 that the process is not in compliance with those criteria,23 the bureau shall deny certification and shall state, in24 writing, the reasons for denial and the modifications in25 the operation of the process that are required in order for
26 the process to be certified.
27 (c) The bureau shall make a final determination
28 whether to certify a third party dispute resolution process29 or to deny certification not later than 90 calendar days
30 following the date the bureau accepts the application for
31 certification as complete.
32 9889.73. (a) The bureau, in accordance with the time33 intervals prescribed pursuant to subdivision (d) of
34 Section 9889.71, but at least once annually, shall review
35 the operation and performance of each qualified third
36 party dispute resolution process and determine, using the
37 information provided the bureau as prescribed pursuant38 to subdivision (d) of Section 9889.71 and the monitoring
39 and inspection information described in subdivision (c)
40 of Section 9889.74, whether the process is operating in
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1 compliance with the criteria set forth in paragraph (3) of
2 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code. If the
3 bureau determines that the process is in compliance with
4 those criteria, the certification shall remain in effect.
5 (b) If the bureau determines that the process is not in

411
6 compliance with one or more of the criteria set forth in
7 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the8 Civil Code, the bureau shall issue a notice of
9 decertification to the manufacturer, or other entity,

10 which uses that process. The notice of decertification
11 shall state the reasons for the issuance of the notice,
12 enumerate the criteria set forth in paragraph (3) of
13 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code with
14 which the process is not in compliance, and prescribe the
15 modifications in the operation of the process that are
16 required in order for the process to retain its certification.
17 (c) A notice of decertification shall take effect 180
18 calendar days following the date the notice is served on19 the manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process
20 that the bureau has determined is not in compliance with
21 one or more of the criteria set forth in paragraph (3) of
22 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code. The
23 bureau shall withdraw the notice of decertification prior
24 to its effective date if the bureau determines, after a
25 public hearing, that the manufacturer, or other entity,
26 which uses the process has made the modifications in the
27 operation of the process required in the notice of
28 decertification and is in compliance with the criteria set
29 forth in paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2
30 of the Civil Code.
31 9889.74. In addition to any other requirements of this
32 chapter, the bureau shall do all of the following:
33 (a) Establish procedures to assist owners or lessees of
34 new motor vehicles who have complaints regarding the
35 operation of a third party dispute resolution process.
36 (b) Establish methods for measuring customer
37 satisfaction and to identify violations of this chapter,
38 which shall include an annual random postcard or
39 telephone survey of the customers of each qualified third
40 party dispute resolution process.
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AB 2057 -6 --
1 (c) Monitor and inspect, on a regular basis, qualified
2 third party dispute resolution processes to determine
3 whether they continue to meet the standards for
4 certification. Monitoring and inspection shall include, but
5 not be limited to, all of the following:
6 (1) Onsite inspections of each certified process not less
7  frequently than twice annually.
8 (2) Investigation of complaints from consumers
9 regarding the operation of certified third party dispute

10 resolution processes and analyses of representative
11 samples of complaints against each process.
12 (3) Analyses of the annual surveys required by
13 subdivision (b) .

14 (d) Notify the Department of Motor Vehicles of the
15 failure of a manufacturer to honor a decision of a qualified
16 third party dispute resolution process to enable the
17 department to take appropriate enforcement action
18 against the manufacturer pursuant to Section 11705.4 of
19 the Vehicle Code.
20 (e) Submit a biennial report to the Legislature
21 evaluating the effectiveness of this chapter, make
22 available to the public summaries of the statistics and
23 other information supplied by certified third party
24 resolution process, and publish educational materials
25 regarding the purposes of this chapter.
26 (f) Adopt regulations as necessary and appropriate to
27 implement the provisions of this chapter.
28 9889.75. The New Motor Vehicle Board in the
29 Department of Motor Vehicles shall, in accordance with
30 the procedures prescribed in this section, administer the
31 collection of fees for the purposes of fully funding the
32 administration of this chapter.
33 (a) There is hereby created in the Automotive Repair
34 Fund a Certification Account. Fees collected pursuant to
35 this section shall be deposited in the Certification
36 Account and shall be available, upon appropriation by the
37 Legislature, exclusively to pay the expenses incurred by
38 the bureau in administering this chapter. If at the
39 conclusion of any fiscal year the amount of fees collected
40 exceeds the amount of expenditures for that purpose

0
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(1 1 during that fiscal year, the surplus in the Certification
2 Account shall be carried over into the succeeding fiscal

3 year.
4 (b) Beginning July 1, 1988, every applicant for a
5 license as a manufacturer, manufacturer branch,
6 distributor, or distributor branch, and every applicant for

7 the renewal of a license as a manufacturer, manufacturer
8 branch, distributor, or distributor branch, shall

9 accompany the application with a statement of the
10 number of motor vehicles sold, leased, or otherwise

11 distributed by or for the applicant in this state during the
12 preceding calendar year, together with a breakdown by

13 make, model, and model yea' and any other information

14 that the New Motor Vehicle Board may require, and shall
15 pay to the Department of Motor Vehicles, for each

16 issuance or renewal of the license, an amount prescribed
17 by the New Motor Vehicle Board, but not to exceed one

18 dollar ($1) for each motor vehicle sold, leased, or
19 distributed by or for the applicant in this state during the
20 preceding calendar year. The total fee paid by each

I21 licensee shall be rounded to the nearest dollar in the
22 manner described in Section 9559 of the Vehicle Code.

23 No more than one dollar ($1) shall be charged, collected,
24 or received from any one or more licensees pursuant to

111
25 this subdivision with respect to the same motor vehicle.
26 (c) On or before January 1 of each calendar year, the

27 bureau shall determine the dollar amount, not to exceed

28 one dollar ($1) per motor vehicle, which shall be
29 collected and received by the Department of Motor
30 Vehicles beginning July 1 of that year, based upon an
31 estimate of the number of sales, leases, and other
32 dispositions of motor vehicles in this state during the

33 preceding calendar year, in order to fully fund the
34 program established by this chapter during the following

35 fiscal year. The bureau shall notify the New Motor
36 Vehicle Board of the dollar amount per motor vehicle

37 that the New Motor Vehicle Board shall use in calculating
38 the amounts of the fees to be collected from applicants
39 pursuant to this subdivision.

4) 40 (d) For the purposes of this section, "motor vehicle"
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AB 2057 -8 -
1 means a new passenger or commercial motor vehicle of
2 a kind that is required to be registered under the Vehicle
3 Code, but the term does not include a motorcycle, a
4 motor home, or any vehicle whose gross weight exceeds
5 10,000 pounds.
6 (e) The New Motor . Vehicle Board may adopt
7 regulations to implement this section.
8 SEC. 2. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is amended
9 to read:

10 1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
11 sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
12 made an express warranty shall:
13 (1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
14 facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
15 goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
16 or designate and authorize in this state as service and
17 repair facilities independent repair or service facilities
18 reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
19 sold to cart y out the terms of such warranties.
20 As a means of complying with paragraph ef this
21 sebdivisiell this paragraph, a manufacturer shall be
22 permitted to may enter into warranty service contracts
23 with independent service and repair facilities. The
24 warranty service contracts may provide for a fixed
25 schedule of rates to be charged for warranty service or
26 warranty repair work, however, the rates fixed by such
27 contracts shall be in conformity with the requirements of
28 subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The rates established
29 pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3, between the
30 manufacturer and the independent service and repair
31 facility, shall not preclude a good faith discount which is
32 reasonably related to reduced credit and general
33 overhead cost factors arising from the manufacturer's
34 payment of warranty charges direct to the independent
35 service and repair facility. The warranty service contracts
36 authorized by this paragraph shall not be executed to
37 cover a period of time in excess of one year, and may be
38 renewed only by a separate, new contract or letter of
39 agreement between the manufacturer and the
40 independent service and repair facility.
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(2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
(1) of this subdivision, be subject to the p ef
Section 1793.5.

(3) Make available to authorized service and repair
facilities sufficient service literature and replacement
parts to effect repairs during the express warranty
period.

(b) Where such service and repair facilities are
maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods
is necessary because they do not conform with the
applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be
commenced within a reasonable time by the
manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless
the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
fftuftt shall be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the
applicable warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
requirement. Where sec+ delay arises, conforming goods
shall be tendered as soon as possible following
termination of the condition giving rise to the delay.

(c) I4 shall be the duty ef the buyer to The buyer shall
deliver nonconforming goods to the manufacturer's
service and repair facility within this state, unless, due to
reasons of size and weight, or method of attachment, or
method of installation, or nature of the nonconformity,
siaeh delivery cannot reasonably be accomplished.
Sheuld the buyer be amble to effect return ef If the
buyer cannot return the nonconforming goods for any of
the above these reasons, he or she shall notify the
manufacturer or its nearest service and repair facility
within the state. Written notice of nonconformity to the
manufacturer or its service and repair facility shall
constitute return of the goods for purposes of this section.
Upon receipt of such notice of nonconformity the
manufacturer shall, at its option, service or repair the
goods at the buyer's residence, or pick up the goods for
service and repair, or arrange for transporting the goods
to its service and repair facility. All reasonable costs of
transporting the goods when ; plif-Sttafit to the ftheyel- ft
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1 buyer is tenable to effect rettifft a buyer cannot return
2 them for any of the above reasons shall be at the
3 manufacturer's expense. The reasonable costs of
4 transporting nonconforming goods after delivery to the
5 service and repair facility until return of the goods to the
6 buyer shall be at the manufacturer's expense.
7 (d) Should ( I) Except as provided in paragraph (2),
8 if the manufacturer or its representative in this state be
9 unable to does not service or repair the goods to conform

10 to the applicable express warranties after a reasonable
11 number of attempts, the manufacturer shall either
12 replace the goods or reimburse the buyer in an amount
13 equal to the purchase price paid by the buyer, less that
14 amount directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to
15 the discovery of the nonconformity.
16 (2) If the manufacturer of its representative in, this
17 state is unable to service or repair a new motor vehicle,
18 as that term is defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph
19 (4) of subdivision (e), to conform to the applicable
20 express warranties after a reasonable number of
21 attempts, the manufacturer shall either promptly replace
22 the new motor vehicle in accordance with subparagraph
23 (A) or promptly make restitution to the buyer in
24 accordance with subparagraph (B). However, the buyer
25 shall be free to elect restitution in lieu of replacement,
26 and in no event shall the buyer be required by the
27 manufacturer to accept a replacement vehicle.
28 (A) In the case of replacement, the manufacturer shall
29 replace the buyer's vehicle with a new motor vehicle
30 susbstantially identical to the vehicle replaced. The
31 replacement vehicle shall be accompanied by all express
32 and implied warranties that normally accompany new
33 motor vehicles of that specific kind. The manufacturer
34 also shall pay for, or to, the buyer the amount of any sales
35 or use tax, license fees, registration fees, and other official
36 fees which (lie buyer is obligated to pay in connection
37 with the replacment, plus any incidental damages to
38 which the buyer is entitled under Section 1794, including,
39 but not limited to, reasonable repair, towing, and rental
40 car costs actaally incurred by the buyer.

AB 2057

1 (B) In the case of restitution, the manufacturer shall
2 make restitution in an amount equal to the actual price
3 paid or payable by the buyer, including any charges for
4 transportation and manufacturer -installed options, but
5 excluding nonmanufacturer items installed by a dealer or
6 the buyer, and including any collateral charges such as
7 sales tax, license fees, registration fees, and other official
8 fees, plus any incidental damages to which the buyer is
9 entitled under Section 1794, including, but not limited to,

10 reasonable repair, towing, and rental car costs actually
11 incurred by the buyer.
12 (C) When the manufacturer replaces the new motor
13 vehicle pursuant to subparagraph (A), the manufacturer
14 may require the buyer to reimburse the manufacturer in
15 an amount directly attributable to use by the buyer of the
16 replaced vehicle prior to the time the buyer first
17 delivered the vehicle to the manufacturer or distributor,
18 or its authorized service and repair facility for correction
19 of the problem that gave rise to the nonconformity.

 20 When restitution is made pursuant to subparagraph (B),
21 the amount to be paid by the manufacturer to the buyer
22 may be reduced by the manufacturer by that amount
23 directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to the time
24 the buyer first delivered the vehicle to the manufacturer
25 or distributor, or its authorized service and repair facility
26 for correction of the problem that gave rise to the
27 nonconformity. Nothing in this paragraph shall in any
28 way limit the rights or remedies available to the buyer
29 under any other law.
30 (e) (1) It shall be presumed that a reasonable number
31 of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
32 vehicle to the applicable express warranties if, within one
33 year from delivery to the buyer or 12,000 miles on the
34 odometer of the vehicle, whichever occurs first, either
35 (A) the same nonconformity has been subject to repair
36 four or more times by the manufacturer or its agents and
37 the buyer has at least once directly notified the
38 manufacturer of the need for the repair of the
39 nonconformity, or (B) the vehicle is out of service by
40 reason of repair of nonconformities by the manufacturer

V L EG ISLATIVEINVENT SER CE (800) 666-1917
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1 or its agents for a cumulative total of more than 30
2 calendar days since delivery of the vehicle to the buyer.
3 The 30 -day limit shall be extended only if repairs cannot
4 be performed due to conditions beyond the control of the
5 manufacturer or its agents. The buyer shall be required
6 to directly notify the manufacturer pursuant to
7 subparagraph (A) only if the manufacturer has clearly
8 and conspicuously disclosed to the buyer, with the
9 warranty or the owner's manual, the provisions of this

10 subdivision and that of subdivision (d), including the
11 requirement that the buyer must notify the
12 manufacturer directly pursuant to subparagraph (A).
13 This presumption shall be a rebuttable presumption
14 affecting the burden of proof ill any action to enforce the
15 buyer's right3 under subdivision (d) and shall net be
16 eenstraed to limit these rights proof, and it may be
17 asserted by the buyer in any civil action, including an
18 action in small claims court, or other formal or informal
19 proceedin.;-.
20 (2) If a qualified third party dispute resolution process
21 exists, and the buyer receives timely notification in
22 writing of the availability of a third party process with a
23 description of its operation and effect, the presumption
24 in paragraph (1) may not be asserted by the buyer until
25 after the buyer has initially resorted to the third party
26 process as required in paragraph (3). Notification of the
27 availability of the third party process is not timely if the
28 buyer suffers any prejudice resulting from any delay in
29 giving the notification. If a qualified third party dispute
30 resolution process does not exist, or if the buyer is
31 dissatisfied with the third party decision, or if the
32 manufacturer or its agent neglects to promptly fulfill the
33 terms of such third party decision after the decision is
34 accepted by the buyer, the buyer may assert the
35 presumption provided in paragraph (1) in an action to
36 enforce the buyer's rights under subdivision (d). The
37 findings and decision of the third party shall be
38 admissible in evidence in the action without further
39 foundation. Any period of limitation of actions under any
40 federal or California laws with respect to any person shall

i94:/ LEGISLATIVE 101-67-1 SERVI
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1 be extended for a period equal to the number of days
2 between the date a complaint is filed with a third party
3 dispute resolution process and the date of its decision or
4 the date before which the manufacturer or its agent is
5 required by the decision to fulfill its terms if the decision
6 is accepted by the buyer, whichever occurs later.
7 {4)- A qualified third party dispute reselutien
8 shall be elle that eemplies with the Fcdcral Trade
9 Gemmissiertls minimum rcquirementa for informal

10 dispute nettlemcnt proccdurc3 as set forth the
11 eernmissietiLs regulations at 46 Code ef Fcdcral
12 itegulatiens Part 7031 that rcndcr3 dcci3ion3 which are
13 binding ell the fliftfttgitetlifer if the buyer cicct3 te accept
14 the deci3ion; that prc3cribc3 a reasonable time net to
15 exceed 30 days; within which the fftftftttf-taetttr-ef Of its
16 agents must fulfill the tcrma of these dcci3ion3; and that
17 eat:4i year provides to the Department ef Motor Vehiclea
18 a report ef its annual audit required by the eeminissierils
19 regulations en informal dispute men procedures,
20 (3) A qualified third party dispute resolution process
21 shall meet all of the following criteria:
22 (A) The process complies with the minimum
23 requirements of the Federal Trade Commission for
24 informal dispute settlement procedures as set forth in
25 Part 703 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
26 as those regulations read on January 1, 1987.
27 (B) The process renders decisions which are binding
28 on the manufacturer if the buyer elects to accept the
29 decision.
30 (C) Prescribes a reasonable time, not to exceed 30
31 days after the decision is acepted by the buyer, within
32 which the manufacturer or its agent must fulfill the terms
33 of its decisions.
34 (D) The process provides written materials to those
35 individuals who conduct investigations and who make, or
36 participate in making, decisions for the program which,
37 at a minimum include the Federal Trade Commission's
38 regulations in Part 703 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal
39 Regulations as those regulations read on January 1, 1987,
40 Division 2 (commencing with Section 2101) of the

E (800) 666-1917
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1 Commercial Code, and this chapter.
2 (E) The process provides, at the request of the
3 arbitrator or a majority of the arbitration panel, for an
4 inspection and written report on the condition of a
5 nonconforming motor vehicle, at no cost to the buyer, by
6 an automobile expert who is independent of the
7 manufactiver.
8 (F) The process renders decisions which consider and
9 provide the rights and remedies conferred in regulations

10 of the Federal Trade Commission contained in Part 703
11 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as those
12 regulations read on January 1, 1987, Division 2
13 (commencing with Section 2101) of the Commercial
14 Code, and this chapter. Nothing in this chapter requires
15 that, to be certified as a qualified third party dispute
16 resolution process pursuant to this section, decisions of
17 the process must consider or provide remedies in the
18 form of awards of punitive damages or multiple damages,
19 under subdivision (c) of Section 1794, or of attorney's fees
20 under subdivision (d) of Section 1794, or of consequential
21 damages other than as provided in subdivisions (a) and
22 (b) of Section 1794, including, but not limited to,
23 reasonable, repair, towing and rental car costs actually
24 incurred by the buyer.
25 (G) The process has been certified by the Bureau of e
26 Automotive Repair pursuant to Chapter 20.5
27 (commencing with Section 9839.70) of Division 3 of the
28 Business and Professions Code.
29 (4) For the purposes of subdivision (d) and this
30 subdivision the following terms have the following
31 meanings:
32 (A) "Nonconformity" means a nonconformity which
33 substantially impairs the use, value, or safety of the new
34 motor vehicle.
35 (B) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
36 which is used or bought for use primarily for personal,
37 family, or household purposes . "New motor vehicle"
38 includes a dealer -owned vehicle and a "demonstrator" or
39 other motor vehicle sold with a manufacturer's new car
40 warranty but does not include motorcycic3, des;

I

I)

I)
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1 er efflfead vehieles a motorcycle, a motorhome, or a
2 motor vehicle which is not registered under the Vehicle
3 Code because it is to be operated or used exclusively off
4 the highways.
5 SEC. 3. Section 1793.25 is added to the Civil Code, to
6 read:
7 1793.25. (a) Notwithstanding Part 1 (commencing
8 with Section 6001) of Division 2 of the Revenue and
9 Taxation Code, the State Board of Equalization shall

10 reimburse the manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for
11 an amount equal to the sales tax which the manufacturer
12 includes in making restitution to the buyer pursuant to
13 subparagraph (B) or paragraph (2) of subdivision (d) of
14 Section 1793.2, when satisfactory proof is provided that
15 the retailer of the motor vehicle for which the
16 manufacturer is making restitution has reported and paid
17 the sales tax on the gross receipts from the sale of that
18 motor vehicle. The State Board of Equalization may
19 adopt rules and regulations to carry out, facilitate
20 compliance with, or prevent circumvention or evasion of,
21 this section.
22 (b) Nothing in this section shall in any way change the
23 application of the sales and use tax to the gross receipts
24 and the sales price from the sale, and the storage, use, or
25 other consumption, in this state or tangible personal
26 property pursuant to Part 1 (commencing with Section
27 6001) of Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.
28 (c) The manufacturer's claim for reimbursement and
29 the board's approval or denial of the claim shall be subject
30 to the provisions of Article 1 (commencing with Section
31 6901) of Chapter 7 of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Revenue
32 and Taxation Code, except Sections 6902.1, 6903, 6907,
33 and 6908 thereof, insofar as those provisions are not
34 inconsistent with this section.
35 SEC. 4. Section 7102 of the Revenue and Taxation
36 Code is amended to read:
37 7102. The money in the fund shall, upon order of the
38 Controller, be drawn therefrom for refunds under this

(CO39
part, and pursuant to Section 1793.25 of the Civil Code,

40 or be transferred in the following manner:

I.
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1 (a) (1) All revenues, less refunds, derived under this
2 part at the 43/9 percent rate, including the imposition of
3 sales and use taxes with respect to the sale, storage, use,
4 or other consumption of motor vehicle fuel which would
5 not have been received if the sales and use tax rate had
6 been 5 percent and if motor vehicle fuel, as defined for
7 purposes of the Motor Vehicle Fuel License Tax Law
8 (Part 2 (commencing with Section 7301) ), had been
9 exempt from sales and use taxes, shall be estimated by the

10 State Board of Equalization, with the concurrence of the
11 Department of Finance shall be transferred during each
12 fiscal year to the Transportation Planning and
13 Development Account in the State Transportation Fund
14 for appropriation pursuant to Section 99312 of the Public
15 Utilities Code.
16 (2) If the amount transferred pursuant to paragraph
17 (1) is less than one hundred ten million dollars
18 ($110,000,000) in any fiscal year, an additional amount
19 equal to the difference between one hundred ten million
20 dollars ($110,000,000) and the amount so transferred shall
21 be transferred, to the extent funds are available, as
22 follows:
23 (A) For the 1986-87 fiscal year, from the General
24 Fund.
25 (B) For the 1987-88 and each subsequent fiscal year,
26 from the state revenues due to the imposition of sales and
27 use taxes on fuel, as defined for purposes of the Use Fuel
28 Tax Law (Part 3 (commencing with Section 8601) ).
29 (b) The balance shall be transferred to the General
30 Fund.
31 (c) The estimate required by subdivision (a) shall be
32 based on taxable transactions occurring during a calendar
33 year, and the transfers required by subdivision (a) shall
34 be made during the fiscal year that commences during
35 that same calendar year. Transfers required by
36 paragraphs (1) and (2) of subdivision (a) shall be made
37 quarterly.
38 SEC. 5. Section 3050 of the Vehicle Code is amended
39 to read:
40 3050. The board shall do all of the following:

I
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1 (a) Adopt rules and regulations in accordance with
2 Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1
3 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code
4 governing such matters as are specifically committed to
5 its jurisdiction.
6 (b) Hear and consider, within the limitations and in
7 accordance with the procedure provided, an appeal
8 presented by an applicant for, or holder of, a license as a
9 new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer

10 branch, distributor, distributor branch, or representative
11 when the applicant or licensee submits an appeal
12 provided for in this chapter from a decision arising out of
13 the department.
14 (c) Consider any matter concerning the activities or
15 practices of any person applying for or holding a license
16 as a new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer,
17 manufacturer branch, distributor, distributor branch, or
18 representative pursuant to Chapter 4 (commencing with
19 Section 11700) of Division 5 submitted by any person. A
20 member of the board who is a new motor vehicle dealer
21 may not participate in, hear, comment, advise other
22 members upon, or decide any matter considered by the
23 board pursuant to this subdivision that involves a dispute
24 between a franchisee and franchisor. After such
25 consideration, the board may do any one or any
26 combination of the following:
27 (1) Direct the department to conduct investigation of
28 matters that the board deems reasonable, and make a
29 written report on the results of the investigation to the
30 board within the time specified by the board.
31 (2) Undertake to mediate, arbitrate afnieebly e , or
32 otherwise resolve any honest difference .of opinion or
33 viewpoint existing between any member of the public
34 and any new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer,
35 manufacturer branch, distributor branch, or
36 representative.
37 (3) Order the department to exercise any and all
38 authority or power that the department may have with
39 respect to the issuance, renewal, refusal to renew,
40 suspension, or revocation of the license of any new motor
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1 vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer branch,
2 distributor, distributor branch, or representative as such
3 license is required under Chapter 4 (commencing with
4 Section 11700) of Division 5.
5 (d) Hear and consider, within the limitations and in
6 accordance with the procedure provided, a protest
7 presented by a franchisee pursuant to Section 3060, 3062,
8 3064, or 3065. A member of the board who is a new motor
9 vehicle dealer may not participate in, hear, comment,

10 advise other members upon, or decide, any matter
11 involving a protest filed pursuant to Article, 4
12 (commencing with Section 3060) .
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 28, 1987

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE -1957438 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 2057

Introduced by Assembly Member Tanner

March 6, 1987

An act to add Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
9889.70) to Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, to
amend Seetiett 1793.3 Sections 1793.2 and 1794 of, and to add
Section 1793.25 to, the Civil Code, to amend Section 7102 of
the Revenue and Taxation Code, and to amend Section 3050
of the Vehicle Code, relating to warranties, and making an
appropriation therefor.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 2057, as amended, Tanner. Warranties: new motor
vehicles.

% (1) Existing law imposes various duties upon
manufacturers making express warranties with respect to
consumer goods, including the duty to replace the goods or
reimburse the buyer, as specified, if the goods are not
repaired to conform to those warranties after a reasonable
number of attempts. Existing law also prohibits a buyer of
such goods from asserting a presumption that a reasonable
number of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
vehicle, as specified, unless the buyer first resorts to a third
party dispute resolution process, as defined, following notice
that such a process is available.

This bill would revise the provisions relating to warranties
on new motor vehicles to require the manufacturer or its
representative to replace the vehicle or make restitution, as
specified, if unable to conform the vehicle to the applicable

i express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts.
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The bill would revise the definition definitions of "motor
vehicle," "new motor vehicle," and "qualified third party
dispute resolution process" and define the term
"demonstrator" for these purposes, and require the Bureau of
Automotive Repair to establish a program for the certification
of third party dispute resolution processes pursuant to
regulations adopted by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as
specified. The bill would prohibit the sale or lease of a motor
vehicle transferred by a buyer or a lesser to a manufacturer
for a nonconformity, as defined, except as specified. The bill
would also make related changes.

The bill would create the Certification Account within the
Automotive Repair Fund, to be funded by fees imposed on
manufacturers and distributors pursuant to the bill and
collected by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as specified, to be
expended upon appropriation by the Legislature to pay the
expenses of the bureau under the bill.

(2) Existing law authorizes the award of court costs and
attorney's fres to a consumer who prevails in a warranty
action.

This bill would require the award of court costs and
attorney's fees to consumers who prevail in such actions, and
would also require the award of civil penalties, as specified,
against certain manufacturers. Existing law provides for the
disposition of moneys in the Retail Sales Tax Fund.

This bill would provide for reimbursement from the Retail
Sales Tax Fund to a manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for
an amount equal to the sales tax involved when the
manufacturer makes restitution to a buyer under the bill,
thereby making an appropriation.

Vote: %. Appropriation: yes. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-manda Led local program: no.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
2 9889.70) is added to Division 3 of the Business and
3 Professions Code, to read:

-3 - AB 2057 1 CHAPTER 20.5. CERTIFICATION OF THIRD PARTY
2 DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES
3
4 9889.70. Unless the context requires otherwise, the
5 following definitions govern the construction of this
6 chapter:

ID7 (a) "Bureau" means the Bureau of Automotive
8 Repair.
9 (b) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle

10 as defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (4) of
11 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
12 (c) "Manufacturer" means a new motor vehicle
13 manufacturer, manufacturer branch, distributor, or
14 distributor branch required to be licensed pursuant to
15 Article 1 (commencing with Section 11700) of Chapter 4
16 of Division 5 of the Vehicle Code.
17 (d) "Qualified third party dispute resolution process"
18 means a third party dispute resolution process which
19 mccta the criteria set fer-th in operates in compliance

20 with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of
21 the Civil Code and this chapter and which has been
22 certified by the bureau pursuant to this chapter.
23 9889.71. The bureau shall establish a program for
24 certifying each third party dispute resolution process

 25 used for the arbitration of disputes pursuant to paragraph
26 (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
27 In establishing the program, the bureau shall do all of the
28 following:
29 (a) Prescribe and provide forms to be used fer
30 applieetien to apply for certification under this chapter.
31 (b) Establish a set fer of minimum standards which
32 shall be used to determine whether a third party dispute

33 resolution process is in compliance with the criteria set
34 forth in paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2
35 of the Civil Code and this chapter.
36 (c) Prescribe the information which each
37 manufacturer, or other entity, that uses a third party
38 dispute resolution process, and which seeks that applies
39 to have that process certified by the bureau, shall provide
40 the bureau in the application for certification. In
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1 prescribing the information to accompany the
2 application for certification, the bureau shall require the
3 manufacturer, or other entity, to provide only that
4 information which the bureau finds is reasonably
5 necessary to enable the bureau to determine whether the
6 third party dispute resolution process is in compliance
7 with the critcria set earth in paragraph (3) of subdivision
8 (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter.
9 (d) Prescribe the information that each qualified third

10 party dispute resolution process shall provide the bureau,
11 and the time intervals at which the information shall be
12 required, to enable the bureau to determine whether the
13 qualified third party dispute resolution process continues
14 to operate in compliance with the critcria set forth in
15 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
16 Civil Code and this chapter.
17 9889.72. (a) Each manufacturer shall may establish,
18 or otherwise make available to buyers or lessees of new
19 motor vehicles, a qualified third party dispute resolution
20 process er for the resolution of disputes pursuant to
21 paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
22 Civil Code. The manufacturer, or other entity, which
23 operates the third party dispute resolution process shall
24 apply to the bureau for certification of that process. The
25 application for certification shall be accompanied by the
26 information prescribed by the bureau.
27 (b) The bureau shall review the application and
28 accompanying information and, after conducting an
29 onsite inspection, shall determine whether the third
30 party dispute resolution process is in compliance with the
31 criteria set forth ift paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
32 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter. If the
33 bureau determines that the process is in compliance with
34 these critcria, the bureau shall certify the process. If the
35 bureau determines that the process is not in compliance
36 with these critcria, the bureau shall deny certification
37 and shall ,tate, in writing, the reasons for denial and the
38 modifications in the operation of the process that are
39 required in order for the process to be certified.
40 (c) The bureau shall make a final determination

a

0
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lO 1 whether to certify a third party dispute resolution process
2 or to deny certification not later than 90 calendar days
3 following the date the bureau accepts the application for
4 certification as complete.
5 9889.73. (a) The bureau, in accordance with the time
6 intervals prescribed pursuant to subdivision (d) of
7 Section 9889.71, but at least once annually, shall review
8 the operation and performance of each qualified third
9 party dispute resolution process and determine, using the

10 information provided the bureau as prescribed pursuant
11 to subdivision (d) of Section 9889.71 and the monitoring
12 and inspection information described in subdivision (c)
13 of Section 9889.74, whether the process is operating in
14 compliance with the critcria set forth ill paragraph (3) of
15 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
16 this chapter. If the bureau determines that the process is
17 in compliance with these critcria, the certification shall
18 remain in effect.
19 (b) If the bureau determines that the process is not in

 20 compliance with ene er mere ef the critcria set forth in
21 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
22 Civil Code or this chapter, the bureau shall issue a notice
23 of decertification to the manufacturer, or other entity,
24 which uses that process. The notice of decertification
25 shall state the reasons for the issuance of the ftetiee;
26 enumerate the criteria set forth in paragraph (3) ef
27 subdivision (c) ef Seetieti 1793.2 ef the civil Code with
28 which the preeess is net in eempliaftee; and prefteribe the
29 notice and prescribe the modifications in the operation of
30 the process that are required in order for the process to
31 retain its certification.
32 (c) A notice of decertification shall take effect 180

33 calendar days following the date the notice is served on
34 the manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process
35 that the bureau has determined is not in compliance with
36 ene er mere ef the criteria set forth in paragraph (3) of
37 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code or this
38 chapter. The bureau shall withdraw the notice of
39 decertification prior to its effective date if the bureau
40 determines, after a public hearing, that the
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AB 2057 -6 -
1 manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process has
2 made the modifications in the operation of the process
3 required in the notice of decertification and is in
4 compliance with the criteria set forth i paragraph (3) of
5 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
6 this chapter.
7 9889.74. In addition to any other requirements of this
8 chapter, the bureau shall do all of the following:
9 (a) Establish procedures to assist owners or lessees of

10 new motor vehicles who have complaints regarding the
11 operation of a qualified third party dispute resolution
12 process.
13 (b) Establish methods for measuring customer
14 satisfaction and to identify violations of this chapter,
15 which shall include an annual random postcard or
16 telephone survey of the customers of each qualified third
17 party dispute resolution process.
18 (c) Monitor and inspect, on a regular basis, qualified
19 third party dispute resolution processes to determine
20 whether they continue to meet the standards for
21 certification. Monitoring and inspection shall include, but
22 not be limited to, all of the following:
23 (1) Onsite inspections of each certified process not less
24 frequently than twice annually.
25 (2) Investigation of complaints from consumers
26 regarding the operation of certified qualified third party
27 dispute resolution processes and analyses of
28 representative samples of complaints against each
29 process.
30 (3) Analyses of the annual surveys required by
31 subdivision (b).
32 (d) Notify the Department of Motor Vehicles of the
33 failure of a manufacturer to honor a decision of a qualified
34 third party dispute resolution process to enable the
35 department to take appropriate enforcement action
36 against the manufacturer pursuant to Section 11705.4 of
37 the Vehicle Code.
38 (e) Submit a biennial report to the Legislature
39 evaluating the effectiveness of this chapter, make
40 available to the public summaries of the statistics and
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1 other information supplied by certified each qualified
2 third party resolution process, and publish educational
3 materials regarding the purposes of this chapter.
4 (f) Adopt regulations as necessary and appropriate to
5 implement the provisions of this chapter.
6 9889.75. The New Motor Vehicle Board in the
7 Department of Motor Vehicles shall, in accordance with
8 the procedures prescribed in this section, administer the
9 collection of fees for the purposes of fully funding the

10 administration of this chapter.
11 (a) There is hereby created in the Automotive Repair
12 Fund a Certification Account. Fees collected pursuant to
13 this section shall be deposited in the Certification
14 Account and shall be available, upon appropriation by the
15 Legislature, exclusively to pay the expenses incurred by
16 the bureau in administering this chapter. If at the
17 conclusion of any fiscal year the amount of fees collected
18 exceeds the amount of expenditures for that purpose
19 during that fiscal year, the surplus in the Certification

410 20 Account shall be carried over into the succeeding fiscal
21 year.
22 (b) Beginning July 1, 1988, every applicant for a
23 license as a manufacturer, manufacturer branch,
24 distributor, or distributor branch, and every applicant for
25 the renewal of a license as a manufacturer, manufacturer
26 branch, distributor, or distributor branch, shall
27 accompany the application with a statement of the
28 number of motor vehicles sold, leased, or otherwise
29 distributed by or for the applicant in this state during the
30 preceding calendar year, together with a breakdown by
31 make, model, and model year and any other information
32 that the New Motor Vehicle Board may require, and shall

IP
 33 pay to the Department of Motor Vehicles, for each

34 issuance or renewal of the license, an amount prescribed
35 by the New Motor Vehicle Board, but not to exceed one
36 dollar ($1) for each motor vehicle sold, leased, or
37 distributed by or for the applicant in this state during the
38 preceding calendar year. The total fee paid by each
39 licensee shall be rounded to the nearest dollar in the
40 manner described in Section 9559 of the Vehicle Code.
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1 No more than one dollar ($1) shall be charged, collected,
2 or received from any one or more licensees pursuant to
3 this subdivision with respect to the same motor vehicle.
4 (c) On or before January 1 of each calendar year, the
5 bureau shall determine the dollar amount, not to exceed
6 one dollar ($1) per motor vehicle, which shall be
7 collected and received by the Department of Motor
8 Vehicles beginning July 1 of that year, based upon an
9 estimate of the number of sales, leases, and other

10 dispositions of motor vehicles in this state during the
11 preceding calendar year, in order to fully fund the
12 program established by this chapter during the following
13 fiscal year. The bureau shall notify the New Motor
14 Vehicle Board of the dollar amount per motor vehicle
15 that the New Motor Vehicle Board shall use in calculating
16 the amounts of the fees to be collected from applicants
17 pursuant to this subdivision.
18 (d) For the purposes of this section, "motor vehicle"
19 means a new passenger or commercial motor vehicle of
20 a kind that is required to be registered under the Vehicle
21 Code, but the term does not include a motorcycle, a
22 motor home, or any vehicle whose gross weight exceeds
23 10,000 pounds.
24 (e) The New Motor Vehicle Board may adopt
25 regulations to implement this section.
26 SEC. 2. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is amended
27 to read:
28 1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
29 sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
30 made an express warranty shall:
31 (1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
32 facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
33 goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
34 or designate and authorize in this state as service and
35 repair facili ties independent repair or service facilities
36 reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
37 sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.
38 As a means of complying with this paragraph, a
39 manufacturer may enter into warranty service contracts
40 with independent service and repair facilities. The

0
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1 warranty service contracts may provide for a fixed
2 schedule of rates to be charged for warranty service or
3 warranty repair work, however, the rates fixed by such
4 contracts shall be in conformity with the requirements of
5 subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The rates established
6 pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3, between the
7 manufacturer and the independent service and repair
8 facility, shall not preclude a good faith discount which is
9 reasonably related to reduced credit and general

10 overhead cost factors arising from the manufacturer's
11 payment of warranty charges direct to the independent
12 service and repair facility. The warranty service contracts
13 authorized by this paragraph shall not be executed to
14 cover a period of time in excess of one year, and may be
15 renewed only by a separate, new contract or letter of
16 agreement between the manufacturer and the
17 independent service and repair facility.
18 (2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
19 (1) of this subdivision, be subject to Section 1793.5.
20 (3) Make available to authorized service and repair
21 facilities sufficient service literature and replacement
22 parts to effect repairs during the express warranty
23 period.
24 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are
25 maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods
26 is necessary because they do not conform with the
27 applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be
28 commenced within a reasonable time by the
29 manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless
30 the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
31 shall be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the
32 applicable warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
33 conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
34 representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
35 requirement. Where delay arises, conforming goods shall
36 be tendered as soon as possible following termination of
37 the condition giving rise to the delay.
38 (c) The buyer shall deliver nonconforming goods to
39 the manufacturer's service and repair facility within this
40 state, unless, due to reasons of size and weight, or method
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1 of attachment, or method of installation, or nature of the
2 nonconformity, delivery cannot reasonably be
3 accomplished. If the buyer cannot return the
4 nonconforming goods for any of these reasons, he or she
5 shall notify the manufacturer or its nearest service and
6 repair facility within the state. Written notice of
7 nonconformity to the manufacturer or its service and
8 repair facility shall constitute return of the good§ for
9 purposes of this section. Upon receipt of such notice of

10 nonconformity the manufacturer shall, at its option,
11 service or repair the goods at the buyer's residence, or
12 pick up the goods for service and repair, or arrange for
13 transporting the goods to its service and repair facility.
14 All reasonable costs of transporting the goods when a
15 buyer cannot return them for any of the above reasons
16 shall be at the manufacturer's expense. The reasonable
17 costs of ti ansporting nonconforming goods after delivery
18 to the service and repair facility until return of the goods
19 to the buyer shall be at the manufacturer's expense.
20 (d) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), if the
21 manufacturer or its representative in this state does not
22 service or repair the goods to conform to the applicable
23 express warranties after a reasonable number of
24 attempts, the manufacturer shall either replace the goods
25 or reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the
26 purchase price paid by the buyer, less that amount
27 directly :1 ttributable to use by the buyer prior to the
28 discovery of the nonconformity.
29 (2) If the manufacturer of its representative in this
30 state is unable to service or repair a new motor vehicle,
31 as that term is defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph
32 (4) of subdivision (e), to conform to the applicable
33 express warranties after a reasonable number of
34 attempts, the manufacturer shall either promptly replace
35 the new motor vehicle in accordance with subparagraph
36 (A) or promptly make restitution to the buyer in
37 accordance with subparagraph (B) . However, the buyer
38 shall be free to elect restitution in lieu of replacement,
39 and in no event shall the buyer be required by the
40 manufacturer to accept a replacement vehicle.

I
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1 (A) In the case of replacement, the manufacturer shall
2 replace the buyer's vehicle with a new motor vehicle
3 susbstantially identical to the vehicle replaced. The
4 replacement vehicle shall be accompanied by all express
5 and implied warranties that normally accompany new
6 motor vehicles of that specific kind. The manufacturer
7 also shall pay for, or to, the buyer the amount of any sales
8 or use tax, license fees, registration fees, and other official
9 fees which the buyer is obligated to pay in connection

10 with the replacment, plus any incidental damages to
11 which the buyer is entitled under Section 1794, including,
12 but not limited to, reasonable repair, towing, and rental
13 car costs actually incurred by the buyer.
14 (B) In the case of restitution, the manufacturer shall
15 make restitution in an amount equal to the actual price
16 paid or payable by the buyer, including any charges for
17 transportation and manufacturer -installed options, but
18 excluding nonmanufacturer items installed by a dealer or
19 the buyer, and including any collateral charges such as
20 sales tax, license fees, registration fees, and other official
21 fees, plus any incidental damages to which the buyer is
22 entitled under Section 1794, including, but not limited to,
23 reasonable repair, towing, and rental car costs actually
24 incurred by the buyer.
25 (C) When the manufacturer replaces the new motor
26 vehicle pursuant to subparagraph (A), the menefaeterer
27 nifty require the buyer to reiether-se the maeufaeterer
28 the buyer shall only be liable to pay the manufacturer an
29 amount directly attributable to use by the buyer of the
30 replaced vehicle prior to the time the buyer first
31 delivered the vehicle to the manufacturer or distributor,
32 or its authorized service and repair facility for correction
33 of the problem that gave rise to the nonconformity.
34 When restitution is made pursuant to subparagraph (B) ,

35 the amount to be paid by the manufacturer to the buyer
36 may be reduced by the manufacturer by that amount
37 directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to the time
38 the buyer first delivered the vehicle to the manufacturer
39 or distributor, or its authorized service and repair facility
40 for correction of the problem that gave rise to the
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1 nonconformity. The amount directly attributable to use
2 by the buyer shall be determined by multiplying the
3 actual price of the new motor vehicle paid or payable by
4 the buyer, including any charges for transportation and
5 manufacturer -installed options, by a fraction having as its
6 denominator 120,000 and having as its numerator the
7 number of miles traveled by the new motor vehicle prior
8 to the time the buyer first delivered the vehicle to the
9 manufacturer or distributor, or its authorized service and

10 repair facility for correction of the problem that gave rise
11 to the nonconformity. Nothing in this paragraph shall in
12 any way limit the rights or remedies available to the
13 buyer under any other law.
14 (e) kl) It shall be presumed that a reasonable number
15 of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
16 vehicle to the applicable express warranties if, within one
17 year from delivery to the buyer or 12,000 miles on the
18 odometer of the vehicle, whichever occurs first, either
19 (A) the same nonconformity has been subject to repair
20 four or snore times by the manufacturer or its agents and
21 the bu) er has at least once directly notified the
22 manufacturer of the need for the repair of the
23 nonconformity, or (B) the vehicle is out of service by
24 reason of repair of nonconformities by the manufacturer
25 or its agents for a cumulative total of more than 30
26 calendar days since delivery of the vehicle to the buyer.
27 The 30 -day limit shall be extended only if repairs cannot
28 be performed due to conditions beyond the control of the
29 manufacturer or its agents. The buyer shall be required
30 to directly notify the manufacturer pursuant to
31 subparagraph (A) only if the manufacturer has clearly
32 and conspicuously disclosed to the buyer, with the
33 warranty or the owner's manual, the provisions of this
34 subdivision and that of subdivision (d) , including the
35 requirement that the buyer must notify the
36 manufacturer directly pursuant to subparagraph (A).
37 This presumption shall be a rebuttable presumption
38 affecting the burden of proof, and it may be asserted by
39 the buyer in any civil action, including an action in small
40 claims court, or other formal or informal proceeding.

e. e

 0
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1. (2) If a qualified third party dispute resolution process
2 exists, and the buyer receives timely notification in
3 writing of the availability of a third party process with a
4 description of its operation and effect, the presumption
5 in paragraph (1) may not be asserted by the buyer until
6 after the buyer has initially resorted to the third party

 7 process as required in paragraph (3) . Notification of the
8 availability of the third party process is not timely if the
9 buyer suffers any prejudice resulting from any delay in

10 giving the notification. If a qualified third party dispute
11 resolution process does not exist, or if the buyer is
12 dissatisfied with the third party decision, or if the
13 manufacturer or its agent neglects to promptly fulfill the
14 terms of such third party decision after the decision is
15 accepted by the buyer, the buyer may assert the
16 presumption provided in paragraph (1) in an action to
17 enforce the buyer's rights under subdivision (d). The
18 findings and decision of the third party shall be
19 admissible in evidence in the action without further

'20 foundation. Any period of limitation of actions under any
21 federal or California laws with respect to any person shall
22 be extended for a period equal to the number of days
23 between the date a complaint is filed with a third party
24 dispute resolution process and the date of its decision or
25 the date before which the manufacturer or its agent is
26 required by the decision to fulfill its terms if the decision
27 is accepted by the buyer, whichever occurs later.
28 (3) A qualified third party dispute resolution process
29 shall meet all ef the following criteria: shall do all of the
30 following:
31 (A) The preeess complies Comply with the minimum
32 requirements of the Federal Trade Commission for
33 informal dispute settlement procedures as set forth in
34 Part 703 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
35 as those regulations read on January 1, 1987.
36 (B) The preeess renders Render decisions which are
37 binding on the manufacturer if the buyer elects to accept
38 the decision.
39 (C) Prc3cribc3 Prescribe a reasonable time, not to
40 exceed 30 days after the decision is uccptcd accepted by
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1 the buyer, within which the manufacturer or its agent
2 must fulfill the terms of its decisions.
3 (D) The preeese provides written fliftter41119 to these
4 individuals whe eenduet investigatierie and who make, er
5 par-tieipttt-e in decisions for the program whieh;6 at aiii include
7 (D) Provide arbitrators who are assigned to decide
8 disputes ivith copies of, and instruction in, the provisions
9 of the Federal Trade Commission's regulations in Part

10 703 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as those
11 regulations read on January 1, 1987, Division 2
12 (commencing with Section 2101) of the Commercial
13 Code, and this chapter.
14 (E) The process provides Require the manufacturer,
15 when the process orders either that the nonconforming
16 motor vehicle be replaced if the buyer consents to this
17 remedy or that restitution be made to the buyer, to
18 replace the motor vehicle or make restitution in
19 accordance with paragraph (2) of subdivision (d).
20 (F) Pi ovide, at the request of the arbitrator or a
21 majority of the arbitration panel, for an inspection and
22 written report on the condition of a nonconforming
23 motor vehicle, at no cost to the buyer, by an automobile
24 expert who is independent of the manufacturer.
25 (F) The process rendera
26 (G) Render decisions which consider and provide the
27 rights and remedies conferred in regulations of the
28 Federal Trade Commission contained in Part 703 of Title
29 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as those regulations
30 read on January 1, 1987, Division 2 (commencing with
31 Section 2101) of the Commercial Code, and this chapter.
32 Nothing in this chapter requires that, to be certified as a
33 qualified third party dispute resolution process pursuant
34 to this section, decisions of the process must consider or
35 provide remedies in the form of awards of punitive
36 damages or multiple damages, under subdivision (c) of
37 Section 1794, or of attorney's fees under subdivision (d)
38 of Section 1794, or of consequential damages other than
39 as provided in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 1794,
40 including, but not limited to, reasonable repair, towing

I
$
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1 and rental car costs actually incurred by the buyer.
2 (C) The pr-eeese has been certified
3 (H) Obtain and maintain certification by the Bureau
4 of Automotive Repair pursuant to Chapter 20.5
5 (commencing with Section 988940 9889.70) of Division 3
6 of the Business and Professions Code.
7 (4) For the purposes of subdivision (d) and this
8 subdivision the following terms have the following
9 meanings:

10 (A) "Nonconformity" means a nonconformity which
11 substantially impairs the use, value, or safety of the new
12 motor vehicle to the buyer or lessee.
13 (B) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
14 which is used or bought for use primarily for personal,
15 family, or household purposes. "New motor vehicle"
16 includes a dealer -owned vehicle and a "demonstrator" or
17 other motor vehicle sold with a manufacturer's new car
18 warranty but does not include a motorcycle, a
19 motorhome, or a motor vehicle which is not registered
20 under the Vehicle Code because it is to be operated or
21 used exclusively off the highways. A "demonstrator" is a
22 vehicle assigned by a dealer for the purpose of
23 demonstrating qualities and characteristics common to
24 vehicles of the same or similar model and type.
25 (5) No person shall sell or lease a motor vehicle
26 transferred by a buyer or lessee to a manufacturer as the
27 result of a nonconformity unless the nature of the
28 nonconformity experienced by the original buyer or
29 lessee is clearly and conspicuously disclosed, the
30 nonconformity is corrected, and the manufacturer
31 warrants to the new buyer or lessee in writing for a
32 period of one year that the motor vehicle is free of that
33 nonconformity.
34 SEC. 3. Section 1793.25 is added to the Civil Code, to
35 read:
36 1793.25. (a) Notwithstanding Part 1 (commencing
37 with Section 6001) of Division 2 of the Revenue and
38 Taxation Code, the State Board of Equalization shall
39 reimburse the manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for
40 an amount equal to the sales tax which the manufacturer

ov
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1 includes in making restitution to the buyer pursuant to
2 subparagraph (B) or paragraph (2) of subdivision (d) of
3 Section 1793.2, when satisfactory proof is provided that
4 the retailer of the motor vehicle for which the
5 manufacttirer is making restitution has reported and paid
6 the sales I ax on the gross receipts from the sale of that
7 motor vehicle. The State Board of Equalization may
8 adopt rules and regulations to carry out, facilitate
9 compliance with, or prevent circumvention or evasion of,

10 this section.
11 (b) Nothing in this section shall in anyway change the
12 application of the sales and use tax to the gross receipts
13 and the sales price from the sale, and the storage, use, or
14 other consumption, in this state or tangible personal
15 property pursuant to Part 1 (commencing with Section
16 6001) of Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.
17 (c) The manufacturer's claim for reimbursement and
18 the board's approval or denial of the claim shall be subject
19 to the provisions of Article 1 (commencing with Section
20 6901) of Chapter 7 of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Revenue
21 and Taxation Code, except Sections 6902.1, 6903, 6907,
22 and 6908 thereof, insofar as those provisions are not
23 inconsistent with this section.
24 SEC. 4. Section 1794 of the Civil Code is amended to
25 read:
26 1794. (a) Any buyer of consumer goods who is
27 damaged by a failure to comply with any obligation
28 under this chapter or under an implied or express
29 warranty or service contract may bring an action for the
30 recovery of damages and other legal and equitable relief.
31 (b) The measure of the buyer's damages in an action
32 under this section shall be as follows:
33 (1) Where the buyer has rightfully rejected or
34 justifiably revoked acceptance of the goods or has
35 exercised any right to cancel the sale, Sections 2711, 2712,
36 and 2713 of the Commercial Code shall apply.
37 (2) Where the buyer has accepted the goods, Sections
38 2714 and 2715 of the Commercial Code shall apply, and
39 the measure of damages shall include the cost of repairs
40 necessary to make the goods conform.
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1 (c) If the buyer establishes that the failure to comply
2 was willful, the judgment may include, in addition to the
3 amounts recovered under subdivision (a) , a civil penalty
4 which shall not exceed two times the amount of actual
5 damages. This subdivision shall not apply in any class
6 action under Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure
7 or under Section 1781, or with respect to a claim based
8 solely on a breach of an implied warranty.
9 (d) If the buyer prevails in an action under this

10 section, the buyer nifty shall be allowed by the court to
11 recover as part of the judgment a sum equal to the
12 aggregate amount of costs and expenses, including
13 attorney's fees based on actual time expended,
14 determined by the court to have been reasonably
15 incurred by the buyer in connection with the
16 commencement and prosecution of such action ; unless
17 the court its di3crction deter-n=411es that 91 -tell an award
18 ef attorney's fees well be ihapprepfiete.
19 (e) In addition to the recovery of actual damages, the
20 buyer shall recover a civil penalty of two times the
21 amount of actual damages and reasonable attorney's fees
22 and costs if the manufacturer fails to rebut the
23 presumption established in paragraph (1) of subdivision
24 (e) of Section 1793.2 and either (1) the manufacturer
25 does not maintain a qualified third party dispute
26 resolution process which complies with subdivision (e) of
27 Section 1793.2, or (2) the manufacturer's qualified third
28 party dispute resolution process fails to comply with
29 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 in the buyer's case.
30 SEC. 5. Section 7102 of the Revenue and Taxation
31 Code is amended to read:
32 7102. The money in the fund shall, upon order of the
33 Controller, be drawn therefrom for refunds under this
34 part, and pursuant to Section 1793.25 of the Civil Code, or
35 be transferred in the following manner:
36 (a) (1) All revenues, less refunds, derived under this
37 part at the 43/4 percent rate, including the imposition of
38 sales and use taxes with respect to the sale, storage, use,
39 or other consumption of motor vehicle fuel which would
40 not have been received if the sales and use tax rate had
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1 been 5 percent and if motor vehicle fuel, as defined for
2 purposes of the Motor Vehicle Fuel License Tax Law
3 (Part 2 (commencing with Section 7301) ) , had been
4 exempt from sales and use taxes, shall be estimated by the
5 State Board of Equalization, with the concurrence of the
6 Department of Finance shall be transferred during each
7 fiscal year to the Transportation Planning and
8 Development Account in the State Transportation Fund
9 for appropriation pursuant to Section 99312 of the Public

10 Utilities Code.
11 (2) If the amount, transferred pursuant to paragraph
12 (1) is less than one hundred ten million dollars
13 ($110,000,000) in any fiscal year, an additional amount
14 equal to t lie difference between one hundred ten million
15 dollars ($110,000,000) and the amount so transferred shall
16 be transferred, to the extent funds are available, as
17 follows:
18 (A) For the 1986-87 fiscal year, from the General
19 Fund.
20, (B) For the 1987-88 and each subsequent fiscal year,
21 from the state revenues due to the imposition of sales and
22 use taxes on fuel, as defined for purposes of the Use Fuel
23 Tax Law (Part 3 (commencing with Section 8601) ).
24 (b) The balance shall be transferred to the General
25 Fund.
26 (c) The estimate required by subdivision (a) shall be
27 based on taxable transactions occurring during a calendar
28 year, and the transfers required by subdivision (a) shall
29 be made during the fiscal year that commences during
30 that same calendar year. Transfers required by
31 paragraphs (1) and (2) of subdivision (a) shall be made
32 quarterly.
33 SEG,,gy:
34 SEC. 6. Section 3050 of the Vehicle Code is amended
35 to read:
36 3050. The board shall do all of the following:
37 (a) Adopt rules and regulations in accordance with
38. Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1
39 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code
40 governing such matters as are specifically committed to
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1 its jurisdiction.
2 (b) Hear and consider, within the limitations and in
3 accordance with the procedure provided, an appeal
4 presented by an applicant for, or holder of, a license as a
5 new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer
6 branch, distributor, distributor branch, or representative
7 when the applicant or licensee submits an appeal
8 provided for in this chapter from a decision arising out of
9 the department.

10 (c) Consider any matter concerning the activities or
11 practices of any person applying for or holding a license
12 as a new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer,
13 manufacturer branch, distributor, distributor branch, or
14 representative pursuant to Chapter 4 (commencing with
15 Section 11700) of Division 5 submitted by any person. A
16 member of the board who is a new motor vehicle dealer
17 may not participate in, hear, comment, advise other
18 members upon, or decide any matter considered by the
19 board pursuant to this subdivision that involves a dispute
20 between a franchisee and franchisor. After such
21 consideration, the board may do any one or any
22 combination of the following:
23 (1) Direct the department to conduct investigation of
24 matters that the board deems reasonable, and make a
25 written report on the results of the investigation to the
26 board within the time specified by the board.
27 (2) Undertake to mediate, arbitrate, or otherwise
28 resolve any honest difference of opinion or viewpoint
29 existing between any member of the public and any new
30 motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer
31 branch, distributor branch, or representative.
32 (3) Order the department to exercise any and all
33 authority or power that the department may have with
34 respect to the issuance, renewal, refusal to renew,
35 suspension, or revocation of the license of any new motor
36 vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer branch,
37 distributor, distributor branch, or representative as such
38 license is required under Chapter 4 (commencing with
39 Section 11700) of Division 5.
40 (d) Hear and consider, within the limitations and in
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1 accordance with the procedure provided, a protest
2 presented by a franchisee pursuant to Section 3060, 3062,
3 3064, or 3065. A member of the board who is a new motor
4 vehicle dealer may not participate in, hear, comment,
5 advise other members upon, or decide, any matter
6 involving a protest filed pursuant to Article 4
7 (commencing with Section 3060).
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 13, 1987

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 28, 1987

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE -1987-88 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 2057

Introduced by Assembly Member Tanner

March 6, 1987

An act to add Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
9889.70) to Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, to
amend Sections 1793.2 and 1794 of, and to add Section 1793.25
to, the Civil Code, to amend Section 7102 of the Revenue and
Taxation Code, and to amend Section 3050 of the Vehicle
Code, relating to warranties, and making an appropriation

\,.- therefor.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 2057, as amended, Tanner. Warranties: new motor
vehicles.

(1) Existing law imposes various duties upon
manufacturers making express warranties with respect to
consumer goods, including the duty to replace the goods or
reimburse the buyer, as specified, if the goods are not
repaired to conform to those warranties after a reasonable
number of attempts. Existing law also prohibits a buyer of
such goods from asserting a presumption that a reasonable
number of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
vehicle, as specified, unless the buyer first resorts to a third
party dispute resolution process, as defined, following notice
that such a process is available.

This bill would revise the provisions relating to warranties
on new motor vehicles to require the manufacturer or its
representative to replace the vehicle or make restitution, as
specified, if unable to conform the vehicle to the applicable; 07 LEGISLATIVE INTENT SERVICE (800) 666-191711r
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express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts.
The bill would revise the definitions of "motor vehicle," "new
motor vehicle," nd "qualified third party dispute resolution
process" and dr fine the term "demonstrator" for these
purposes, and require the Bureau of Automotive Repair to
establish a program for the certification of third party dispute
resolution processes pursuant to regulations adopted by the
New Motor Vehicle Board, as specified. The bill would
prohibit the sale or lease of a motor vehicle transferred by a
buyer or a lesser to a manufacturer for a nonconformity, as
defined, except as specified. The bill would also make related
changes.

The bill would create the Certification Account within the
Automotive Repair Fund, to be funded by fees imposed on
manufacturers and distributors pursuant to the bill and
collected by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as specified, to be
expended upon appropriation by the Legislature to pay the
expenses of the bureau under the bill.

(2) Existing law authorizes the award of court costs and
attorney's fees to a consumer who prevails in a warranty
action.

This bill would require the award of court costs and
attorney's fees to consumers who prevail in such actions, and
would also require the award of civil penalties, as specified,
against certain manufacturers. Existing law provides for the
disposition of moneys in the Retail Sales Tax Fund.

This bill would provide for reimbursement from the Retail
Sales Tax Fund to a manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for
an amount equal to the sales tax involved when the
manufacturer makes restitution to a buyer under the bill,
thereby making an appropriation.

Vote: %. Appropriation: yes. Fiscal committee: yes.
State -mandated local program: no.
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The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
2 9889.70) is added to Division 3 of the Business and
3 Professions Code, to read:
4
5 CHAPTER 20.5. CERTIFICATION OF THIRD PARTY
6 DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES
7
8 9889.70. Unless the context requires otherwise, the
9 following definitions govern the construction of this

10 chapter:
11 (a) "Bureau" means the Bureau of Automotive
12 Repair.
13 (b) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
14 as defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (4) of
15 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
16 .

(c) "Manufacturer" means a new motor vehicle
17 manufacturer, manufacturer branch, distributor, or
18 distributor branch required to be licensed pursuant to
19 Article 1 (commencing with Section 11700) of Chapter 4
20 of Division 5 of the Vehicle Code.
21 (d) "Qualified third party dispute resolution process"
22 means a third party dispute resolution process which
23 operates in compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision
24 (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter
25 and which has been certified by the bureau pursuant to
26 this chapter.
27 9889.71. The bureau shall establish a program for
28 certifying each third party dispute resolution process
29 used for the arbitration of disputes pursuant toparagraph
30 (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
31 In establishing the program, the bureau shall do all of the
32 following:
33 (a) Prescribe and provide forms to be used to apply for
34 certification under this chapter.
35 (b) Establish a set of minimum standards which shall
36 be used to determine whether a third party dispute
37 resolution process is in compliance with paragraph (3) of
38 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
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2 (c) Prescribe the information which each 110)1 this chapter.

3 manufacturer, or other entity, that uses a third party
4 dispute resolution process, and that applies to have that

5 process certified by the bureau, shall provide the bureau
6 in the application for certification. In prescribing the
7 information to accompany the application for

8 certification, the bureau shall require the manufacturer,
9 or other entity, to provide only that information which

10 the bureau finds is reasonably necessary to enable the

11 bureau to determine whether the third party dispute

12 resolution process is in compliance with paragraph (3) of

13 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and

14 this chapter.
15 (d) Prescribe the information that each qualified third
16 party dispute resolution process shall provide the bureau,
17 and the time intervals at which the information shall be

18 required, to enable the bureau to determine whether the

19 qualified third party dispute resolution process continues

20 to operate in compliance with paragraph (3) of

21 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and

22 this chapter.
23 9889.72. (a) Each manufacturer may establish, or
24 otherwise make available to buyers or lessees of new
25 motor vehicles, a qualified third party dispute resolution

26 process for the resolution of disputes pursuant to
27 paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the

28 Civil Code. The manufacturer, or other entity, which
29 operates the third party dispute resolution process shall

30 apply to the bureau for certification of that process. The

31 application for certification shall be accompanied by the

32 information prescribed by the bureau.
33 (b) The bureau shall review the application and
34 accompanying information and, after conducting an
35 onsite inspection, shall determine whether the third
36 party dispute resolution process is in compliance with
37 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the

38 Civil Code and this chapter. If the bureau determines

39 that the process is in compliance, the bureau shall certify

40 the process. If the bureau determines that the process is I) 
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1 not in compliance, the bureau shall deny certification and
2 shall state, in writing, the reasons for denial and the
3 modifications in the operation of the process that are
4 required in order for the process to be certified.
5 (c) The bureau shall make a final determination
6 whether to certify a third party dispute resolution process
7 or to deny certification not later than 90 calendar days
8 following the date the bureau accepts the application for
9 certification as complete.

10 9889.73. (a) The bureau, in accordance with the time
11 intervals prescribed pursuant to subdivision (d) of
12 Section 9889.71, but at least once annually, shall review
13 the operation and performance of each qualified third
14 party dispute resolution process and determine, using the
15 information provided the bureau as prescribed pursuant
16 to subdivision (d) of Section 9889.71 and the monitoring
17 and inspection information described in subdivision (c)
18 of Section 9889.74, whether the process is operating in
19 compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
20 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter. If the
21 bureau determines that the process is in compliance, the
22 certification shall remain in effect.
23 (b) If the bureau determines that the process is not in
24 compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
25 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code or this chapter, the
26 bureau shall issue a notice of decertification to the
27 manufacturer, or other entity, which uses that process.
28 The notice of decertification shall state the reasons for the
29 issuance of the notice and prescribe the modifications in
30 the operation of the process that are required in order for
31 the process to retain its certification.
32 (c) A notice of decertification shall take effect 180
33 calendar days following the date the notice is served on
34 the manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process
35 that the bureau has determined is not in compliance with
36 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
37 Civil Code or this chapter. The bureau shall withdraw the
38 notice of decertification prior to its effective date if the
39 bureau determines, after a public hearing, that the
40 manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process has
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1 made the modifications in the operation of the process
2 required in the notice of decertification and is in
3 compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
4 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter.
5 9889.74. In addition to any other requirements of this
6 chapter, the bureau shall do all of the following:
7 (a) Establish procedures to assist owners or lessees of
8 new motor vehicles who have complaints regarding the
9 operation of a qualified third party dispute resolution

10 process.
11 (b) Establish methods for measuring customer
12 satisfaction and to identify violations of this chapter,
13 which shall include an annual random postcard or
14 telephone survey of the customers of each qualified third
15 party dispute resolution process.
16 (c) Monitor and inspect, on a regular basis, qualified
17 third party dispute resolution processes to determine
18 whether they continue to meet the standards for
19 certification. Monitoring and inspection shall include, but
20 not be limited to, all of the following:
21 (1) Onsite inspections of each certified process not less
22 frequently than twice annually.
23 (2) Investigation of complaints from consumers
24 regarding the operation of qualified third party dispute
25 resolution processes and analyses of representative
26 samples of complaints against each process.
27 (3) Analyses of the annual surveys required by
28 subdivision (b).
29 (d) Notify the Department of Motor Vehicles of the
30 failure of a manufacturer to honor a decision of a qualified
31 third party dispute resolution process to enable the
32 department to take appropriate enforcement action
33 against fir- manufacturer pursuant to Section 11705.4 of
34 the Vehicle Code.
35 (e) Submit a biennial report to the Legislature
36 evaluating the effectiveness of this chapter, make
37 available to the public summaries of the statistics and
38 other infoi mation supplied by each qualified third party
39 resolution process, and publish educational materials
40 regarding the purposes of this chapter.
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1 (f) Adopt regulations as necessary and appropriate to
2 implement the provisions of this chapter.
3 9889.75. The New Motor Vehicle Board in the
4 Department of Motor Vehicles shall, in accordance with
5 the procedures prescribed in this section, administer the
6 collection of fees for the purposes of fully funding the
7 administration of this chapter.
8 (a) There is hereby created in the Automotive Repair
9 Fund a Certification Account. Fees collected pursuant to

10 this section shall be deposited in the Certification
11 Account and shall be available, upon appropriation by the
12 Legislature, exclusively to pay the expenses incurred by
13 the bureau in administering this chapter. If at the
14 conclusion of any fiscal year the amount of fees collected
15 exceeds the amount of expenditures for that purpose
16 during that fiscal year, the surplus in the Certification
17 Account shall be carried over into the succeeding fiscal
18 year.
19 (b) Beginning July 1, 1988, every applicant for a
20 license as a manufacturer, manufacturer branch,
21 distributor, or distributor branch, and every applicant for
22 the renewal of a license as a manufacturer, manufacturer
23 branch, distributor, or distributor branch, shall
24 accompany the application with a statement of the
25 number of motor vehicles sold, leased, or otherwise
26 distributed by or for the applicant in this state during the
27 preceding calendar year, together with a breakdown by
28 make, model, and model year and any other information
29 that the New Motor Vehicle Board may require, and shall
30 pay to the Department of Motor Vehicles, for each
31 issuance or renewal of the license, an amount prescribed
32 by the New Motor Vehicle Board, but not to exceed one
33 dollar ($1) for each motor vehicle sold, leased, or
34 distributed by or for the applicant in this state during the
35 preceding calendar year. The total fee paid by each
36 licensee shall be rounded to the nearest dollar in the
37 manner described in Section 9559 of the Vehicle Code.
38 No more than one dollar ($1) shall be charged, collected,
39 or received from any one or more licensees pursuant to
40 this subdivision with respect to the same motor vehicle.
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1 (c) On or before January 1 of each calendar year, the
2 bureau shall determine the dollar amount, not to exceed
3 one dollar ($1) per motor vehicle, which shall be
4 collected and received by the Department of Motor
5 Vehicles beginning July 1 of that year, based upon an
6 estimate of the number of sales, leases, and other
7 dispositions of motor vehicles in this state during the
8 preceding calendar year, in order to fully fund the
9 program established by this chapter during the following

10 fiscal year. The bureau shall notify the New Motor
11 Vehicle Board of the dollar amount per motor vehicle
12 that the New Motor Vehicle Board shall use in calculating
13 the amounts of the fees to be collected from applicants
14 pursuant to this subdivision.
15 (d) For the purposes of this section, "motor vehicle"
16 means a new passenger or commercial motor vehicle of
17 a kind that is required to be registered under the Vehicle
18 Code, but the term does not include a motorcycle, a
19 motor home, or any vehicle whose gross weight exceeds
20 10,000 pounds.
21 (e) The New Motor Vehicle Board may adopt
22 regulations to implement this section.
23 SEC. 2. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is amended
24 to read:
25 1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
26 sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
27 made an express warranty shall:
28 (1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
29 facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
30 goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
31 or designate and authorize in this state as service and
32 repair facilities independent repair or service facilities
33 reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
34 sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.
35 As a means of complying with this paragraph, a
36 manufacturer may enter into warranty service contracts
37 with independent service and repair facilities. The
38 warranty service contracts may provide for a fixed
39 schedule of rates to be charged for warranty service or
40 warranty repair work, however, the rates fixed by such

I
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1 contracts shall be in conformity with the requirements of
2 subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The rates established
3 pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3, between the
4 manufacturer and the independent service and repair
5 facility, shall not preclude a good faith discount which is
6 reasonably related to reduced credit and general
7 overhead cost factors arising from the manufacturer's
8 payment of warranty charges direct to the independent
9 service and repair facility. The warranty service contracts

10 authorized by this paragraph shall not be executed to
11 cover a period of time in excess of one year, and may be
12 renewed only by a separate, new contract or letter of
13 agreement between the manufacturer and the
14 independent service and repair facility.
15 (2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
16 (1) of this subdivision, be subject to Section 1793.5.
17 (3) Make available to authorized service and repair
18 facilities sufficient service literature and replacement
19 parts to effect repairs during the express warranty
20 period.
21 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are
22 maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods
23 is necessary because they do not conform with the
24 applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be
25 commenced within a reasonable time by the
26 manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless
27 the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
28 shall be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the
29 applicable warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
30 conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
31 representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
32 requirement. Where delay arises, conforming goods shall
33 be tendered as soon as possible following termination of
34 the condition giving rise to the delay.
35 (c) The buyer shall deliver nonconforming goods to
36 the manufacturer's service and repair facility within this
37 state, unless, due to reasons of size and weight, or method
38 of attachment, or method of installation, or nature of the
39 nonconformity, delivery cannot reasonably be
40 accomplished. If the buyer cannot return the
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1 nonconforming goods for any of these reasons, he or she
2 shall notify the manufacturer or its nearest service and
3 repair facility within the state. Written notice of
4 nonconforiaity to the manufacturer or its service and
5 repair facility shall constitute return of the goods for
6 purposes of this section. Upon receipt of such notice of
7 nonconformity the manufacturer shall, at its option,
8 service or repair the goods at the buyer's residence, or
9 pick up the goods for service and repair, or arrange for

10 transporting the goods to its service and repair facility.
11 All reasonable costs of transporting the goods when a
12 buyer cannot return them for any of the above reasons
13 shall be at the manufacturer's expense. The reasonable
14 costs of transporting nonconforming goods after delivery
15 to the service and repair facility until return of the goods
16 to the buyer shall be at the manufacturer's expense.
17 (d) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), if the
18 manufacturer or its representative in this state does not
19 service or repair the goods to conform to the applicable
20 express warranties after a reasonable number of
21 attempts, the manufacturer shall either replace, the goods
22 or reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the
23 purchase price paid by the buyer, less that amount
24 directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to the
25 discovery the nonconformity.
26 (2) If the manufacturer of its representative in this
27 state is unable to service or repair a new motor vehicle,
28 as that term is defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph
29 (4) of subdivision (e), to conform to the applicable
30 express warranties after a reasonable number of
31 attempts, the manufacturer shall either promptly replace
32 the new motor vehicle in accordance with subparagraph
33 (A) or promptly make restitution to the buyer in
34 accordance with subparagraph (B) . However, the buyer
35 shall be free to elect restitution in lieu of replacement,
36 and in no event shall the buyer be required by the
37 manufacturer to accept a replacement vehicle.
38 (A) In the case of replacement, the manufacturer shall
39 replace the buyer's vehicle with a new motor vehicle
40 susbstantially identical to the vehicle replaced. The

01)
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1 replacement vehicle shall be accompanied by all express
2 and implied warranties that normally accompany new
3 motor vehicles of that specific kind. The manufacturer
4 also shall pay for, or to, the buyer the amount of any sales
5 or use tax, license fees, registration fees, and other official
6 fees which the buyer is obligated to pay in connection
7 with the replacment, plus any incidental damages to
8 which the buyer is entitled under Section 1794, including,
9 but not limited to, reasonable repair, towing, and rental

10 car costs actually incurred by the buyer.
11 (B) In the case of restitution, the manufacturer shall
12 make restitution in an amount equal to the actual price
13 paid or payable by the buyer, including any charges for
14 transportation and manufacturer -installed options, but
15 excluding nonmanufacturer items installed by a dealer or
16 the buyer, and including any collateral charges such as
17 sales tax, license fees, registration fees, and other official
18 fees, plus any incidental damages to which the buyer is
19 entitled under Section 1794, including, but not limited to,
20 reasonable repair, towing, and rental car costs actually
21 incurred by the buyer.
22 (C) When the manufacturer replaces the new motor
23 vehicle pursuant to subparagraph (A), the buyer shall
24 only be liable to pay the manufacturer an amount directly
25 attributable to use by the buyer of the replaced vehicle
26 prior to the time the buyer first delivered the vehicle to
27 the manufacturer or distributor, or its authorized service
28 and repair facility for correction of the problem that gave
29 rise to the nonconformity. When restitution is made
30 pursuant to subparagraph (B) , the amount to be paid by
31 the manufacturer to the buyer may be reduced by the
32 manufacturer by that amount directly attributable to use
33 by the buyer prior to the time the buyer first delivered
34 the vehicle to the manufacturer or distributor, or its
35 authorized service and repair facility for correction of the
36 problem that gave rise to the nonconformity. The
37 amount directly attributable to use by the buyer shall be
38 determined by multiplying the actual price of the new
39 motor vehicle paid or payable by the buyer, including
40 any charges for transportation and

rue
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1 manufactures -installed options, by a fraction having as its
2 denominator 120,000 and having as its_ numerator. the
3 number of miles traveled by the new motor vehicle prior
4 to the time the buyer first delivered the vehicle to the
5 manufacturer or distributor, or its authorized service and
6 repair facility for correction of the problem that gave rise
7 to the nonconformity. Nothing in this paragraph shall in
8 any way limit the rights or remedies available to the
9 buyer under any other law.

10 (e) (1) It shall be presumed that a reasonable number
11 of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
12 vehicle to the applicable express warranties if, within one
13 year from delivery to the buyer or 12,000 miles on the
14 odometer of the vehicle, whichever occurs first, either
15 (A) the same nonconformity has been subject to repair
16 four or more times by the manufacturer or its agents and
17 the buyer has at least once directly notified the
18 manufacturer of the need for the repair of the
19 nonconformity, or (B) the vehicle is out of service by
20 reason of repair of nonconformities by the manufacturer
21 or its agents for a cumulative total of -more than 30
22 calendar days since delivery of the vehicle to the buyer.
23 The 30 -day limit shall be extended only if repairs cannot
24 be performed due to conditions beyond the control of the
25 manufacturer or its agents. The buyer shall be required
26 to directly notify the manufacturer pursuant to
27 subparagraph (A) only if the manufacturer has clearly
28 and conspicuously disclosed to the buyer, with the
29 warranty or the  owner's manual, the provisions of this
30 subdivision and that of subdivision (d) , including the
31 requirement that the buyer must notify the
32 manufacturer directly pursuant to subparagraph (A) .
33 This presumption shall be a rebuttable presumption
34 affecting the burden of proof, and it may be asserted by
35 the buyer in any civil action, including an action in small
36 claims court, or other formal or informal proceeding.
37 (2) If a qualified third party dispute resolution process
38 exists, and the buyer receives timely notification in
39 writing of the availability of a third party process with a
40 description of its operation and effect, the presumption S
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1 in paragraph (1) may not be asserted by the buyer until
2 after the buyer has initially resorted to the third party
3 process as required in paragraph (3) . Notification of the
4 availability of the third party process is not timely if the
5 buyer suffers any prejudice resulting from any delay in
6 giving the notification. If a qualified third party dispute
7 resolution process does not exist, or if she buyer is
8 dissatisfied with the third party decision, or if the
9 manufacturer or its agent neglects to promptly fulfill the

10 terms of such third party decision after the decision is
11 accepted by the buyer, the buyer may assert the
12 presumption provided in paragraph (1) in an action to
13 enforce the buyer's rights under subdivision (d) . The
14 findings and decision of the third party shall be
15 admissible in evidence in the action without further
16 foundation. Any period of limitation of actions under any
17 federal or California laws with respect to any person shall
18 be extended for a period equal to the number of days
19 between the date a complaint is filed with a third party
20 dispute resolution process and the date of its decision or
21 the date before which the manufacturer or its agent is
22 required by the decision to fulfill its terms if the decision
23 is accepted by the buyer, whichever occurs later.
24 (3) A qualified third party dispute resolution process
25 shall do all of the following:
26 (A) Comply with the minimum requirements of the
27 Federal Trade Commission for informal dispute
28 settlement procedures as set forth in Part 703 of Title 16
29 of the Code of Federal Regulations, as those regulations
30 read on January 1, 1987.
31 (B) Render decisions which are binding on the
32 manufacturer if the buyer elects to accept the decision.
33 (C) Prescribe a reasonable time, not to exceed 30 days
34 after the decision is accepted by the buyer, within which
35 the manufacturer or its agent must fulfill the terms of its
36 decisions.
37 (D) Provide arbitrators who are assigned to decide
38 disputes with copies of, and instruction in, the provisions
39 of the Federal Trade Commission's regulations in Part
40 703 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as those
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1 regulations read on January 1, 1987, Division 2
2 (commencing with Section 2101) of the Commercial
3 Code, and this chapter.
4 (E) Require the manufacturer, when the process
5 orders either that the nonconforming motor vehicle be
6 replaced if the buyer consents to this remedy or that
7 restitution be made to the buyer, to replace the motor
8 vehicle or snake restitution in accordance with paragraph
9 (2) of subdivision (d).

10 (F) Provide, at the request of the arbitrator or a
11 majority of the arbitration panel, for an inspection and
12 written report on the condition of a nonconforming
13 motor vehicle, at no cost to the buyer, by an automobile
14 expert who is independent of the manufacturer.
15 (G) Render decisions which consider and provide the
16 rights and remedies conferred in regulations of the
17 Federal Ti ade Commission contained in Part 703 of Title
18 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as those regulations
19 read on January 1, 1987, Division 2 (commencing with
20 Section 2101) of the Commercial Code, and this chapter.
21 Nothing in this chapter requires that, to be certified as a
22 qualified third party dispute resolution process pursuant
23 to this section, decisions of the process must consider or
24 provide remedies in the form of awards of punitive
25 damages or multiple damages, under subdivision (c) of
26 Section 1794, or of attorney's fees under subdivision (d)
27 of Section 1794, or of consequential damages other than
28 as provided in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 1794,
29 including, but not limited to, reasonable repair, towing
30 and rental car costs actually incurred by the buyer.
31 (H) Obtain and maintain certification by the Bureau
32 of Automotive Repair pursuant to Chapter 20.5
33 (commencing with Section 9889.70) of Division 3 of the
34 Business and Professions Code.
35 (4) For the purposes of subdivision (d) and this
36 subdivision the following terms have the following
37 meanings:
38 (A) "Nonconformity" means a nonconformity which
39 substantially impairs the use, value, or safety of the new
40 motor vehicle to the buyer or lessee.

I
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1 (B) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
2 which is used or bought for use primarily for personal,
3 family, or household purposes. "New motor vehicle"
4 includes a dealer -owned vehicle and a "demonstrator" or
5 other motor vehicle sold with a manufacturer's new car
6 warranty but does not include a motorcycle, a
7 motorhome, or a motor vehicle which is not registered
8 under the Vehicle Code because it is to be operated or
9 used exclusively off the highways. A "demonstrator" is a

10 vehicle assigned by a dealer for the purpose of
11 demonstrating qualities and characteristics common to
12 vehicles of the same or similar model and type.
13 (5) No person shall sell or lease a motor vehicle
14 transferred by a buyer or lessee to a manufacturer as the
15 result of a nonconformity unless the nature of the
16 nonconformity experienced by the original buyer or
17 lessee is clearly and conspicuously disclosed, the
18 nonconformity is corrected, and the manufacturer
19 warrants to the new buyer or lessee in writing for a
20 period of one year that the motor vehicle is free of that
21 nonconformity.
22 SEC. 3. Section 1793.25 is added to the Civil Code, to
23 read:
24 1793.25. (a) Notwithstanding Part 1 (commencing
25 with Section 6001) of Division 2 of the Revenue and
26 Taxation Code, the State Board of Equalization shall
27 reimburse the manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for
28 an amount equal to the sales tax which the manufacturer
29 includes in making restitution to the buyer pursuant to
30 subparagraph (B) ei of paragraph (2) of subdivision (d)
31 of Section 1793.2, when satisfactory proof is provided that
32 the retailer of the motor vehicle for which the
33 manufacturer is making restitution has reported and paid
34 the sales tax on the gross receipts from the sale of that
35 motor vehicle. The State Board of Equalization may
36 adopt rules and regulations to carry out, facilitate
37 compliance with, or prevent circumvention or evasion of,
38 this section.
39 (b) Nothing in this section shall in any way change the
40 application of the sales and use tax to the gross receipts
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1 and the sales price from the sale, and the storage, use, or
2 other consumption, in this state or tangible personal
3 property pursuant to Part 1 (commencing with Section
4 6001) of Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.
5 (c) The manufacturer's claim for reimbursement and
6 the board's approval or denial of the claim shall be subject
7 to the provisions of Article 1 (commencing with Section
8 6901) of Chapter 7 of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Revenue
9 and Taxation Code, except Sections 6902.1, 6903, 6907,

10 and 6908 thereof, insofar as those provisions are not
11 inconsistent with this section.
12 SEC. 4. Section 1794 of the Civil Code is amended to
13 read:
14 1794. (a) Any buyer of consumer goods who is
15 damaged by a failure to comply with any obligation
16 under this chapter or under an implied or express
17 warranty or service contract may bring an action for the
18 recovery of damages and other legal and equitable relief.
19 (b) The measure of the buyer's damages in an action
20 under this section shall be as follows:
21 (1) Where the buyer has rightfully  rejected or
22 justifiably revoked acceptance of the goods or has
23 exercised any right to cancel the sale, Sections 2711, 2712,
24 and 2713 of the Commercial Code shall apply.
25 (2) Whet e the buyer has accepted the goods, Sections
26 2714 and 2715 of the Commercial Code shall apply, and
27 the measure of damages shall include the cost of repairs
28 necessary to make the goods conform.
29 (c) If the buyer establishes that the failure to comply
30 was willful, the judgment may include, in addition to the
31 amounts recovered under subdivision (a), a civil penalty
32 which shall not exceed two times the amount of actual
33 damages. This subdivision shall not apply in any class
34 action under Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure
35 or under Section 1781, or with respect to a claim based
36 solely on a breach of an implied warranty.
37 (d) If the buyer prevails in an action under this
38 section, the buyer shall be allowed by the court to recover
39 as part of the judgment a sum equal to the aggregate
40 amount of costs and expenses, including attorney's fees

0
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1 based on actual time expended, determined by the court
2 to have been reasonably incurred by the buyer in
3 connection with the commencement and prosecution of
4 such action.
5 (e) In addition to the recovery of actual damages, the
6 buyer shall recover a civil penalty of two times the
7 amount of actual damages and reasonable attorney's fees
8 and costs if the manufacturer fails to rebut the
9 presumption established in paragraph (1) of subdivision

10 (e) of Section 1793.2 and either (1) the manufacturer
11 does not maintain a qualified third party dispute
12 resolution process which complies with subdivision (e) of
13 Section 1793.2, or (2) the manufacturer's qualified third
14 party dispute resolution process willfully fails to comply
15 with subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 in the buyer's case.
16 SEC. 5. Section 7102 of the Revenue and Taxation
17 Code is amended to read:
18 7102. The money in the fund shall, upon order of the
19 Controller, be drawn therefrom for refunds under this
20 part, and pursuant to Section 1793.25 of the Civil Code, or
21 be transferred in the following manner:
22 (a) (1) All revenues, less refunds, derived under this
23 part at the 4% percent rate, including the imposition of
24 sales and use taxes with respect to the sale, storage, use,
25 or other consumption of motor vehicle fuel which would
26 not have been received if the sales and use tax rate had
27 been 5 percent and if motor vehicle fuel, as defined for
28 purposes of the Motor Vehicle Fuel License Tax Law
29 (Part 2 (commencing with Section 7301) ) , had been
30 exempt from sales and use taxes, shall be estimated by the
31 State Board of Equalization, with the concurrence of the
32 Department of Finance shall be transferred during each
33 fiscal year to the Transportation Planning and
34 Development Account in the State Transportation Fund
35 for appropriation pursuant to Section 99312 of the Public
36 Utilities Code.
37 (2) If the amount transferred pursuant to paragraph
38 (1) is less than one hundred ten million dollars
39 ($110,000,000) in any fiscal year, an additional amount
40 equal to the difference between one hundred ten million
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1 dollars ($110,000,000) and the amount so transferred shall d
2 be transferred, to the extent funds are available, as w
3 follows:
4 (A) For the 1986-87 fiscal year, from the General
5 Fund.
6 (B) For the 1987-88 and each subsequent fiscal year,
7 from the state revenues due to the imposition of sales and
8 use taxes on fuel, as defined for purposes of the Use Fuel
9 Tax Law (Part 3 (commencing with Section 8601) ).

10 (b) The balance shall be transferred to the General
11 Fund.
12 (c) The estimate required by subdivision (a) shall be
13 based on taxable transactions occurring during a calendar
14 year, and the transfers required by subdivision (a) shall
15 be made during the fiscal year that commences during
16 that same calendar year. Transfers required by
17 paragraphs (1) and (2) of subdivision (a) shall be made
18 quarterly.
19 SEC. 6. Section 3050 of the Vehicle Code is amended
20 to read:
21 3050. The board shall do all of the following:
22 (a) Adopt rules and regulations in accordance with
23 Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1
24 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code
25 governing such matters as are specifically committed to
26 its jurisdiction.
27 (b) Hear and consider, within the limitations and in
28 accordance with the procedure provided, an appeal
29 presented by an applicant for, or holder of, a license as a
30 new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer
31 branch, distributor, distributor branch, or representative
32 when the applicant or licensee submits an appeal
33 provided for in this chapter from a decision arising out of
34 the department.
35 (c) Consider any matter concerning the activities or
36 practices of any person applying for or holding a license
37 as a new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer,
38 manufacturer branch, distributor, distributor branch, or
39 representative pursuant to Chapter 4 (commencing with
40 Section 11700) of Division 5 submitted by any person. A
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member of the board who is a new motor vehicle dealer
may not participate in, hear, comment, advise other
members upon, or decide any matter considered by the
board pursuant to this subdivision that involves a dispute
between a franchisee and franchisor. After such
consideration, the board may do any one or any
combination of the following:

(1) Direct the department to conduct investigation of
matters that the board deems reasonable, and make a
written report on the results of the investigation to the
board within the time specified by the board.

(2) Undertake to mediate, arbitrate, or otherwise
resolve any honest difference of opinion or viewpoint
existing between any member of the public and any new
motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer
branch, distributor branch, or representative.

(3) Order the department to exercise any and all
authority or power that the department may have with
respect to the issuance, renewal, refusal to renew,
suspension, or revocation of the license of any new motor
vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer branch,
distributor, distributor branch, or representative as such
license is required under Chapter 4 (commencing with
Section 11700) of Division 5.

(d) Hear and consider, within the limitations and in
accordance with the procedure provided, a protest
presented by a franchisee pursuant to Section 3060, 3062,
3064, or 3065. A member of the board who is a new motor
vehicle dealer may not participate in, hear, comment,
advise other members upon, or decide, any matter
involving a protest filed pursuant to Article 4
(commencing with Section 3060) .

0
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AMENDED. IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 11, 1987

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 13, 1987

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 28, 1987

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE -1987-88 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 2057

Introduced by Assembly Member Tanner

March 6, 1987

An act to add Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
9889.70) to Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, to
amend Sections,1793.2 and 1794 of, and to add Section 1793.25
to, the Civil Code, to amend Section 7102 of the Revenue and
Taxation Code, and to amend Section 3050 of the Vehicle
Code, relating to warranties, and making an appropriation
therefor.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 2057, as amended, Tanner. Warrantiei: new motor
vehicles.

(1) Existing law imposes various duties upon
manufacturers making express warranties with respect to
consumer goods, including the duty to replace the goods or
reimburse the buyer, as specified, if the goods are not
repaired to conform to those warranties after a reasonable
number of attempts. Existing law alio prohibits a buyer of
such goods from asserting a presumption that a reasonable
number of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
vehicle, as specified, unless the buyer first resorts to a third
party dispute. resolution process, as defined, following notice
that such a process is available.

This bill would revise the provisions relating to warranties
on new motor vehicles to require the manufacturer or its

J
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AB 2057 -2 -
representative to replace the vehicle or make restitution, as Aik
specified, if unable to conform the vehicle to, the applicable 1p
express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts.
The bill would, on July 1, 1988, revise the definitions of
"motor vehicle," "new motor vehicle," and "qualified third
party dispute resolution process" and define the term
"demonstrator" for these purposes, and require the Bureau of Ak
Automotive Repair to establish a program for the certification 1111,
of third party dispute resolution processes pursuant to
regulations adopted by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as
specified. The bill would prohibit the sale or lease of a motor
vehicle transferred by a buyer or a lesser to a manufacturer
for, a nonconformity, as defined, except as specified. The bill
would also make related changes.

The bill would, on July 1, 1988, create the Certification
Account within the Automotive Repair Fund, to be funded by
fees imposed on manufacturers and distributors pursuant to
the bill and collected by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as
specified, to be expended upon appropriation by the
Legislature to pay the expenses of the bureau under the bill.

(2) Existing law authorizes the award of court costs and
attorney's fees to a consumer who prevails in a warranty
action.

This bill would require the award of court costs and
attorney's fees to consumers who prevail in such actions, and
would also require the aVvard of civil penalties, as specified,
against certain manufacturers. Existing law provides for the
disposition of moneys in the Retail Sales Tax Fund.

This bill would provide for reimbursement from the Retail
Sales Tax Fund to a manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for
an amount equal to the sales tax involved when the
manufacturer makes restitution to a buyer under the bill,
thereby making an appropriation.

Vote: %. Appropriation: yes. Fiscal committee: yes.
State -mandated local program: no.

o
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The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
2 9889.70) is added to Division 3 of the Business and
3 Professions Code, to read:
4.5 CHAPTER 20.5. CERTIFICATION OF THIRD PARTY
6 DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES
7
8 9889.70. Unless the context requires otherwise, the
9 following definitions govern the construction of this

10 chapter:
11 (a) "Bureau" means the Bureau of Automotive
12 Repair.
13 (b) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
14 as defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (4) of
15 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
16. (c) "Manufacturer" means a new motor vehicle
17 manufacturer, manufacturer branch, distributor, or
18 distributor branch required to be licensed pursuant to

Ip 19 Article 1 (commencing with Section 11700) of Chapter 4
20 of Division 5 of the Vehicle Code.
21 (d) "Qualified third party dispute resolution process"
22 means a third party dispute resolution process which

110 23 operates in compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision
24 (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter
25 and which has been certified by the bureau pursuant to
26 this chapter.
27 9889.71. The bureau shall establish a program for
28 certifying each third party dispute resolution process
29 used for the arbitration of disputes pursuant to paragraph
30 (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
31 In establishing the program, the bureau shall do all of the

Ak 32. following:
( W 33 (a) Prescribe and provide forms to be used to apply for

34 certification under this chapter.
35 (b) Establish a set of minimum standards which shall
36 be used to determine whether a third party dispute
37 resolution process is in compliance with paragraph (3) of .38 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and

ICE (800) 666-1917
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1 this chapter.
2 (c) Prescribe the information which each 1111

3 manufacturer, or other entity, that uses a third party
4 dispute resolution process, and that applies to have that
5 process certified by the bureau, shall provide the bureau
6 in the application for certification. In prescribing the
7 information to accompany the application for 
8 certification, the bureau shall require the manufacturer,
9 or other entity, to provide only that information which

10 the bureau finds is reasonably necessary to enable the
11 bureau to determine whether the third party dispute
12 resolution process is in compliance with paragraph (3) of
13 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
14 this chapter.
15 (d) Prescribe the information that each qualified third
16 party dispute resolution process shall provide the bureau,
17 and the time intervals at which the information shall be
18 required, to enable the bureau to determine whether the
19 qualified third party dispute resolution process continues
20 to operate in compliance with paragraph (3) of
21 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
22 this chapter.
23 9889.72. (a) Each manufacturer may establish, or
24 otherwise make available to buyers or lessees of new
25 motor vehicles, a qualified third party dispute resolution
26 process for the resolution of disputes pursuant to
27 paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
28 Civil Code. The manufacturer, or other entity, which
29 operates the third party dispute resolution process shall
30 apply to the bureau for certification of that process. The
31 application for certification shall be accompanied by the
32 information prescribed by the bureau.
33 (b) The bureau shall review the application and
34 accompanying information and, after conducting an 4)
35 onsite inspection, shall determine whether the third
36 party dispute resolution process is in compliance with
37 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
38 Civil Code and this chapter. If the bureau determines
39 that the process is in compliance, the bureau shall certify
40 the process. If the bureau determines that the process is 

I
I

I

I
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1 not in compliance, the bureau shall deny certification and
2 shall state, in writing, the reasons for denial and the
3 modifications in the operation of the process that are
4 required in order for the process to be certified.
5 (c) The bureau shall make a final determination
6 whether to certify a third party dispute resolution process
7 or to deny certification not later than 90 calendar days
8 following the date the bureau accepts the application for
9 certification as complete.

10 9889.73. (a) The bureau, in accordance with the time
11 intervals prescribed pursuant to subdivision (d) of
12 Section 9889.71, but at least once annually, shall review
13 the operation and performance of each qualified third
14 party dispute resolution process and determine, using the
15 information provided the bureau as prescribed pursuant
16 to subdivision (d) of Section 9889.71 and the monitoring
17 and inspection information described in subdivision (c)
18 of Section 9889.74, whether the process is operating in
19 compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
20 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter. If the
21 bureau determines that the process is in compliance, the
22 certification shall remain in effect.
23 (b) If the bureau determines that the process is not in
24 compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
25 Section, 1793.2 of the Civil Code or this chapter, the
26 bureau shall issue a notice of decertification to the
27 manufacturer, or other entity, which uses that process.
28 The notice of decertification shall state the reasons for the
29 issuance of the notice and prescribe the modifications in
30 the operation of the process that are required in order for
31 the process to retain its certification.
32 (c) A notice of decertification shall take effect 180
33 calendar days following the date the notice is served on
34 the manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process
35 that the bureau has determined is not in compliance with
36 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
37 Civil Code or this chapter. The bureau shall withdraw the
38 notice of decertification prior to its effective date if the
39 bureau determines, after a public hearing, that the
40 manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process has
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1 made the modifications in the operation of the process
2 required in the notice of decertification and is in
3 compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
4 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter.
5 9889.74. In addition to any other requirements of this
6 chapter, the bureau shall do all of the following:
7 (a) Establish procedures to assist owners or lessees of
8 new motor vehicles who have complaints regarding the
9 operation of a qualified third party dispute resolution

10 process.
11 (b) Establish methods for measuring customer
12 satisfaction and to identify violations of this chapter,
13 which shall include an annual random postcard or
14 telephone survey of the customers of each qualified third
15 party dispute resolution process.
16 (c) Monitor and inspect, on a regular basis, qualified
17 third party dispute resolution processes to determine
18 whether they continue to meet the standards for
19 certification. Monitoring and inspection shall include, but
20 not be limited to, all of the following:
21 (1) Onsile inspections of each certified process not less
22 frequently than twice annually.
23 (2) Investigation of complaints from consumers
24 regarding the operation of qualified third party dispute
25 resolution processes and analyses of representative
26 samples of complaints against each process.
27 - (3) Analyses of the annual surveys required by
28 subdivision (b) .

29 (d) Notify the Department of Motor Vehicles of the
30 failure of a manufacturer to honor a decision of a qualified
31 third party dispute resolution process to enable the
32 department to take appropriate enforcement action
33 against the manufacturer pursuant to Section 11705.4 of
34 the Vehicle Code.
35 (e) Submit a biennial report to the Legislature
36 evaluating the effectiveness of this chapter, make
37 available to the public summaries of the statistics and
38 other information supplied by each qualified third party
39 resolution process, and publish educational materials
40 regarding the purposes of this chapter.

I

I
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1 (f) ,Adopt regulations as necessary and appropriate to
2 implement the provisions of this chapter.
3 9889.75. The New Motor Vehicle Board in the
4 Department of Motor Vehicles shall, in accordance with
5 the procedures prescribed in this section, administer the
6 collection of fees for the purposes of fully funding the
7 administration of this chapter.
8 (a) There is hereby created in the Automotive Repair
9 Fund a Certification Account. Fees collected pursuant to

10 this section shall be deposited in the Certification
11 Account and shall be available, upon appropriation by the
12 Legislature, exclusively to pay the expenses incurred by
13 the bureau in administering this chapter. If at the
14 conclusion of any fiscal year the amount of fees collected
15 exceeds the amount of expenditures for that purpose
16 during that fiscal year, the surplus in the Certification
17 Account shall be carried over into the succeeding fiscal
18 year.
19 (b) Beginning July 1, 1988, every applicant for a
20 license as a manufacturer, manufacturer branch,
21 distributor, or distributor branch, and every applicant for
22 the renewal of a license as a manufacturer, manufacturer
23 branch, distributor, or distributor branch, shall
24 accompany the application with a statement of the
25 number of motor vehicles sold, leased, or otherwise
26 distributed by or for the applicant in this state during the
27 preceding calendar year, together with a breakdown by
28 make, model, and model year and any other information
29 that the New Motor Vehicle Board may require, and shall
30 pay to the Department of Motor Vehicles, for each
31 issuance or renewal of the license, an amount prescribed
32 by the New Motor Vehicle Board, but not to exceed one
33 dollar ($1) for each motor vehicle sold, leased, or
34 distributed by or for the applicant in this state during the
35 preceding calendar year. The total fee paid by each
36 licensee shall be rounded to the nearest dollar in the
37 manner described in Section 9559 of the Vehicle Code.
38 No more than one dollar ($1) shall be charged, collected,
39 or received from any one or more licensees pursuant to
40 this subdivision with respect to the same motor vehicle.
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1 (c) On or before January 1 of each calendar year, the
2 bureau shall determine the dollar amount, not to exceed
3 one dollar ($1) per motor vehicle; which shall be
4 collected and received by the Department of Motor
5 Vehicles beginning July 1 of that year, based upon an
6 estimate of the number of sales, leases, and other
7 dispositions of motor vehicles in this state during the
8 preceding calendar year, in order to fully fund the
9 program established by this chapter during the follOwing

10 fiscal year. The bureau shall notify the New Motor
11 Vehicle Board of the dollar amount per motor vehicle
12 that the New Motor Vehicle Board shall use in calculating
13 the amounts of the fees to be collected from applicants

 14 pursuant to this subdivision.
15 (d) For the purposes of this section, "motor vehicle"
16 means a new passenger or commercial motor vehicle of
17 a kind that is required to be registered under the Vehicle
18 Code, but the term does not include a motorcycle, a
19 motor home, or any vehicle whose gross weight exceeds
20 10,000 pounds.
21 (e) The New Motor Vehicle Board may adopt
22 regulations to implement this section.
23 9889.76. This chapter shall become operative on July
24 1, 1988.
25 SEC. 2. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is amended
26 to read:
27 1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
28 sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
29 made an express warranty shall:
30 (1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
31 facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
32 goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
33 or designai e and authorize in this state as service and
34 repair facilities independent repair or service facilities
35 reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
36 sold to can y out the terms of such warranties.
37 As a means of complying with this paragraph, a
38 manufacturer may enter into warranty service contracts
39 with independent service and repair facilities. The
40 warranty service contracts may provide for a fixed

-9 - AB 2057

1 schedule of rates to be charged for warranty service or
2 warranty repair work, however, the rates fixed by such
3 contracts shall be in conformity with the requirements of
4 subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The rates established
5 pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3, between the
6 manufacturer and the independent service and repair
7 facility, shall not preclude a good faith discount which is
8 reasonably related to reduced credit and general
9 overhead cost factors arising from the manufacturer's

10 payment of warranty charges direct to the independent
11 service and repair facility. The warranty service contracts
12 authorized by this paragraph shall not be executed to
13 cover a period of time in excess of one year, and may be
14 renewed only by a separate, new contract or letter of
15 agreement between the manufacturer and the
16 independent service and repair facility.
17 (2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
18 (1) of this subdivision, be subject to Section 1793.5.
19 (3) Make available to authorized service and repair

40 20 facilities sufficient service literature and replacement
21 parts to effect repairs during the express warranty
22 period.
23 (b) Wherd such service and repair facilities are
24 maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods
25 is necessary because they do not conform with the
26 applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be
27 commenced within a reasonable time by the
28 manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless
29 the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
30 shall be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the
31 applicable warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
32 conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
33 representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
34 requirement. Where delay arises, conforming goods shall
35 be tendered as soon as possible following termination of
36 the condition giving rise to the delay.
37 (c) The buyer shall deliver nonconforming goods to
38 the manufacturer's service and repair facility within this
39 state, unless, due to reasons of size and weight, or method

 40 of attachment, or method of installation, or nature of the
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1 nonconformity, delivery cannot reasonably be
2 accomplished. If the buyer cannot return the
3 nonconforming goods for any of these reasons, he or she
4 shall notify the manufacturer or its nearest service and
5 repair facility within the state. Written notice of
6 nonconformity to the manufacturer or its service and
7 repair facility shall constitute return of the goods for
8 purposes of this section. Upon receipt of such notice of
9 nonconformity the manufacturer shall, at its option,

10 service or repair the goods at the buyer's residence, or
11 pick up the goods for service and repair, or arrange for
12 transporting the goods to its service and repair facility.
13 All reasonable costs of transporting the goods when a
14 buyer cannot return them for any of the above reasons
15 shall be at the manufacturer's expense. The reasonable
16 costs of transporting nonconforming goods after delivery
17 to the service and repair facility until return of the goods
18 to the buyc,r shall be at the manufacturer's expense.
19 (d) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), if the
20 manufacturer or its representative in this state does not
21 service or repair the goods to conform to the applicable
22 express warranties after a reasonable number of
23 attempts, t he manufacturer shall either replace the goods
24 or reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the
25 purchase price paid by the buyer, less that amount
26 directly al tributable to use by the buyer prior to the
27 discovery of the nonconformity.
28 (2) If the manufacturer of its representative in this
29 state is unc,ble to service or repair a new motor vehicle,
30 as that term is defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph
31 (4) of subdivision (e), to conform to the applicable
32 express warranties after a reasonable number of
33 attempts, the manufacturer shall either promptly replace
34 the new motor vehicle in accordance with subparagraph
35 (A) or pi omptly make restitution to the buyer in
36 accordance with subparagraph (B) . However, the buyer
37 shall be free to elect restitution in lieu of replacement,
38 and in no event  shall the buyer be required by the
39 manufactucer to accept a replacement vehicle.
40 (A) In the case of replacement, the manufacturer shall

- 11 - AB 2057

1- replace the buyer's vehicle with a new motor vehicle
2 susbstantially identical to the vehicle replaced. The
3 replacement vehicle shall be accompanied by all express
4 and implied warranties that normally accompany new
5 motor vehicles of that .specific kind. The manufacturer
6 also shall pay for, or to, the buyer the amount of any sales
7 or use tax, license fees, registration fees, and other official
8 fees which the buyer is obligated to pay in connection
9 with the replacment, plus any incidental damages to

10 which the buyer is entitled under Section 1794, including,
11 but not limited to, reasonable repair, towing, and rental
12 car costs actually incurred by the buyer.
13 (B) In the case of restitution, the manufacturer shall
14 make restitution in an amount equal to the actual price
15 paid or payable by the buyer, including any charges for
16 transportation and manufacturer -installed options, but
17 excluding nonmanufacturer items installed by a dealer or
18. the buyer, and including any collateral charges such as
19 sales tax, license fees, registration fees, and other official
20 fees, plus any incidental damages to which the buyer is
21 entitled under Section 1794, including, but not limited to,
22 reasonable repair, towing, and rental car costs actually
23 incurred by the buyer.
24 (C) When the manufacturer replaces the new motor
25 vehicle pursuant to 'subparagraph (A), the buyer shall
26 only be liable to pay the manufacturer an amount directly
27 attributable to use by the buyer of the replaced vehicle
28 prior to the time the buyer first delivered the vehicle to
29 the manufacturer or distributor, or its authorized service
30 and repair facility for correction of the problem that gave
31 rise to, the nonconformity. When restitution is made
32 pursuant to subparagraph (B), the amount to be paid by
33 the manufacturer to the buyer may be reduced by the
34 manufacturer by that amount directly attributable to use
35 by the buyer prior to the time the buyer first delivered
36 the vehicle to the manufacturer or distributor, or its
37 authorized service and repair facility for correction of the
38 problem that gave rise to the nonconformity. The
39 amount directly attributable to use by the buyer shall be
40 determined by multiplying the actual price of the new
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1 motor vehicle paid or payable by the buyer, including
2 any charges for transportation and
3 manufacti firer -installed options, by a fraction having as its
4 denominator 120,000 and having as its numerator the
5 number of miles traveled by the new motor vehicle prior
6 to the time the buyer first delivered the vehicle to the
7 manufacturer or distributor, or its authorized service and
8 repair facility for correction of the problem that gave rise
9 to the nonconformity. Nothing in this paragraph shall in

10 any way limit the rights or remedies available to the
11 buyer under any other law.
12 (e) (1) It shall be presumed that a reasonable number
13 of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
14 vehicle to the applicable express warranties if, within one
15 year from delivery to the buyer or 12,000 miles on the
16 odometer of the vehicle, whichever occurs first, either
17 (A) the same nonconformity has been subject to repair
18 four or more times by the manufacturer or its agents and
19 the buyer has at least once directly notified the
20 manufacturer of the need for the repair of the
21 nonconformity, or (B) the vehicle is out of service by
22 reason of epair of nonconformities by the manufacturer
23 or its agents for a cumulative total of more than 30
24 calendar days since delivery of the vehicle to the buyer.
25 The 30 -day limit shall be extended only if repairs cannot
26 be performed due to conditions beyond the control of the
27 manufacturer or its agents. The buyer shall be required
28 to directly notify the manufacturer pursuant to
29 subparagraph (A) only if the manufacturer has clearly
30 and conspicuously disclosed to the buyer, with the
31 warranty or the owner's manual, the provisions of this
32 subdivision and that of subdivision (d), including the
33 requirement that the buyer must notify the
34 manufacturer directly pursuant to subparagraph (A) .

35 This presumption shall be a rebuttable presumption
36 affecting the burden of proof, and it may be asserted by
37 the buyer in any civil action, including an action in small
38 claims court, or other formal or informal proceeding.
39 (2) If a qualified third party dispute resolution process
40 exists, and the buyer receives timely notification in

0

S
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1 writing of the availability of a third party process with a
2 description of its operation and effect, the presumption
3 in paragraph (1) may not be asserted by the buyer until
4 aftet the buyer has initially resorted to the third party
5 process as required in paragraph (3) . Notification of the
6 availability of the third party process is not timely if the
7 buyer suffers any prejudice resulting from any delay in
8 giving the notification. If a qualified third party dispute
9 resolution process does not exist, or if the buyer is

10 dissatisfied with the third party decision, or if the
11 manufacturer or its agent neglects to promptly fulfill the
12 terms of such third party decision after the decision is
13 accepted by the buyer, the buyer may assert the
14 presumption provided in paragraph (1) in an action to
15 enforce the buyer's rights under subdivision (d) . The
16 findings and decision of the third party shall be
17 admissible in evidence in the action without further
18 foundation. Any period of limitation of actions under any
19 federal or California laws with respect to any person shall

20 be extended for a period equal to the number of days
21 between the date a complaint is filed with a third party
22 dispute resolution process and the date of its decision or
23 the date before which the manufacturer or its agent is
24 required by the decision to fulfill its terms if the decision
25 is accepted by the buyer, whichever occurs later.
26 (3) A qualified third party dispute resolution process
27 shall de be one that does all of the following:
28 (A) Gemply Complies with the minimum
29 requirements of the Federal Trade Commission for
30 informal dispute settlement procedures as set forth in
31 Part 703 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
32 as those regulations read on January 1, 1987.
33 (B) Rcndcr Renders decisions which are binding on
34 the manufacturer if the buyer elects to accept the
35 decision.
36 (C) Prcocribo Prescribes a reasonable time, not to
37 exceed 30 days after the decision is accepted by the
38 buyer, within which the manufacturer or its agent must
39 fulfill the terms of its decisions.
40 (D) P-fevide Provides arbitrators who are assigned to
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1 decide disputes with copies of, and instruction in, the dk
2 provisions of the Federal Trade Commission's regulations Mir
3 in Part 703 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations
4 as those regulations read on January 1, 1987, Division 2
5 (commencing with Section 2101) of the Commercial
6 Code, and this chapter.
7 (E) Require Requires the manufacturer, when the

w8 process orders either that the nonconforming motor
9 vehicle be replaced if the buyer consents to this remedy

10 or that restitution .be made to the buyer, to replace the
11 motor vehicle or make restitution in accordance with
12 paragraph (2) of subdivision (d).
13 (F) Provide Provides, at the request of the arbitrator
14 or a majority of the arbitration panel, for an inspection
15 and written report on the condition of a nonconforming
16 motor vehicle, at no cost to the buyer, by an automobile
17 expert who is independent of the manufacturer.
18 (G) Render Renders decisions which consider and
19 provide the rights and remedies conferred in regulations
20 of the Federal Trade Commission contained in Part 703
21 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as those
22 regulations read on January 1, 1987, Division 2
23 (commencing with Section 2101) of the Commercial
24 Code, and this chapter. Nothing in this chapter requires
25 that, to be certified as a qualified third party dispute
26 resolution process pursuant to this section, decisions of
27 the process must consider or provide remedies in the
28 form of awards of punitive damages or multiple damages,
29 under subdivision (c) of Section 1794, or of attorney's fees
30 under subdivision (d) of Section 1794, or of consequential
31 damages other than as provided in subdivisions (a) and
32 (b) of Section 1794, including, but not limited to,
33 reasonable repair, towing and rental car costs actually
34 incurred by the buyer.
35 (H) 813-tftift a4 fliftifitflift Requires that no arbitrator
36 deciding a dispute may be a party to the dispute, or an
37 employee, agent, or dealer for the manufacturer; and
38 that no other person, including an employee, agent, or
39 dealer for the manufacturer, may be allowed to
40 participate in formal or informal discussions with the

S
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1 arbitrator unless the buyer is allowed to participate
2 equally.
3 , (I) Requires that in the case of an order for one further
4 repair attempt, a hearing date shall be established no
5 later than 30 days after the repair attempt has been made,
6 to determine whether the manufacturer has corrected
7 the nonconformity. The buyer and the manufacturer
8 shall schedule an opportunity for the manufacturer to
9 effect the ordered repair no later than 30 days after the

10 order for the repair is served on the manufacturer and
11 the buyer. If; at the hearing, it is determined that the
12 manufacturer did not correct the nonconformity, the
13 manufacturer shall be ordered to either replace the
14 motor vehicle, if the buyer consents to this remedy, or to
15 make restitution.
16 (J) Obtains and maintains certification by the Bureau
17 of Automotive Repair pursuant to Chapter 20.5
18 (commencing with Section 9889.70) of Division 3 of the
19 Business and Professions Code.
20 (4) For the purposes of subdivision (d) and this
21 subdivision the following terms have the following
22 meanings:
23 (A) "Nonconformity" means a nonconformity which
24 substantially impairs the use, value, or safety of the new
25 motor vehicle to the buyer or lessee.
26 (B) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
27 which is used or bought for use primarily for personal,
28 family, or household purposes. "New motor vehicle"
29 includes a dealer -owned vehicle and a "demonstrator" or
30 other motor vehicle sold with a manufacturer's new car
31 warranty but does not include a motorcycle, a
32 motorhome, or a motor vehicle which is not registered
33 under the Vehicle. Code because it is to be operated or
34 used exclusively off the highways. A "demonstrator" is a
35 vehicle assigned by a dealer for the purpose of
36 demonstrating qualities and characteristics common to
37 vehicles of the same or similar model and type.
38 (5) No person shall sell or lease a motor vehicle
39 transferred by a buyer or lessee to a manufacturer as the
40 result of a nonconformity unless the nature of the

96 290
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1 nonconfoi inity experienced by the original buyer or
2 lessee is clearly and conspicuously disclosed, the
3 nonconformity is corrected, and the manufacturer
4 warrants to the new buyer or lessee in writing for a
5 period of one year that the motor vehicle is free of that
6 nonconformity.
7 SEC. 3. Section 1793.25 is added to the Civil Code, to
8 read:
9 1793.25. (a) Notwithstanding Part 1 (commencing

10 with Section 6001) of Division 2 of the Revenue and
11 Taxation Code, the State Board of Equalization shall
12 reimburse the manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for
13 an amount equal to the sales tax which the manufacturer
14 includes in making restitution to the buyer pursuant to
15 subparagraph (B) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (d) of
16 Section 1793.2, when satisfactory pfoof is provided that
17 the retailer of the motor vehicle for which the
18 manufacturer is making restitution has reported and paid
19 the sales tax on the gross receipts from the sale of that
20 motor vehicle. The State Board of Equalization may
21 adopt rules and regulations to carry out, facilitate
22 compliance with, or prevent circumvention or evasion of,
23 this section.
24 (b) Nothing in this section shall in any way change the
25 application of the sales and use tax to the gross receipts
26 and the sales price from the sale, and the storage, use, or
27 other consumption, in this state or tangible personal
28 property pursuant to Part 1 (commencing with Section
29 6001) of Division 2 of the. Revenue and Taxation Code.
30 (c) The manufacturer's claim for reimbursement and
31 the boards approval or denial of the claim shall be subject
32 to the provisions of Article 1 (commencing with Section
33 6901) of Chapter 7 of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Revenue
34 and Taxation Code, except Sections 6902.1, 6903, 6907,
35 and 6908 thereof, insofar as those provisions are not
36 inconsistent with this section.
37 SEC. 4. Section 1794 of the Civil Code is amended to
38 read:
39 1794. (a) Any buyer of consumer goods who is
40 damaged by a failure to comply with any obligation

I

0 9
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1 under this chapter or under an implied or express
2 warranty or service contract may, bring an action for the
3 recovery of damages and other legal and equitable relief.
4 (b) The measure of the buyer's damages in an action
5 under this section shall be as follows:
6 (1) Where the buyer has rightfully rejected or
7 justifiably revoked acceptance of the goods or has
8 exercised any right to cancel the sale, Sections 2711, 2712,
9 and 2713 of the Commercial Code shall apply.

10 (2) Where the buyer has accepted the goods, Sections
11 2714 and 2715 of the Commercial Code shall apply, and
12 the measure of damages shall include the cost of repairs
13 necessary to make the goods conform.
14 (c) If the buyer establishes that the failure to comply
15 was willful, the judgment may include, in addition to the
16 amounts recovered under subdivision (a) , a civil penalty
17 which shall not exceed two times the amount of actual
18 damages. This subdivision shall not apply in any class
19 action under Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure
20 or under Section 1781, or with respect to a claim based
21 solely on a breach of an implied warranty.
22 (d) If the buyer prevails in an action under this
23 section, the buyer shall be allowed by the court to recover
24 as part of judgment a sum equal to the aggregate
25 ' amount of costs and expenses, including attorney's fees
26 based on actual time expended, determined by the court
27  to have been reasonably incurred by the buyer in
28 connection withthe commencement and prosecution of
29 such action.
30 (e) In addition to the recovery of actual damages, the
31 buyer shall recover a civil penalty of two times the
32 amount of actual damages and reasonable attorney's fees
33 and costs if the manufacturer fails to rebut the
34 presumption established in paragraph (1) of subdivision
35 (e) of Section 1793.2 and either (1) the manufacturer
36 does not maintain a qualified third party dispute
37 resolution process which complies with subdivision (e) of
38 Section 1793.2, or (2) the manufacturer's qualified third
39 party dispute resolution process willfully fails to comply

co 40 with subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 in the buyer's case.
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1 SEC. 5. Section 7102 of the Revenue and Taxation
2 Code is amended to read:
3 7102. The money in the fund shall, upon order of the
4 Controller, be drawn therefrom for refunds under this
5 part, and pursuant to Section 1793.25 of the Civil Code, or
6 be transferred in the following manner:
7 (a) (1) All revenues, less refunds, derived under this
8 part at the 43/4 percent rate, including the imposition of
9 sales and use taxes with respect to the sale, storage, use,

10 or other consumption of motor vehicle fuel which would
11 not have been received if the sales and use tax rate had
12 been 5 percent and if motor vehicle fuel, as defined for
13 purposes of the Motor Vehicle Fuel License Tax Law
14 (Part 2 (commencing with Section 7301) ),, had been
15 exempt from sales and use taxes, shall be estimated by the
16 State Boai d of Equalization, with the concurrence of the
17 Department of Finance shall be transferred during each
18 fiscal year to the Transportation Planning and
19 Development Account in the State Transportation Fund
20 for appropriation pursuant to Section 99312 of the Public
21. Utilities Code.
22 (2) If the amount transferred pursuant to paragraph
23 (1) is less than one hundred ten million dollars
24 '($110,000,000) in any fiscal year; an additional amount
25 equal to the difference between one hundred ten million
26 dollars ($110,000,000) and the amount so transferred shall
27 be transferred, to the extent funds are available, as
28 follows:
29 (A) For the 1986-87 fiscal year, from the General
30 Fund. -

31 (B) For the 1987-88 and each subsequent fiscal year,
32 from the state revenues due to the imposition of sales and
33 use taxes on, fuel, as defined for purposes of the Use Fuel
34 Tax Law (Part 3 (commencing with Section 8601) ) .
35 (b) The balance shall be transferred to the General
36 Fund.
37 (c) The estimate required by subdivision (a) shall be
38 based on Lixable transactions occurring during a calendar
39 year, and the transfers required by subdivision (a) shall
40 be made during the fiscal year that commences during
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1 that same calendar year. Transfers required by
2 paragraphs (1) and (2) of subdivision (a) shall be made
3 quarterly.
4 SEC. 6. Section 3050 of the Vehicle Code is amended
5 to read:
6 3050. The board shall do all of the following:
7 (a) Adopt rules and regulations in accordance with
8 Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1
9 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code

10 governing such matters as are specifically committed to
11 its jurisdiction.
12 (b) Hear and consider, within the limitations and in
13 accordance with the procedure provided, an appeal
14 presented by an applicant for, or holder of, a license as a
15 new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer
16 branch, distributor, distributor branch, or representative
17 when the applicant or licensee submits an appeal
18 provided for in this chapter from a decision arising out of
19 the department.
20 (c) Consider any matter concerning the activities or
21 practices of any person applying for or holding a license
22 as a new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer,
23 manufacturer branch, distributor, distributor branch, or
24 representative pursuant to Chapter 4 (commencing with
25 Section 11700) of Division 5 submitted by any person. A
26 member of the board who is a new motor vehicle dealer
27 may not participate in, hear, comment, advise other
28 members upon, or decide any matter considered by the
29 board pursuant to this subdivision that involves a dispute
30 between a franchisee and franchisor. After such
31 consideration, the board may do any one or any
32 combination of the following:
33 (1) Direct the department to conduct investigation of
34 matters that the board deems reasonable, and make a
35 written report on the results of the investigation to the
36 board within the time specified by the board.
37 (2) Undertake to mediate, arbitrate, or otherwise
38 resolve any honest difference of opinion or viewpoint
39 existing between any member of the public and any new
40 motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer
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1 branch, distributor branch, or representative.
2 (3) Order the department to exercise any and all
3 authority or power that the department may have with
4 respect to the issuance, renewal, refusal to renew,
5 suspension, or revocation of the license of any new motor
6 vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer branch,
7 distributor, distributor branch, or representative as such ei
8 license is required under Chapter 4 (commencing with
9 Section 11700) of Division 5.

10 (d) Heat and consider, within the limitations and in
11 accordance with the procedure provided, a protest
12 presented by a franchisee pursuant to Section 3060, 3062,
13 3064, or 3065. A member of the board who is a new motor
14 vehicle dealer may not participate in, hear, comment,
15 advise other members upon, or decide, any matter
16 involving a protest filed pursuant to Article 4
17 (commencing with Section 3060) .
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AMENDED IN SENATE AUGUST 17, 1987

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 11, 1987

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 13, 1987

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 28, 1987

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-I987-88 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 2057

Introduced by Assembly Member Tanner

March 6, 1987

An act to add Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
9889.70) to Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, to
amend Sections 1793.2 and 1794 of, and to add Section 1793.25
to, the Civil Code, to amend Section 7102 of the Revenue and
Taxation Code, and to amend Section 3050 of the Vehicle
Code, relating to warranties, and making an appropriation

1 therefor.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 2057, as amended, Tanner. Warranties: new motor
vehicles.

(1) Existing law imposes various duties upon
manufacturers making express warranties with respect to
consumer goods, including the duty to replace the goods or
reimburse the buyer, as specified, if the goods are not
repaired to conform to those warranties after a reasonable
number of attempts. Existing law also prohibits a buyer of
such goods from asserting a presumption that a reasonable
number of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
vehicle, as specified, unless the buyer first resorts to a third
party dispute resolution process, as defined, following notice
that such a process is available.

This bill would revise the provisions relating to warranties
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on new motor vehicles to require the manufacturer or its
representative to replace the vehicle or make restitution, as
specified, if unable to conform the vehicle to the applicable
express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts.
The bill would, on July 1, 1988, revise the definitions of "motor
vehicle," "new motor vehicle," and "qualified third party
dispute resolution process" and define the term
"demonstrator" for these purposes, and require the Bureau of
Automotive Repair to establish a program for the certification
of third party dispute resolution processes pursuant to
regulations adopted by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as
specified. The bill would prohibit the sale or lease of a motor
vehicle transferred by a buyer or a lesser lessee to a
manufacturer for a nonconformity, as defined, except as
specified. The bill would also make related changes.

The bill would, on July 1, 1988, create the Certification
Account within the Automotive Repair Fund, to be funded by
fees imposed on manufacturers and distributors pursuant to
the bill and collected by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as
specified, to be expended upon appropriation by the
Legislature to pay the expenses of the bureau under the bill.

(2) Existing law authorizes the award of court costs and
attorney's fees to a consumer who prevails in a warranty
action.

This bill would require the award of court costs and
attorney's fees to consumers who prevail in such actions, and
would also require the award of civil penalties, as specified,
against certain manufacturers. Existing law provides for the
disposition of moneys in the Retail Sales Tax Fund.

This bill would provide for reimbursement from the Retail
Sales Tax Fund to a manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for
an amount equal to the sales tax involved when the
manufacturer makes restitution to a buyer under the bill,
thereby making an appropriation.

Vote: %. Appropriation: yes. Fiscal committee: yes.
State -mandated local program: no.

-3 - AB 2057

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
2 9889.70) is added to Division 3 of the Business and
3 Professions Code, to read:
4
5 CHAPTER 20.5. CERTIFICATION OF THIRD PARTY
6 DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES
7
8 9889.70. Unless the context requires otherwise, the
9 following definitions govern the construction of this

10 chapter:
11 (a) "Bureau" means the Bureau of Automotive
12 Repair.
13 (b) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
14 as defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (4) of
15 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
16 (c) "Manufacturer" means a new motor vehicle
17 manufacturer, manufacturer branch, distributor, or
18 distributor branch required to be licensed pursuant to
19 Article 1 (commencing with Section 11700) of Chapter 4
20 of Division 5 of the Vehicle Code.
21 (d) "Qualified third party dispute resolution process"
22 means a third party dispute resolution process which
23 operates in compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision
24 (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter
25 and which has been certified by the bureau pursuant to
26 this chapter.
27 9889.71. The bureau shall establish a program for
28 certifying each third party dispute resolution process
29 used for the arbitration of disputes pursuant to paragraph
30 (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.

41
31 In establishing the program, the bureau shall do all of the
32 following:
33 (a) Prescribe and provide forms to be used to apply for
34 certification under this chapter.
35 (b) Establish a set of minimum standards which shall
36 be used to determine whether a third party dispute
37 resolution process is in compliance with paragraph (3) of
38 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
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1 this chapter.
2 (c) Prescribe the information which each
3 manufacturer, or other entity, that uses a third party
4 dispute resolution process, and that applies to have that
5 process certified by the bureau, shall provide the bureau
6 in the application for certification. In prescribing the
7 information to accompany the application for
8 certification, the bureau shall require the manufacturer,
9 or other entity, to provide only that information which

10 the bureau finds is reasonably necessary to enable the
11 bureau to determine whether the third party dispute
12 resolution process is in compliance with paragraph (3) of
13 subdivision (e) of section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
14 this chapter.
15 (d) Prescribe the information that each qualified third
16 party dispute resolution process shall provide the bureau,
17 and the time intervals at which the information shall be
18 required, to enable the bureau to determine whether the
19 qualified third party dispute resolution process continues
20 to operate in compliance with paragraph (3) of
21 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
22 this chapter.
23 9889.72. (a) Each manufacturer may establish, or
24 otherwise niake available to buyers or lessees of new
25 motor vehicles, a qualified third party dispute resolution
26 process for the resolution of disputes pursuant to
27 paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
28 Civil Code. The manufacturer, or other entity, which
29 operates the third party dispute resolution process shall
30 apply to the bureau for certification of that process. The
31 ,application for certification shall be accompanied by the
32 information prescribed by the bureau.
33 (b) The bureau shall review the application and
34 accompanying information and, after conducting an
35 onsite inspection, shall determine whether the third
36 party dispute resolution process is in compliance with
37 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
38 Civil Code and this chapter. If the bureau determines
39 that the process is in compliance, the bureau shall certify
40 the process. If the bureau determines that the process is
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1 not in compliance, the bureau shall deny certification and
2 shall state, in writing, the reasons for denial and the
3 modifications in the operation of the process that are
4 required in order for the process to be certified.
5 (c) The bureau shall make a final determination
6 whether to certify a third party dispute resolution process
7 or to deny certification not later than 90 calendar days
8 following the date the bureau accepts the application for
9 certification as complete.

10 9889.73. (a) The bureau, in accordance with the time
11 intervals prescribed pursuant to subdivision (d) of
12 Section 9889.71, but at least once annually, shall review
13 the operation and performance of each qualified third
14 party dispute resolution process and determine, using the
15 information provided the bureau as prescribed pursuant
16 to subdivision (d) of Section 9889.71 and the monitoring
17 and inspection information described in subdivision (c)
18 of Section 9889.74, whether the process is operating in
19 compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
20 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter. If the
21 bureau determines that the process is in compliance, the
22 certification shall remain in effect.
23 (b) If the bureau determines that the process is not in
24 compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
25 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code or this chapter, the
26 bureau shall issue a notice of decertification to the
27 manufacturer, or other entity, which uses that process.
28 The notice of decertification shall state the reasons for the
29 issuance of the notice and prescribe the modifications in
30 the operation of the process that are required in order for
31 the process to retain its certification.
32 (c) A notice of decertification shall take effect 180
33 calendar days following the date the notice is served on
34 the manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process
35 that the bureau has determined is not in compliance with
36 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
37 Civil Code or this chapter. The bureau shall withdraw the
38 notice of decertification prior to its effective date if the
39 bureau determines, after a public hearing, that the
40 manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process has
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1 made the modifications in the operation of the process
2 required in the notice of decertification and is in
3 compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
4 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter.
5 9889.74. In addition to any other requirements of this
6 chapter, the bureau shall do all of the following:
7 (a) Establish procedures to assist owners or lessees of
8 new motor vehicles who have complaints regarding the
9 operation of a qualified third party dispute resolution

10 process.
11 (b) Establish methods for measuring customer
12 satisfaction and to identify violations of this chapter,
13 which shall include an annual random postcard or
14 telephone survey of the customers of each, qualified third
15 party dispute resolution process.
16 (c) Monitor and inspect, on a regular basis, qualified
17 third party dispute resolution processes to determine
18 whether they continue to meet the standards for
19 certification. Monitoring and inspection shall include, but
20 not be limited to, all of the following:
21 (1) Onsite inspections of each certified process not less
22 frequently than twice annually.
23 (2) Investigation of complaints from consumers
24 regarding the operation of qualified third party dispute
25 resolution processes and analyses of representative
26 samples of complaints against each process.
27 (3) Analyses of the annual surveys required by
28 subdivision (b) .

29 (d) Notify the Department of Motor Vehicles of the
30 failure of a manufacturer to honor a decision of a qualified
31 third party dispute resolution process to enable the
32 department to take appropriate enforcement action
33 against the manufacturer pursuant to Section 11705.4 of
34 the Vehicle Code.
35 (e) Submit a biennial report to the Legislature
36 evaluating the effectiveness of this chapter, make
37 available to the public summaries of the statistics and
38 other information supplied by each qualified third party
39 resolution process, and publish educational materials
40 regarding the purposes of this chapter.

-7- AB 2057

1 (f) Adopt regulations as necessary and appropriate to
2 implement the provisions of this chapter.
3 9889.75. The New Motor Vehicle Board in the
4 Department of Motor Vehicles shall, in accordance with
5 the procedures prescribed in this section, administer the
6 collection of fees for the purposes of fully funding theI) 0 7 administration of this chapter.
8 (a) There is hereby created in the Automotive Repair
9 Fund a Certification Account. Fees collected pursuant to

10 this section shall be deposited in the Certification
11 Account and shall be available, upon appropriation by the
12 Legislature, exclusively to pay the expenses incurred by
13 the bureau in administering this chapter. If at the
14 conclusion of any fiscal year the amount of fees collected
15 exceeds the amount of expenditures for that purpose
16 during that fiscal year, the surplus in the Certification
17 Account shall be carried over into the succeeding fiscal
18 year.
19 (b) Beginning July 1, 1988, every applicant for a
20 license as a manufacturer, manufacturer branch,
21 distributor, or distributor branch, and every applicant for
22 the renewal of a license as a manufacturer, manufacturer
23 branch, distributor, or distributor branch, shall

O 24 accompany the application with a statement of the
25 number of motor vehicles sold, leased, or otherwise
26 distributed by or for the applicant in this state during the
27 preceding calendar year, together with a breakdown by
28 make, model, and model year and any other information
29 that the New Motor Vehicle Board may require, and shall
30 pay to the Department of Motor Vehicles, for each
31 issuance or renewal of the license, an amount prescribed
32 by the New Motor Vehicle Board, but not to exceed one

111
33 dollar ($1) for each motor vehicle sold, leased, or
34 distributed by or for the applicant in this state during the
35 preceding calendar year. The total fee paid by each
36 licensee shall be rounded to the nearest dollar in the
37 manner described in Section 9559 of the Vehicle Code.
38 No more than one dollar ($1) shall be charged, collected,
39 or received from any one or more licensees pursuant to
40 this subdivision with respect to the same motor vehicle.
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1 (c) On or before January 1 of each calendar year, the
2 bureau shall determine the dollar amount, not to exceed
3 one dollar ($1) per motor vehicle, which shall be
4 collected and received by the Department of Motor
5 Vehicles beginning July 1 of that year, based upon an
6 estimate of the number of sales, leases, and other
7 dispositions of motor vehicles in this state during the
8 preceding calendar year, in order to fully fund the
9 program established by this chapter during the following

10 fiscal year. The bureau shall notify the New Motor
11 Vehicle Board of the dollar amount per motor vehicle
12 that the New Motor Vehicle Board shall use in calculating
13 the amounts of the fees to be collected from applicants
14 pursuant to this subdivision.
15 (d) For the purposes of this section, "motor vehicle"
16 means a new passenger or commercial motor vehicle of
17 a kind that is required to be registered under the Vehicle
18 code, but the term does not include a motorcycle, a
19 motor home, or any vehicle whose gross weight exceeds
20 10,000 pounds.
21 (e) The New Motor Vehicle Board may adopt
22 regulations to implement this section.
23 9889.76. This chapter shall become operative on July
24 1, 1988.
25 SEC. 2. Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code is amended
26 to read:
27 1793.2. (a) Every manufacturer of consumer goods
28 sold in this state and for which the manufacturer has
29 made an express warranty shall:
30 (1) Maintain in this state sufficient service and repair
31 facilities reasonably close to all areas where its consumer
32 goods are sold to carry out the terms of such warranties
33 or designate and authorize in this state as service and
34 repair facilities independent repair or service facilities
35 reasonably close to all areas where its consumer goods are
36 sold to carry out the terms of such warranties.
37 As a means of complying with this paragraph, a
38 manufacturer may enter into warranty service contracts
39 with independent service and repair facilities. The
40 warranty service contracts may provide for a fixed

E

O
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1 schedule of rates to be charged for warranty service or
2 warranty repair work, however, the rates fixed by such
3 contracts shall be in conformity with the requirements of
4 subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3. The rates established
5 pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 1793.3, between the
6 manufacturer and the independent service and repair
7 facility, shall not preclude a good faith discount which is
8 reasonably related to reduced credit and general
9 overhead cost factors arising from the manufacturer's

10 payment of warranty charges direct to the independent
11 service and repair facility. The warranty service contracts
12 authorized by this paragraph shall not be executed to
13 cover a period of time in excess of one year, and may be
14 renewed only by a separate, new contract or letter of
15 agreement between the manufacturer and the
16 independent service and repair facility.
17 (2) In the event of a failure to comply with paragraph
18 (1) of this subdivision, be subject to Section 1793.5.
19 (3) Make available to authorized service and repair
20 facilities sufficient service literature and replacement
21 parts to effect repairs during the express warranty
22 period.
23 (b) Where such service and repair facilities are
24 maintained in this state and service or repair of the goods 25 is necessary because they do not conform with the
26 applicable express warranties, service and repair shall be
27 commenced within a reasonable time by the
28 manufacturer or its representative in this state. Unless
29 the buyer agrees in writing to the contrary, the goods
30 shall be serviced or repaired so as to conform to the
31 applicable warranties within 30 days. Delay caused by
32 conditions beyond the control of the manufacturer or his
33 representatives shall serve to extend this 30 -day
34 requirement. Where delay arises, conforming goods shall
35 be tendered as soon as possible following termination of
36 the condition giving rise to the delay.
37 (c) The buyer shall deliver nonconforming goods to
38 the manufacturer's service and repair facility within this
39 state, unless, due to reasons of size and weight, or method

a40 of attachment, or method of installation, or nature of the
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1 nonconformity, delivery cannot reasonably be
2 accomplished. If the buyer cannot return the
3 nonconforming goods for any of these reasons, he or she
4 shall notify the manufacturer or its nearest service and
5 repair facility within the state. Written notice of
6 nonconformity to the manufacturer or its service and
7 repair facility shall constitute return of the goods for
8 purposes of this section. Upon receipt of such notice of
9 nonconformity the manufacturer shall, at its option,

10 service or repair the goods at the buyer's residence, or
11 pick up the goods for service and repair, or arrange for
12 transportiAg the goods to its service and repair facility.
13 All .reasonable costs of transporting the goods when a
14 buyer cannot return them for any of the above reasons
15 shall be at the manufacturer's expense. The reasonable
16 costs of transporting nonconforming goods after delivery
17 to the service and repair facility until return of the goods
18 to the buyer shall be at the manufacturer's expense.
19 (d) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), if the
20 manufacturer or its representative in this state does not
21 service or repair the goods to conform to the applicable
22 express warranties after a reasonable number of
23 attempts, the manufacturer shall either replace the goods
24 or reimburse the buyer in an amount equal to the
25 purchase price paid by the buyer, less that amount
26 directly attributable to use by the buyer prior to the
27 discovery of the nonconformity.
28 (2) If the manufacturer of its representative in this
29 state is unable to service or repair a new motor vehicle,
30 as that term is defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph
31 (4) of subdivision (e) , to conform to the applicable
32 express warranties after a reasonable number of
33 attempts, the manufacturer shall either promptly replace
34 the new motor vehicle in accordance with subparagraph
35 (A) or promptly make restitution to the buyer in
36 accordance with subparagraph (B) . However, the buyer
37 shall be free to elect restitution in lieu of replacement,
38 and in no event shall the buyer be required by the
39 manufacturer to accept a replacement vehicle.
40 (A) In the case of replacement, the manufacturer shall
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1 replace the buyer's vehicle with a new motor vehicle
2 susbstantially identical to the vehicle replaced. The
3 replacement vehicle shall be accompanied by all express
4 and implied warranties that normally accompany new
5 motor vehicles of that specific kind. The manufacturer
6 also shall pay for, or to, the buyer the amount of any sales
7 or use tax, license fees, registration fees, and other official
8 fees which the buyer is obligated to pay in connection
9 with the replacment, plus any incidental damages to

10 which the buyer is entitled under Section 1794, including,
11 but not limited to, reasonable repair, towing, and rental
12 car costs actually incurred by the buyer.
13 (B) In the case of restitution, the manufacturer shall
14 make restitution in an amount equal to the actual price
15 paid .or payable by the buyer, including any charges for
16 transportation and manufacturer -installed options, but
17 excluding nonmanufacturer items installed by a dealer or
18 the buyer, and including any collateral charges such as
19 sales tax, license fees, registration fees, and other official
20 fees, plus any incidental damages to which the buyer is
21 entitled under Section 1794, including, but not limited to,
22 reasonable repair, towing, and rental car costs actually
23 incurred by the buyer.
24 (C) When the manufacturer replaces the new motor
25 vehicle pursuant to subparagraph (A) , the buyer shall
26 only be liable to pay the manufacturer an amount directly
27 attributable to use by the buyer of the replaced vehicle
28 prior to, the time the buyer first delivered the vehicle to
29 the manufacturer or distributor, or its authorized service
30 and repair facility for correction of the problem that gave
31 rise to the nonconformity. When restitution is made
32 pursuant to subparagraph (B) , the amount to be paid by
33 the manufacturer to the buyer may be reduced by the
34 manufacturer by that amount directly attributable to use
35 by the buyer prior to the time the buyer first delivered
36 the vehicle to the manufacturer or distributor, or its
37 authorized service and repair facility for correction of the
38 problem that gave rise to the nonconformity. The
39 amount directly attributable to use by the buyer shall be
40 determined by multiplying the actual price of the new
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1 motor vehicle paid or payable by the buyer, including
2 any charges for transportation and
3 manufacturer -installed options, by a fraction having as its
4 denominator 120,000 and having as its numerator the
5 number of miles traveled by the new motor vehicle prior
6 to the time the buyer first delivered the vehicle to the
7 manufacturer or distributor, or its authorized service and
8 repair facility for correction of the problem that gave rise
9 to the nonconformity. Nothing in this paragraph shall in

10 any way limit the rights or remedies available to the
11 buyer under any other law.
12 (e) (1) It shall be presumed that a reasonable number
13 of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
14 vehicle to the applicable express warranties if, within one
15 year from delivery to the buyer or 12,000 miles on the
16 odometer of the vehicle, whichever occurs first, either
17 (A) the same nonconformity has been subject to repair
18 four or more times by the manufacturer or its agents and
19 the buyer has at least once directly notified the
20 manufacturer of the need for the repair of the
21 nonconformity, or (B) the vehicle is out of service by
22 reason of repair of nonconformities by the manufacturer
23 or its agents for a cumulative total of more than 30
24 calendar days since delivery of the vehicle to the buyer.
25 The 30 -day limit shall be extended only if repairs cannot
26 be performed due to conditions beyond the control of the
27 manufacturer or its agents. The buyer shall be required
28 to directly notify the manufacturer pursuant to
29 subparagraph (A) only if the manufacturer has clearly
30 and conspicuously disclosed to the buyer, with the
31 warranty or the owner's manual, the provisions of this
32 subdivision and that of subdivision (d), including the
33 requirement that the buyer must notify the
34 manufacturer directly pursuant to subparagraph (A).
35 This presumption shall be a rebuttable presumption
36 affecting the burden of proof, and it may be asserted by
37 the buyer in any civil action, including an action in small
38 claims court, or other formal or informal proceeding.
39 (2) If a qualified third party dispute resolution process
40 exists, and the buyer receives timely notification in
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1 writing of the availability of a third party process with a
2 description of its operation and effect, the presumption
3 in paragraph (1) may not be asserted by the buyer until
4 after the buyer has initially resorted to the third party
5 process as required in paragraph (3) . Notification of the
6 availability of the third party process is not timely if the
7 buyer suffers any prejudice resulting from any delay in
8 giving the notification. If a qualified third party dispute
9 resolution process does not exist, or if the buyer is

10 dissatisfied with the third party decision, or if the
11 manufacturer or its agent neglects to promptly fulfill the
12 terms of such third party decision after the decision is
13 accepted by the buyer, the buyer may assert the
14 presumption provided in paragraph (1) in an action to
15 enforce the buyer's rights under subdivision (d) . The
16 findings and decision of the third party shall be
17 admissible in evidence in the action without further
18 foundation. Any period of limitation of actions under any
19 federal or California laws with respect to any person shall
20 be extended for a period equal to the number of days
21 between the date a complaint is filed with a third party
22 dispute resolution process and the date of its decision or
23 the date before which the manufacturer or its agent is
24 required by the decision to fulfill its terms if the decision
25 is accepted by the buyer, whichever occurs later.
26 (3) A qualified third party dispute resolution process
27 shall be one that does all of the following:
28 (A) Complies with the minimum requirements of the
29 Federal Trade Commission for informal dispute
30 settlement procedures as set forth in Part 703 of Title 16
31 of the Code of Federal Regulations, as those regulations
32 read on January 1, 1987.
33 (B) Renders decisions which are binding on the
34 manufacturer if the buyer elects to accept the decision.
35 (C) Prescribes a reasonable time, not to exceed 30
36 days after the decision is accepted by the buyer, within
37 which the manufacturer or its agent must fulfill the terms
38 of its decisions.
39 (D) Provides arbitrators who are assigned to decide
40 disputes with copies of, and instruction in, the provisions
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1 of the Federal Trade Commission's regulations in Part
2 703 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as those
3 regulations read on January 1, 1987, Division 2
4 (commencing with Section 2101) of the Commercial
5 Code, and this chapter.
6 (E) Requires the manufacturer, when the process
7 orders either that the nonconforming motor vehicle be
8 replaced if the buyer consents to this remedy or that
9 restitution be made to the buyer, to replace the motor

10 vehicle or make restitution in accordance with paragraph
11 (2) of subdivision (d).
12 (F) Provides, at the request of the arbitrator or a
13 majority of the arbitration panel, for an inspection and
14 written report on the condition of a nonconforming
15 motor vehicle, at no cost to the buyer, by an automobile
16 expert who is independent of the manufacturer.
17 (G) Residers decisions which consider and provide the
18 rights and remedies conferred in regulations of the
19 Federal Trade Commission contained in Part 703 of Title
20 16 of the Code'of Federal Regulations as those regulations
21 read on January 1, 1987, Division 2 (commencing with
22 Section 2101) of the Commercial Code, and this chapter.
23 Nothing in this chapter requires that, to be certified as a
24 qualified third party dispute resolution process pursuant
25 to this section, decisions of the process must consider or
26 provide remedies in the form of awards of punitive
27 damages or multiple damages, under subdivision (c) of
28 Section 1794, or of attorney's fees under subdivision (d)
29 of Section 1794, or of consequential damages other than
30 as provided in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 1794,
31 including, but not limited to, reasonable repair, towing
32 and rental car costs actually incurred by the buyer.
33 (H) Requires that no arbitrator deciding a dispute
34 may be a party to the dispute, or an employee, agent, or
35 dealer for the manufacturer; and that no other person,
36 including an employee, agent, or dealer for the
37 manufacturer, may be allowed to participate in formal or
38 informal discussions with the arbitrator unless the buyer
39 is allowed to participate equally.
40 (I) Requires that in the case of an order for one further
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1 repair attempt, a hearing date shall be established no
2 later than 30 days after the repair attempt has been made,
3 to determine whether the manufacturer has corrected
4 the nonconformity. The buyer and the manufacturer
5 shall, schedule an opportunity for the manufacturer to
6 effect the ordered repair no later than 30 days after the

,41
7 order for the repair is served on the manufacturer and
8 the buyer. If, at the hearing, it is determined that the
9 manufacturer did not correct the nonconformity, the

10 manufacturer shall be ordered to either replace the
11 motor vehicle, if the buyer consents to this remedy, or to
12 make restitution.
13 (J) Obtains and maintains certification by the Bureau
14 of Automotive Repair pursuant to Chapter 20.5

15 (commencing with Section 9889.70) of Division 3 of the
16 Business and Professions Code.
17 (4) For the purposes of subdivision (d) and this
18 subdivision the following terms have the following
19 meanings:
20 (A) "Nonconformity" means a nonconformity which
21 substantially impairs the use, value, or safety of the new
22 motor vehicle to the buyer or lessee.
23 (B) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
24 which is used or bought for use primarily for personal,
25 family, or household purposes. "New motor vehicle"
26 includes a dealer -owned vehicle and a "demonstrator" or
27 other motor vehicle sold with a manufacturer's new car
28 warranty but does not include a motorcycle, a
29 motorhome, or a motor vehicle which is not registered
30 under the Vehicle Code because it is to be operated or
31 used exclusively off the highways. A "demonstrator" is a
32 vehicle assigned by a dealer for the purpose of
33 demonstrating qualities and characteristics common to
34 vehicles of the same or similar model and type.
35 (5) No person shall sell or lease a motor vehicle
36 transferred by a buyer or lessee to a manufacturer as the
37 result of a nonconformity unless the nature of the
38 nonconformity experienced by the original buyer or
39 lessee is clearly and conspicuously disclosed, the
40 nonconformity is corrected, and the manufacturer
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1 warrants to the new buyer or lessee in writing for a
2 period of one year that the motor vehicle is free of that
3 nonconformity.
4 SEC. 3. Section 1793.25 is added to the Civil Code, to
5 read:
6 1793.25. (a) Notwithstanding Part 1 (commencing
7 with Section 6001) of Division 2 of the Revenue and
8 Taxation Code, the State Board of Equalization shall
9 reimburse the manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for

10 an amount equal to the sales tax which the manufacturer
11 includes in making restitution to the buyer pursuant to
12 subparagraph (B) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (d) of
13 Section 1793.2, when satisfactory proof is provided that
14 the retailer of the motor vehicle for which the
15 manufacturer is making restitution has reported and paid
16 the sales tax on the gross receipts from the sale of that
17 motor vehicle. The State Board of Equalization may
18 adopt rules and regulations to carry out, facilitate
19 compliance with, or prevent circumvention or evasion of,
20 this section.
21 (b) Nothing in this section shall in any way change the
22 application of the sales and use tax to the gross receipts
23 and the sales price from the sale, and the storage, use, or
24 other consumption, in this state or tangible personal
25 property pursuant to Part 1 (commencing with Section
26 6001) of Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.
27 (c) The manufacturer's claim for reimbursement and
28 the boards approval or denial of the claim shall be subject
29 to the provisions of Article 1 (commencing with Section
30 6901) of Chapter 7 of Part 1 of Division 2 of the Revenue
31 and Taxation Code, except Sections 6902.1, 6903, 6907,
32 and 6908 thereof, insofar as those provisions are not
33 inconsistent with this section.
34 SEC. 4. Section 1794 of the Civil Code is amended to
35 read:
36 1794. (a) Any buyer of consumer goods who is
37 damaged by a failure to comply with any obligation
38 under this chapter or under an implied or express
39 warranty or service contract may bring an action for the
40 recovery of damages and other legal and equitable relief.

S

S

S
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1 (b) The measure of the buyer's damages in an action
2 under this section shall be as follows:
3 (1) Where the buyer has rightfully rejected or
4 justifiably revoked acceptance of the goods or has
5 exercised any right to cancel the sale, Sections 2711, 2712,
6 and 2713 of the Commercial Code shall apply.
7 (2) Where the buyer has accepted the goods, Sections
8 2714 and 2715 of the Commercial Code shall apply, and
9 the measure of damages shall include the cost of repairs

10 necessary to make the goods conform.
11 (c) If the buyer establishes that the failure to comply
12 was willful, the judgment may include, in addition to the
13 amounts recovered under subdivision (a) , a civil penalty
14 which shall not exceed two times the amount of actual
15 damages. This subdivision shall not apply in any class
16 action under Section 382 of the Code of Civil Procedure
17 or under Section 1781, or with respect to a claim based
18 solely on a breach of an implied warranty.
19 (d) If the buyer prevails in an action under this
20 section, the buyer shall be allowed by the court to recover
21 as part of the judgment a sum equal to the aggregate
22 amount of costs and expenses, including attorney's fees
23 based on actual time expended, determined by the court
24 to have been reasonably incurred by the buyer in
25 connection with the commencement and prosecution of
26 such action.
27 {e)- le additien to the rccovcr)' of actual damages; the
28 buyer shall rccovcr a eiyil penalty of two times the
29 amount of actual damages and reaseriable atterney!s fees
30 and eests if the manufaeturer fails to rebut the
31 press established io paragraph {4+ of subdivisiert
32 -(4 of Seetien 1793.2 and cithcr -(4+ the trranufaeturer
33 dues net maintain a qualified third party dispute
34 resehttieri preeese which eemplies with subdivisien of
35 Seetien 1793.2, er {2+ the tnanufaeMrer!s qualified third
36 party dispute reeelutien procc33 willfully fails to eemply
37 with sub144siert -fe+ of Seetiert 1793.2 in the buyer=s ease-:
38 (e) (1) Except as otherwise provided in this
39 subdivision, if the buyer establishes a violation of
40 paragraph (2) of subdivision (d) of Section 1793.2, the
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1 buyer shall recover damages, reasonable attorney's fees
2 and costs, and a civil penalty of up to two times the
3 amount of damages.
4 (2) If the manufacturer maintains a qualified
5 third -party dispute resolution process which substantially
6 complies with subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2, the
7 manufacturer shall not be liable for any civil penalty
8 pursuant to this subdivision.
9 (3) After the occurrence of the events giving rise to

10 the presumption established in paragraph (1) of
11 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2, the buyer may serve
12 upon the manufacturer a written notice requesting that
13 the manufacturer comply with paragraph (2) of
14 subdivision (d) of Section 1793.2. If the buyer fails to
15 serve the notice, the manufacturer shall not be liable for
16 a civil penalty pursuant to this subdivision:
17 (4) If the buyer serves the notice described in
18 paragraph (3) and the manufacturer complies with
19 paragraph (2) of subdivision (d) of Section 1793.2 within
20 30 days of the service of that notice, the manufacturer
21 shall not be liable for a civil penalty pursuant to this
22 subdivision.
23 (5) If the buyer recovers a civil penalty under
24 subdivision (c), the buyer may not also recover a civil
25 penalty under this subdivision for the same violation.
26 SEC. 5. Section 7102 of the Revenue and Taxation
27 Code is amended to read:
28 7102. The money in the fund shall, upon order of the
29 Controller, be drawn therefrom for refunds under this
30 part, and pursuant to Section 1793.25 of the Civil Code, or
31 be transferred in the following manner:
32 (a) (1) All revenues, less refunds, derived under this
33 part at the 43/4 percent rate, including the imposition of
34 sales and u.e taxes with respect to the sale, storage, use,
35 or other consumption of motor vehicle fuel which would
36 not have been received if the sales and use tax rate had
37 been 5 percent and if motor vehicle fuel, as defined for
38 purposes of the Motor Vehicle Fuel License Tax Law
39 (Part 2 (commencing with Section 7301) ) , had been
40 exempt from sales and use taxes, shall be estimated by the

I)
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1 State Board of Equalization, with the concurrence of the
2 Department of Finance shall be transferred during each
3 fiscal year to the Transportation Planning and
4 Development Account in the State Transportation Fund
5 for appropriation pursuant to Section 99312 of the Public
6 Utilities Code.
7 (2) If the amount transferred pursuant to paragraph
8 (1) is less than one hundred ten million dollars
9 ($110,000,000) in any fiscal year, an additional amount

10 equal to the difference between one hundred ten million
11 dollars ($110,000,000) and the amount so transferred shall
12 be transferred, to the extent funds are available, as
13 follows:
14 (A) For the 1986-87 fiscal year, from the General
15 Fund.
16 (B) For the 1987-88 and each subsequent fiscal year,
17 from the state revenues due to the imposition of sales and
18 use taxes on fuel, as defined for purposes of the Use Fuel
19 Tax Law (Part 3 (commencing with Section 8601) ) .
20 (b) The balance shall be transferred to the General
21 Fund.
22 (c) The estimate required by subdivision (a) shall be
23 based on taxable transactions occurring during a calendar
24 year, and the transfers required by subdivision (a) shall
25 be made during the fiscal year that commences during
26 that same calendar year. Transfers required by
27 paragraphs (1) and (2) of subdivision (a) shall be made
28 quarterly.
29 SEC. 6. Section 3050 of the Vehicle Code is amended
30 to read:
31 3050. The board shall do all of the following:
32 (a) Adopt rules and regulations in accordance with
33 Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1
34 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code
35 governing such matters as are specifically committed to
36 its jurisdiction.
37 (b) Hear and consider, within the limitations and in
38 accordance with the procedure provided, an appeal
39 presented by an applicant for, or holder of, a license as a
40 new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer
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1 branch, distributor, distributor branch, or representative 
2 when the applicant or licensee submits an appeal
3 provided for in this chapter from a decision arising out of
4 the department.
5 (c) Consider any matter concerning the activities or
6 practices of any person applying for or holding a license
7 as a new motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer,
8 manufacturer branch, distributor, distributor branch, or
9 representative pursuant to Chapter 4 (commencing with

10 Section 11700) of Division 5 submitted by any person. A
11 member of the board who is a new motor vehicle dealer
12 may not participate in, hear, comment, advise other
13 members upon, or decide any matter considered by the
14 board pursuant to this subdivision that involves a dispute
15 between a franchisee and franchisor. After such
16 consideration, the board may do any one or any
17 combination of the following:
18 (1) Direct the department to conduct investigation of
19 matters that the board deems reasonable, and make a
20 written report on the results of the investigation to the 
21 board within the time specified by the board.
22 (2) Undertake to mediate, arbitrate, or otherwise
23 resolve any honest difference of opinion or viewpoint
24 existing between any member of the public and any new
25 motor vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer 41/)
26 branch, distributor branch, or representative.
27 (3) Order the department to exercise any and all
28 authority or power that the department may have with
29 respect to the issuance, renewal, refusal to renew,
30 suspension, or revocation of the license of any new motor
31 vehicle dealer, manufacturer, manufacturer branch,
32 distributor, distributor branch, or representative as such
33 license is required under Chapter 4 (commencing with
34 Section 11700) of Division 5.
35 (d) Hear and consider, within the limitations and in
36 accordance with the procedure provided, a protest
37 presented by a franchisee pursuant to Section 3060, 3062,
38 3064, or 3065. A member of the board who is a new motor
39 vehicle dealer may not participate in, hear, comment,
40 advise other members upon, or decide, any matter 410

4
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1 involving a protest filed pursuant to Article 4
2 (commencing with Section 3060) .
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AMENDED IN SENATE AUGUST 25, 1987

AMENDED IN SENATE AUGUST 17, 1987

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY JUNE 11, 1987

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 13, 1987

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 28, 1987

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE --1987-88 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 2057

Introduced by Assembly Member Tanner

March 6, 1987

An act to add Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
9889.70) to Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, to
amend Sections 1793.2 and 1794 of, and to add Section 1793.25
to, the Civil Code, to amend Section 7102 of the Revenue and
Taxation Code, and to amend Section 3050 of the Vehicle
Code, relating to warranties, and making an appropriation
therefor.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 2057, as amended, Tanner. Warranties: new motor
vehicles.

(1) Existing law imposes various duties upon
manufacturers making express warranties with respect to
consumer goods, including the duty to replace the goods or
reimburse the buyer, as specified, if the goods are not
repaired to conform to those warranties after a reasonable
number of attempts. Existing law also prohibits a buyer of
such goods from asserting a presumption that a reasonable
number of attempts have been made to conform a new motor
vehicle, as specified, unless the buyer first resorts to a third
party dispute resolution process, as defined, following notice
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that such a process is available.

This bill would revise the provisions relating to warranties
on new motor vehicles to require the manufacturer or its
representative to replace the vehicle or make restitution, as
specified, if unable to conform the vehicle to the applicable
express warranties after a reasonable number of attempts.
The bill would, on July 1, 1988, revise the definitions of "motor
vehicle," "new motor vehicle," and "qualified third party
dispute resolution process" and define the term
"demonstrator" for these purposes, and require the Bureau of
Automotive Repair to establish a program for the certification
of third party dispute resolution processes pursuant to
regulations adopted by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as
specified. The bill would prohibit the sale or lease of a motor
vehicle transferred by a buyer or a lessee to a manufacturer
for a nonconformity, as defined, except as specified. The bill
would also make related changes.

The bill would, on July 1, 1988, create the Certification
Account within the Automotive Repair Fund, to be funded by
fees imposed on manufacturers and distributors pursuant to
the bill and collected by the New Motor Vehicle Board, as
specified, to be expended upon appropriation by the
Legislature to pay the expenses of the bureau under the bill.

(2) Existing law authorizes the award of court costs and
attorney's fees to a consumer who prevails in a warranty
action.

This bill would require the award of court costs and
attorney's fees to consumers who prevail in such actions, and
would also require authorize the award of civil penalties, as
specified, against certain manufacturers. Existing law
provides for the disposition of moneys in the Retail Sales Tax
Fund.

This bill would provide for reimbursement from the Retail
Sales Tax Fund to a manufacturer of a new motor vehicle for
an amount equal to the sales tax involved when the
manufacturer makes restitution to a buyer under the bill,
thereby making an appropriation.

Vote: %. Appropriation: yes. Fiscal committee: yes.
State -mandated local program: no.  
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, The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section
2 9889.70) is added to Division 3 of the Business and
3 Professions Code, to read:
4
5 CHAPTER 20.5. CERTIFICATION OF THIRD PARTY
6 DISPUTE RESOLUTION. PROCESSES
7
8 9889.70. Unless the context requires otherwise, the
9 following definitions govern the construction of this

10 chapter:
11 (a) "Bureau'' means the Bureau of Automotive
12 Repair.
13 ' (b) "New motor vehicle" means a new motor vehicle
14 as defined in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (4) of
15 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
16 (c) "Manufacturer" means a new motor vehicle
17 manufacturer, manufacturer branch, distributor, or
18 distributor branch required to be licensed pursuant to
19 Article 1 (commencing with Section 11700) of Chapter 4
20 of Division 5 of the Vehicle Code.
21 (d) "Qualified third party dispute resolution process"
22 means a third party dispute resolution process which
23 operates in compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision
24 (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter
25 and which has been certified by the bureau pursuant to
26 this chapter.
27 9889.71. The bureau shall establish a program for
28 certifying each third party dispute resolution process
29 used for the arbitration of disputes pursuant to paragraph
30 (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code.
31 In establishing the program, the bureau shall do all of the
32 following:
33 (a) Prescribe and provide forms to be used to apply for
34 certification under this chapter.
35 (b) Establish a set of minimum standards which shall
36 be used to determine whether a third party dispute
37 resolution process is in compliance with paragraph (3) of
38 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
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1 this chapter.
2 (c) Prescribe the information which each
3 manufacturer, or other entity, that uses a third party
4 dispute resolution process, and that applies to have that
5 process certified by the bureau, shall provide the bureau
6 in the application for certification. In prescribing the
7 information to accompany the application for
8 certification, the bureau shall require the manufacturer,
9 or other entity, to provide only that information which

10 the bureau finds is reasonably necessary to enable the
11 bureau to determine whether the third party dispute
12 resolution process is in compliance with paragraph (3) of
13 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
14 this chapter..
15 (d) Prescribe the information that each qualified third
16 party dispute resolution process shall provide the bureau,
17 and the time intervals at which the information shall be
18 required, to enable the bureau to determine whether the:
19 qualified third party dispute resolution process continues
20 to operate in compliance with paragraph (3) of
21 subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and
22 this chapter.
23 9889.72. (a) Each manufacturer may establish, or
24 otherwise make available to buyers or lessees of new
25 motor vehicles, a qualified third party dispute resolution
26 process for the resolution of disputes pursuant to
27 paragraph (2) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
28 Civil Code. The manufacturer, or other entity, which
29 operates the third party dispute resolution process shall
30 apply to the bureau for certification of that process..The
31 application for certification shall be accompanied by the
32 information prescribed by the bureau.
33 (b) The bureau shall review the application and
34 accompanying information and, after conducting an
35 onsite inspection, shall determine whether the third
36 party dispute resolution process is in compliance with
37 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
38 Civil Code and this chapter. If the bureau determines
39 that the process is in compliance, the bureau shall certify
40 the process. If the bureau determines that the process is

CO
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1 not in compliance, the bureau shall deny certification and
2 shall state, in writing, the reasons for denial and the
3 modifications in the operation of the process that are
4 required in order for the process to be certified.
5 (c) The bureau shall make a final determination
6 whether to certify a third party dispute resolution process
7 or to deny certification not later than 90 calendar days
8 following the date the bureau accepts the application for
9 certification as complete.

10 9889.73. (a) The bureau, in accordance with the time
11 intervals prescribed pursuant to subdivision (d) of
12 Section 9889.71, but at least once annually, shall review
13 the operation and performance of each qualified third
14 party dispute resolution process and determine, using the
15 information provided the bureau as prescribed pursuant
16 to subdivision (d) of Section 9889.71 and the monitoring
17 and inspection information described in subdivision (c)
18 of Section 9889.74, whether the process is operating in
19 compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of
20 Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code and this chapter. If the
21 bureau determines that the process is in substantial
22 compliance, the certification shall remain in effect.
23 (b) If the bureau determines that the process is not in
24 substantial compliance with paragraph (3) of subdivision
25 (e) of Section 1793.2 of the Civil Code or this chapter, the
26 bureau shall issue a notice of decertification to the
27 manufacturer, or other entity, which uses that process.
28 The notice of decertification shall state the reasons for the
29 issuance of the notice and prescribe the modifications in
30 the operation of the process that are required in order for
31 the process to retain its certification.
32 (c) A notice of decertification shall take effect 180
33 calendar days following the date the notice is served on
34 the manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process
35 that the bureau has determined is not in compliance with
36 paragraph (3) of subdivision (e) of Section 1793.2 of the
37 Civil Code or this chapter. The bureau shall withdraw the
38 notice of decertification prior to its effective date if the
39 bureau determines, after a public hearing, that the
40 manufacturer, or other entity, which uses the process has
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